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CONFERENCE OF LIBRARIANS.
MONTREAL, CANADA,

JUNE 7-12, 1900.

TEN YEARS OF AMERICAN LIBRARY PROGRESS: ADDRESS OF
THE PRESIDENT.

BY REUBEN GOLD THWAITES, Secretary and Superintendent of the State Historical Society

of Wisconsin.

A T the close of a century, all of us become,
**

in a measure, historians. Instinctively,

the thoughtful man of affairs pauses upon the

brink of the hundred years to review the status

of his calling and its share in the progress of

civilization, drawing from the past lessons

either of warning or of inspiration. This is

the key-note of the professional conferences of

the present year. We librarians would surely
be deemed eccentric were we not to take some
account of ourselves on this occasion. For the

sake of the historical record, and following the

fashion of the year, I therefore devote my
prescribed forty minutes to a consideration of

library progress in America not, indeed, to

the progress of a century, for that would lead

us very far afield, but to the progress of the

past ten years, which is quite within the ken of

the youngest of our number.

Scientists are fond of telling us that the

science of to-day is not the science of ten years

ago another way of saying that the science

of to-day is the science of all the past, expand-
ed by the growth of its last decade. It is equally
true that the American public librarianship of

to-day is the librarianship of 1890, corrected by
better methods, plus the broadened possibilities

developed in the busy decennial period which

has passed since this Association met at

Fabyan's.
I think we will agree that public libraries

were being, as a rule, most excellently con-

ducted in America, previous to 1890. To assert

otherwise would be stultifying the record of

most of us. Nevertheless, in reviewing the

progress of the remarkable decade now near-

ing its close, we can but be surprised at the

many striking features of present-day librari-

anship which have either had their inception
or been chiefly developed within these ten

years. State library commissions, inter-state,

state, and district associations; library training

schools; travelling and branch libraries; travel-

ling pictures; library advertising; children's

rooms; rooms for the blind; access to shelves;

co-operation with teachers; co-operative cata-

loging; inter-library loans and exchanges; the

general erection of superb library buildings;

phenomenal gifts from philanthropists of li-

brary buildings and endowments; compulsory

library legislation; improved methods of bind-

ing and issuing public documents all of these,

which to-day so largely engross the attention

of American librarians, in their conventions

and professional journals, are practically the

outgrowth of this brief period. For the most

part, they are efforts towards popularizing the

library; and this is clearly the especial charac-

teristic of our recent professional growth.
It was in 1890 that Massachusetts organ-

ized the first state library commission. There
are now 17 such commissions in the United

States, New Jersey and Iowa being the

last to enter the field.* Differing materially
in composition and in methods, according to

varying local conditions and standards, their

common aim is to inspire communities with a

desire for library service, to foster zeal in li-

brary work, to aid by advice and example, to

unify methods, and to act as an agency for the

application of public spirit and private bounty
in the direction of library interests. The re-

sults have not been uniformly successful in all

*State library commissions were formed as follows:

Colorado 1899
Connecticut 1893
Georgia 1897
Indiana 1899
Iowa 1900
Kansas ... 1899
Maine 1899
Massachusetts 1890
Michigan 1899

Minnesota 1899
New Hampshire 1891
New Jersey 1900
New York 1897
Ohio 1896
Pennsylvania 1899
Vermont 1895
Wisconsin 1895
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the states; for, like most library work, our

commissions are still in the experimental stage.

But in general it may be said that they have, in

their brief service, done much good work, and

methods are being bettered by experience.

Although the American Library Association

was established in 1876, it was 14 years before

a state association was formed New York

setting the example in July, 1890. There are

now 20 state associations.* Within the past

three years, in some of the commonwealths
which are territorially large, it has been found

that sectional organizations are useful as feed-

ers to the state conference, just as the state

conferences are feeders to this international

body; and inter-state meetings, like the one

recently held in Washington, are growing in

favor. City clubs have not been uniformly

successful; they doubtless will never prosper
where one library largely dominates all others;

In a community where there are several li-

braries with strong individual characteristics, a

club in which the social feature is made as

prominent as the technical will surely win a

place for itself. Over-organization is often

decried by some of our conservative crafts-

men; but the fact that so many subsidiary con-

ferences are successfully conducted, argues
that there is need for them in a country where

distances are vast and local interests varied.

Where not needed, such associations will soon

wither, and thus over-organization cures itself.

In organization lies power; from the commun-
ion of kindred spirits are born better things

a wider outlook, kindlier views, more catho-

lic sympathies.
The pioneer library training school was

founded at Columbia University in 1887. It

became the New York State Library School

upon its removal to Albany, in 1889; but it was

* Following are dates of establishment of state associa-
tions:

California (formerly Cen-
Michigan.
Minnesota ,
Nebraska 1895

tral Cal.) i

Colorado i

Connecticut i

Georgia 1897
Illinois 1896

New Hampshire 1890
New Jersey 1890
New York 1890
Ohio 1895
Pennsylvania 1892
Vermont 1894
Wisconsin 1891

Indiana 1891
Iowa 1890
Kansas 1891
Maine 1891
Massachusetts (including
Rhode Island) .1890

Sectional associations have been formed as follows:
Central California (became Cal. in 1898) 1895
Southern California 1891
Bay Path (Massachusetts) 1898
Western Massachusetts 1898
Western Pennsylvania 1896
Fox River Valley (Wisconsin) 1898
North Wisconsin (travelling libraries) 1896

the following year before the school took upon
itself the aspect which it wears to-day. Within

the present decade have also been established

other excellent schools at Pratt and Drexel

institutes, and at the University of Illinois.f

As with the training schools of all professions,

they encounter more or less adverse criticism,

from those wedded to older methods; but I

think that our schools have fairly won the com-

mendation of a large majority of our member-

ship, and their continual improvement is evi-

dent. The first summer school for librarians,

who are too busy to go to the large schools,

was opened in 1891, at Amherst College; and

now, similar courses are offered in New York,

Ohio, Indiana, Wisconsin, and Minnesota, with

an annually-increasing interest and attendance.

In these days, librarians are not content with

possessing zeal and energy they demand

special training, under well-equipped teachers;

this they obtain most readily from the library

schools, which are well supplemented by our

two admirably edited journals,}: serving as

free parliaments for the craft.

In some respects, perhaps, the most hopeful
of all forms of recent library popularization is

the travelling library. New York first tried the

experiment in February, 1893. To-day, it is a

public institution, carrying on its mission in

every state in the Union save Mississippi, Ar-

kansas, and Oregon; neither does it exist in

Alaska, Oklahoma, New Mexico, and Indian

Territories. In Canada it is thus far only
known to British Columbia.!

Perhaps nowhere on earth is human exist-

ence more hopeless than in the numerous small,

t Training classes were started at Pratt in 1890, but
there were no entrance examinations until 1893. The
first class at Drexel was formed in 1892. The library
school at Armour Institute, Chicago, was opened in

September. 1893, and removed to the University of
Illinois in September, 1897.

% The Library Jturnal was first issued in September,
1876; Public Libraries in May, 1896.

i Following are the dates of the establishment of the
various systems of travelling libraries in the United
States and Canada:

Alabama 1898 Minnesota 1898
Arizona 1900 Missouri 1898
California 1898 Montana 1899
Colorado 1896 Nebraska 1896
Connecticut 1898 New Jersey 1897
Georgia 1898 New York 1802
Idaho ....1899 Ohio 1896
Illinois 1896 Pennsylvania 1896
Indiana 1899 Tennessee . 1897
Iowa 1895 Texas 1899
Kansas 1898 Utah 1898
Kentucky 1896 Vermont 1899
Louisiana 1897 Virginia 1896
Maine 1899 Washington 1898
Maryland 1898 Wisconsin 1896
Massachusetts 1896 Wyoming
Michigan 1895 British Columbia 1899
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often decaying, hamlets of the United States,

which are isolated from the strenuous life of

more prosperous communities. The mental

horizon of the majority of the people in such a

village is narrow, their lives aimless, their as-

pirations dwarfed. Even to the boy in the city

slums, few more incentives are offered, to low

thinking and to actual vice; for in the city, are

at least enough other lads from whom to pick

his company, whereas at the cross-roads the

vicious and the good are necessarily thrown

intimate'y together, with the gossip of the

postoffice, the hotel-saloon, and the railway sta-

tion as their sole mentalstimulus. The advent

of a good travelling* library into such a com-

munity, is a Godsend, bringing hope, inspira-

tion, loftier ideals of life. Nothing more en-

couraging in modern reforms has been witnessed

than the marked change already wrought by
this single and comparatively inexpensive

agency, in scores of wretched villages which

hitherto had been dead spots in our American

civilization.

The missionary of the travelling library sys-

tem meets, in the more rural districts, some-

what different conditions. Here, the farm-

steads are widely separated. The boy, busied

with his round of "chores," and dealing at first

hand with nature, has more with which to oc-

cupy his mind than has the somewhat pampered

youth of the "corners," and is consequently
less inclined to vice. But the adult rustic too

often comes to find his toil a dreary task, and

wastes his hours at the village, under pretense
of trading; while his women-folk, with less re-

laxation, bent to their burden of cookery, chick-

ens, and churning, grow haggard before their

allotted time, and in their social isolation fur-

nish an undue proportion of inmates of bra ;n

hospitals.

It was a blessed thought, worthy of the last

decade of our remarkable century, to carry to

these unfortunate people the blessing of good
books. When the heralds of this new gospel

first went forth into the clearings of northwest

Wisconsin, in the month of May, 1896, it was
found that the need was greater than had been

realized. Dwellers in cities, daily surfeited

with reading matter of every description, find

it difficult to comprehend the conditions which

prevail in regions where a stray copy of a mag-
azine, several years old, is worn to shreds in

the passing about from neighbor to neighbor;
where illustrated journals are seldom if ever

seen; and the books which "everybody is talk-

ing about" are as unknown as the Koran or the

Mahabharata. Travelling libraries and travel-

ling pictures have now revolutionized the life

and thought of hundreds of such communities

on the hills, amid the forests, and on the prai-

ries, from one end to the other of our land.

The contemplation of philanthrophy like this

leads one to think more confidently of fnan's

humanity to man.

At almost any large American city library of

the present day, the work of popularizing books

is seen in its highest development. Public

taste is met more than half-way; it is aroused,

cultivated, fed. The clientele of the library

has come to be as varied as the lives of the

people old and young, grave and gay, from

the boy of the slums to the president of the col-

lege. Advertising its attractions in the hotels,

the street-car, and the newspapers, publishing

reading lists for special occasions, posting pros-

pectuses, and attractively displaying its new
books, the large public library is everywhere

going out to the people, urging them to come,
to see, to enjoy.

Much of this energy in popularization is the

product of the decennial period now drawing to a

close; some of its most interesting features have

but lately sprung from the brains of those strenu-

ous " missionaries of thebook" who are members

of the American Library Association. Promi-

nent among recent innovations are distinct col-

lections and reading-rooms for children and for

the blind. A desire to strengthen the common-

wealth, by educating its future citizens, is at

the bottom of our common school system, and

sentiments of both humanity and self-interest

induce us to establish special schools for the

defective classes. In our day the library has

come to be recognized as no less important than

the schoolhouse in the system of popular edu-

cation; like the school, it has at last become a

democratic institution, in which the needs of

every class of the people must be regarded.
The city branch library was not born of this

decade, but it has herein reached its highest

development. The idea of utilizing as branches

the schools, hospitals, engine-houses, police-

stations, and even shops and private houses, is

distinctly novel
; so, also, the thought of intro-

ducing neighborhood clubs, familiar talks upon
books, art exhibits, and the loan of scientific

collections, as features of branch library work.

The spirit actuating these well-meaning efforts
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for the betterment of the people is that which

gives life to missions, social settlements, and

child-saving, municipal improvement, and good

citizenship clubs. The problems are those

which also confront the settlement workers.

The books must be pushed, but diplomacy is

necessary. Once, at Hull House, in Chicago'
an attempt was being made to introduce hygienic

principles into the cookery of the neighborhood.
A poor woman at last came, in utter despair, to

remonstrate to Miss Addams. "
I don't want,"

she cried between her sobs, "to have to eat

\nyg'enes; I'd ruther eat what I'd ruther!
" Not

only the librarian who works in the slums, but

she who is trying to reform the reading of a vil-

lage, must, to be successful, see to it that the
"
hyg'enes" are not only worthy but accept-

able.

Perhaps in none other of its manifold activi-

ties has the American public library been so

successful, within the ten years just past,

as in its co-operation with the schools. This

work was commenced at Worcester, Massa-

chusetts, about twenty-five years ago, and was
soon successfully adopted in a few other cities;

but it is only within the past few years that it

has come to be generally recognized as a nec-

essary department of library administration.

With its widened application, naturally have

come important improvements and amplifica-

tions; so that it is fair to claim that the methods
of to-day are to all intents and purposes the

product of this remarkable decade. The public
librarian who would best serve the schools.,

visits them and gains the friendship and confi-

dence of the teachers. She invites the teachers

to hold meetings in the library, wherein the

resources of the collection are examined, the

indexes and books of reference explained and

discussed, and the forthcoming term's work

outlined; the teachers, on their part, informing
the librarian in advance as to the lines of work

along which they purpose to conduct their

classes. The teachers occasionally bring their

classes to the library, and the simpler methods
of consultation are exemplified, so that the

child should, by the time he enters the high
school, understand how to consult many of the

ordinary sources of reference.

Boxes of books for instruction and entertain-

ment, selected by the teachers, are sent to the

schools sometimes classified by grades ;
and

travelling school libraries, to assist in certain

courses of study, are not uncommon. Add to

this, the posting in the schools of bulletins and

classified lists, the children's room at the li-

brary, the special card catalog of children's lit-

erature, and the organization among pupils of

"library leagues," whose members are pledged
to read certain specified books, and to treat all

books as if they were personal friends, and

we Ivave a community of interests between

school and library, which can but make for a

higher intelligence in the generation which is

to succeed us. The teachers themselves, bur-

dened with often excessive curricula, and with

the ever-increasing machinery of school admin-

istration, undoubtedly were, as a profession,

slow to recognize the practical utility of the

library in their work ; and, even after the re-

cognition became inevitable, there were many
who looked askance at this new labor -making
device. But the relationship between these

two great factors in public education is at last

firmly established, and has come to stay. It

was in recognition of this relationship that New
Hampshire, in 1895, placed both schools and

libraries upon the same plane before the law,

by making the establishment and maintenance

of libraries compulsory.
In 1896, the Wisconsin State Teachers' Asso-

ciation first organized a library section
; and,

the following year, the National Educational

Association appointed a committee upon
" the

relations of public libraries to public schools,"

with instructions to propose "methods of co-

operation by which the usefulness of both may
be increased." The inquiry inaugurated by
this committee has been continued as a perma-
nent feature of the work of the National Coun-

cil of Education.*

Another interesting development of library

work, peculiar to this decade, is the relation-

ship between the library and the women's study
clubs. Our land is still relatively new; Amer-
ican men are yet busy laying the foundations

for family fortunes ; many of their sons or

grandsons will be men of cultivated leisure,

men with time and inclination for carrying seri-

ous studies into adult life. Meanwhile, the

lamp of self-culture is, for the most part, being
borne aloft by our women. To meet their mul-

titudinous and omnivorous demands for infor-

mation, the librarian is hard pushed; that he

generally succeeds, speaks well for his re-

sourcefulness and diplomacy. In many large

* See the excellent Report of the committee, dated May
31, 1899. (Chicago: University Press, 1899. Pp. 80.)
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city libraries, the schools and the study clubs

together absorb a large share of the time and

energies of the reference staff. A few years

ago, university extension centers were the

chief patrons of the reference room ; but exten-

sion lecturing has passed its prime the

woman's club appears to have largely taken

its place. What will succeed the club, none

can foretell
;
we may be well assured, however,

that the tactful librarian will be ready to greet
and to satisfy the new comer.

Freedom of access to shelves is a distinctly

recent innovation. A few large and many
small city libraries now grant practically com-

plete access, reserving only rare and costly
books. Others give partial access for in-

stance, in the children's room, the department
of popular fiction, and the reference-room

;

many such would be willing to allow full ac-

cess, were their rooms suited for the purpose ;

while a considerable proportion of the newest

buildings, especially in small cities, have been

designed with this end in view. It seems

highly probable that, long before the close of

another decade, open shelves will be the rule,

not the exception.

Inter-library loans, especially between refer-

ence libraries, are now more frequent than ever

before. Boards of trustees are gradually

amending their rules, so as to permit their li-

brarians, within certain obvious limitations, to

both lend and borrow from sister institutions.

Distances with us are so enormous, that the in-

vestigator cannot readily pass from one center

of research to another; by overcoming in some
measure this barrier to free intercourse, a bless-

ing is conferred upon American scholarship.

Popular attention has been so strongly at-

tracted by the evolution of the library as a

municipal institution, conducted upon the most
advanced principles in an age of audacious ex-

periment, that many are apt to lose sight of the

fact that the oldest type of library, that of the

college and the learned society, has in America,
at least, not remained stagnant amid the gen-
eral advancement. Heirs of the old monastic

institutions and the guilds of scholars, these

bodies generally administer their libraries with

cautious conservatism. Yet we find the best of

them quite abreast of the age, growing rapidly
in size, energy, and efficiency ; and, while not

easily affected by fads, willing to accept im-

provements, and to conduct experiments for

the benefit of the craft.

It is quite within the present decade that our

finest American library buildings have been

erected. The Library of Congress heads the list

with a structure costing $6,300,000, the largest

and most beautiful of its class in the world. The

building which houses the Boston Public cost

$2,300,000, and easily leads in size and come-

liness the city libraries of the country. The
new and stately home of the Chicago Public

cost $2,000,000 : that of Columbia University,

$1,200,000 ; of Princeton University, $650,000 ;

of the Milwaukee Public and of the Wisconsin

Historical Society, about $600,000 each
; and

Newberry Library, Chicago, $500,000. In addi-

tion to these, libraries costing from $100,000 to

$200,000 each have, within the decade, been

built in considerable numbers throughout the

United States; and buildings averaging $50,000

each, have become fairly numerous.

Many of these structures are the products of

private bounty. In endowments and in gifts

for books, also, our American libraries have

been liberally treated within the past ten years.

Unfortunately, accurate statistics have not

been kept ; but, so far as is shown by the in-

complete reports made to this Association and

to the Library Journal, it appears that since

1890 the vast sum of approximately $24 000,000

has been bestowed upon American libraries for

buildings, books, and maintenance. As this

computation omits the many individual gifts

which fell below $TOOO each, it is fair to assume

that the total, as here given, falls 10 per cent

below the actual figures. These private benefi-

cences, together with correspondingly gen-
erous expenditures of public money within the

same period, aggregate a sum probably larger

than the entire previous expenditure for libra-

ries in the history of the United States.

In what has thus far been said relative to

American library progress in the closing decade

of the nineteenth century, account has only
been taken of the library in its relation to the

people. No less remarkable has been the de-

velopment of professional methods, the evi-

dence of which is less obvious to the public, al-

though the results make in a high degree for

the economy and efficiency of our service in its

behalf.

Prominent in this department of growth has

been the recent marvellous development of me-

chanical contrivances, with which American

libraries of the most modern type are now well

equipped. 'Mention might also be made of rad-
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ical improvements which librarians have, in the

last few years, brought about in the care and dis-

tribution of the printed documents of the United

States and of several of the state governments.
But it is in the direction of professional technique

that we are now chiefly concerned ;
and herein it

will probably be agreed that co-operation is the

most distinguishing characteristic of the decade.

I have already alluded to inter-library loans,

and to exchange of duplicates, systems essen-

tially of a co-operative character. With the ex-

ception of " Poole's index," * which in its co op-

erative form first appeared in 1882, practically

all of this class of work has been inaugurated
within the past ten years. Guides to reading,

bibliographical bulletins, selected lists of books,

all are in effect co-operative; for, although

primarily intended for the use of the libraries

issuing them, their general circulation as ex-

changes, and their adoption by sister institu-

tions, considerably lessen the necessity for

others working out these problems for them-

selves. The publication, under the auspices of

this Association, of annotated lists, and of the

"A. L. A. ca'talog," have been co-operative

undertakings of the decade, and enterprises of

this character will soon increase in number and

importance. The Publishing Section itself, prac-

tically the co-operative machinery of the Asso-

ciation, was born only in 1886, and has contin-

uously proved the necessity for its being.
The Association's standing Committee on

Co-operation has, conference by conference,

done much to help along this missionary effort

toward increasing library usefulness by avoid-

ing needless repetition of effort. At this present
conference the Committee will offer a scheme

for co-operative cataloging, which gives fair

promise of revolutionizing existing methods in

the most costly department of library adminis-

tration. It has for many years been commonly
remarked among us that for each library labori-

ously to cataloge its own books, is an appal-

ling duplication of labor that might better be

expended in other directions. The institution

* The first edition was issued by Dr. Pooie in 1848 ; the
second, in 1853. In 1876, at the first meeting of this As-
sociation, the enterprise was broadened and made co-op-
erative, the first volume resulting therefrom being pub-
lished in 1882. From 1883 -

89, continuations were pub-
lished as supplements to the Library Journal. The
" First supplement," an independent volume, was issued

ary index "
(ir

ing essays as well as magazine articles), first issued in

1893, has been continued to date. The "A. L. A. index "

was published in 1893, and the Cleveland " Cumulative
index "

began in 1896.

of a central cataloging bureau, and the sale at

cost of printed cards to subscribing libraries, is

an obvious solution of the problem. But when,
in 1893, the Library Bureau entered upon this

work, which was afterwards assumed by the

Publishing Section,! practical difficulties arose,

so that the number of subscribers has been

pitifully small. Differences in systems of classi-

fication and in catalogue rules were import-

ant objections to a universal acceptance of the

scheme; but the chief stumbling block has been

the fact that few libraries could afford to sub-

scribe for cards which represented books that

they did not own, and the Section has not here-

tofore thought it practicable to receive subscrip-

tions for less than the entire output of the

bureau. The Committee on Co-operation, work-

ing in harmony with the Publishing Section,

has at last, after much thought and labor,

evolved a method which it is hoped may remove

most of these objections. Should the proposed

method, after full consideration from practical

points of view, be so fortunate as to meet the

approval of this conference, the decade would

be crowned by the adoption of one of the most

notable reforms in the history of librarian-

ship.

Until the sixth decade of this centuryj libra-

ries for community use were practically divided

into public or semi-public collections of tools

for scholars, owned by states, colleges, and

learned societies; and subscription libraries,

mostly for light literature in other words,

reference libraries, available only for scholars,

and popular libraries for those who could afford

to pay. While not supplanting these older

types, there has been developed, almost within

our own day, the municipal library, a combina-

tion of both the reference-room for the

scholar, the circulation-desk for the multitude.

In this form the library has at last become a

public institution: for the people, by the peo-

ple. As yet, however, it is far from being

universal in its application. Although growing

rapidly, and ranging in every degree between

the splendid collection in the palace on Copley

Square and the little travelling library in some

t The Publishing Section of this Association was estab-

lished in 1886; for particulars, see Library Journal, v. n,
p. 357; 382, 404. The Library Bureau, a commercial cor-

poration, began the issue of printed catalog cards for

current books. The work was transferred to the Pub-
lishing Section in October, 1896, and since February, 1898,
the work has included the printing of cards for selected

periodicals and other literature.

\ The oldest free library in the United States, the Bos-
ton Public, was founded in 1852.
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log-house in British Columbia, this new demo-

cratic institution exists only in isolated spots.

Many fields have yet to be worked before it be-

comes the common heritage of all our people.

But librarians have the temper of propagandists;
the missionary spirit is strong within them.

Meetings like this refresh and hearten them for

their work. The progress of the next ten years
will surely be as great as that of the decade now

drawing to a close, for we are but on the thresh-

old of the possibilities that await us.

These possibilities will bring their attendant

difficulties. The library problem differs but

slightly from those of the schools and of phil-

anthropy, and light is but beginning to shine

upon those troublous paths. The city librarian,

the village librarian, the custodian of the travel-

ling library, has each his task before him, dif-

fering only in degree how best to help his

neighbors to a higher plane of thought; how
best to carry forward, along his chosen path,

the torch of civilization.

In recognizing the dignity of our vocation as

one of the agencies for human betterment, let

us beware of overestimating our work. We
have much to do, much to acquire. It is prob-
able that many of the methods and even ideals

of to-day will be rejected by the librarians of

the morrow; this is inevitable, for we are ever

progressing, and progress means change. If

librarianship has in our day come to be recog-
nized as a profession, it is because we have at

last become imbued with the scientific spirit

are mutually helpful, continually awake to new

impressions, eagerly receptive of new ideas and

new ideals, ever experimenting, ever learning,

ever broadening, ever building on the founda-

tions of the past.

CANADIAN LIBRARIES.

BY JAMES BAIN, JR., Librarian Tortnto (Can.) Public Library.

A T a meeting of the Association held at

the Thousand Islands in 1887 I had the

honor of reading a paper on the past history

and present condition of the libraries of Can-

ada. My task on this occasion will be to con-

tinue that paper, to report upon the progress
made since that period, and upon the present

condition of the libraries throughout the Do-

minion.

I trust that I will not be held presumptuous
in pointing out to our American friends, that

like the United States, Canada is a federation

of self-governing provinces, to each of which

has been assigned by the central government,
certain specified subjects for local administra-

tion. Among these is that of education, which

of course, is inclusive of libraries. These prov-

inces, extending from the Atlantic to the Pa-

cific, have been settled or partially settled, in

different ways, and at more or less recent pe-

riods. That in which we this year meet, will

soon celebrate its 4OOth anniversary, and still

preserves the language and customs which it

brought from the land of the "
fleur de lis." It

will be necessary, therefore, to take each in de-

tail, and I propose to commence with the ex-

treme east and pass them in review to the far

west.

Nova Scotia is the oldest of the English-

speaking provinces, and is largely maritime.

The population is scattered along the coast, and

in it there are to be found few large towns. Hali-

fax, its capital, engrosses most of the libraries.

The first and largest of these is the Legislative

Library, with which has been united that of the

Nova Scotia Historical Society, and numbers in

books and pamphlets 32,500. It is specially

rich in its early official mss., journals, records,

and papers relating to the difficulties with the

Acadians, and the troubles to which the early
settlers were exposed. Of these a catalog was

prepared in 1886. Dalhousie University, the

largest university in the maritime provinces, has

in its Arts Library 11,760 volumes, and in the

Law Library 8000 volumes. The Nova Scotian

Institute of Science, which regularly publishes
its valuable Transactions, has a collection of

books, principally on science, amounting to

3700. Halifax is fortunate in possessing a

public library, which is called the Citizens' Free

Library, and which under the energetic manage-
ment of Miss Warren is doing excellent work.

It now contains 22,300 volumes, and has re-

cently issued a subject catalog worthy of the

city. There is also a circulating library which

is not free, containing 15,000 volumes, known as

the Garrison Library. In Antigonish the College
of St. Francis Xavier has 2500 volumes, mainly

theological, and in Windsor the venerable

King's University, with its numerous gifts from

England, has a library which, though not large

in number, contains many treasures. The
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author-subject catalog, prepared by Mr. Piers

in 1893, catalogs 7500 volumes. In Wolfville,

in the Evangeline country, Acadia College has

8500 volumes.

Nova Scotia has thus nine libraries with a

total of 90,020 volumes.

The little island of Prince Edward, lying in

the Gulf of St. Lawrence, has only one town of

any size, Charlottetown. Itcontains two libra-

riesthat of the Legislature, which has 4800

books and pamphlets, and that belonging to the

Bar, consisting of 2700 law books making a

total of 7500 volumes.

To the west of Nova Scotia lies the province

of New Brunswick, peopled principally by the

descendants of the Loyalists. St. John, the

chief commercial city, has an active public li-

brary, containing 12,000 volumes, which is doing

good work under Miss Martin's management.
In the north end of the city a free library has

been in operation for some years, containing

3000 volumes, and the Church of England In-

stitute has thrown open its 2000 volumes to all

subscribers of one dollar per annum. The

legal profession has accumulated 3500 vol-

umes. But the principal libraries of the province
are to be found at the capital, Fredericlon, the

largest of which is the Legislative Library,

amounting to 15,000 volumes, and the next, that

of the University of New Brunswick, 8500. The
Barristers' Society has also 3030. In the town

of Sackville, Mount Allison College has now

8500 volumes. The total for the province is

eight libraries containing 55,530 volumes.

Passing further west, we have the large pro-

vince in which we now meet: Quebec contain-

ing within its borders the wealthy and beauti-

ful commercial capital of the Dominion, Mon-

treal, and the picturesque and historic capital

of the province, Quebec. Of the library of the

richly endowed institution under whose aus-

pices we are gathered and the results of the

labors of Mr. Gould it is not necessary for me
to speak further than to refer you to the figures
which follow "Si monumentum requiris cir-

cumspice." The libraries of the city number 31

and contain 413,025 volumes, as follows:

Free public libraries.

Fraser Institute, estab. 1870, opened 1885;
35,000 vol. and pamph.
Has acquired the Mercantile Library and that of the

Insiitut Canadien.

Chateau de Ramezay estab. 1890, about
6000 vol. and pamph.
Does not lend books and has no catalog.

Montreal Free Library (under Jesuits'
Church.) Estab. 1889 circulating only.

English section, 8,000 vol.; French sec-

ton, 12,000 vol. 20,000 vol.

Managed as to English part by committee of three

ladies; small printed catalog of English section only.

Westmount Free Public Library, opened 1899,
2500 vol.

Supported by town of Westmount, free to all as a
reference library, circulating only to citizens of West-
mount; dictionary card catalog.

Subscription, Institutes, etc.

Bibliotheque paroissiale de Notre-Dame, et

du cercle Ville Marie. Belongs to Se-

minary of St. Sulpice, 16,000 vol.

Subscription oc. for six mos., which entitles to borrow
one book at a time, on a deposit of sex;.

Mechanics' Institute, estab. 1840; 14,162 and

pamph.
Now re-classifying on Cutter's expansive system;

printed catalog.

Grand Trunk Literary and Scientific Inst.,

7150 vol.
Printed catalog.

Bibliotheque de 1'Immaculee Conception (Jes-
uits' Parochial Library), 3000 vol.

Bishops' College (medical), 579 vol.

Ecole Normale Jacques Cartier, 12,500 vol.

and pamph.
Laval University (branch of Laval at Que-

bec), Law, 8000; Medical, 4000 12,000.
Has only law and medical books.

McGill University, estab. 1856, 58,042 vol.
Author and subject card catalog incomplete; class

E. C.

McGill Medical Library, 21,000.
One of the most complete medical libraries on the

continent.

McGill University Affiliated Colleges.

Presbyterian College of Montreal, 16,000 vol.

Manuscript catalog.

Congregational College of Montreal, 3500 vol.
No catalog, book class E. C.

Montreal Diocesan College (now includes

Synod Library), 4700 vol.

Dictionary card catalog; class E. C.

Wesleyan College, 3000 vol.

Montreal College, estab. 1800, 45,000 vol.

Property of the Seminaire de Notre Dame.

St. Mary's College (Jesuit), general library,
20,000 vol.; ref., 5000 vol.; St. Mary's
Archives, students, 7000 32,000 vol.

Seminary of St. Sulpice, 50,000 vol.
With valuable archives.

Library of the Seminary of Philosophy,
20,000 vol.

Scientific and Special.

Architectural Association of the Province of

Quebec, 250 vol.
Card dictionary catalog; class E. C.

Art Association of Montreal, 650 vol.
Printed catalog only.

Canadian Society of Civil Engineers, 1750 vol.
No catalog nor classification.

Natural History Society incorporated 1827,
abt. 6000 vol.
No catalog nor classification.

Provincial Board of Health, 1500 vol.
Printed catalog.

Y. M. C. Association founded 1854, 3800 vol.
Printed subject and author catalog.
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Y. M. C. Association reorganized 1899, 632
vol.

Dictionary card catalog; class. E. C.

Law.
Advocates' Library estab. Mar. 27, 1828, In-

corporated 1849, 17,010 vol.

New York Life Law Library estab. 1889 for

use of Tenants only, 6500 vol.
Printed catalog.

The largest university library in the Domin-

ion is that of Laval at Quebec, unrivalled for its

collection of early Canadian historical material.

Vicar-General Hamel has charge of its 110,000

volumes. The Legislative Library for the

Province, which is in the Parliament Buildings,

Quebec, has about 50,000 volumes; the Depart-
ment of Public Instruction 11,000; the Legal

Library of the members of the bar 13,000, and

the Literary and Historical Society 19,000 vol
-

umes. In 1890 a free Workman's Library was

opened at St. Roch's, one of the divisions of Que-

bec, which receives a subvention from the city

and now contains 4000 volumes. In addition to

these libraries in the city of Quebec, are to be

found a town library in Sherbrooke containing

5000 volumes, and college libraries in St. Hya-
cinthe, Sainte Anne de la Pocatiere and Three

Rivers, respectively 25,000, 13,000, and 7000.

The province has therefore 40 libraries con-

taining 670,025 volumes.

The wealthier and more homogeneous prov-

ince of Ontario has had for the past 18 years

a free library act among its statutes. Under

this act six cities and towns with 65,367 volumes

had, when I reported in 1887 availed themselves

of its permissive powers, which number has now
increased to 120. There were also at that

time 125 Mechanics' Institutes, containing

206,146 volumes, scattered throughout the prov-

ince. These were supported partly by Gov-

ernment grant and partly by private annual

subscriptions, but in 1895 the legislature passed
an act converting them into public libraries.

Permission was given to any municipal council

to appoint a board of management, which was

authorized to take over the Mechanics' Insti-

tute Library of the town or village and to

carry it on as a free public library the

funds being provided by the Government and

the municipality. When the municipality did

not take over the library, power of incorpora-

tion was given to not less than 10 persons to

form a body for the purpose of providing a

public library, financial assistance being given

by the Government. Thus the policy of the

administration of Ontario has been steadily

directed to the municipal ownership of libraries

and the putting them on a more permanent
basis than can exist under associations of

private individuals. As a consequence of this

policy there are now in the province 406 public

libraries, 120 of which are free and 286 par-

tially so, these latter being almost entirely in

the smaller towns and villages. The largest

of these libraries, Toronto, contains 110,000

volumes and the smallest about 250. The
united incomes for 1899 amounted to $193,421,

their assets were valued at $935,976, they con-

tained 862,047 volumes, and their issue of books

for the year was 2,547,131.

The library which is maintained by the Legis-

lature for its own use has grown rapidly dur-

ing the past few years, under the management
of Mr. Avern Pardoe, and now contains 70,000

volumes, and the Educational Library in the

department of the Minister of Education, which

is freely opened to all students, has 19,690 v.

From the number of higher educational in-

stitutions in the province we might freely an-

ticipate a proportionate number of libraries.

The largest of these, the University of Toronto,

numbers 60,000; Queen's University, Kingston,

has 36,000; Ottawa University 35,000. The
total number of books reported from the 18

universities and colleges is 230,300.

The Law Society of Ontario is a corporation

composed of the legal profession of the prov-

ince, which among other duties provides for

the training and examination of students-at-

law, and has its library in Osgoode Hall, To-

ronto, numbering 29,894 volumes. It also aids

in the formation and maintenance of local law

libraries in each county town. These number

24, and their libraries contain from a few hun-

dred to 4000 volumes each. They are esti-

mated to contain a total of 50,000 volumes which

gives the number of law books in Ontario libra-

ries as 79,894. There are also n scientific and

other societies whose collections of books num-
ber 25,736.

Summarizing these we find this province con-

tains 439 libraries which are more or less open
for public use and which have on their shelves

1,287,667 volumes.

Proceeding west, we have the province of

Manitoba on the great prairie land in the center

of the continent. Winnipeg almost entirely

engrosses what libraries it has, and the largest

of these is the Legislative Library, which in-

herited whatever small collection of books were

in the Red River before the formation of the

province. It now contains 17,435 volumes, and
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is rich in papers and documents pertaining to

the early days. The Literary and Historical

Society have arranged with the city authorities

to maintain a free library and have thrown

open for reference their own library, which now
numbers about 15,000 volumes. The Univer-

sity of Manitoba with its affiliated colleges has

about 8000 and the Law Library of the Law

Society 6000 volumes. These four libraries

contain 46,435 volumes.

The Northwest Territories have a library in

connection with its Legislature, at Regina, which

contains about 3500 volumes.

Finally, facing the Pacific we have the prov-

ince of British Columbia, which, though lim-

ited in population, in library matters is one of

the progressive provinces of the Dominion.

Two years ago, finding that many mining

camps and isolated agricultural districts were

without means of instruction, they organized a

series of travelling libraries. During the past

year 24 such libraries of 100 volumes each were

circulating through the province, and it is be-

lieved were productive of much good. The

Legislative Library, housed in the beautiful

building at Victoria, contains nearly 6000 vol-

umes, and the Law Library in the same place

about 2000. In addition, Victoria contains a

Public Library with 5000 volumes. The towns

of Westminster and Vancouver have also free

public libraries, the former containing 1500 vol-

umes and the latter about 1000. Efforts are being
made by the Legislative Librarian, Mr. Schol-

field, to organize a Provincial Association which

will do much to extend the library system
within their borders.

British Columbia has therefore five libraries

containing 14,500 volumes and 2400 in its trav-

elling libraries.

I have not included in my estimate the libra-

ries under the control of the Central Govern-

ment at Ottawa. First among these is the

principal library of the Dominion the Library
of Parliament which now contains by estimate

200,000 volumes. Every one who has seen the

beautiful building in which this collection is

housed will regret that more space was not

provided for accessions, and the problem of how
to increase the available space without injury

to the architectural effect is one which will

soon have to be faced. The Library of the

Geological and Natural History Survey is at-

tached to the museum and contains 16,000

books and pamphlets. The Library of the Su-

preme Court consists of 19,500 law books. The

work of the Archivist of the Dominion, Dr.

Douglas Brymner, is so well known that it is

barely necessary to call attention to the re-

markable collection of documents, original and

copied, over which he exercises supervision.

The library which is attached contains about

10,000 volumes, principally referring to Cana-

dian history and topography.
At the Meteorological Office at Toronto, the

collection of books principally on meteorology
and magnetism numbers 5000 volumes.

These five Government libraries contain a

total of 250,000 volumes.

It is a matter of regret that the free library

system has not yet made greater progress

within the Dominion, and that the only prov-

inces which have adopted it are those of Ontario

and British Columbia. The prospects are, how-

ever, encouraging. The fact that the cities of

Halifax, St. John, Quebec, and Winnipeg have

established libraries as part of their municipal

organization, and that in Montreal the suburb

of Westmount has made a commencement,
shows that the necessity for them is being felt,

and that the next stage of extending them

throughout their respective provinces will fol-

low in due course. In the meantime it will be

seen from the figures given that the number of

volumes within the Dominion has risen from

1,103,000 to 2,420,577; that special libraries are

abundant, the larger cities being fully up to the

average of American cities. The large num-
ber of universities and colleges throughout the

older parts of the Dominion are turning out a

body of graduates who must ultimately mould

public taste and guide their fellow citizens into

reading habits; and the meeting of the Ameri-

can Library Association in the principal com-

mercial city of the Dominion will form no

small factor in this educational work, empha-

sizing, as it does, the influence and extent of

the work on this continent and the professional

requirements of those to whom it is committed.

SUMMARY.
Libs. Vols.

Nova Scotia 9 90,020
Prince Edward Island 2 7, 500
New Brunswick 6 50.530

Quebec 41 670,025
Ontario 439 i ,287,667
Manitoba 4 46,435
Northwest Territories I 3, 500
British Columbia 5 16,900
General Government libraries. 5 250,000

Total in 1900 512 2,420,577
In 1887 1,103,000

Increase i,317,577
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THE PROSE WRITERS OF CANADA.

BY DR. S. E. DAWSON, Queen's Printer, Ottawa, Canada,

TT is not possible, in the compass of one

paper, to give an adequate account of the

prose writers of Canada. In the first place

there is the difficulty of dealing with a bi-lin-

gual literature, and then there is the difficulty of

separating that which deserves mention from

the current mass of printed communication
;

and when one is called upon in this age of

newspapers and magazines to decide as to

what is and what is not prose literature, the

difficulty is enhanced by the fact that some of

our best prose writers have never published a

single detached volume.

In a general review such as this, it will be

profitable to inquire into the circumstances

under which Canadian literature originated,

and by which it was directed into its actual

channels, when we will at once perceive that,

with reference to the history of the other na-

tions of America, Canada is both young and

old. Jamestown, the first English settlement

on this continent, was founded in 1607. It has

been desolate for 200 years; but Quebec
founded in 1608, only one year later is still

flourishing. Besides being brave soldiers and

skilful seamen, both Samuel de Champlain and

Captain John Smith were authors, and led the

way in English and French prose writing in

America
;
but there was a break in the contin-

uity of development in the North, while in the

South the colony of Massachusetts became the

center of intellectual life, which, if it flowed in

a narrow channel, was intense and uninter-

rupted.

Canadian literature and Canadian history

open with the works of Samuel de Champlain.

Champlain was an author in the fullest sense

of the word
;
for he even illustrated his own

works and drew excellent maps, which he pub-
lished with them. His works include not only
his voyages in Acadia and Canada, but his pre-

vious voyage to the West Indies and his de-

scription of Mexico. He wrote also short trea-

tises on navigation and map making, which are

still useful to explain early cartography. The
edition of his works published at Quebec in

1870, under the auspices of Laval University,
is a monument of the scholarship of the Abbe

Laverdiere, its editor, and of the generosity of

its publisher. A librarian need not spend

money upon original editions, for this is the

most complete, and it is, besides, the most cred-

itable specimen of the printer's art ever pub-
lished in Canada.

From the time of Champlain down to the con-

quest of 1760 learned and cultivated men, ec-

clesiastics for the most part, wrote in and
about Canada, but their books were published
in Europe. Marc Lescarbot, a companion of

Champlain, wrote in French a History of New
France, and enticed

" Les Muses dela Nouvelle

France "
to sing beside the rushing tides of the

Bay of Fundy. Then came the long series of

Jesuit Relations, the books of Father Le Clerq,

the Latin history of Du Creux, the learned

work of Father Lafiteau, the letters of Marie

Guyart, the Huron Dictionary and the History
of Father Sagard, the Travels of Hennepin,
the work of Bacqueville de la Potherie, and the

works of Father Charlevoix, still the great re-

source of writers on Canadian subjects. There

were many others; there was de Tonty
never since Jonathan was there friend so faith-

ful as he was to La Salle. There was Denys,
the capable and enterprising governor of Cape
Breton; and Boucher, the plain colonist of the

frontier post of Three Rivers who stood up be-

fore the Great King and pleaded the cause of

the despairing colony ;
and then, lest we be-

come too serious, we have that frivolous young
officer, the Baron de Lahontan, who paid off

the pious priests of Montreal for tearing leaves

out of his naughty pagan books by telling

slanderous stories of all the good people of

Canada.

But this literature, while considerable in ex-

tent, was not indigenous to the soil
; although

in quality it was, perhaps, superior to that of

the English colonies. There were educational

institutions and teaching orders and cultivated

people ;
but education did not reach the mass.

A printing press was set up at Cambridge,
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Massachusetts, in the year 1639 ; but, one hun-

dred and twenty years later, when Canada

passed under British rule, there was not one

printing press in the whole of New France.

Even the card money was handwritten, and

the Ordonnances a sort of government de-

bentures passing current as money were

printed in France. There was in New France

a polite and cultivated society, but the litera-

ture which existed was a reflex of the culture

of Old France of the France of the Bourbon

kings. This jealousy of the press in Canada is

very remarkable, because there was at least

one printing press in Mexico in I53gand one in

Peru in 1586.

Upon a people thus socially organized the

English conquest fell with great force for,

after the capitulation and at the peace in

1763 when New France was definitively ceded,

the majority of the educated laymen emi-

grated to France and left the people, with-

out their natural leaders. It is to the honor

of the clergy that they did not abandon their

charge. Bowing to circumstances beyond their

control, they severed their connections with the

Motherland
; and, if French literature in Canada

now breathes with a national life all its own, it

is due to the Church which sustained it in its

time of sore discouragement. Literature could

not flourish under such conditions
; moreover,

French and English Canadians had yet both to

undergo many trials and many political and

military experiences.

The English who first came to Canada did

not come in pursuit of literature
; and, besides,

the air was charged with electricity ;
for the

treaty of peace had scarcely been ratified when
the Stamp Act was passed. In the ensuing

struggle, after some hesitation, the new sub-

jects of England sided with her
; for, in the

much-maligned Quebec Act, she had dealt just-

ly, and even kindly with them, and they rallied

to her support. The war swept to the walls of

Quebec and yet the Commissioners of the Con-
tinental Congress could not sweep the province
into the Continental union. Even the astute

Franklin, in whose hands Oswald and Hartley
and Lord Shelburne were as wax, and who was
able to outwit even a statesman like Vergennes,
was foiled at Montreal by the polite but inflex-

ible resolution of the French Canadian clergy
and gentry.

The tide of invasion receded and peace came

at last, but not repose ; for with peace came the

sorrowful procession of proscribed refugees
who laid the foundations of English Canada.

United Empire Loyalists they were called and

United Empire Loyalists are their descendants

to the present day. Well is it for us that they
were educated men

;
for the institutions their

fathers had helped to found had to be left be-

hind, and they set their faces to the unbroken

wilderness where the forest came down to the

water's edge where the only roads were In-

dian trails, or paths made by wild animals

through the thickets. The time for literature

had not come, for there were farms to be cleared

and roads and bridges and churches and school

houses to be built. All these lay behind them
in the homes from which they had been driven.

Clearly then, if we want original Canadian
works for our libraries, we must pass over these

years.

But not yet was this people to find repose, for

our grandparents had scant time to organize
themselves into civil communities when war
broke out again, and they again took up arms
for the principles they held dear. The struggle
was exhausting, for they had to fight almost

alone. The Mother-country could give very
little assistance, because she was engaged in a

life-and- death conflict with a world in arms. In

that "
splendid isolation," which has more than

once been the destiny of England, the little half

French, half English dependency stood firm, but

her frontiers were again swept by invasion, and

the destruction of war and subsequent recovery
from its effects postponed again the era of lit-

erature
;
for our land was all borderland and

felt the scourge of war in its whole extent. At
last came peace, and the Canadian people could

settle down to the normal development of their

own institutions; but long, long years had been

lost, and it was not until 1825 or 1830 that any
interest in the pursuit of literature began to be

felt.

And now that I have endeavored to make

plain the circumstances which retarded the

development of Canadian literature I will pass
on to a short survey of the books of which it is

composed, and you will find, as in fact might
have been supposed, that our prose literature

has naturally followed up those directions

which had special reference to practical life.

No one, I think, but Rich had been devoting
himself to the bibliography of American books
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when Faribault published in 1837 at Quebec, in

French, his
"
Catalogue of works on the history

of America with special reference to those re-

lating to Canada, Acadia, and Louisiana." He
had served in the war, but when the Lit-

erary and Historical Society was founded he

became one of its most active members. He
was president and then perpetual secretary, and

in his time were published many reprints of

scarce works. He had been chief adviser in

collecting the Americana in the parliamentary

library which was burned in 1849, and he was

then sent to Europe to make purchases to re-

place the loss. Faribault's catalog contains

valuable notes, both original and extracted. It

is now very scarce, a copy in the Menzies' sale

bringing $8. Morgan's
" Bibliotheca Canaden-

sis
"

is the next catalog in order. It is a work

of great industry and covers the whole period

from the conquest down to the time of its ap-

pearance in 1867. The same writer's "Cana-
dian men and women of the time," published in

1898, practically continues the first work
; for,

although it contains notices of a vast number
of people who are not in the remotest way con-

nected with letters, yet all the litterateurs are

there all I said, inadvertently, for there are

a few important names omitted.

In 1886 the late Dr. Kingsford published a

book called "Canadian archaeology," dealing

with early printed Canadian books, and he

supplemented it, in 1892, by another the
"
Early bibliography of Ontario" for the first

had been written too hurriedly to be accurate.

Sir John Bourinot has done excellent work in

this field in his "
Intellectual development of

the Canadian people," Toronto, 1881, and in a

monograph for the Royal Society of Canada,
" Canada's intellectual strength and weakness,"

1898. A work of great value on Canadian

bibliography has been written by Phileas Gag-
non,

" Essaide bibliographic Canadienne
"

a

handsome octavo of 722 pages, published by the

author at Quebec in 1895. It contains valuable

notes and facsimile reprints of rare title-pages.

Besides these there is an exhaustive annotated

Bibliography of books printed in New Bruns-

wick by Macfarlane, St. John, 1895; Lareau's
" Histoire de la litterature Canadienne," Mon-

treal, 1874; and Haight's "Catalogue of Cana-

dian books," Toronto, 1896. I can mention

only these few; there are besides innumer-

able monographs in French and English, sepa-

rate and in magazines, for the subject is a

favorite one with Canadians. The catalogs o*

the parliamentary library at Ottawa and the

public library at Toronto are also very useful

to collectors and students.

The English kings had no jealousy of the

printing press. William Caxton had a good

position at the court of Margaret Plantagenet,
Duchess of Burgundy, and her brother, King
Edward IV., received him with favor. In 1503

two of his apprentices were made King's Print-

ers, and since that time there has always exist-

ed by patent a royal printer (Regius Impressor)

through whom alone the orders and proclama-
tions of the government have been issued.

The office of King's Printer became there-

after an important factor in English adminis-

tration, and it was introduced into all the colo-

nies. No sooner, therefore, was Canada finally-

ceded in 1763 than a printing office became a

Government necessity at Quebec. In 1764

Brown and Gilmour published the Quebec

Gazette by authority, and in 1767 a folio

volume of Ordinances. William Brown con-

tinued to print for the Crown, but the first

imprint which appears to indicate the existence

of a formal Royal patent, direct from the

Crown, is that of William Vondenvelden in

1797. John Bennett was King's Printer in

Upper Canada in 1801. Christopher Sower

was King's Printer in New Brunswick in 1785,

and John Bushell was King's Printer in Nova
Scotia as early as 1752. In 1756 we find his

name affixed to a proclamation offering 25

for every Micmac scalp. Settlers on the out-

skirts of Halifax had been losing scalps; for

the Micmacs made their collection a labor of

love, and the Abbe le Loutre, who controlled

the Micmacs, could buy 18 British scalps for

only 1800 livres. Naturally they had to bid

higher at Halifax. All this did not invite to

literary pursuits; but the volumes of statutes

and official documents were well printed, and,

if literature did not flourish, it was not for

want of a printing office. These volumes were

books, but not literature, and cannot be noticed

here.

It will be of interest to say a few words about

the first books the Canadian incunabula so

precious to bibliophiles. The first book printed

at Quebec was " Le catechisme du diocese

de Sens," Brown & Gilmour, 1764 one year

after the cession. Only one copy is now known.
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Then followed an "Abridgement of Christian

doctrine," in Montagnais, by Father Labrosse,

in 1767. Then Cugnet's
" Trait6 de la loi des

fiefs
" and other branches of the old French

law, for it was in four parts William Brown,
1775. Cugnet was a very able man. He was
Clerk to the Council and assisted the English
Government by advising them upon the old

laws of Canada.
The first book printed at Montreal was " Le

reglement de la Confrerie de 1'adoration perpe-
tuelle du Saint Sacrement," Mesplet & Berger,
1776. Then we have " Le jugeapaix" a

translation of a portion of Burns' "
Justice of

the peace" by J. F. Perrault, a volume of 561

pages, 8vo, printed by Mesplets in 1789. Re-

ligion and law are the two organizing factors

of society, and this practical people were chiefly
concerned with conduct in this world, not for-

getting regard to the next in which every-
body fully believed. Later on, in 1810, we find

the imprint of Nathan Mower on a reprint of

Bishop Porteous' "Evidences." In 1812 ap-
peared Blyth's "Narrative of the death of
Louis XVI.;" and, in 1816, a volume of Roman
Catholic prayers in Iroquois. These are not
all the books printed in those years, but the
titles indicate the tendencies of the people.
We have in Huston's "

Repertoire nationale
"

(the first edition of which is very scarce, but
which was reprinted in four vols. at Montreal in

1893) a collection of extracts in fact, a cyclo-
paedia of native French Canadian literature

from the earliest times down to 1848. One
piece alone (a poem) bears date prior to the

English period. It is dated 1734. From 1778
to 1802 there are only 12 articles. It was not
until 1832 that the French national spirit be-
came thoroughly awake, and from that year
the extracts became increasingly numerous.
The first books in general literature began to

appear in 1830 and 1831, and, in 1832, the Leg-
islative Assembly passed the first Copyright
Act. That year, then, would be a convenient
date from which to reckon the revival of litera-

ture in Canada.

The first book in general literature published
in Upper Canada was a novel, "St. Ursula's

Convent; or, the nun of Canada," printed at

Kingston in 1824. There was also a press at

Niagara (on the Lake) which did some reprint-

ing; for we find that, in 1831, Southey's
" Life

of Nelson" and Gait's " Life of Byron
" were

printed there. The same press issued in 1832

an original work by David Thompson, a " His-

tory of the War of 1812."

I cannot pretend, in a paper like this, to give
more than a general indication of the extent of

publication in those days. There were books

and pamphlets I have not mentioned; but there

were very few books published in Lower Can-

ada before 1833, and in Upper Canada before

1841. During all that period, however, there

were many prose writers, for the newspaper

press was very active, and, in the times before

telegraphs, the newspapers contained more

original matter, compared with advertisements,

than they do now. Newspapers were diligent-

ly read and editorials were more valued than

now.

The political circumstances of Canada are so

exceptional that almost every problem which

can arise in the domain of politics has been, at

some time or other, encountered by our states-

men. Questions of race, of language, of re-

ligion, of provincial autonomy, of federative

union, of the relative obligations between an

imperial central power and self-governing col-

onies, have all been of necessity threshed out

in the Dominion of Canada. Their underlying

principles have not only been laid bare, but

legislation has built firm social and political

structures upon them. For this reason there

has always been a great deal of political pam-

phleteering in Canada which, in later days and

in larger communities, would have expanded
into books. I have a great respect for a pam-

phlet upon a serious subject; because I feel

sure the author did not write it for money, but

because he had something to say. Pamphlets
come hot from the brain of a man who cannot

help writing. Great revolutions have been

wrought by pamphlets falling, like burning

coals, upon inflammable materials. Many of

the pamphlets relate to the union of the col-

onies. Many of them look forward to the or-

ganization of the Empire, but able though

many of them were, the times were not ripe.

For the reasons cited above, the number of our

prose writers who have devoted their labors to

constitutional and parliamentary history and

law is large. Two, however, stand out before

all the others and have won high reputation

throughout Britain and her colonies. Dr. Al-

pheus Todd and Sir John Bourinot are known
wherever parliamentary institutions are studied.
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Dr. Todd's chief work,
"
Parliamentary gov-

ernment in England," is one of the great

standard authorities. It has passed through
two editions, and a condensed edition has been

published by a leading English writer. It has

also been translated into German and Italian.

He wrote also a work, indispensable to the

self-governing colonies of the empire,
" Par-

liamentary government in the British col-

onies," in which is set forth, in clear detail and

with abounding references, the mode of adap-
tation of the British Parliamentary system to

all the diverse colonies of the Empire.
The name of Sir John Bourinot, the clerk of

the House of Commons, must frequently be

mentioned in any account of Canadian litera-

ture. His literary work is large in extent and

is valued throughout all English-speaking
communities. His "

Parliamentary procedure
"

is the accepted authority of our Parliament.

His "Constitutional history of Canada" is the

best manual on the subject. His two series of
" Lectures on federal government in Canada "

and " Local government in Canada " have been

published in the Johns Hopkins
"
University

studies," and his "Comparative study of the

political systems of Canada and the United

States," read before Harvard University and the

Johns Hopkins School of Political Science, has

been published in the " Annals "
of the Ameri-

can Academy of Political Science. On these

and kindred subjects he has contributed largely

not only to the periodicals of his native country,
but to reviews in England and in the United

States.

Although I have specially mentioned these

two writers, there are many others who have

done important work in this field; as, for in-

stance, Prof. Ashley, now of Harvard, whose
" Lectures on the earlier constitutional history

of Canada "
are highly esteemed, and William

H. Clement, whose volume on " Canadian con-

stitutional law "
is the text-book at Toronto

University. The field was very wide and from

the first the problems to be solved after the

cession were complex and difficult. A people,

alien in race, religion, and language, and im-

mensely superior in numbers, were to be gov-

erned, not as serfs, but as freemen and equals.

It was a civilization and a system of law equal
to their own with which the English had to

reckon and with a religion which penetrated

to the very foundation of society as deeply

as did their own national church. The sub-

ject is profoundly interesting and there is a

mass of literature relating to it. The English
who came in immediately after the conquest

sought to govern the country without reference

to the institutions of the conquered people, and
the early English governors, General Murray
and Lord Dorchester, were to the French Can-
adians a wall of defence. The peribd may be

studied in the works of Baron Maseres, a man
of great ability, who was Attorney-General of

the Province and afterward Baron of the Ex-

chequer Court in England. He was of Hugue-
not stock and had strong anti-Roman preju-
dices though personally very amiable. He
could not see why the French should not prefer
the English civil and ecclesiastical laws and
wrote a number of books to persuade them to

it. He could not see, either, how there could

be a negative quantity in algebra and wrote a

quarto volume to demonstrate the absurdity of

that notion. Later on came the discussions

which led to the division of the province and the

separation of Upper from Lower Canada. Then
followed the agitations of Papineau in the

Lower, and Gourlay and Mackenzie in the

Upper Province, with an abundant crop of

pamphlets leading up to the reunion.

But while these were often party pamphlets,
of no real value, there was also much writing

by such men as the Howes, Sewells, Stuarts,

Robinsons, Haliburtons, and others of refugee
stock. These men were exponents of views of

the destiny of the English race and the im-

portance of an organization of the Empire
which had been held by Shirley, Hutchinson,

Dickenson, and even by Franklin himself in

1754 and down to a short time previous to the

Revolution. The Loyalists had been, and

these men were, as jealous of constitutional

freedom as the leaders of the popular party.
Their successors in our days, Col. Denison,
Dr. Parkin, O. W. Howland, and the Imperial
Federal League, are the heirs and representa-

tives of the men who dreamed that great dream
which Thomas Pownall (governor of the col-

onies of South Carolina, New York, and Mas-

sachusetts from 1753 to 1768) printed in capital

letters in his " Administration of the Colonies"

that " Great Britain might no more be consid-

ered as the kingdom of this isle only, with

many appendages of provinces, colonies, set-

tlements and other extraneous parts, but as a
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great marine dominion consisting of our pos-

sessions in the Atlantic and in America united

into a one Empire in a one centre where the

seat of government is." The dream was shut

up for many days, and even many years; for

the times of the "
Little Englanders

" were to

come; but it may be that, in the latter days, if

not a pax Britannica a pax Anglicana may
reach round the world a peace of justice, of

freedom, of equality before the law and who
can tell where the centre of the English-speak-

ing world may then be.

The history of Canada and of its separate

provinces has been the favorite theme of our

writers of prose. The histories written during

the French regime were published in France;

but, soon after the cession, a new movement
towards the study of Canadian history com-

menced. Heriot, Deputy Postmaster-General

of Canada, wrote, in 1804, a "
History of Can-

ada "
of which only one volume appeared, but it

was published in London and had no original

merit. The first really Canadian history was

published by Neilson at Quebec in 1815. It is

in two 8vo volumes and is very well printed.

The author, William Smith, was clerk to the

Legislative Assembly, and besides Charlevoix,

of whose labors he made free use, he had the

records of government at his service. Never-

theless, the work is not of much historical

value. It is very scarce and a good copy will

bring about $40. Robert Christie, a Nova Sco-

tian by birth, is the next in order of date and

his literary work extends over a long life.

He wrote a volume on the " Administration of

Craig and Prevost," which was published in

1818, and the same year a " Review of the

political state of Canada under Sir Gordon
Drummond and Sir John Sherbrooke." He
wrote also a "

History of Lower Canada from

1791 to 1841," defective in literary form but

valuable as a mine of documents and extracts.

Michel Bibaud's volume of "
Epitres, chan-

sons, satires et epigrammes," published in

1830, marked the commencement of modern
French Canadian literature. He wrote also a
"
History of Canada" in two vols., published

in 1837 and 1844, now very scarce and little

referred to. Garneau is the first French Cana-

dian historian worthy of the name both for

literary style and for original research. His
"
History

"
is a work of great merit and in many

respects has not been surpassed. Garneau's

"
History

" was written in French and the four

octavo volumes of which it consists appeared
between 1845 and 1852, a period of storm and

stress in Canadian politics; hence it is animated

by strong prejudices against his English com-

patriots. There have been several editions in

French and there is an English translation by

Bell, with corrective foot notes like some of the

orthodox annotated editions of Gibbon.

Very different is the " Histoire du Canada "

of the Abbe Ferland, published from 1861 to

1865 at Quebec. It consists of a course of lec-

tures which, as professor of history, the author

delivered at Laval University. The work,

unfortunately, extends only as far as the ces-

sion in 1763. It is the result of great labor

and research, and is written with impartiality.

The same period is covered in English by a

carefully written work, in one Volume, by Dr.

H. H. Miles. It was published in 1881, and is

the most convenient manual of the history of

the French domination.

Benjamin Suite's "Histoire des Canadiens-

Fransais," published in 1882-1884, in 8 vols.,

quarto, is a very valuable history, and, if it had

been published in a more convenient form,

would be known as widely as it deserves to be.

The author's minute acquaintance with the life

of the French Canadian people makes his work

necessary for reference. Mr. Suite is one of

our most prolific writers on historical subjects.

His style is happy and his information accurate.

Dr. William Kingsford's "History," in 10

vols., octavo, is the most important historical

work which has hitherto been produced in

Canada, and it extends from the discovery of

the country down to the union of Upper and

Lower Canada in 1841. He wrote with great

independence of judgment, and he is the first

of our writers to make extensive use of the

precious collection of original papers collected

by Dr. Brymner, the Dominion archivist.

His industry was indefatigable his work is

enduring; but his reward was inadequate, and

the last years of his life were spent in labor

which is now only after he is dead com-

mencing to be appreciated.

A notice of the prose writers of Canada is

incomplete without mention of the Rev. Dr.

Withrow, who has published a work on the

catacombs of Rome which passed through
several editions and met with favor among the

reviewers of the United States. He has writ-
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ten on the " Romance of missions " and on the
"
Early history of the Methodist church," and

a list of his works would be too long to give
here. A "

History of Canada" by him, pub-
lished in 1880, is highly esteemed. Mr. Charles

G. D. Roberts, better known for his poetry,

wrote a small popular history of Canada for

the Appletons; but the most convenient manual
of the history of Canada is that written by Sir

John Bourinot for the "Story of the nations
"

series and published in London and New York.

A convenient volume of reference for the stu-

dent is Houston's volume of " Documents illus-

trative of the Canadian constitution with notes

and appendices." It contains the foundation

documents of the English period.
The war of 1812 - 14 is the subject of a num-

ber of narratives; but no connected work of

special merit or research has appeared. One
of the first volumes printed in Upper Canada
was David Thompson's

"
History," published

at Niagara in 1832. It is now very rare. There

is also a book on that war by Major Richard-

son, published at Brockville in 1842, now scarce,

and one by Auchinleck, published in Toronto

in 1855. Colonel Coffin commenced to write,

but his work did not reach a second volume.

McMullan's "
History of Canada," the first

edition of which was printed at Brockville in

1855, contained the best Canadian history of

the war until the account in Dr. Kingsford's

large work appeared. There are, however, in-

numerable pamphlets and articles treating of

episodes of this war published by local historical

societies or in magazines.

I now come to the more specialized histories,

and what shall I say ? for the roll is long and

time is fleeting. There are George Stewart's

"Life and times of Frontenac" in Winsor's

great work ; Gerald Hart's " Fall of New
France"; the Abbe Verreau's collection of
" Memoirs of the invasion of 1775 "; the Abbe

Casgrain's works on " Montcalm and L6vis."

There is the great work of the Abbe Faillon on

the foundation of Montreal, published by the

Gentlemen of the Seminary of St. Sulpice, and

there are also a series of histories, bringing

down to the present day the narratives of the

general histories, such as Bedard's "
Histoire

decinqanteans, 1791 - 1841 "; Turcotte's " Can-

ada sous 1'union, 1841-1867 "; David's "1'Union

des deux Canadas." In Ontario there are a

large number of corresponding works, such as

Dent's " Last forty years
" and his "

Story of

the Upper Canada rebellion." Such books are

rich material for the future historian, when the

calm comes, after the heat of political struggle
has been dissipated.

Then there are the histories of the separate

provinces. Commencing, where so much com-

mences, with the province by the sea, there is

Haliburton's "
History of Nova Scotia," in 2

vols., 8vo, published as early as 1829. It is a

history based on original research, and a work
of literature in every sense. Murdoch's " His-

tory," in three vols., 8vo, is arranged more as

annals, and is an important work as a quarry
for succeeding writers. Dr. Akins has pub-
lished valuable extracts from the archives of

the province; and Sir John Bourinot's " Build-

ers of Nova Scotia
"

(written last year for the

Royal Society of Canada, but also published

separately) will give the reader, not only in the

letter-press, but by the numerous illustrations,

a vivid picture of the early days of the colony.

Cape Breton now a part of Nova Scotia an

island interesting from its connection with the

discovery of the continent and the eventful

episode of Louisburg, has its histories. Robert

Brown wrote a scholarly history of the island,

and Sir John Bourinot's monograph, in the

Transactions of the Royal Society, has left

nothing to be desired.

The first New Brunswick historian was the

Rev. Robt. Cooney, who wrote the history of

that province, printed at Halifax in 1832. There

is also a volume by Alexander Munro, but the
"
History of Acadia," by James Hannay, is the

most important work of this class emanating
from New Brunswick.

And then there is the Northwest, with its wild

and romantic annals, and its literature of ex-

ploration, adventure, and daring courage. For

this you must consult Masson's "
Bourgeois de

la Compagnie du Nordouest," Joseph Tass6's
" Les Canadians de 1'Ouest," and Beckles Will-

son's "
History of the Hudson's Bay Company."

Manitoba has a group of writers. Professor

Bryce's work on Manitoba and his "Short his-

tory of the Canadian people
" were published in

England, and are much esteemed. Alexander

Begg's
"
History of the Northwest," in three

vols. , is an important work, published in Toronto

in 1894. Another writer of the same name has

published a "History of British Columbia," a

well-written and useful work. These works
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(although there are many others I might name)
cover the whole area of the continent west of

Ontario to the green slopes of the western

ocean and the ice-bound margin of the sluggish

polar sea.

A leading American author, in one of his early

books, writing at Niagara, and standing on his

own side of the river, said, with compassionate
sententiousness,

"
I look across the cataract to

a country without a history." He was looking
into the emptiness of his own mind; for, at the

very time, his countryman, Parkman, had com-
menced the brilliant series of histories of this

country which have won for him an enduring
name. History! What country of the New
World can unroll a record so varied and so vivid

with notable deeds? From this very town went
the men who opened up the continent to its

inmost heart before the English had crossed the

Alleghany mountains. The streets of the old

city have been thronged with painted warriors

of the far unknown West, with boisterous voy-

ageurs, with the white-coated soldiers of the

French king, and with the scarlet uniforms of the

troops of the English crown; for Montreal, from
the earliest times, has been the vortex of the

conflicting currents of our national life. Few
vestiges remain of the old town. The hand of

the Philistine has been heavy. It is not so

very long since I used to wander with Francis

Parkman about the older streets, but landmark
after landmark is gone or has suffered the last

indignity of restoration. I remember taking
Dean Stanley into the older part of the Semin-

ary with a half apology for its being little more
than two hundred years old, while his own
abbey reached back for nearly a thousand. "

I

have learned," he replied,
"

to look upon two
hundred years in America as equivalent to one
thousand in Europe. They reach back to the

origins of society." He had just come from

Chicago, and they had shown him thousands of

hogs marching to their doom, but the gentle
scholar would not stay for an exposition of the

amazing economies in the disposal of those hogs
rendered possible by the advance of science, but

started for the East by the next train. It is the

mind which apprehends, for many have eyes
and see not; but to men like Francis Parkman,
Oliver Wendell Holmes, and Dean Stanley,

every vestige of the quaint old town brought
back memories of a picturesque and adventur-

ous life which in old times thronged the narrow

streets. Narrow! yes, they were narrow, but

just as passable after a snowstorm and just as

clean, and the snow was whiter than now, for

it was not mixed with coal smoke.

But I have lost my way in the old town with

companions of former years. They talked so

well that I forgot. I only wanted to explain to

my American friend across Niagara that this

land has a history and we have matters of sur-

passing interest to relate. There is the story

of the Acadian exiles. Longfellow told it with-

out ever visiting the locality or knowing much
of the matter. If you wish to have the respon-

sibility for the action brought home to the doors

of the New England Colonies, read Richard's
" Acadia" and the series of monographs by the

Abbe Casgrain ;
but if, on the other hand, you

wish to know of the provocations the English
suffered you will learn them from Dr. Akins

and Lieut. Governor Archibald. The contro-

versy is keen and from the conflicting writers

the true motive (if you are clever) may be gath-
ered.

Many of the local histories are full of interest.

Histories of Annapolis, Yarmouth, Pictou, and

Queen's counties in Nova Scotia, of St. John,
New Brunswick, of Huntingdon, and the East-

ern Townships in Quebec ;
of Peterborough,

Dundas, Welland, and Wentworth in Ontario.

Interesting also is the mass of historical and

legendary lore, collected in numerous volumes

by Sir J. M. Lemoine, about Quebec and the

Lower St. Lawrence. Hawkins' " Picture of

Quebec" and Bosworth's "
Hochelaga Depicta,

or picture of Montreal," are scholarly works

now become very scarce, and Dr. Scadding, the

learned antiquarian of Toronto, has written

much upon that city and its surroundings. John
Ross Robertson's " Landmarks of Toronto " and

Graeme Mercer Adam's centennial volume

"Toronto new and old" are continuous pic-

tures of the growing life of the Queen City of

the Canadian West. Even in the wilderness of

Muskoka to the north of Toronto is a history

written in blood
;
for there the forest has grown

over the sites of the Huron towns and obliter-

ated the traces of a war, ruthless and horrible,

but redeemed by the martyrdom of the saintly

missionaries expiring under tortures with

words of blessing and exhortation upon their

lips.

All these things have exercised the pens of

the prose writers of Canada, but how can I at-
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tempt to enumerate all the books in which they
are recorded ? Time is passing and you will

soon weary of my theme, so I must hurry on

and turn a deaf ear to these voices of the past.

Much gdod prose writing exists in Canada
under the kindred heading of Biography. The

political history of the last 60 years may be

found in such works as Lindsey's
" Life of Wil-

liam Lyon Mackenzie," in Mackenzie's " Life

of George Brown," in Pope's
" Life of Sir John

A. MacDonald," in Sir Francis Hincks' "Auto-

biography," and in Buckingham and Ross's
" Life of Alexander Mackenzie." The stir of

the political arena runs through these, but

there are others, such as Read's " Lives of the

Judges," his " Life and times of General Sim-

coe
" and of "

Sir Isaac Brock " which are freer

from politics. There is also much matter of

historical interest interwoven in such biogra-

phies as Bethune's "Life of Bishop Strachan,"

Hodgins's
" Life of the Rev. Dr. Ryerson," Pat-

terson's " Life of the Rev. Dr. McGregor."
No I repeat it our writers had not to

cross the ocean for their inspiration. They had

subjects for song and story, full of heart-break

and tears, which they have not yet exhausted

and which some of your own writers, not-

ably Lorenzo Sabine, of Maine, and Prof.

Tyler, of Cornell, have treated with generous

sympathy. What could be more tragical than

the exile of the United Empire Loyalists.

There had been nothing like it for many centu-

ries, there was nothing like it in Alsace, or as a

sequel to the late civil war. Whoever were

rebels these were not; for they sided with the

established existing government. There are

not many books devoted specially to this sub-

ject, but there is a wilderness of detached mon-

ographs and the " transactions
"
of the literary

societies are full of interesting matter concern-

ing it. Canniff s
"
History of the settlements

round the Bay of Quint6" relates the fortunes

of the earliest group of refugees in Ontario.

The principal work is, however, Dr. Egerton

Ryerson's
"
Loyalists of America and their

times," published at Toronto in 1880. Dr. Ryer-
son was a strong writer, but deficient in literary

skill, and his work is rather materials for his-

tory than a finished historical treatise.

Much valuable prose writing will be found in

the Transactions of the learned societies of

Canada, such as the Literary and Historical

Society of Quebec, the oldest of all, founded in

1824; the Historical Societies of Montreal, of

Nova Scotia, of Manitoba, the Canadian Insti-

tute of Toronto, and of the smaller societies.

The University of Toronto prints an "annual
review "

of all literature relating specially to

Canada and extending its survey to works

treating of the discovery of the western world.

It is made up of contributions by specialists

upon the subjects of the books reviewed, and,

being edited by the librarian and professor of

history in the university, is an exceedingly

interesting volume. Last, but not least, is the

Royal Society of Canada, whose ' ' Annual trans-

actions," now in their iyth year, contain mono-

graphs, by leading writers of Canada, upon the

history, literature, and natural history of the

country. Of the invaluable services of Dr.

Brymner, the Dominion archivist, I need not

speak. Every librarian in America knows the

value of his annual reports and the research

and accuracy of his learned annotations.

It would naturally follow, from what I have

told you of the practical character of the Cana-

dian people, that the literature of law is very
extensive. This I cannot even touch upon, but

would only remark that the variety which dis-

tinguishes the Dominion in other matters ex-

tends even to this branch of knowledge. While

the English law prevails in Ontario and west-

wards, and in the provinces by the sea, the

Roman civil law rules the central province of

Quebec.
Law books, however, are of necessity limited

in scope to our own country, but the military

instincts of the people, arising perhaps from the

constant alarm in which they have grown up,

have given us a writer on military history

whose reputation extends over Europe. Col-

onel Denison, of Toronto, wrote in 1868 a work

on "Modern cavalry;" and, in 1887, he pub-
lished a "

History of cavalry
" which won the

first prize in a competition instituted by the

Emperor of Russia for the best work on that

subject. It has been translated into Russian,

German, and Hungarian, and is being trans-

lated into Japanese. Colonel Denison recog-

nized that, in the school of the American Civil

War, new principles of cavalry service had

arisen which were destined to sweep away all

the maxims of the European schools. It would

have been well if the British Staff College had

studied this work, even though it was written

by a colonel of colonial militia, for the prin-
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ciples he laid down are those by which Roberts

and Kitchener recently mobilized the army in

South Africa.

Among the first books published in Montreal

was the " Travels "
of Gabriel Franchere, a na-

tive of this city, who was one of the founders

of Astoria on the Columbia. The volume is

now exceedingly scarce, but it was translated

and printed in New York in 1853. This leads

to the remark that the exploration and discov-

ery of the north and west of this continent has

been mainly done by Canadians and Hudson's

Bay voyageurs, although the books have gen-

erally been printed out of Canada. Sir Alex-

ander Mackenzie was the first to reach the Pa-

cific and Arctic oceans across the continent by
land. His work has been printed in different

editions. He was a partner in the Northwest

Company of Montreal. Henry, whose adven-

tures were published in New York in 1809, was

a merchant of this city, and Harmon, whose
travels were published at Andover in 1820, was
also a member of the Northwest Company.
The travels of Ross Cox, Maclean, Ogden,

Long, and other officers of the great fur com-

panies belong to our literature, though pub-
lished in England. It was Dease and Simp-
son and Rae and Hearne who traced out most

of the Arctic coast of America. The work of

these men is still being carried on by Tyrrell,

McConnell, Low, Bell, and George Dawson,
the writings of these last, and many more whom
I cannot stop to name, whether published else-

where or embodied in reports or contributed to

foreign periodicals and learned societies, are

yet the works of Canadian prose writers.

Canadian writers have also done good work
in the archaeology and languages of the Indian

tribes. I have already said that among the

incunabula of Canada are catechisms in Mon-

tagnais and Iroquois. Among the chief work-

ers in this field was Dr. Silas Rand. He wrote

upon the "
History, manners, and language of

the Micmac tribe," and translated the Gospels
and Epistles into Micmac. His dictionary,

English and Micmac, was published at the cost

of the government, and the other half, Micmac
into English, is in manuscript at Ottawa, and
will be printed before long. He wrote also a

book on the "
Legends of the Micmacs," which

was published in New York and London in

1894. Canon O'Meara published the Common
Prayer Book in Ojibway. Bishop Baraga is

the author of an Ojibway dictionary, and

Father Lacombe of one of the Cree language.

The Abb6 Cuoq has published a dictionary of

Iroquois and grammars of both Iroquois and Al-

gonquin, besides his "Etudes philologiques
"

on both these languages. The Abbe Mayrault

wrote a "
History of the Abenakis"; the Rev.

Peter Jones (an Ojibway by birth) wrote a his-

tory of his people; and aWyandot, Peter Doo-

yentate Clarke, wrote a book on the" Origin

and traditional history of the Wyandots."
We cannot count the late Horatio Hale as a

Canadian writer, although he lived in Canada

for the latter years of his life and contributed

to the Transactions of the Royal Society, but

we have the Rev. Dr. Maclean, a writer who

has both the literary training and the actual

experience to make anything from his hand

upon Indian life valuable. His work,
" Cana-

dian savage folk, the native tribes of Canada,"

published in 1896 at Toronto, is of much value.

He is, besides, a frequent contributor to period-

ical literature on ethnological subjects.

Sir Daniel Wilson, late principal of the Uni-

versity of Toronto, although some of his works

were written before he came to Canada, must

be enrolled among Canadian prose writers, for

he was a frequent contributor to the Cana-

dian Journal and to the Royal Society on his

favorite subjects archaeology and ethnology.

Some very important works, notably his
" Pre-

historic man, or researches into the origin of

civilization in the Old and New World," were

written in Canada. Sir William Dawson also

wrote much on kindred subjects, and in his

book, "Fossil man," he employed the results

of a life-long study of the Indians of Canada to

illustrate the characters and condition of the

pre-historic men of Europe. His son, Dr.

George M. Dawson, has not only written mon-

ographs of value upon the races and languages

of the Pacific coast, but he has assisted in the

publication of many excellent monographs by
missionaries resident among the western tribes.

I must not close without mention of the Rev.

Prof. Campbell. His work on the Hittites is

well known. His contributions on Phoenician,

Egyptian, Mexican, and Indian ethnology and

philology will be found in many Canadian

transactions and periodicals.

You will scarcely be surprised to learn that

the soil of Canada has not proved productive

in writers upon metaphysics and logic. I can
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remember only two Prof. J. Clark Murray, of

McGill, and Professor Watson, of Queen's Uni-

versity. Their works have been published in

England and the United States, and their con-

tributions to leading reviews, in these coun-

tries, as well as to Canadian periodicals of the

higher class, have been frequent. Dr. Murray
has written an "

Exposition of Sir William

Hamilton's philosophy," published in Boston,
and a "Handbook of psychology," published
in London (this last work was adopted as a

text-book in several American colleges), and he

has translated from the German " The auto-

biography of Solomon Maimon " a pessimis-
tic philosopher who preceded Schopenhauer by
more than a hundred years. Professor Watson
has written " Kant and his English critics,"

Glasgow, 1881; an "Exposition of Schelling,"

Chicago, 1882; and the "
Philosophy of Kant,"

Glasgow and New York, 1892. Why commer-
cial cities, like Chicago, St. Louis, and Glas-

gow should be centers of philosophical publi-

cation, and Montreal and Toronto are imper-
vious to metaphysics, is a question worth con-

sideration.

While no very remarkable work in mathe-

matics and physics has yet been done among
us, in the natural sciences Canadian wri-

ters are known and esteemed all over the

world. Every standard book on geology, in

America or in Europe, will be found to con-

tain frequent references to Canadian writers

and illustrations reproduced from their draw-

ings. McGill University and the Geological

Survey were the two centers of this strong

eddy towards the study of natural history,

and the dominant personalities of the princi-

pal of one, Sir William Dawson, and the first

director of the other, Sir William Logan, were

the chief moving springs. Sir William Logan
was not a writer of books, beyond his reports,

although he was a contributor to the learned

transactions and reviews; but Sir William Daw-

son, during all his lifetime, was a most indus-

trious writer of books, monographs, and occa-

sional articles. His writings cover the whole

area of geology, botany, and zoology, and be-

yond these, the relations between natural sci-

ence and religion were constantly the subject
of his ready pen. I cannot begin to give you
the names even of his works, but I have count-

ed 107 important contributions to transactions

of learned societies and reviews, and 20 sepa-

rate volumes of note. These are but a portion

of the total mass of his writings, and his accu-

rate and extensive knowledge and easy style

made his works popular throughout the Eng-

lish-speaking world. The results of his labori-

ous and self-sacrificing life are around you.

Wherever you turn you will see them, and his

influence for all that is wise and good and

noble will endure in Canada for many genera-
tions to come.

Other workers in this field are not to be for-

gotten. The pioneer, Abraham Gesner, of

Nova Scotia, published a volume on the geol-

ogy of that province as early as 1836. Prof.

Henry Youle Hind published in 1860 the scien-

tific results of the expedition of 1857 sent to

find a practical immigrant route from Canada

to Fort Garry, now Winnipeg, on the Red

River. Three years later he published two

volumes of "
Explorations in Labrador." He

has been a very frequent contributor to the

Canadian Journal and to other scientific reviews

here and in Europe. Nor should Elkanah

Billings be forgotten, whose labors in palaeon-

tology are met with in every text-book, nor G.

F. Matthew, of St. John, nor Professor Bailey,

of Fredericton. The officers of the Geologica.

Survey are among our leading prose writers;

the present Director, Dr. George M. Dawson,
is known throughout Europe and America as

the writer of important works on the geography,

geology, and natural history of the Dominion,

and he as well as Dr. Robert Bell, Dr. Whit-

eaves, Professor Macoun, and others, have en-

riched Canadian literature by their numberless

contributions to scientific publications.

The set towards the study of the natural sci-

ences was not so dominant in the other cities

of Canada, but Professor Chapman and Dr.

Coleman, of Toronto, are among our writers

on chemistry and geology, and Dr. James

Douglas, now of New York, is a writer of au-

thority on all questions of metallurgy and min-

ing. We must count among our writers, though
now connected with Harvard University, Mr.

Montagu Chamberlin, a New Brunswicker.who
has written extensively on the ornithology of

Canada and on the Abenaki and Malicete

Indians of his native province.

Any notice of the prose writers of Canada

would be very imperfect without mention of Dr.

T. Sterry Hunt, who was not only a chemist,

geologist, and mineralogist of wide reputation,
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but a graceful and accurate master of English

style. His contributions to these sciences ex-

tend over the transactions of learned societies

in Europe and America, and many of them

were translated into French, German, and

Italian. He was born in Connecticut and the

last few years of his life were spent in New
York, but all the strength of his manhood was

spent in Canada and devoted to Canadian sub-

jects. His chief works are " Mineral physiol-

ogy and physiography,"
"
Mineralogy accord-

ing to a natural system," "A new basis for

chemistry," and a volume of "Chemical and

geological essays." His life work is stamped
with rare originality and has left its impress on

the sciences he followed.

Almost while I write, a Canadian well known

among you for his contributions to scientific

periodicals and as a leader in the movement
for the appraisal of literature, has stepped into

the front rank of popular expositors of science.

The handsome volume, "Flame, electricity,

and the camera," is not merely a vivid expo-
sition it is an original explanation of the ra-

tionale of the rapid progress of science during
the last years of the century and of the causes

of the accelerating speed of its advance.

I had hoped to say a few words about some

of those strong prose writers who, in the

greater newspapers, wield more influence over

the Canadian mind than most of the writers of

books; but time will not permit. Not all our

newspapers have succumbed to the scrappiness
of newsiness. Thoughtful and finished edi-

torials in dignified style may yet be found, in

number sufficient 'to send a note of sweeter

reason through the din of political strife. It is

in Canada as elsewhere; the sands are strewn

with the wreck of ventures of purely literary

papers, "free from the ties of party or sect."

Such were the Week and the Nation, and many
others; but, although it is abundantly clear

that literature alone cannot support a news-

paper, the greater newspapers have depart-

ments, sacred from intrusion, where reviews

are faithfully given and questions of pure lit-

erature discussed.

And here let me pause to regret the loss of

the excellent literature which lies dead in our

dead magazines. From 1824 literature has

never been without a witness in our land.

Some magazine, French or English, has stood

as a living witness that we were not made to

live by bread alone; and afterwards fallen as a

dead witness that bread also is necessary in

order to live. This is a subject by itself and

would require a separate paper to elucidate it

fully.

Finally we reach the region oi belles-lettres,

sometimes called "
pure literature," and here

we encounter a strong contrast between the

English and French sides of our community.
There are many volumes of

"
Causeries,"

"
Melanges,"

"
Revues,"

"
Essais," in French,

and all the French writers of note are repre-

sented in this class. Such writing in English
has seldom been published in the form of books,

but will be found abundantly in the contribu-

tions to the Saturday editions of the leading

newspapers of the large cities. Much of it is

exceedingly good ;
and while we read with

pleasure the weekly contributions of Martin

Griffin, John Reade, Bernard McEvoy, or

George Murray, we feel regret that so much

learning and cleverness should be in so epheme-
ral a form. I am glad, however, to recall in this

connection Dr. Alexander's "Introduction to

the poetry of Robert Browning." For critical

insight and appreciation this volume is worthy
of remark.

One name must always be remembered when
we take account of Canadian letters, and that is

the creator of the inimitable Yankee peddler,

Sam Slick. Judge Haliburton unconsciously
created a type to be as well known as Sam

Weller; and, while he was intent only upon

quizzing his fellow Nova Scotians in the col-

umns of a Halifax paper, he woke up to find

himself a favorite among the literary people of

London.

But literature, in the opinion of the majority
of the present day, consists mainly of fiction, and

the world in its old age is going back to the

story-tellers. Nor are we able to endure the

long novels which held our parents in rapt at-

tention. The stories must be shorter, and the

more pictures the better. This last phase of lit-

erature is cultivated by all our younger writers,

and, while the task is too extensive for any-

thing but most imperfect performance, a few

words on this branch of my subject are neces-

sary. One remark only I venture to make in

the way of criticism, that, while in science we
have produced some few men who stand in the

very front rank of their respective subjects, we
cannot boast yet of a novelist who has taken
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rank with the great masters of the craft, and

none, perhaps, who have attained to the very
forefront of the second class; but then it is

only a few years since we made a beginning.
We cannot commence our review of Cana-

dian fiction with the "
History of Emily

Montague," published in 1769, for though it

was written at Quebec, the authoress was an

Englishwoman, not a permanent resident; nor

even with "
St. Ursula's Convent," for, although

that story was published at Kingston in 1824,

no one seems to know who wrote it, nor does

there appear to be a copy now in existence.

We must commence with Major Richardson's
"

Flcart6," published in New York in 1829. In

1833 he published
"
Wacousta," a tale of Pon-

tiac's war. It is really a good novel and con-

tains an excellent picture of the siege of Detroit.

The same author published at Montreal "The
Canadian brothers," in 1840, and afterwards

four or five novels in New York. In 1833 two

members of the Strickland family, Mrs. Moodie
and Mrs. Traill, came to Canada and settled

near Peterborough. They kept up their literary

activity during their lives. Mrs. Moodie wrote

many books, and, from 1852 to 1860, she pro-

duced a number of fair novels. At the same
time Mrs. Leprohon was writing stories. Her
first novel appeared in the Literary Garland in

1848, and she followed it with a number of others.

The Hon. P. J. O. Chauveau, in 1852, led the

way in French novel writing with Charles

Guerin, and he was followed, in 1863, by Phi-

lippe Aubert De Gasp6, in
" Les anciens Cana-

diens," a book which has recently been trans-

lated and published in New York. It is

thought to be the best French Canadian novel,

although it was the author's first book and was

written when he was past seventy. Then fol-

lowed Bourassa, Marmette, Beaugrand, Gerin-

Lajoie, and others, but no important work was

produced.
I do not recall anything in English of note

until 1877, when William Kirby published
" Le

Chien d'Or." This was long thought to be,

and perhaps still is, the best Canadian novel.

It met with much favor outside of Canada.

The story as given in the legend is one of very

exceptional interest, and is told with much lit-

erary skill.

Since then the writers of stories have become
numerous in Canada. It will be impossible to

mention more than a few. Miss Machar, of

Kingston, has written some capital novels of

Canadian life. Mr. James Macdonald Oxley is

fully equal to the best writers of books of ad-

venture for boys. Since 1887 he has produced
a surprising number of books, published usually

out of Canada, though all upon Canadian life

and history.

Gilbert Parker is the chief name among Ca-

nadian writers of fiction, and, though he now
resides in England, his subjects are Canadian

and his books abound with local color and in-

cident. He stands now among the leading
novelists of the day.

During the last few years William McLennan
has made a reputation far beyond the limits of

Canada, not only by his dialect stories but by
his charming book, "Spanish John," a novel

without a woman and yet full of interest.

This book is remarkable for its singularly pure

English style.

Miss Lily Dougall not long ago surprised the

English public by a strong novel in an original

vein,
"
Beggars all," published by Longman.

The subject was not Canadian, but her later

books deal with more familiar scenes. Nor
should we omit to count Miss Blanche Mac-

donald and Mrs. Harrison in the number of our

lady novelists.

Mrs. Coates, now of Calcutta, but then Sara

Jeanette Duncan, of one of our Ontario cities,

wrote three books, not only bright and in-

teresting but with a vein of most charming
humor. One was a volume of travels round
the world, another " An American girl in Lon-

don," an exceedingly clever story which ap-

peared first in the Illustrated London News, and

the third " A voyage of consolation." She has

written other books, but these are her best.

Robert Barr is a Canadian who has made a

name among English novelists and is enrolled

among English authors. His early books are

on Canadian subjects and in scenes where his

life was for the most part passed. Mr. William

Lighthall is also among our writers of fiction.

He is the author of two novels,
" The young

seigneur" and " The false Repentigny," which

were well received. His books, as a poet or as

a Canadian anthologist, do not fall within the

scope of this paper.
The latest development of modern literature

is the short story, and E. W. Thomson, now on

the staff of the Youth's Companion, is a master in

that art. There are many others; among them
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Duncan Campbell Scott, better known as a poet;

and Dr. Frechette (whose French poetry was

crowned by the Academy of France) has

achieved the success of writing a book of cap-

ital short stories in English and so of winning
laurels in two languages.
The prospects for a distinctive Canadian

school of literature are not bright, and, indeed,

any provincial narrowness of literary effort is

not desirable. Our writers can reflect lustre

on their country only when they venture into

the broad world of our language and conquer

recognition in the great realm of Anglo-Saxon
letters. The great centers of our race, where

are to be won the great prizes of life, must

always attract the brightest and most ambitious

spirits. One of our own people a successful

author now in London writes in the Canadian

Magazine to reproach us for underestimating
ourselves. It is a good fault, even if uncom-
mon among English speakers. Our youth are

unlearning it, but they will not grow great by
self-assertion only by performance. I have

tried to set forth in detail the reasons of our

retarded commencement our growth of late

years has been rapid. We have to guard

against materialism and to watch lest literature

be oppressed by the pursuit of practical science.

We see the workers toiling and we hear their

din, but the world is saved by the dreamers

who keep the intellect of mankind sane and

sweet by communion with the ideal. Canada
must not regret her children if they achieve

fame in other lands. John Bonner and Will-

iam G. Sewell left Quebec long ago for the

Herald and Harper and the New York 7"imes,

Lanigan wrote "The Akhound of Swat " one

night waiting for telegrams in the World

office. Nova Scotia lost John Foster Kirk, who

completed Prescott's great task, and.Simon New-

comb, of the United States Navy Department,
astronomer and mathematician. From New
Brunswick went Professor De Mille, the brill-

iant author of the "Dodge Club" and "A
strange manuscript"; George Teall, the archi-

vist and leading writer of South Africa; and

May Agnes Fleming, a story writer who, for

many years, earned with her pen in New York

an income as large as that of a cabinet minister

at Ottawa. From Kingston went Grant Allen

and Prof. George Romanes a star of intellect

in the regions of the higher science where it

touches the realm of metaphysics. His prema-
ture death was lamented as a loss to Cambridge

University. I could tell of many others if there

were time but I must close.

We read that, in remote ages, the followers

of Pythagoras, and, in mediaeval times, the

adepts of the Rosy Cross, had the power of

separating at will their souls from their bodies;

and then their spirits would travel away with

the speed of thought and hover in the sem-

blance of stars over far-off lands. But always
a long trail of faint phosphorescent light con-

nected the shining spirit with the quiet body in

which its light was born.

So with us we follow with interest the for-

tunes of our countrymen we rejoice in their

advancement, and star after star may leave us,

but still we feel that their success is ours and

some faint lustre of their brilliance quickens
with pride the heart of their motherland.
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CANADIAN POETS AND POETRY.
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\ 1 WHEREVER the world is, there is a place

and use for world-literature that is to

say everywhere. But also wherever there is a

nation, there is a place and use for a national

literature. The two literatures that of the

world and that of the nation do not exclude

each other. The national literature which

aimed to exclude the world's would fail for

cause of provinciality; and where the world-

literature is supported as excluding that of the

nation, thought loses much of its vitality and

application.

In a new country, distinctive writers grow

up as naturally as distinctive plants and trees;

regional poets as naturally as regional flowers;

for thought too is a fruit of Nature, which she

puts forth like leaves and pods, varied accord-

ing to the sun and soil. Thus, in a land like

Canada, among a people organized but yester-

day, the work of those who first made studies of

the beauties of the new world of objects around

them, and began to divine the special sphere
of colonial art the development of that new
world's native store of the beautiful has an

interest and a value of its own. Let one go
with an Indian for guide far along some pri-

meval chain of lakes and streams, and he will

learn of a majesty and a loveliness which have

not been touched by the literature of Europe.
Let him become a reader of the quaint French

chronicles of the early pioneers of New France,

and he will find there a field of chivalry full

of tempting subjects for the pen. Let him put
his ear to the heart of a new nation, and he will

discover a fountain of emotions ready for the

poem and the novel.

It is a curious fact that verse, not prose, is

the usual early form of distinctive literary ex-

pression; or, to state it differently, colonial

literatures tend to begin with poetry. What is

the reason? There seem to be two reasons.

One, that verse does not, in its lyrical and

simpler forms, demand as severe an effort as a

long work of fiction; another, that it is the

natural medium of incoherent feelings and

thoughts, owing to its greater element of music.

The motives now in question are incipient

local patriotism and incipient perception of the

local materials of art.

Along these lines a new Canadian literature

is growing up, which is chiefly thus far a school

of poetry, of which I purpose to simply call at-

tention to a few examples and let them speak
for themselves without comment. The history
of the movement may be dismissed in a few

words.

There were practically no Canadian poets
before Charles Sangster, who in 1856 published
his volume,

" The St. Lawrence and the Sague-

nay," a work by no means of the highest order

and in fact in certain respects and portions

exceedingly defective, yet in which consider-

able descriptive power and love of the beauties

of the country are shown. To him belongs the

chief honor as a pioneer. In the same gen-
eration as Sangster were a number of men who
were true artists; most of them, in fact, far

better artists in technique than he such as

Charles Heavysege, the author of the stately

drama, "Saul," and other plays and sonnets;

John Reade, tender and sweet-toned, author of
' ' Merlin and other poems," Tennysonian in their

general color; Alexander McLachlan, vigorous,

popular, and Radical singer; George Martin,

George Murray, and John Hunter Duvar,
learned in old lore and quaint metres; Joseph
Howe, Thomas D'Arcy McGee, and William

Kirby; all (except Heavysege, who lived in

mental solitude far away from the present in

time and place) dealing more or less with the

subjects and life of Canada.

They have been succeeded by a second gen-

eration, who have grown up under the influence

of the great' fact which has welded the Prov-

inces of Canada into a whole, the Confederation

of 1866. Confederation has been to us what
the union of the thirteen colonies was to you.
I desire more particularly to describe the work
of this second generation, because in them the

distinctive characteristics in question are more

completely developed, and it will be convenient

to confine ourselves to a few of the best-known

names. A very good list and representation
of the others is to be found in the "

Treasury of

Canadian verse," just issued under the editor-

ship of the late Dr. Theodore Rand, who died

about the date of its publication.

Archibald Lampman I mention first, because
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his work is complete and he has gone to his rest.

Born in 1861, he resided chiefly at Ottawa,
where he was a clerk in the civil service, and

died there on the roth of February, 1899. His

was atouchingly modest, sincere, and beautiful

character, and we who knew him all loved "the

little brown bird that sings," as I used to call

him. The music of his sonnet lines is like the

strong, sure, exquisite bars of some master of

the violin, and his intimacy with nature (of

course under Canadian conditions) was most

close. In 1888 he first collected his poems into

one volume, entitled " Among the millet"; in

1893 his second book,
"
Lyrics of earth," was

published; and finally, after his death, "The
poems of Archibald Lampman

"
were, in 1900,

judiciously collected and edited by his

friend and fellow-poet, Duncan Campbell
Scott.

Worthy to stand with Lampman is another of

the same age and generation, William Wilfred

Campbell, also of the civil service, Ottawa.

His volumes are: " Lake lyrics," 1889; "The
dread voyage," 1893;

"
Mordred, a tragedy,"

1895;
"
Hildebrand, a drama," 1895; "Be-

yond the hills of dream," 1900. Campbell's
versification and choice of words are not so

perfect as Lampman's, nor is his communion
with external nature so striking, but his

aim is much wider, his dramatic quality is

surprising, and he has a keener insight into

the heart of humanity. In my humble judg-
ment his poem,

" The mother," has touched the

high-water mark of Canadian poetry.
Charles George Douglas Roberts is a repre-

sentative once the most promising of the

same school, and still strong and clear-toned.

He was born in New Brunswick in 1860, and
was till recently Professor of Literature at

King's College, Windsor, Nova Scotia, but is

now in New York. His volumes are "
Orion,"

" In divers tones," "Songs of the common
day,"

" New York nocturnes," and some prose
works.

His best and more distinctively Canadian
work may be illustrated by the sonnet entitled
" Burnt lands "; but he has also written one of

the best expressions of a national aspiration
in the lines addressed to Canada, beginning:

" O Child of Nations; giant-limbed,
Who stand'st among the nations now,

Unheeded, unadored, unhymned,
With unanointed brow."

Bliss Carman is a companion of the three

men last mentioned in fact, a first cousin of

Roberts. His diction is more original, and has

a melody quite his own, but the same color and

the same impulses mark it, as theirs close

communion with Nature, and the unconven-

tional vigor of a young people wending to its

own in the paths of thought. He was born in

Nova Scotia in 1861 and is now living in New
York. His principal works are " Low tide on

Grand Pre," 1893; "Songs from Vagabondia,"

1894; and " Behind the arras."

Frederick George Scott is the last of the ex-

amples I shall take, because time forbids con-

sidering some others, such as Duncan Camp-
bell Scott, Pauline Johnson, Isabella Valancey
Crawford, Dr. W. H. Drummond, the humor-

ist; Mrs. Frances Harrison, and others. The
Rev. George Scott was born in Montreal in

1861, and is now rector of the largest Anglican
church in Quebec. His volumes are, "The
soul's quest," 1888;

" My lattice," 1894.
" The

unnamed lake," 1896; and " Poems old and

new," 1899. In these are contained poems of

great force of description, thought, and feeling,

with a worthy reminiscence of Tennysonian
music.

A contribution of interest to which I can do

no more than refer here, is the small but highly
characteristic contribution of French Canada in

its native tongue; but that would require more
than a paragraph.
The new Canadian literature is thus chiefly a

school of poetry. Into the same field writers

of fiction are, however, following, and of them
more is, perhaps, to be expected than of the

poets, for their schemes of treatment and choice

of subjects must necessarily be freer. The artis-

tic phases of this immense and highly distinct-

ive land have been hitherto but scratched upon
the surface, like the ploughing of the settler on
its great prairies, which goes but a couple of

inches deep. There is room for a school like

the Russian, and it will yet come.

One has but to read Sladen's " Australian

ballads
"
to see that Australasia is evidently

going through an analogous process.
Mankind wants whatever will sincerely add

to its knowledge or delight, and the native wri-

ters of these regions have in each case a large
and rich special vein in which to mine treasure

which the world, and especially their part of it,

needs, and which no one else can supply.
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THE ABERDEEN ASSOCIATION.

BY Miss E. E. LAIDLAW, Recording Secretary, Montreal English Branch.

TTHE object of the Aberdeen Association is

to collect good and attractive periodicals

and other literature, and to distribute it in

monthly parcels to settlers who apply for it

from outlying parts of Canada.

ist. To those whose homes are so situated

geographically that it is difficult for them to ob-

tain literature.

2d. To those who from financial circum-

stances might not be able to purchase it.

3d. To those who from want of interest

might leave themselves and their children

without good reading matter.

The Association is strictly undenominational,
and rigidly avoids any semblance of religious

or political bias, and sends out such literature

as suits the religion, and, as far as possible,

the tastes of the readers.

In 1890, at a meeting of ladies in Winnipeg,

Lady Aberdeen, who had been struck, in com-

mon with many others, by the terrible isolation

of many of the settlers in the Canadian North*

west during the severe winter months, threw

out a suggestion for the distribution of reading
matter among them. This was most heartily

taken up by Lady Taylor (now President of the

National Council of Women), Mrs. Scarth, Mrs.

Kirby, and others, and on November 12, 1890,

an association was formed at the Clarendon

Hotel, in Winnipeg, which has literally been

the mother of all the other branches.

This parent branch struggled along under

the burden of a dearth of literature, want of

suitable rooms, and the necessity of getting

enough money to pay the postage, but from

all this have evolved a working system, which

has been copied as closely as may be by each

succeeding branch. They were in doubt as to

how to reach the people they sought out; those

for whom the Association was formed; those

who, from poverty or extreme distance from a

centre, were unable to procure a supply of sec-

ular and religious literature for themselves and
their children.

Letters to missionaries, immigration agents,

merchants, and others in such districts, an-

nouncing that bundles of old books and mag-

azines could be sent out, brought in applications
"
fast and furiously." To these applicants were

sent a form to be filled in, so that with as much

knowledge of the individual need as possible,

a judicious selection might be put in each par-

cel.

The questions on the form adopted are: I.

What is your religion and occupation ? 2

Are you married or single ? How many in

household ? If children, state ages. 3. What
kind of literature would you prefer? 4. Do

you receive any literature from elsewhere? 5.

Will you pass the literature on to others ? The
almost invariable answer to the last question is

"Yes," for, as those know who have lived in

the outlying districts of our countries, books

are treasures to be universally shared.

The postage, as the work grew, became a

serious matter, and though generous subscrip-

tions made the outlay possible for a time, a

very great relief was felt when the Honorable,

the Postmaster General, saw his way to allow-

ing the free carriage of Aberdeen Association

matter.

From Winnipeg the work soon spread to

other communities, and branches were formed

in the following order: Halifax, Ottawa, Cal-

garry, Vancouver, Regina, Toronto, Montreal

(English Branch), Montreal (French Branch),

Hamilton, Victoria, Brandon, Kingston, Que-
bec, St. John, N. B., Kamloops, B. C., and,

this year, London, Ontario. In all these

branches every possible local supply of liter-

ature is drawn upon, personal and press ap-

peals being most generously responded to.

Moving and house-cleaning are harvest times

for us, and we rejoice when our rooms are

made the literary dumping ground f the

weary householder.

The establishment of a Central Board in

Ottawa soon became a necessity. To the Cen-

tral Secretary all new applications are sent by
the local branches, to be compared with his

lists. Thus no overlapping occurs, i.e., no one

is supplied from two branches at once, and

names in order of application are distributed to

the branches where they can be taken on.
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The sources of supply are not confined to

Canada alone. Lady Aberdeen having created

much interest in its behalf in England and

Scotland. The London (England) Branch has

as its President, Lady Dufferin, and as its Sec-

retary, Mrs. Gordon, of Ellon.

The Imperial Institute gives the use of rooms
where literature is received and sorted into

cases. These are carried free to Canada by
several steamship lines, and to Ottawa by the

railways. Contributions are received from the

Young Women's Guild of Ian Maclaren's

Church, in Liverpool, from Lady Dufferin's

Book Guild, from W. T. Stead and other pub-
lishers, from the Alliance Fran9aise, in Paris,

as well as from the Glasgow and other Scotch

branches.

Last year 86 cases were received from Great

Britain, consisting roughly of 25,000 books,

23,000 magazines, 25,000 illustrated papers, etc.

These were handled at the Central Office in

Ottawa and distributed in 154 cases to the

various branches. The mailing list at the last an-

nual meeting, Hamilton, October, 1899,consisted

of 1900 monthly parcels sent to 520 post-offices for

nine months in the year. This made the output
20,000 parcels, averaging nearly five pounds
each, and reaching more than 8000 people.

Lady Aberdeen has also organized in London
a scheme of collection from newspaper offices,

etc., in whose editorial rooms boxes labelled

"For the Aberdeen Association" are placed
and called for by monthly vans, notification of

whose arrival is duly sent. In this way many
books sent for review find their way to the far

off homes in the Northwest, there to bring a

savor of new life to the snow-bound pioneers,
who are laying the foundations of civilization

for us and our children, and to whom surely our

sympathy for loneliness and patient working
and waiting must of necessity go forth. That
this sympathy is appreciated is at once observed

by those who receive more than the semi-an-

nual letters which, by the Association's by-laws,
must pass between the recipient of the monthly
parcels and that working member on whose list

the settler's name is placed. We are contin-

ually being thanked most cordially for our let-

ters and being taken into the joys and sorrows
and home life of our correspondents, in a way
that seems almost incredible. So much so, that

when any move takes place into a large town
or out of the country altogether, the "

good-

by
"

is that between friends, and letters are

begged for when books must cease.

It must be understood that this is no charity

in the accepted sense of the word. It is a friend-

ly care for friends, who gladly contribute, when

they can, to the expenses of the Association, and

who send on the books, often many weary miles,

to less fortunate neighbors (save the mark).

For the children we have an especial care,

all bright pictures and books being carefully

gathered and Branch life membership fees de-

voted to the purchase of new literature, espe-

cially at Christmas time, when we try to send

them books to keep.

Lady Aberdeen's thoughtfulness in sending

out paint boxes and colored chalks proved a joy,

not only to the little ones, but to many a bach-

elor in his little shack. Flower seeds are sent

out to brighten the little door yards, and an

essay competition on a given subject (with liberal

prizes) has had good results. It may amuse

you to hear that one prize bought a pig for an

enterprising woman.
The better known the work of this Associa-

tion the more cordial the support it receives

from the public; and no better criterion of the

results can be given you than those contained

in the requests for literature and the settlers let-

ters. Among the requests sent in we may quote
a few examples:

Farmer's wife, Methodist. Wants love stories

and detective works.

School teacher. Wants good solid reading.

Good novels. Children's literature for distri-

bution. Scientific reading for self.

Farm hand, Catholic boy. Wants " Uncle

Tom's cabin,"
"

Little Lord Fauntleroy."
Farmer's wife, Presbyterian, with 10 children.

Wants music, school books, story books, in-

struction in dancing, grace of deportment, and

carriage. Fancy work. Late fashions. Even-

ing amusements and entertainments.

Manager lumber camp. Wants historical

works and scientific literal ure for himself. Mis-

cellaneous French and English for camps.
Roman Catholic Indian teacher. Wants mag-

azines, pictorials, and flute music.

Lutheran farmer. Wants anything interest-

ing and instructive. Reads English, French,

and German.

Carpenter, widower with eight children,

Joseph, consumptive. Wants religious and

moral, and easily read, especially for Joseph.
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VOLUMES AND CIRCULATION : A STUDY OF PERCENTAGES.

BY ARTHUR E. BOSTWICK, Librarian Brooklyn (N. Y.) Public Library.

T\/I OST libraries report the percentage of cir-

culation of each class of literature with

respect to the total circulation. Very few re-

port the corresponding class percentages of the

volumes in the library. Yet, by comparison with

the latter, the former become very much more

valuable. For instance, an extreme case would

be that of a library that should report no circu-

lation of fiction at all. If this library contains

no fiction, the percentage report tells us nothing
whatever regarding the proclivities of its users

for the reading of fiction. If it has on its

shelves, say, 30 per cent, of fiction, the report

certainly shows that its users care nothing for

this class of literature. This, as has been said,

is an imaginary extreme case. Now, suppose
that a library reports an abnormally small cir-

culation of juvenile fiction say 8 per cent.

This may be due to the fact that the amount of

fiction on the shelves is abnormally small or to

some other cause. The circulation percentage

gives us no information on this point.

For this and other reasons it is desirable that

both percentages be given and studied system-

atically. One application of such study may be

to the purchase of books. If the percentage of

history circulation, we will say, largely exceeds

that of the volumes of history on the shelves,

this is an indication that the library needs more

history. If, on the other hand, the circulation

percentage falls far below the volume percentage
in any class, the indication is that the library is

properly supplied with books of this particular

class, and that effort should be made toward in-

creasing the use of those already on the shelves.

These are but probabilities, of course; they

may be negatived by a study of related statis-

tics and conditions. Thus, the books in a given
class, though their percentage is vastly larger
than that of their circulation, may contain so

great an amount of worthless material that the

percentage of usable books is small. For in-

stance, there might be a crying need for more

science, although the library contained 12 per
cent, of volumes of this class and was circulating

only 7 per cent. Again, the circulation percent-

age might be much smaller than the volume per-

centage as a direct consequence of the abnor-

mal smallness of the latter. Thus, if a library

contained but one per cent, of juvenile fiction

the chances are that the circulation percentage
would be but a fraction of one per cent., for the

books would have been so often read and re-

read as to be no longer in demand. Enough
has been said, however, to show that a compari-
son of the two systems of percentages may be

the starting point of a very fruitful series of

investigations.

There is mutual action and reaction between

the relative number of books in any one

class and the circulation in that class. All

other things being equal, the larger the class

the larger the circulation, while the larger the

circulation the more books should be added to

the class. The former action is automatic; the

latter works through the agency of the book-

purchasing power. When either ceases to re-

spond to the other the increase stops must stop

in the one case and should stop in the other.

The book-buyer has power, on the one hand,

by increasing or diminishing his stock of books

in any class, to affect the circulation in that

class, and, on the other hand, by stimulating

the circulation in a class in any or all of the

several ways in which this is possible, he may
create a demand for an increase in the number

of volumes belonging to that class. In all cases

the person who decides what books are to be

purchased must have information regarding the

relation between the number of his books and

their circulation, and this is most clearly ex-

pressed by a single number the ratio between

the circulation percentage and the volume per-

centage in each class. This number I will refer

to hereafter as the percentage-ratio. (See foot-

note accompanying tables on page 31.) If it is

desired to stimulate the circulation in any class,

that ratio should be kept well below unity by

increasing the purchases in the class. If the

contrary is to be desired,- the ratio must be kept
above unity. An examination of library reports

will show that this result has generally been

reached, although not in any systematic way,
for there are noteworthy departures from it ; as

a rule, in adult and juvenile fiction, the circula-

tion percentage far exceeds the volume percent-
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age. while in the non-fiction classes the reverse

is true, although the ratios do not vary much

from unity.

Of course the apparent use of fiction, in the

usual manner of statement, is raised by the

fact that the stock is
" turned over" oftener in

a given time. The percentages are much
more favorable to non-fiction when the circula-

tion is given in terms of time, as was shown in

an article by the present writer in the Library

Journal for 1896 (L. j.: 21 : '96.) Another way
to get at it would be to give the average number
of books outstanding in each class, from counts

made at as many different times in the year as is

convenient. This item of statistics the num-
ber of books outstanding has been somewhat

neglected by librarians. The total number is

reported once a month at the New York Free

Circulating Library and at the Brooklyn Public

Library, and Mr. R P. Hayes tells me that at

his subscription library in Chicago it is regarded
as the most important statistical item. The
standard method of keeping circulation statis-

tics, however, is not likely to be altered, and
its imperfection in this regard is an additional

reason why the fiction percentage-ratio should

be kept very far above unity. Of course, when
I speak of keeping this ratio above or below

unity, I refer only to what must be done by the

purchase of books. In direct action on the cir-

culation of course the librarian should strive to

do precisely the opposite of this. In other

words, while he is trying to lower his ratio in

a given class by buying more books, he will at

the same time try to raise it, as far as personal
effort to increase his circulation in that class is

concerned. It must also be remembered that a

percentage may be raised or lowered not only

by altering the corresponding number, but by
altering other numbers of the series. It is

very seldom desirable to lower the actual num-
ber of books in a class or their actual circulation

;

the lowering of the corresponding percentages
should be effected by increasing those of other

classes.

The mathematical statement of the situation

is somewhat complex. Without using other
than elementary terms it may be made as fol-

lows: We have fractions whose numerators and
denominators belong respectively to two series

of percentages. The value of the numerator in

each case is dependent on that of the denomi-
nator. The librarian has it in his power to

alter the numbers corresponding to both these

percentages and others in the series, although
he has greater control of those of the denomi-

nator. He desires, by such alteration, to

maintain the fraction at a value near unity, but

in some cases greater and in others smaller

than unity, at the same time raising both

terms of some of the fractions at the expense of

others. An attempt to state all this in formal

mathematical notation will throw further light

on the complexity of the relations involved.

Mathematicians may amuse themselves by try-

ing it.

Direct comparison of circulation with the

number of books on the shelves is not infre-

quent. The ratio of total circulation to total

volumes is sometimes made a measure of the

work done by a library most unjustly, it

would seem, since this ratio must necessarily

be largest in the smallest and most inadequate
collections. A rrore logical method would be

to take the ratio class by class, but even in this

case it does us little good to know that every
volume of history on the shelves circulated

four times unless we also know the relationship

of this rate to that which obtains in the other

classes. In other words, the totals of volumes

and circulation must enter into every ratio, and

this result is attained by using the percentages
as terms of the ratios, as already proposed.
The first thing to note in an investigation of

this kind is, therefore, the percentage-ratio.

This may lead to an investigation of the com-

ponent percentages of this ratio, this to the

numbers corresponding to these percentages,

and this again to an examination of the charac-

ter of the books themselves in the class in

question.

The tables on the next page show the percent-

age ratios, as defined above, in the different

classes of books at several libraries, chiefly in

New York City. They are neither exhaustive

nor particularly typical and are presented

simply as an example of the use of the meth-

od. Taking them as a whole, it will be seen

that every library represented has in general

kept its ratio well above unity in the classes

where a large circulation percentage is usually

regarded as desirable, and well below in the

other classes an indication that the purchase
of books has generally been properly distrib-

uted among the classes, but stimulation of non-

fiction circulation has not kept pace with this

purchase. Taking first the branches of the New
York Free Circulating Library, some anomalies
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TABLE SHOWING PERCENTAGE-RATIOS IN NEW YORK FREE CIRCULATING, BROOKLYN PUBLIC, AND
OTHER LIBRARIES.*

N. Y. Free Circ. Lib'y.
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due to large volume percentage and indicates

that the fiction percentage of volumes should

be lowered by proportionately smaller pur-

chases in this class. The large Williamsburg

ratio is caused by small volume percentage,

and although this is due chiefly to large vol-

ume percentages in other classes, as may be

seen by the other ratios, additional purchases
of juvenile fiction at this branch are needed.

East and South Brooklyn branches are buying
too much adult fiction, and the demand for

history is in general exceeding the proportion-

ate supply. The branch best supplied with

works on science and the arts (proportionately

to the demand) is Bedford, the worst is the East

branch. At the former special effort should be

made to stimulate the circulation in these two

classes; at the latter the stock of books in the

same classes should be made larger. These

conclusions are all easily reached by applying
to the tables the principles already laid down.

Regarding the three libraries outside of New
York City that have been added to the table,

it will be seen that in general the ratios follow

the same rules. Toronto's ratios are very low

in the classes other than fiction, and the low

circulation percentages, as shown in the library

report (not given here) indicate that the demand
in these classes should be stimulated. Neither

of these three libraries, however, has too much
fiction on the shelves, either juvenile or adult.

In the column for "periodicals" in all the tables

the ratios are unsafe bases for inference, as cur-

rent periodicals are included in the percentage
tables of circulation, while of course only bound

volumes are accounted for in the tables of vol-

ume percentages. This makes the dividend

unduly large in the calculation, which explains
the large ratios here. Still, if it is desirable to

stimulate the reading of periodicals, as I believe

it to be, on the whole, libraries should probably
take more copies for separate circulation and
bind more duplicate volumes than most of us do.

I wish to say again, in closing, that this dis-

cussion is merely to suggest a method, and that

I have chosen the libraries represented in the

tables partly on account of my own familiar-

ity with their conditions and limitations, but

chiefly because their statistics are so given as to

minimize the labor of making the table of ratios.

THK COST OF PREPARING BOOKS IN PUBLIC LIBRARIES FOR THE
USE OF THE PUBLIC.

BY BERNARD C. STEINER, Librarian Enoch Pratt Free Library, Baltimore.

'"pHERE is probably no side of library man-

agement less thought of by the general

public than the expense of preparing books for

their use. The proportion of the library's in-

come that can be spent on the increase of the

collection is much smaller than would be

thought at first by an intelligent observer, be-

cause so much expense must be added to the

dealer's cost of the book before it is ready to

be placed in the hands of the public.

It would be an interesting inquiry to ascer-

tain what the average cost per book of such

preparation is in various libraries of the coun-

try, and what proportion of these libraries' total

expenditure should be charged to the prepara-
tion of books for the use of the public, but the

writing of this paper was undertaken too late

to pursue such investigations. After all, it

is doubtful whether they would have had much

permanent value, for the elements to be taken

into account are numerous and vary so much
in different localities, that, probably, the intent

of the discussion will be accomplished by stat-

ing what elements of cost should be taken into

account and by giving an approximate estimate

of the expense in that library known best by
the writer. Others, who join in the discussion,

may give approximate figures for their institu-

tions, or may indicate where elements of cost

have been overlooked or placed at too high a

figure. While the cost of books from the dealer

is nearly the same throughout the country,
rates of salary vary greatly and the cost of

supplies varies also. Then, too, there are sev-

eral uncertain quantities which would be as-

signed different values in different places, as

for example, how much of the librarian's salary

goes to this account. We shall note, moreover,
that certain items should come into our compu-
tation, which are trifling in amount, and yet
which swell the sum total, such as paste or glue
to fasten tags on the backs of books.

We must begin, of course, with the cost of the

books themselves, and should add to this the cost

of binding such as are issued in paper covers.

But before we procure the books, we must
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have order clerks to examine the catalog, so as

to ascertain whether the books hare already
been bought or ordered elsewhere and to pre-

pare lists of those to be procured. A part of

the time of the librarian or his secretary is oc-

cupied with the correspondence which arises in

connection with the order of books, and should

be debited to our account. So, too, postage on

these letters, paper, pens, and ink must be

charged in to the expense of preparation of

books for the public. We shall find that one of

the most difficult valuations to make is that of

the portion of the librarian's own time spent in

reading reviews, glancing over publishers' cir-

culars and the new books themselves, deter-

mining what books should be bought, and, it

may be, discussing these books with the

library committee or with specialists in various

branches of literature and science. When the

books have been supplied by dealers, they
must be unpacked, placed on shelves, and the

bills.must be checked off and audited. Some
of these items are of small financial value, as

for instance, the manual labor of janitors in re-

moving books from boxes, yet an accurate ac-

countant may not leave them out. The maxim,
" De minimis non curat lex," does not hold

true in finance. The cataloging department
must now take hold of the books, and acces-

sioning, shelf listing or classification, and

writing of catalog cards must be done. If the

library makes its own conspectus and does not

trust to a ready-made classification, the cost of

that should also be included. Of course, all

salaries of catalogers and the money expended
for supplies used by them must be noted, and

it may even be queried whether the artificial

light used by catalogers, the furniture of the

cataloging rooms, and a fair interest on the

capital expended in increasing the size of the

library building, so as to provide quarters for

the cataloging department, should not be

charged to our account.

If bulletins, finding lists, reading lists, or

printed catalogs are prepared by the library,

it would seem that the cost of these would form

another item to swell the total quite materially.
The time devoted by the librarian or his as-

sistant to the supervision of the cataloging de-

partment and of the preparation of the above

mentioned printed or typewritten matter would
form another item, hard to be estimated.

At last the book is cataloged, and now
comes the question whether we should not in-

clude labor expended In connection with plac-

ing it on the shelf and supplies procured, such

as book pockets, book plates, tags, borrowers'

cards, book slips, etc. From such an enumera-

tion it will be seen that the sum total must be

an approximation, and the chief gain to us and

the public from such a discussion as this is a

clearer conception of the multitudinousness of

the items to be included.

Further, any one year gives no fair answer

to the question. Supplies bought in one year

may last over three or 'four, and in any true

bookkeeping should be divided that the proper
amount be charged to each year.

In the Enoch Pratt Free Library the amount

spent for new books and binding was about

fSooo in the year 1899. In the same year the

amount spent for salaries was $24,000, of which

amount $6000 would not be an unfair amount
to count in our reckoning. The miscellaneous

expenses were $10,500, of which we should as-

sign at least $1500 to our account. This gives
us a sum total of $15,500 out of a total ex-

penditure of $49,200, and had I not been con-

servative in my estimate I could have made it

much nearer $20,000. In other words, about a

third of the annual expenses of the library is

properly charged to the preparation of books

for the use of the public, and this, too, without

counting in several of the items which we
saw might fairly be included in the reckon-

ing.

The cost per book is a fallacious test, for a

large donation in any year will much dimin-

ish the average. For example, in 1899 we
received the gift of 1200 volumes for a new
branch library. These books cost us noth-

ing to order and we paid no booksellers' bill

for them, so that the average per book would
be less in such a year than in one where few

donations were received. In 1899 we added

about 8000 volumes, so that the cost was about

$2 per volume, and the cost of the books

from the dealer was only about half the amount

spent in preparation for the public.

Lastly, we should remember that the propor-
tion of money expended on this account to the

total expenditure will tend to diminish with the

growth of the library. In the new library there

is pressing need to create and to increase the

collection of books, circulation is usually
smaller than in later years, and there is no

charge to be made to the replacement account,

for wear and tear have not begun.
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WHAT CLASSES OF PERSONS, IF ANY, SHOULD HAVE ACCESS TO

THE SHELVES IN LARGE LIBRARIES?

BY SAMUEL SWETT GRIEN, Librarian Worcester (Mass.) Public Library.

A LL classes of persons under supervision;

no class without it.

Again, it is not the size of the library but its

value, owing to the cost or rarity of its books,

which calls for careful supervision in its use.

As libraries are now usually arranged, with

all the books in a single collection, the wisest

course seems to be to admit persons to sections

under observation, and to provide in different

rooms collections of new popular books, chil-

dren's libraries and libraries of a few thousand

volumes, containing standard and readable

books on a large variety of subjects, for pur-

poses of reference, which users may rummage
among freely and yet under supervision.

The problem is very much simplified by di-

viding a library.

I notice that in those large libraries where free

access to the shelves is allowed, there is a collec-

tion it may be quite small, however the use

of which is restricted and enjoyed only under

careful supervision. It seems to me that this

principle will have to be applied more widely if

access is to be allowed under slight supervision,

and such access is certainly very desirable.

The division of the library, in the use of

which observation of users is to be close, must

be of considerable size, unless the library, al-

though large, is, as is the case in some of the

great cities of the country, made up almost en-

tirely of popular literature.

I speak from experience in this matter, for

the Free Public Library of Worcester, Massa-

chusetts, besides having three collections of

books for persons to rummage among, has from

the beginning had two departments, a reference

library and a circulating library. In the refer-

ence library it is the custom to admit anybody
who wishes to the shelves, accompanied by an
attendant. The user may stay as long as he

pleases, but he must not put back books which

he takes down, and when he has rummaged
long enough among the books of the class he is

consulting, such books as he has selected for

study are carried to a small study room and

charged to him. The circulating library is un-

dergoing classification at present. It is the in-

tention to admit visitors to sections, under

observation, but not under so close observation

as in the case of the reference department, the

books of which are generally expensive and

often rare.

It maybe remarked here, incidentally, that

by having a department from which books are

taken out with a little formality, the librarian

is enabled to place choice editions of the more

popular authors where they can be of use to

students of literature because commonly to be

found in when wanted and in a condition of

wholeness and cleanness to render their use

profitable and comfortable.

While the greatest efforts should be made to

be impartial in the conduct ol a library and
while all portions should be unostentatiously
looked after, it is evident that there are some
users who will need to be watched more than

others, but the persons who need watching will

be found in all classes and where vigilance is

relaxed it should be in the case of individuals

and not of classes of persons.
I wish, in conclusion, to dissent emphatically

from the disposition which exists to look at the

matter of access to the shelves solely from a

pecuniary point of view. The moral side of

the question is of the utmost importance. We
must avoid making thieves by not making it too

easy to steal. I am particularly distressed

when I see shelves of books for children's use

left unguarded. There should be sympathetic
attendants in every children's room to help
children and guard the property. Contrivances

also should be adopted which will keep them
under observation fora considerable time when

leaving the room. It would be foolish to estab-

lish reform schools for delinquents and at the

same time engage in the work of making delin-

quents.
In the remarks which I have made I have not

had proprietary or college libraries in mind, but

only such libraries as the public has rights in.
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CHARACTER OF PERMITTED ACCESS TO THE SHELVES.

BY PURD B. WRIGHT, Librarian St. Joseph (Mo.) Free Public Library.

"T AM inclined to take the position that no

argument for open shelves is necessary.

We have in the public library the people's

books, paid for by their money, and deposited
in libraries for their use. This use should not

be restricted in any way which is not clearly

necessary to guard the people's interests." . . .

These words are from Mr. Brett's paper, read

at the Atlanta conference last year, and, it

would seem, practically cover the entire situa-

tion. From various causes all library workers

may not be in a position to realize their ideals,

and I take it that this discussion is intended as a

means of developing a "second best," as it

were of getting as close to ideals as possible.

That there are "open shelves" and "open
shelves

"
is plain to one who endeavors to keep

up with library magazine and convention dis-

cussions, and it is equally apparent that all

unnecessary restrictions in the use of books in

the public library by the public are being

gradually removed. The rapid increase in

the number of open-shelf children's rooms

will possibly do more in the future toward

increasing the number of open-shelf libra-

ries than any other one thing, for it is not

to be doubted that children who are educated

and permitted to select their own reading matter

after a personal examination will later insist on

this privilege as grown people. The " selected

library" (Buffalo), the "standard library"

(Providence), the Denver open-shelf, (except

fiction), the Newark method, and hosts of other

plans, all good, are signs that it will not be

many years before there will be many followers

of the Philadelphia and Cleveland libraries in

permitting access with the least possible restric-

tion. It may not be out of place here to say
that St. Joseph is to have a new library build-

ing, and it has been determined that it shall be

an open-shelf library.

Aside from the question of room ground
rent (the open-shelf library requiring more

floor space) it does not seem to me that there is

necessarily any difference as to freedom of ac-

cess to shelves between the small library and

the large library. Many of the so-called smaller

libraries have a more extensive use, relatively,

than some of the larger libraries, and it is pos-

sibly susceptible of proof that as high a class of

books are called for. It is true that in the

average small library small only on account

of a lack of means will not be found collec-

tions valuable on account of their rarity or great

cost, and it is not greatly troubled about glass

cases, wire screens, or shelf permits. In the

very large libraries there is no attempt to serve

all the people from under one roof, and it is

gratifying to see that in the separation of the

volumes more than one restriction is removed.

In the establishment of branches the idea is to

take the books nearer to the people, to make
them more readily accessible as in the smaller

community with the smaller library and the

second step is the removal of the last bar be-

tween the public and the books it wants, the

result being the open-shelf library.

In the open-shelf library all volumes of a

general nature should unquestionably be acces-

sible to all. Special collections, such as the more

expensive art books, rare manuscripts, local

history, technical medical books, and those espe-

cially valuable on account of their rarity, should

be guarded by glass doors, and protected by
such regulations as will give access to those

who, in using them intelligently, will appreciate

the value not only of the books but of the organ-

ization which makes any use possible. Glass

doors are preferred to wire screens, as they

serve the double purpose of protection from

unnecessary handling from a spirit of idle cu-

riosity, and from dust. Collections of the so-

called "inferno" nature should be behind dark

doors. The student or other person entitled to

their use will understand the necessity for any
restrictions that may be deemed necessary, and

will also be familiar with the card catalog and

other devices of the up-to-date library which

tell of its contents and the method of securing

what is wanted.

If, for lack of room or other sufficient reason,

it is impossible, or not deemed advisable, to

provide open shelves as thus described, the

librarian has an important question to consider
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in the issuing of shelf permits. Circumstances

must necessarily govern each case. The
" standard

" and " select
"

libraries have little

trouble with the question, for either of these

meet the wants of a majority of those who

apply for special shelf permits. In the closed-

shelf library, the first question arising, if the

stack room is crowded, will be as to the number

of people to be admitted to given departments
at one time. If the stacks are but 18 inches

apart, as they are in some departments of this

library at this time, the question is a grave one.

It is possible to issue shelf permits under these

circumstances it is even advisable to do so. To
all teachers in the schools of the city and county,

all preachers, club program committees, club

topic leaders, scholars, and special students in

any line, this is an open-shelf library five days

every week. Saturdays it is not, for the reason

that the number of volumes issued on this day
is so large, comparatively, that it taxes the re-

sources of the library to supply them promptly,
and nothing is permitted to stand in the way of

giving the best service possible at the delivery
desk. There are other cases in which it is

found desirable to grant shelf permits, such as

the urgent business man looking up some ques-
tion in which he is temporarily interested, the

campaign orator who wants an authority quickly,
and instances of a like nature.

The issue of shelf permits for the fiction de-

partment other than to those already mentioned,

unless under stringent restrictions, probably
occasions more heart-burnings, petty jealousies,

and criticism of the powers that be among a

certain class of literary patrons than any other

one thing. This is doubly true if this depart-

ment is in full view of the masses, who are, per-

force, kept on the outside. They see others

"browsing" here and there, examining the books

at their leisure, making selections after a per-

sonal test a sampling, as it were while they
themselves must select by title and number,
and take what may happen to be found by the

desk attendants or messengers. An attractive

title in the catalog is often the most interest-

ing thing about a book, in the opinion of the

reader after he has read, or tried to read, it.

The public is realizing this more and more

every day ;
and it is prone to resent, and justly,

any privilege which it sees extended to appar-
ent favorites, the select few. Even if this spe-

cial access to fiction shelves may be permitted
without those accorded the privilege being seen,

it does not follow that it is not known. It may
be kept a secret for a time, but before one real-

izes it the issue of shelf permits is generally
known. And it is, above all, in the fiction de-

partment that the best results may be antici-

pated from the open-shelf system.

THE STANDARD LIBRARY.

BY WILLIAM E. FOSTER, Librarian Providence (R. I.) Public Library.

'"THE three fundamental requisites which we
kept in mind, in our experiment of a Stand-

ard Library at Providence, have been: (i) ideal

quality, (2) inviting aspect, and (3) inspiring
character. The shape of the room, long and
narrow (41 x 12), was neither a makeshift, nor a

survival, nor an after-thought, but was distinctly

planned from the beginning. It gives, as will

be readily seen, two parallel rows, one of books
and one of seats. Upon the wall is the inscrip-
tion:

" The books invite you not to study, but

to taste and read." Anything more "
inviting

"

than the whole aspect of this room it would be

hard to imagine. The capacity of the room is

small, but so will always be a collection like

this of nothing but the best, and solely in the

field of the "
literature of power," rather than

the "
literature of knowledge." These shelves

will hold not more than 1200 volumes. The
number of volumes actually on the shelves at

present is only 970, and these represent 98 dif-

ferent authors less than 100.

The estimates of cost or value show a total

of only $1150.35 (or but little more than $i per

volume, that is, with the discount deducted),

indicating conclusively that it is not primarily
nor essentially a collection of "Editions de

luxe." What has been aimed at has been the

best of the editions in every essential particular,

that is, the best as literature, not necessarily
the best as technical criticism. Thus, the set

of Boswell's Johnson is not Dr. George Birk-

beck Hill's, but Augustine Birrell's; that of

Keats not the Forman edition, but the little

Golden Treasury volume. Nor is the Variorum

Shakespeare of Dr. Furness here ^included,
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though from several points of view that would

be regarded as the best edition. On the con-

trary, the "Temple Shakespeare" is included,

as being the most attractive of the "
one-play-

a-volume "
editions; and there is also, side by

side with it, the Pickering edition in eleven

volumes. The Spenser here included is not the

sumptuous Muckley edition, but the Pickering

edition, neat, accurate, and dignified, alike

faultless in its typography and admirable in its

text. The considerations which have been

taken into account in deciding on the various

editions are treated in detail in the Monthly
Bulletin of the Providence Public Library for

October, 1898, and are as follows: Text edition

and editor, size, type, paper and ink, and bind-

ing. The text must be had in its integrity if pos-
sible. In the case of non-English authors, i.e.,

those in some other language than English, the

consideration of integrity of the author's text

makes it essential that the original should be

placed on the shelves in the ideally perfect

text, while the consideration of attractiveness

makes it, perhaps, equally essential that the

author should also be represented in the best

available English translation. And yet our

experience has been that a far greater per-

centage of the public than is commonly sup-

posed is ready to realize the fact that in the

original alone is the real essence of the

author's work. After all, who can reproduce
in English all that there is in Theocritus, or in

Horace, or in Montaigne ?

And this leads us to the question, Who is bene-

fited by such a collection of books ? Three classes

of readers have thus far been chiefly observed

to use it. First, the casual visitor, drawn to it

at first by curiosity, and returning to it repeat-

edly through stronger and stronger interest in

it. The room which contains this collection

fortunately stands next to the lecture-room, on

the walls of which there is at all times an ex.

hibit of pictures of some kind. It is well known
that pictures draw more than books; but if these

books will draw a visitor of this kind, they
seem likely to continue to draw him. Second,

persons of all ages and grades of advancement
who are engaged in study, from a grammar
school pupil to the graduate student in college.

This use is large, but I pass over it now because

it is necessarily very much smaller now than it

is destined to become before long, with the

definite development which teachersstand ready

to make of it. In many instances teachers have

said to me that here was the opportunity that

they had been living in hope of. Now that it

is available ready to their hand they will

more and more send or bring the pupils, in order

that they may familiarize themselves with the

best that there is in literature. Third, the man
or woman who buys as well as reads books.

I need not say that here is one phase of this

work which promises rich results in the future.

We have strong hopes well-founded hopes,
indeed of being able through this agency to

develop private book-buying. It is a habit which,

unfortunately, has fallen into a certain decline

throughout the country. The reason is plain.

The public has more and more drawn apart from

an atmosphere of the best books and taken up
with a leading atmosphere which represents the

ephemeral and fragmentary. It cannot be called

a "
literary atmosphere." There is many a man

who simply does not know and appreciate the

best literature because he has not been brought
in contact with it. Let him be brought in con-

tact with it, as here, and it will make its appeal
to him. That it does make this appeal we are

already sure of, as we are sure that this experi-

ment of a standard library is getting the best

books actually read. Nor is the expectation in

regard to development of private book-buy-

ing by the readers an imaginary one. For years
we have had the same experience with our

readers, in a smaller way, at the old library. A
reader would often return a book, saying that

it is just the book which he must have for his

own, and asking how to order it. Under these

new conditions this tendency will at once be

greatly facilitated.

I have mentioned the fact that in our case

the selection of books is confined strictly to the

"literature of power," Instead of extending it

to the "literature of knowledge." I do not

need, at this late day, to quote in detail from

those who have so lucidly given expression to

this distinction. De Quincey, you remember,
has thus stated it:

" There is, first, the litera-

ture of knowledge, and, second, the literature

of power." "The function of the first is to

teach; the function of the second is to move."

In other words, the object of the first is infor-

mation. The object of the second is inspiration.

Surely, information is good; and why then

have we not provided for it here ? For one

reason, we have not done so at the present
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time, because this problem is by no means so

simple as the other. In the literature of in-

spiration, the matter is for the most part a

settled question. Time, with its unerring fin-

ger, has long ere this decided the rank of nearly

every author admitted into this select company;

and, as a consequence, no sweeping changes
are likely to be necessary in future. In the

literature of information, on the other hand,

the best books of to-day are by no means the

best books of to-morrow. The consequence is

that such a collection would be in a constant

state of flux and reflux. Nor would it be pos-

sible to make the entries of the best books

under certain headings without awakening
serious challenge. To take an instance which

I have already cited political economy the

ideal treatment of a subject like this varies

very much according as it is the work of Henry
C. Carey, William G. Sumner, or Henry George,
and the adherents of either one of the three

would be likely to consider the work of the

other two as merely rubbish.

A word in regard to the choice of authors

for this library, which has been made from the
"
literature of power." I have spoken of these

names as relatively secure of their position, and

in general it may be said that they are beyond

question, in themselves, though a wide differ-

ence of opinion may exist as to their relative

claims as compared with each other. I had,

however, expected a much wider difference of

opinion in regard to their claims than has ac-

tually been developed. I had thought that it

would be well to start with some list the best

list available as a basis, and then, taking

into account the comments and criticisms made
on that, shape it into such modified form as

might be required. In reality, there has been

very little suggestion of change; and that is

perhaps because the list was subjected to so

wide a range of criticism and suggestion, be-

fore making it up.

I have thus reported progress, so to speak,

on this new feature of our library work, during
its first three months. To gain a more accurate

idea of it, however, you should ask me about

it one or two years from now.

ACCESS TO A SELECTED LIBRARY : THE BUFFALO PLAN.

BY H. L. ELMENDORF, Superintendent Buffalo (IV. Y.) Public Library,

A LMOST every plan or method in library

affairs is the resultant of the meeting of

two forces which tend in different directions,

this resultant taking a new direction from that

of either original force. The open shelf de-

partment of the Buffalo Public Library is cer-

tainly an instance of this kind. The two
forces which met were, first, the ideal in the

mind of the librarian, and, second, the preced-

ing and existing conditions of the library,

The ideal of the librarian was the freest possi-

ble safe access of the public to the books it was
taxed to buy, the justice of access by the owner
to his own property. This ideal working alone

with an entirely new library might have pro-
duced an institution which would have given
unrestricted access to all its books, but the sec-

ond factor had to be dealt with. The Public

Library was the heir of the great Buffalo Li-

brary with its collection of 85,000 volumes, the

accumulation of 60 years of growth. It is a

matter of necessity that a large percentage of

these 85,000 volumes, while immensely valuable

and interesting for historic purposes, should be

misleading rather than helpful to unskilled

readers. Besides the character of the collec-

tion of books, the beautiful building which

held it had to be taken into account. The con-

ventional stack existed, so arranged as to afford

convenient storage for a large number of

books, but presenting insuperable difficulties to

the admission to its shelves of any large num-
ber of people at one time. The character of

both the books and the building thus appar-

ently closed the door to the Cleveland-Denver-

Philadelphia plan.

A feature of the old library seemed to sug-

gest another solution. The Buffalo Library,

always a proprietary library, reserved the home
use of its books to members of the association

and holders of a thousand free school tickets,

a clientage amounting in all to about 4000 per-

sons. The Buffalo Library was. beyond this

perfectly proper restriction as to home use, ex-

tremely public-spirited, and allowed any well-

behaved person the free use of its books
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within the building, thus making itself a

strong influence in the life of the city. Partly

as a generous concession to the public, but

more especially for the pleasure of its mem-

bers, there was installed, during the later years

of the old library, a department known as

the
" Nook." Here were placed, as they

were published, one copy each of a small

selection of the best and most attractive of

the newest books. Books in the " Nook "

were not issued for home use to anyone,
but any person was at liberty to handle,

examine, and read them. The experiment

proved to be popular and helpful, but, for lack

of money and suitable room, the collection was

always small, never exceeding 100 volumes.

Thus the " Nook "
gave the idea of free access

to a selected library for use in the building, but

this idea was immediately modified in the open
shelf department to free access to a selected

library for home use. The transfer of some

departments and the removal of several parti-

tions gave space which could be converted into

a large, beautiful room opening directly out of

the circulating department. The physical dif-

ficulties of the building were thus overcome

and the resultant of the open shelf department
more than realized the librarian's ideal, because

it gave access to as many of the books as the

public cared to handle and see, without the

confusion of superseded or uninteresting vol-

umes.

The changes in the building gave a room

84 x 38 feet, well lighted and with wall space
for shelving to hold 7700 volumes. The A. L.

A. Library of 5000 volumes was taken as the

basis for the first selection. Many modifica-

cations and changes were, of course, necessary
to bring the list up to date and to replace super-
seded books. The open shelf library when

opened numbered about 12,000 volumes, includ-

ing duplicates. The shelves were comfortably
filled with about 7000 volumes at the opening,
the remainder being held in reserve. The re-

serves were all used during the first week, and

it was necessary to borrow from the stack to

supply the demand. The collection has been

increased until it now numbers 20,500 volumes,

representing about 7000 titles. These books are

duplicates of the regular collection in the stack

and are marked with red stars to insure their

being shelved properly when returned by bor-

rowers. One case is reserved for new books,

and another for books on topics of timely inter-

est. The room serves as the main reading-
room of the library, and is fitted with large
tables and ordinary library chairs for the ac-

commodation of readers.

The inventory, completed in January of this

year, showed 616 volumes missing. This cov-

ers the losses of 28 months, a money value of

about $600, while we figure the saving in sala-

ries of assistants for the same period at $6,000.

This calculation of money saved is made by
taking the salaries of the number of assistants

it requires to loan an equal number of books
from the stack and deducting the salaries of

the open shelf assistants, thus arriving at

actual and not estimated figures. Some of

these books may have been misplaced, but the

greater number were undoubtedly stolen, most
of them, we think, very soon after the opening
of the library, before we had established cer-

tain necessary safeguards.
The system has passed the experimental

stage, and we regard it as an assured success.

The board of directors would as soon think of

closing up any other department of the library
as this one.

The manifest advantages of the system are :

ist. The great pleasure it gives, and the con-

sequent popularity and increased usefulness and

influence of the library.

2d. The marked improvement in the charac-

ter of the public reading. We know that more
than half of the books taken from the library

are taken from a collection which we unre-

servedly recommend as the best books
;

if they
are fiction, they are the best fiction

;
if science,

the best and most reliable books upon the sub-

ject of which we know, and so on through all

the different classes.

We know of no way of recommending a

book so good as to put an attractive edition of

it where people can handle and examine it

for themselves. Great care is taken in the

matter of the editions and the appearance of

the books, and also as to the quality of their

illustrations. To be popular in this depart-

ment, a book must be attractive as well as inter-

esting, and we see to it that all the books here

are good editions, clean and in good repair.

The collection is not a fixed one, but the list

is constantly being added to and revised.

Books which do not prove popular are retired

and others substituted.
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THE DUTIES AND QUALIFICATIONS OF ASSISTANTS IN OPEN-

SHELF LIBRARIES.

BY ARTHUR E. BOSTWICK, Librarian Brooklyn (N. Y.) Public Library.

*~PHE granting of a privilege, or its extension,

necessarily brings with it two disadvan-

tages increased responsibility and the op-

portunity for abuse. The former is felt by
those to whom the privilege is granted; the lat-

ter by its grantors. . . . From this rule the

open-shelf library is not exempt. . . . If it is

to do its work properly, it must acknowledge
the disadvantages of its course and seek to

minimize them.

In the library the burden of palliating the

evils of open access rests directly on the should-

ers of the assistant who comes into direct con-

tact with the public, and the duties of assistants

in open-shelf libraries in addition to those that

devolve upon those of libraries in general are

chiefly connected with this burden.

To repeat, the evils of an open system of dis-

tribution are twofold. On the side of the pub-
lic there is increased responsibility. In an open-
shelf library the onus of choice falli more di-

rectly on the users; they are called upon to dis-

criminate between actual books instead of cat-

alog entries between things instead of their

names. The books are arranged in a somewhat
unfamiliar order; this must be mastered and care

must be taken that it is not disturbed by re-

placing them wrongly. These are but a few

of the responsibilities that are devolved on the

public by this particular extension of privilege.

On the other hand, the library has to suffer in

many directions from failure of the public to

live up to the measure of these responsibilities

or from direct abuse of its increased privileges.

The books are carelessly handled, replaced in

confusion, carried away by mistake, stolen.

The new duties of the attendants, therefore,

like the evils they are designed to mitigate,
must fall into two classes they must aid the

public and they must guard the library. If the

user of the library does not know what he wants
the assistant must know more than this: the

assistant must divine whether the user knows or

not before he speaks, for an offer of aid where
none is needed is by no means appreciated. Is

the unaccustomed user mystified by the ar-

rangement of books, in spite of all that can be

told him by signs and shelf labels ? The assist-

ant must patiently explain, and politely listen

to his denunciations of the system of classifica-

tion; for, whatever it may be, its vulnerable

points will be sure to present themselves to one

who is making its acquaintance. She must

continually chide the person who is slipping a

volume of biography in among the sociology,

and must explain how much extra labor this

means for the overworked library force. And
as these efforts always fall short of perfect

achievement she must at least once a day go
over the portion of the shelving allotted to her,

and see that the books are arranged in the

proper order. All these duties, and plenty of

others, fall under the head of aid to the public.

But at the same time the assistant must safe-

guard the interests of the library. She must

see that in the necessary handling of the books

there is no unnecessary roughness. She must

watch constantly for dishonesty without doing
so obtrusively. She must maintain order gently
but firmly.

In a small open-shelf library these multifari-

ous duties, as well as the others pertaining to

the work of the library, may have to be per-

formed by one person, who must make light-

ning changes from charging desk to shelves

and then to mending-table without forgetting

that she is at the same time public mentor and

policeman. In larger libraries the duties will of

course be divided. Whether this shall be done

permanently or temporarily is a matter on

which there may be difference of opinion, and

the conclusion may vary with locality and other

conditions, but in general, I believe that the

best plan is assignment to each of them in turn

for part of the working day. Thus, with a

large staff, where there may be a somewhat
minute sub-division, that part of the staff

that is assigned to specifically open-shelf duty

may consist of (i) shelf assistants, who go over

the shelves constantly and see that the books
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are in order, (2) information clerks, who aid

the users in making selections, and (3) assist-

ants whose duty it shall be to maintain order

and prevent dishonesty. I do not believe that

this division of duties is anywhere in actual

employment. It is merely suggested here. In

all open-shelf libraries with which I am familiar

certain assistants are assigned to floor duty,
which is a combination of the three kinds of

work mentioned above; but in large libraries,

I believe that specialization after some such

plan would be an advantage. In particular, I

feel that the duty of safeguarding the library

police duties, if you will should receive a

special assignment. The ease of theft in the

open-shelf system is its one vulnerable point.

It has been ignored too much, and this fact has

been made the most of by some recent oppo-
nents of the system. We must acknowledge
that there is increased theft from open shelves,

but instead of calmly regarding it as a law of

nature, thus encouraging the public to look at

it as a venial offence, we should strain every
nerve to minimize it, even if we can not do

away with it altogether. This, it seems to me,
can be done only by special watchfulness.

Whatever is necessary to prevent or detect

theft should be done. If it can not be ac-

complished without having a corps of special

detectives scattered over the library, then such

a corps should be employed, even if they cost

the library ten times the value of the books

stolen. There is more at stake in this matter

than the money value of a few volumes. We
do not refuse to police our parks properly be-

cause the value, as hay, of the grass trampled

under foot in one season does not equal the

salary of a single policeman. My warrant for

the introduction here of this question of theft

from open shelves is that I believe that the po-

lice function of public library assistants has not

been sufficiently emphasized, and is not suf-

ficiently realized by the assistants themselves.

It will be seen that when the shelves of a

library are opened to the public the duties of

the assistants in certain directions are very

much increased. In other directions they
are decreased. For instance, there is no

longer any running to and fro between book-

stack and user. It is a general impression that

this decrease in work so far exceeds any in-

crease that there may be, that an open-shelf

library may be operated at less expense than

with closed shelves. This does not accord with

my experience. Of course, we may neglect
the duties of aiding the public and of protect-

ing the library so that it remains simply to

charge and discharge the books, but if these

two classes of floor duty be properly attended

to I believe that an open-shelf library requires
a larger number of assistants than a closed-

shelf library having the same circulation. But
the open shelf has become a necessity and we
should be glad to spend whatever is necessary
to carry it on in the best possible manner.

What special qualifications should be pos-
sessed by an open- shelf assistant? Open ac-

cess looked at from the standpoint of the pub-
lic is the admission of the people into the

library proper the place where the books are.

From the librarian's point of view it is, or

should be, the unchaining of the assistant and
the sending her forth into the place where the

people are. From both points of view the con-

tact between librarians and public must be-

come closer; and the assistant's qualifications

should be such as to promote this result. All

those qualities that are necessary to pleasant
relations with the users of the library at the

desk of a closed-shelf library she must possess
in an enhanced degree patience, agreeable

manners, good humor, a fund of general

knowledge, the ability to think quickly and an-

swer directly, a watchful eye, and, when neces-

sity arises, the mien and action of one in au-

thority. Whether a person possesses these

qualifications or not can be told only by trial;

they can be guaranteed neither by college di-

ploma, library school certificate, or personal
recommendation. Some form of apprentice-

ship is probably the best method of sorting the

wheat from the chaff, but to start off with,

every applicant should have at least sound

health, education, and good breeding.
To sum up, the open shelf question is but

one manifestation of a movement that has af-

fected all kinds of economic distribution, and

that has resulted in a closer connection be-

tween the agents of distribution and the public.

The modifications of duties and qualifications in

the agents have been those naturally conse-

quent on this closer relation, and include, first,

greater readiness and ability to aid the public

in selection, and. second, greater watchfulness

in guarding against possible abuse of increased

privileges.
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THE TRUSTEE.

BY THOMAS L. MONTGOMERY, Trustee Free Library of Philadelphia.

TT is an awkward matter for a librarian to

speak about trustees, for any criticism that

he may make may be considered as an experr
ence with his own board.; It is probably due

to this that each person who speaks on trustees

announces that there is no literature on the

subject. After all, there is very little to say.

The genus is divided into two species, (i) good
and (2) bad, with a plentiful supply of hybrids.

Lucky is the librarian who has chosen as his

basis of operations the habitat of the former.

I had been a trustee for some years before I

looked up a definition of the term. Here it is:

"A person to whom property or funds have

been committed in the belief and trust that he will

hold and apply the same for the benefit of those

who are entitled, according to an expressed in-

tention, either by the parties themselves or by
the deed, will, settlement or arrangement of

another; also by extension a person held ac-

countable as if he were expressly a trustee in

law."

This is very much worse than I supposed. I

had previously asked Mr. Thomson, our libra-

rian, for his definition and he had described a

trustee as a necessary evil acting upon the

librarian as a counter-irritant.

Some years ago an article appeared in the

Nation in which the suggestion was made that

"Now that library schools were an accomplished
fact it might be worth while to have a school

for trustees as well as for librarians and their

assistants. The ignorance of trustees about

library matters is necessarily great. When ap-

pointed they generally know nothing of library

management and sometimes very little of liter-

ature, and yet, because they have been elected

by a town meeting, they feel themselves quali-
fied to decide everything. If they are wise

enough to secure a competent librarian and let

him run the library under criticism, not as to

details, but as to results, perhaps the less they
know the better, for sometimes a little know-

ledge in a trustee is a dangerous thing."
This statement probably coincides with that

of most professional librarians and there must

be some reason for it. No doubt there are

ignorant men who have been chosen for posi-

tions on library boards who have considerably
inconvenienced the perfectionist librarian, and

yet what would be the lot of the librarian who
had not such a member in his board ? How else

could he account for the failures of experiments
which he knew had been successful elsewhere,
because he had seen it in the Library Journal !

How else could he dilate upon the results that

would have followed had he been allowed to do

as he wished unopposed at some clearly marked
date in his library experience?

Granting that bad selections are often made
for s*uch positions I cannot but consider it a

weakness in a librarian to say that his work has

been minimized by his board of trustees. If he

is sure of his ground and expresses himself

clearly to his board and the board has confi-

dence in him, I do not think that the work would
be kept back for any length of time. But let

us suppose that there are several men in the

board who are opposed to the librarian on al-

most every point. Is not this fact sure to bring
out the very best qualities in him ? Will he not

present his case much more rigorously under

opposition and will not the result be better

worth attaining after an honest opposition has

been overcome? I am not now, of course,

speaking of those cases where politics are

brought into the considerations of the board

and the librarian is tormented by those of other

parties ;
but of boards composed of a mixed

gathering of lawyers, physicians, members of

the city government, those who have served on

the governing committees of organizations long-

since-justly-defunct, and members of the com-

munity who are included because they once

wrote something or are possessed of a large

library which the board looks at with covetous

eyes. The first meetings of a board of this

nature are apt to produce something resembling
nervous prostration on the part of the librarian,

especially if he is asked to act as secretary
ex officio. This, by the way, is one of the most

berious mistakes that a librarian can make. In
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his care to get his minutes correct he misses

many opportunities .of making the proper sug-

gestion at the proper time. But the reason that

he is troubled by the elements around him is

that he is not the administrator'that he thinks

he is, and has not shown the qualities that he

would have to possess to be successful in any of

the ordinary pursuits of life. He may in time

improve in these respects by the exercise of

ordinary common sense and may unite the

warring elements. He will do this quite as

often by not pressing the members of the board

for an immediate decision as by any other

course. If he is sure in his own mind that his

suggestion is sound it will not be hurt by being
laid over for another meeting until it has had

time to percolate into the mind of the slow

member, during which period the member who
has made an impetuous speech against it may
have cooled down.

Some years ago a report was made to this

organization concerning meetings of library

boards, the extremes being one board of two

members, representing a fairly large library,

which met twice a year to pass a vote of confi-

dence in the librarian, and another a board of

30 women, representing a library whose total

receipts were $300 a year, which met once a

week. Personally, I believe in frequent meet-

ings of trustees, in order that they may be sat-

isfied that good business methods prevail, and

that the institution is living up to its charter

and deed of trust. The danger in too many
meetings is, of course, the entering into details

which are more properly the duty of the libra-

rian and his assistants. These, however, sel-

dom result seriously, except in cases where the

librarian has overburdened himself with de-

tailed work, or has not provided himself with

competent assistants, in which cases the board is

justified in taking the matter up. To avoid

meetings of the board or to use influence for

the lessening of the number of meetings is an

expression of weakness on the part of the libra-

rian.

In a very interesting paper by Mr. Soule on

the trustees of free public libraries, small boards

were advocated, but in this I cannot agree with

him. The library of any town needs all the in-

fluence that can be brought to bear in its be-

half. The choosing of a certain number of

men representing large business interests who
cannot, by reason of the incessant calls made

upon their time be regular attendants at meet-

ing is, in my opinion, wise. The working com-

mittee, generally called the library committee,

might better be composed of men who know

Something of library matters, and have some
time to devote to them, who can act as the li-

brarian's advisory board. This committee can

have power to expend moneys within the ap-

propriations made by the board, and thus elim-

inate from the board meetings much that is not

interesting to those not familiar with the de-

tailed work. It is well f jr the library to have

those who can be called upon to say a word in

its favor when a single word from such a per-

son can accomplish more than months of hard

labor on the part of one or more energetically

disposed, but not carrying the same weight in

the community.

Coming from a conservative city, I naturally

object to the very modern conclusions of Mr.

Soule that trustees should only be appointed
for a stated term of years. Such a course

may result in the prevention of stagnation, as

he says. I have not the slightest objection to

any library adopting the rule, provided that it

is not the library in which I am interested,

While it is best that the librarian should be

in attendance at most meetings of the board

and that the board should act in the capacity of

adviser, or even take the initiative in certain

parts of the work in which it finds the librarian

deficient, it is not, in my opinion, wise for him

to be present at all the board meetings. The

trustees are legally responsible for the conduct

of the institution, and the limitations of any in-

dividual in the position of a librarian must be

recogni-zed even by the profession. The more

capable the librarian the less he need fear any
action of the board in his absence. It certainly

would be more courteous for the librarian to re-

tire at certain times when his opinion as an ex-

pert is not needed.

Personally speaking, I am a trustee in order

to help the librarian in every way in my power
not because it is a duty, for that might be

done perfunctorily, but because it is a pleasure,

and as such it is to be taken seriously.

As a librarian I am thoroughly opposed to

the spasmodic attendance of trustees at the A.

L. A. conferences. If they wish to study the

subject thoroughly and attend the meetings

regularly, well and good, otherwise attendance

will generally result in pernicious activity.
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THE CARE OF SERIAL PUBLICATIONS

BY JAMES T. GEROULD, Columbia University Library.

nPHERE seems to be no uniformity of prac-

tice regarding the care of serial publica-

tions in its relation to the general administra-

tion of the library. In seme libraries a special

department has been created
;
in others they are

in the charge of the order clerk, the loan clerk,

or the assistant in charge of the reading-room.
In the small library they must, of course, be

cared for by some one who has other duties,

but in any library of over 100,000 volumes

there is, it seems to me, enough detail in the

proper supervision of these publications to oc-

cupy the entire time of one person. Such of-

ficer should be made entirely responsible for

the purchase, receipt, and care of all serials.

He should see to it that those obtained by gift

are received regularly, and that sets are made

complete, and finally he should be prepared to

do reference work and prepare reading lists on

current events.

Wherever possible, periodicals should be or-

dered through some agent of recognized stand-

ing. Better terms can be made, and better ser-

vice, particularly in the case of foreign pe-

riodicals, can be had in this way. Domestic

publications should be sent by mail direct to the

library. Foreign publications, except in the

case of a few weeklies like Ihe Spectator,

should, however, be collected by the agent at

various centers in Europe, shipped by freight

to his American office, and sent to the library

in weekly packages. The delay, which ought
not to be greater than a week, is more than

counterbalanced by the facts that the periodi-

cals arrive in better condition and that fewer

are lost in transit.

The record of receipt should be kept on cards,

nx6i being a convenient size. The card

should show, aside from the title and date of

receipt of each number, the call number and
state of completeness of the library set, fre-

quency, and in case of weeklies, day of issue,

number of issues per volume, and of volumes

per year, address of publisher, name of agent

through whom ordered, regular price, date of

bill, date of expiration of subscription, cost,

where the title-page and index are to b found,

and date when volume was sent to binder.

Such a record answers at a glance, practically,

every question likely to be asked regarding the

publication or the receipt of any periodical on

the list.

Subscriptions should be, wherever possible,

conterminous with the fiscal year and should

be paid as soon as possible after its opening.

Supplemental bills, covering periodicals which

appear at irregular intervals, single parts, etc.,

may be rendered monthly.
Aside from the ledger account kept on the

record card, the bills should be entered in de-

tail in the fund book, for which a suggested

ruling is: Agent, Date of bill, Title, Date of

expiration of subscription, Price.

Where space will permit, the best case for the

display and preservation of unbound periodicals

seems to me to be one having a top with a

double slope, where the current numbers can be

arranged, and having a series of drawers be-

low for the reception of unbound numbers. If

floor space is more limited, cases of drawers

can be arranged about the walls of the room

and current numbers of the more generally used

periodicals only displayed on tables.

At Columbia we have tried the plan of dis-

ributing the current numbers of periodicals of

a special nature to the departmental library

most likely to use them. We have determined

recently, however, that, as soon as a room of

sufficient size is available, all the periodicals,

with possibly a few exceptions, are to be

brought together again. It is quite possible

that the present system renders the use of the

periodicals more intensive, but it has resulted

in absolutely preventing a certain very valuable

extensive use.

Every library has in addition to the serial

publications, which properly belong in the read-

ing-room for periodicals, a large amount of un-

bound reports, bulletins, and other publications

of societies or of governmental offices which,

unless properly indexed, are a source of con-

stant annoyance. I have found that a very

satisfactory method of handling these is to tie

them up in packages, each title by itself, and
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classify according to the regular system. These

packages can be arranged on shelves in any
unused corner of the library. A rough work-

ing card catalog, for the use of the assistant in

charge, is placed near them, in which is in-

dicated the call number, title, and serial num-
bers of the periodical indexed. In the lower

left-hand corner, we record what part, if any, of

the serial is bound and on the regular shelves.

When a volume is made up for binding a line

is drawn through the numbers included and
the figure in the lower corner is changed.

In addition to this catalog, the unbound parts
are indexed in the main catalog on a printed
card which follows the main entry, if there be

one, and which reads, following the title:

"The library has the following unbound parts
of this periodical which may be obtained by ap-

plying at the loan desk." Entries on this card

are made in pencil, so that when a volume is

bound the cataloger simply transfers the num-
ber from the supplementary to the main card.

As a method of keeping sets of the annual

volumes of municipal, state, and other bodies,

up to date, a rough card catalog may be kept

indicating simply title and serial number. As
volumes come in, their number is added to the

card and the card itself transferred to a second

drawer. At the end of the year the curds re-

maining in the first drawer can be taken out and

the missing volumes written for. For this pur-

pose I have a blank form, but I am inclined to

believe, however, that it is better economy to

write a personal letter.

No definite rule can be established regarding
the circulation of unbound material. It is a

question that each library must answer for it-

self.

The following rules are those in force at

Columbia:

"Except by special permission from the li-

brarian, no monthly periodical shall be with-

drawn from the periodical room within two

weeks after its receipt; and no weekly periodi-

cal until the next number shall have been re-

ceived. After the time specified above, peri-

odicals may be withdrawn for a limited time on

application to the supervisor of the department.
" The monthly periodicals known as standard

or popular may not be withdrawn from the

periodical room until the receipt of each suc-

ceeding number.

"No periodical may be withdrawn at any
time for more than one week."

THE COLLEGE LIBRARY VS. THE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.

BY ISABEL ELY LORD, Librarian Bryn Mawr College.

TN these comparatively early days of the dif-

ferentiation between the college and the

university it is hard to find definitions of the

two institutions on which all students of educa-

tion would agree. It is but too well known
that dozens of American colleges of no high
rank call themselves universities, while a few

that carry on what is ordinarily considered uni-

versity work are still officially known as col-

leges. We must, however, find a working
definition of the distinction between the insti-

tutions if we are to consider the question of the

difference in their libraries.

This distinction cannot be made for America

by reference to history or to other countries.

The college is not the German gymnasium or

the French lycfr, nor yet is it the same as the

English college. Geographic conditions are no

small factor in deciding the educational system

of a country, and in our own the immense tract

over which our population is scattered has

made impossible the gathering into a few great
centers the work of the university, including
within itself the work of the college. We have

multiplied the numbers of the lesser institution

far beyond those of the greater without having
drawn the line between the two with any dis-

tinctness.

Let us begin with the broad statement that

the college is the preparation for the university.

It is also, assuredly, a preparation for life, and

the great work of the modern college is to

make men and women, not to make scholars.

There are, however, but two means contribut-

ing to this end, with one of which the com-

munity life we are not dealing except in the

most indirect way in considering our subject,
while the other the academic work must
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be carried on for its own sake, not subor-

dinated to what are commonly called practical

considerations, if it is to accomplish its end.

We are, therefore, not losing sight of the broad

aim of the college when we say that it is the

preparation for the university.

The college gives, then, the liberal culture

whose sign manual is the degree of Bachelor

of Arts. It prepares each of its students, by

giving him a broad general education, and,

what is much more important, by teaching him
how to think and work for himself it prepares
each of its students, I repeat, for any special

work which he may wish to take up in the fu-

ture. If he decides to carry on such work
under academic guidance he must go to the

university, or to an institution doing univer-

sity work. The university of to-day almost

invariably includes a college, but theoretically

it need give no undergraduate work whatever

to justify its existence. A college, on the other

hand, remains a college, even though, as occa-

sionally occurs, it gives the beginning of origi-

nal work of the production of knowledge as

against the acquisition of knowledge of the

four college years. But if it gives enough of

such work to enable its students to take any
one of the higher degrees, whether that of

Doctor of Philosophy or any special degree
which implies three years work after the B.A.,

it is then in reality doing university work.

As a matter of fact there are only two insti-

tutions in the United States excluding the

women's colleges affiliated to universities and

not themselves granting degrees which, while

doing graduate work of sufficient importance to

win them membership in the Federation of

Graduate Clubs, still call themselves colleges.

These are Wellesley and Bryn Mawr. Per-

haps the fact that the higher education of wom-
en has been advocated and directed by the

newer type of educator explains their modesty
of title as a protest against the pretentiousness
of the self-styled universities of high school

rank. At least, if my distinction is the true

one, Bryn Mawr, with a high standard and a

graduate school which in 1898-99 made up
one-sixth of its student body, is a university,

though a limited one.

This brings up the questions of those institu-

tions giving graduate work in one or two spe-
cial departments. Several of the great Euro-

pean universities at one time gave instruction

in but one subject or group of subjects. That

of Bologna, for example, taught only law, that

of Paris only theology. In the United States

to-day Clark University confines itself to in-

struction in five closely allied branches of

science. If you remember the original mean-

ing of the word under discussion, it is easy to

deny the right to use it to an institution which

gives nothing of the "
general studies," nothing

of the broad lines of scholarly work. No insti-

tution can teach "all that is knowable," but

surely it wins the right to call itself a university

when it enables its students to pursue research

work in the broad field of pure scholarship. It

may add to the departments thus created any
number of technical and professional schools,

but if it omits the scholarly side it becomes only
a group of such schools, not the true univer-

sity. The work done by such a school or schools

is university work, in the sense that it is special

work for which the college training is the nec-

essary preparation, but this last is not enough
to create a university. The Massachusetts In-

stitute of Technology is an excellent example of

such a special school which is rightly named.

It is not necessary, however, to settle the

claims of such schools here. They are not to

be considered as universities in a discussion of

the scope of a university library. They are spe-

cial schools with special libraries, and I shall

not again refer to them.

It is obvious that the giving of the beginnings
of graduate work in no sense changes the type
of the college. It is undoubtedly inadvisable

for the small institution to give any except
under press of circumstance, but the unimpor-
tant amount of work that can be done does not

affect the type of the institution. The college

must equip any one of its students with the out-

fit of the scholar, by giving him a thorough

training in the humanities. Its work stops with

the broad general culture, but if by chance cir-

cumstances force it a little farther with a few

students, it does not therefore change the sum
total of its work and create for us a third type
of institution. We have, then, but two the

college and the university.

The tool of the university or college is the

library; this must, therefore, differ with differ-

ing work. What shall the university library

be ? With ample endowment and proper hous-

ing how shall it develop? Theoretically the

ideal university library is the complete library;
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practically the complete library cannot exist,

unless by some mighty co-operation of the

golden future one such should be made possible.

Since it cannot even aim at completeness, then,

what shall the university library do ? Shall it

struggle along in an endeavor to be as near

complete in every direction as its limitations

will allow ? In the day of co-operation we can-

not consent to such a waste. The university li-

braries of the future will, bes'des providing the

efficient all-round working collection, choose

each for itself some special line or lines on

which to develop as fine and complete a col-

lection as possible, We shall know one great

university for its library in Semitics, let us say;

another will constantly extend its famous col-

lection on commercial geography. When a rare

or an obscure book in any line is desired, the

librarian will know where to send for it; the

university library which has expended some of

its energy and resources in getting the book

will share it with any special student who
needs it. I feel apologetic in stating thus in a

brief and crude way what has been set forth so

clearly and convincingly in the paper read by
Dr. E. C. Richardson before the Pennsylvania

Library Club in January 1899. It was neces-

sary for me, however, to restate, although in-

adequately, these propositions in order that I

might ask the question which is the main one

of this paper, Shall, then, the college library

be planned on the same basis as that of the

university ? Shall it spend its modest resources,

its time and its care in building up one or

two departments while the others are left be-

hind in the race for advancement? I believe

firmly that it should not. The college, accord-

ing to my premise, exists to do the all-round

work which prepares a man or woman for the

special work of the future. It should therefore

develop as evenly as possible in every line of

scholarly work. It should aim to be a good

working library for the regular college courses,

with just enough of original sources and ma-

terial for research work to be the skeleton at

the feast for the undergraduate, reminding him

at every turn: "Remember that you have but

begun the path. You may stop, you may di-

verge, but the path goes on to indefinite

heights." It should be the library which will

teach him how to use a university library, but

not a university library in miniature, exactly

as the college teaches him how to use the uni-

versity, although it does not do university

work.

Let us consider for a moment the methods of

building up such a library, and just what is in-

volved. Two things must be kept carefully in

mind inclusion and exclusion. The latter is

much the more difficult problem. It requires
at times a heroism that only a librarian can ap-

preciate; it requires prayer and fasting to make
it judicious and complete. But the former is

first in order of time.

What shall a college library include? First,

then, the ordinary standard reference library of

books and periodicals with which the university
and the public library also begin. Next, a col-

lection of high-grade text books and books of

special reference in all departments. Here,

too, we find no difference from the university.

Next, sets of the most scholarly and most widely
used of the periodicals in every branch of the

college work. These, too, of course, the uni-

versity has, but it adds to them the minor, the

obscure, the old, and the very technical periodi-

cals, endeavoring, in the lines of its special work,
to have a complete periodical file. This, in my
opinion, it would be folly for the college to do

in any department. If, from time to time, it

needs for consultation a volume from such a

file, that volume may be borrowed from the

nearest university possessing it. As a perti-

nent aside, let me add here that, even if the col-

lege should be forced to pay in expenses of

carriage as much as the volume would cost if

bought nay, even if, in the course of years,

such expenses should mount up to the price of

a set of the periodical in question, that is no

convincing argument for the purchase of the

set. The first cost is not the only thing to be

considered. Time and room, both of which are

to the librarian much more than money, are

taken at the moment and afterward for each

addition. The question whether the books are

worth all three must be weighed carefully. And
as my ideal college library gives free access to

all shelves, there is for it, in such a purchase, the

added disadvantage of putting before the stu-

dent a file of books which is perhaps not advis-

able for him.

But to return from my wandering to my
sheep. After reference books, text-books, and

periodicals, we add a few original sources

the main original sources, if I may speak thus

in each department. In any good college a
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certain amount of reference to these is, of

course, given to the undergraduate, and the

choice will depend very largely on specific col-

lege courses. To the collection thus gathered

we add a careful library of literary and histori-

cal reference, in the wider sense of the last-

named word, filling in thus with books which,

perhaps, are not referred to in any college lec-

ture, but which are a part of every gentleman's

library, and certainly of every college li-

brary.

There is, then, nothing new for the college

to attempt in the matter of inclusion. The

university does all this and goes on. The col-

lege, on the other hand, does this and stops.

It adds, of course, as a living organism must,

but it adds always evenly, always with an at-

tempt to keep its collection a well-rounded one.

Supposing, indeed, that it had the same re-

sources as a great university which a college

practically never has its library would be a

different one. It not only does not, however,
have the same resources: it should not. In

that wise future of which we so often have oc-

casion to speak, there will be a just distribution

of material resources, and the university will

get immensely the larger share. The college

will not attempt to become great in numbers

beyond a fixed and rather restricted limit. Its

endowment will grow until sufficient for its

needs; the surplus which may by chance come
to it will be directed to the great university,
whose needs are infinite.

I have said nothing about the method of se-

lection. That it should be done largely by or

through the professors is the natural method,
since the professors are a body of experts.

Whether the decision be with the expert, each

member of the faculty being assigned a definite

amount of the library income, or whether the

wise librarian buys only on consultation with

the professor, makes little difference. That li-

brarian must be a "
man-of-infinite-resource-

and-sagacity
"
in either case.

To consider once more the size of the library.
It must grow, I said; I believe that in certain di-

rections it should grow less. A working library
for the all-roui.d student does not contain dead

material, yet such certainly exists in any col-

lege library which does not vigorously practice
exclusion by withdrawal.

Books whose usefulness for the library is

past fall under three heads superseded text-

books, mistaken purchases remember, we are

human ! and duplicates which are no longer
used. I say boldly, withdraw them all. Be

cautious, of course. The passion for exclusion

may be quite as extreme as that for inclusion.

I have not, however, found it as common ! Per-

haps you think this is advocating too careful

guarding of my undergraduate, with his free

access to the shelves. I am, it is true, afraid

that he will get more harm than good from in-

accurate or out-of-date books, but there will be

left all the inaccuracy and medievalism that he

can digest. The exercise of his will and judg-
ment on the best books we can give him will

keep both healthy !

There remains one question of exclusion

which always excites a smile and a groan from

the librarian that of gifts. If a library is al-

ready sufficiently provided with funds, it can

usually refuse books it does not desire without

any fatal consequences. If its resources are,

like those of every college library I know, inade-

quate to its needs, shall it run the risk of offend-

ing benefactors? There is but one answer to

such a question. The risk, as a matter of fact,

is small, if the benefactor is a sensible person,

but any risk whatever should be run rather

than put on the shelves books that do not be-

long there. The wise librarian can generally

propitiate the donor in any case. Books which

are duplicates can be put into the library with

the gift book-plate and the original copy with-

drawn for sale or exchange. Gifts may often

be judiciously diverted to the nearest historical

society. I do not need to say that these are

usually genealogies. If the donor is unwilling

that books not of use to the library should be

sold or exchanged, then they should be returned

or refused as tactfully as may be.

The disposition of all these rejected books is

not always easy. If the library is poor, ex-

change or the sale to a second-hand book shop
is the ordinary method. Duplicates may some-

times be sold in the college itself. If the li-

brary does not need the money value of the

books, they should be presented to any uni-

versity, state, or reference library that would

like them. The Library Journal columns of

"Who wants this book?" will be amusing

reading in the days when this practise becomes

general. If nobody wishes the books well,

one hesitates to advise the burning of even a

bad book, unless it be very bad indeed, but I
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would rather put it in a bonfire than on my li-

brary shelves, and there is, it must be remem-

bered, a limit to the storage space of the lar-

gest cellar.

Exclusion will hardly take the amount of

time and thought inclusion demands. Yet it is

probably true that the librarian will spend more

of both on it proportionately, as it will be much
easier to get help from the college faculty for

the one than for the other. The average col-

lege professor desires to build up his part of

the library on the lines of that of the university

where he took his highest degree, and the ex-

clusion of any book which could possibly at

any future date or under any imaginable con-

ditions be of value historically is to him heresy

especially when the book comes to the li-

brary without cost to his department. The li-

brarian's province is to guide and check this

tendency of the professor in a judicious and

tactful way for the good of the library, and

thus for the good of the college.

That there is a difference between a college

and a university, as we use the terms in Amer-

ica, is indisputable; that it lies, speaking broad-

ly, in the fact that the college gives the broad

general education which prepares a student

both for life and for special work, while the

university adds to this in special work, research

work, original work, production as against the

acquisition of knowledge that the distinction

lies here will, I hope, commend itself to your

judgment. It is an axiom that the difference of

function of the institutions creates a necessity

for a difference in the scope of their libraries. The
claim of this paper is that this difference should

be brought about by the co-operation of the col-

lege and the university. While applauding and

aiding the library of the greater body in its

endeavor to supplement a working collection of

books by one or more magnificent special col-

lections, that of the smaller body the college

should on its own part strive to preserve a

perfect balance in all its branches.

ESSENTIALS OF A GOOD LIBRARY LAW.

BY WILLIAM R. EASTMAN, Public Libraries Division, University of the State of New York.

I. Information. When the people of a com-

munity begin to be interested in having a public

library the first thing wanted is information.

A knowledge of facts is the only proper basis

of action. Their first call upon the state is that

it shall tell them the latest results of library

experience and advise them as to their course.

Hence, the first point in library law is the crea-

tion of a state board or commission whose
official business it shall be to learn library facts,

study library methods, answer inquiries and

publish results and in every possible way in-

terest the public, promote new library enter-

prises, and enlarge the scope and value of those

already existing.

A commission of five, each one to serve five

years with one new appointment each year,

will have a desirable permanence. If appointed

by the governor on the ground of personal
fitness the results will be better than if each

commissioner is to represent some interest or

is added because he already holds some other

office.

The commission, receiving annually a report
from every library in the state, should report a

summary of all its facts, doings, and recom-

mendations to each session of the legislature.

The commission may very properly, and with

advantage to the state, have charge of the state

library, appointing the librarian and all needed

assistants, and make it the center of the library

movement. A strong, inspiring personal lead-

ership is of the first importance and, if means
can be supplied, every such commission should

have a paid executive whose time will be given
to its work. If libraries are aided by the state,

either by grants of money or books or travel-

ing libraries, distribution should )_be made

through the commission in accordance with

their rules.

If the first legislation should stop with the

creation of a commission instructed to report

to the governor before the next session of the

legislature a library law adapted to state con-

ditions, it might lead to better results than those

reached by any hasty action.

2. Founding. The law should provide for the

founding of libraries by a method easily under-

stood and readily followed. There are three

ways of founding a library: by the gift of one
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person, by the combined gifts of many persons,

or by the act of the community voting a public

tax.

The law does not concern itself very much

with the initial proceedings in the first two

cases, but is concerned with every step in the

establishment of a tax supported library.

In every state there is already a system of

common schools. Libraries are also educa-

tional and their relations to the schools are

vital, and an important question to be settled at

this point is whether the public libraries shall

be placed in the hands of the school authori-

ties. Since these authorities are already in

active service under a well organized system,
it seems a very simple solution of the problem
to add one more item to their duties. But long

experience in several states is opposed to this

course. In a multitude of cases the school dis-

trict is too small to maintain a good library; the

care of a library calls for a special personal fitness

on the part of its trustees not always possessed

by those chosen to do a different service. It

has been found that in the combination of

school and library under one management the

library is liable to suffer for lack of both atten-

tion and funds and it also fails to arouse the

same public interest that it might receive if

standing by itself as a distinct enterprise in

care of a board chosen to promote a public

library and for no other purpose.

But inasmuch as the school system is estab-

lished and familiar to the people, the library

system should be along lines parallel to it. Let

any municipality or district, when holding its

usual meeting to vote taxes for the year, have

the power to establish a public library and to

lay a tax to support it. If in a city or large

village this tax levy for the school is commonly
made by the common council or village board

or by the school board, let the same course be

taken for the library. Lest there should be

some hesitation about bringing the subject
before the meeting let the petition of 25 tax-

payers be sufficient to require a vote. Let the

principle of home rule be fully respected in this

matter, and the power to found a library be as

free as the power to start a public school. It

will be convenient in preparing ballots for a

library vote to include thereon the amount of

yearly tax proposed, thus, on one ballot,
"

Li-

brary tax of mills. Yes." Or, on another,
"
Library tax of .. .mills. No."

A library so established by the voters or their

representatives should be declared by law a

body corporate. Free libraries founded by en-

dowment or by associations should become in-

corporated under general corporation law, and

on application to and approval by the state

commission should be registered as associate

libraries.

3. Control. The control of the library will be

determined by the choice of trustees. They
will be chosen by the body that founds the li-

brary, in cities, perhaps, on nomination of the

mayor, from persons of recognized fitness. No
one should be ineligible by reason of sex. The

number should not be less than three nor more

than seven. Five is a convenient number, al-

lowing some division of labor, without impair-

ing a sense of personal responsibility. Their

terms of office should be not less than three

nor, as a rule, more than five years. To secure

a good degree of continuity in management
their terms should be so arranged that only one

or two will go out of office in any given year.

Direct control by any outside body is not de-

sirable, but if state aid is extended a proper
standard should be fixed by the state commis-

sion as a condition of state aid.

4. Support. The law should insure the sup-

port of a library doing good work. At the time

of establishment let a maximum rate of annual

taxation for its support be fixed. After that

the trustees should annually report to the body

establishing the library the work done, the

money spent, and the money needed for the

next year. If this amount falls within the max-

imum it should be levied without question or

vote. The maximum rate should not be di-

minished unless it is so voted at two consecu-

tive annual elections.

Some have preferred to fix in the law a max-
imum rate for the whole state, but conditions

vary so greatly that it seems better to leave

this to local determination, and the very dis-

cussion of this question may increase public in-

terest in the enterprise.

5. Contract. The law should permit the mak-

ing of contracts for library privileges. There

are several different conditions in which a con-

tract offers the simplest, most convenient, and

satisfactory solution of the difficulty of concur-

rent action. An established library, privately

owned and controlled, may be glad to open its

doors wide to the public if the public will pay the
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cost of the additional service required. The city

will be better served by paying the cost to the pri-

vate library than by founding a rival library of

its own. On the other hand, many a community
too small or too poor to maintain a good library

may be glad to share the facilities of a neigh-

boring library and to pay some small amount
raised by taxation for the privilege. Another

neighborhood would be greatly encouraged to

found a library if it might hope to secure con-

tracts with other districts. Combination for li-

brary purposes may thus be effected without

tedious formalities. Such contracts should be

referred to the state commission for approval.

They might provide for lending books to in-

dividual borrowers in the contracting districts

or for travelling libraries or for any other form

of service deemed most convenient.

6. Travelling libraries. A state system of

travelling libraries under charge of the state

commission is desirable, not only to supply the

best reading in distant districts, but to stir up

a general library interest, give the commission

tools to work with, supply an object lesson, and

lead to local movement for permanent libra-

ries.

7. Buildings. Municipalities or districts

should have the same power to take land and

erect buildings or rent rooms for libraries as

for schools.

8. Exchanges. All public and associate libra-

ries should have the privilege of exchanging
books and duplicates with the state library and

with each other under rules of the state com-

mission. .

9. Permanence. The abolition of a public li-

brary should be more difficult than its founda-

tion, requiring at least the vote of two consecu-

tive annual meetings of the body that estab-

lished it.

10. Penalties. Penalties for injury or deten-

tion of books should be named in the law. If

wilful and continued they should be misde-

meanors, punishable by fine and imprisonment.

LINES OF WORK WHICH A STATE LIBRARY COMMISSION CAN
PROFITABLY UNDERTAKE.

BY GRATIA A. COUNTRYMAN, Secretary Minnesota State Library Commission.

and the number of people who can be em-

ployed to carry on such work. But the advisa-

bility of doing this or that must depend partly

upon the nature of the community and the re-

sponse which the people themselves make.

Some commissions have been able to do what
other commissions could not possibly have

done. So that the first thing which any com-

mission should do, is to study the conditions

in the state, know where libraries already

exist, know the races composing the popula-

tion, know the local industries, know the

movements stirring in the state with which

libraries can co-operate, and be ready to take

advantage of favoring circumstances. Library

development in the state and the extension of

reading facilities is the object for which a li-

brary commission exists.

In the headings mentioned above, we have

given the lines of work in the order of their im-

portance,and will take them up in the same order.

I. What can the commission do to establish

permanent local libraries?

'"THIS paper does not attempt any exhaustive

study of the work being done by various

existing commissions, but for the sake of dis-

cussion tries to give a summary of the kinds of

work which have been undertaken, and which

from experience the writer believes can be ef-

fectively and successfully carried out.

The work of a library commission naturally

falls into three divisions:

1. The establishment of permanent local li-

braries.

2. The organization and improvement of ex-

isting libraries, including the training of libra-

rians in necessary technical knowledge.

3. The circulation of free reading matter in

places which have no libraries, commonly in

the shape of travelling libraries.

These three divisions will cover almost, if

not all, the work which a commission can do.

Indeed they open a very wide field of useful-

ness, especially in the south and west. How
much can be done by the commission will de-

pend upon the amount of money at its disposal,
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We put this as the chief work of a commis-

sion, because it is better to put people to work

for themselves than to make them recipients of

outside aid. It arouses their local pride to

have a library of their own and it is something

permanent accomplished.
All of our states have library laws according

to which a village or town must proceed in es-

tablishing a library. Many towns do not know
the law, and do not know how to proceed, and

if they are not especially interested they do

not take the trouble to find out. If the commis-

sion will publish the law, and point out the

simplest way to go about it, many towns may be

started into action. This spring four or five li-

braries in Minnesota were started in this sim-

ple way by the printing of the law and sim-

ple directions.

In many towns, public-spirited people need

only to have the way pointed out by the com-

mission, but in others this is not sufficient.

Some enthusiastic person must be sent right

into the field, must awaken interest by per-

sonal work, must see the influential people
or the town council, must perhaps give a public

talk on libraries with lantern slides to draw,
until the ball is set rolling, and the people go to

work. From the experience of Wisconsin this

personal work by a field secretary would seem
to be the most telling way of helping to estab-

lish libraries.

The commission, if it is so empowered, can

offer a small sum of money to each town that

will establish a local library, as is done in Mas-
sachusetts. This is undoubtedly very helpful
to some of the small villages, and is an initial

impetus toward establishing a library. It is

not enough, however, to give help in the shape
of money only, if the library is thereafter left to

itself to live or die. Such help ought to be con-

ditioned upon an annual town appropriation,
which would ensure the perpetual support of

the library, and such help should be followed

up in other practical ways mentioned later.

The presence of a travelling library in a town
is an object lesson, which often creates the de-

sire for a permanent library, and perhaps, on
the whole, more local libraries have been estab-

lished in the west through that agency than

any other. The travelling library is the good
right arm of a commission in more ways than
one.

The rivalry which exists between towns is

often a healthy stimulus to good works. So we

suggest that an annual list of the libraries of

the state, with what they are doing, the new
ones which have been established, and the

towns which are agitating the matter, is good

missionary material to send to towns which

have no libraries. Some of the comments in

country newspapers would lead one to this be-

lief.
"
Jonesville has a library. We are a

larger town than Jonesville. We must have

a library." Such a list sent annually would

certainly encourage healthy rivalry.

Any method which is possible for a commis-

sion to adopt, either by personal effort, or

printed matter, which awakens civic pride and

sets the people to work for themselves is more

apt to result in permanent good than a gift of

any size.

The commission ought to emphasize at all

times the free library, and to discourage sub-

scription libraries which are for the few. It

ought to urge support by general taxation.

Even a gift from an individual is more valua-

ble, if conditioned upon an annual tax.

2. What can the commission do to better

those libraries which are already in existence?

When a commission comes into existence,

they find a number of libraries already started.

Some of them are several years old and are

laboring under heavy burdens, poor systems,

and bad management. Many of them are

nearly dead, and if they are subscription li-

braries, they will probably be facing starva-

tion. It is incumbent upon the commission to

resuscitate and give new impetus to these li-

braries wherever possible. In the case of sub-

scription libraries, the first thing to do is to urge

the necessity of a free library, upon a self sup-

porting basis. That may be almost as hard as

starting a new one, but it is the only way to re-

vive a dead subscription library. If the library

is already free, but for any reason the people

have lost interest, that reason should be sought

out. Perhaps they have not known what books

to buy and have bought unwisely; perhaps

they have not enough money to buy at all,

and an effort should be made to increase their

appropriation; perhaps the librarian takes no

interest in her work, and is killing interest

which others might take. There might be a

dozen difficulties to be overcome. Begin with

the librarian. Byjjvisits, or by correspondence,

the librarian may be inspired to feel the dignity
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and importance of her work. She might be

urged to attend the state association meet-

ings, until by contact with other librarians, and

the constant encouragement which she receives

from the commission, she grows to feel a pride

in the results of her labor.

I might sum up that the best help is to show
an active, helpful interest in each library and

its librarian, until the confidence of the board

and librarian is gained, so that they naturally
turn to the commission for advice.

If the commission has funds enough, some
one should be employed who could be sent out

to catalog and classify small libraries upon de-

mand, and could help them to use their re-

sources to the best possible advantage. Many
a dollar of useless expenditure could be saved

them, if they had some one to call upon who
could help them on the spot. They cannot

afford to hire expert help. The commission

ought, if possible, to furnish that for them.

A summer library school conducted by the

commission gives an opportunity for training

many librarians, who never could go to the

larger schools. This is not a great expense for

the commission to undertake, and can be done
at a nominal expense to the student. It is a

much better way to teach systematic technical

work, by regular classes, than to teach the

librarians one by one in their home libraries.

The results are better, and the expense no
more. An esprit de corps is produced, a state

unity of method and feeling.

Many other effective ways of helping them
have been tried :

The making of suggestive lists of books for

purchase, with publisher and price.

Reference lists of material for Arbor Day,
Memorial Day, special birthdays, etc.

Best books for children.

Suggestions for bulletins, etc., etc.

All of these things give them new ideas, put
freshness and life into the work, and make

things go.

The New Hampshire Commission has just

started a new bulletin to be issued quarterly,
which contains library articles and library news.

Wisconsin has lately added library news and

suggestions to their monthly birthday lists. In

such bulletins the very things which small

libraries need to know can be mentioned better

than in a general library journal.

Most small libraries throw away or at least

do not bind their magazines, not realizing their

value. The commission can correct this mis-

take. In Minnesota we are endeavoring to

collect sets of the best magazines for the last

ten years, which will be given to any small

library who will pay for the binding. If possi-

ble, a card index will be given to them as a

model for them to follow, for Poole's index will

be out of the question.

It seems also that it would be useful if the

commission would collect plans of small library

buildings and be ready to help whenever a town

is ready to build. There is iust as much
chance of blundering in a small library build-

ing as in a large one.

If the state commission is connected with

the state library, there seems to us another

opportunity of helping the town library. The

state library is a rather expensive bit of ma-

chinery if it can be used only at the capitol

city. Why should not the state library be di-

rectly connected with the local libraries and loan

its books wherever needed in the state through

the local library. Some states are doing this,

we believe, but the commissions of other states

might accomplish more along this line.

3. What can the commission do for com-

munities which have no libraries ?

This refers to small villages and country

communities. It also refers to larger places

where the time is not ripe for a local library, or

where sentiment cannot be aroused. The trav-

elling library has been the solution. It has not

only supplied books and awakened reading

instincts, but it has often been the most suc-

cessful way of arousing local sentiment. Per-

manent local libraries often follow the advent of

the travelling library into the town. The com-

mission either buys and directly circulates

these libraries, or spends its energies in secur-

ing private gifts of libraries. Private benevo-

lence cannot always be depended upon, however,

and a commission is safer if it has funds to buy
libraries of its own. A state system of travel-

ling libraries is in a position to treat every part

of the state in the same way. But there is no

reason why a combination is not even better.

What can be done through the travelling

library depends partly upon the community that

borrows it, and there seems to be no end to the

things that suggest themselves. The books

themselves must be chosen so that they will ap-

peal to all classes and various tastes. They
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must give pleasure, and they must also be of

educational value. The travelling library may
be made the medium for distributing material

issued by farmers' institutes and by the nation-

al and state agricultural departments. The

library may contain material which will encour-

age reading circles and neighborhood classes.

Books in foreign languages ought by all means
to be included if there is the least demand for

them. Magazines and illustrated papers are

gladly welcomed. Travelling pictures are

growing in favor and are surely going to be a

feature in future travelling library work, espe-

cially in foreign and uneducated communities.

Reference libraries on special subjects, for club

work, are a useful branch of travelling library

work. Some of the women's clubs in little

towns work under great disadvantages through
lack of books, and their work is worth encour-

aging by the commission. If the commission can

do so, single volumes ought to be loaned as read-

ily as travelling libraries. A large share of the

books loaned in New York are loaned by the

single volume. In other words, individual

needs as well as community needs fall under

the legitimate care of the state commission.

We have not mentioned the institutes which

Wisconsin has held for the librarians of travel-

ling libraries. Minnesota is going to try a state

institute this fall in connection with the state

fair. This is only an attempt to make these

country and village librarians realize that they

are a part of a large work, not isolated work-

ers, and to make them feel the importance and

usefulness of what they are doing.

Work in mining camps and lumber camps
would certainly seem to be a useful field for

some form of travelling library. We would

suggest that the commission, in any or all of its

work, should work in conjunction with other

organized work. If the women's clubs are al-

ready doing something it is better to help them

than to start a new work. If missionary so-

cieties, or temperance workers, or private

individuals are trying to do work in lumber

camps, etc., it is better to throw our work

through the channels they have digged, than

to make new ones. The commission ought to

watch the various civilizing efforts that are

going on in the state, and put itself in

touch with them wherever there is hope of

helping.

New lines of work will constantly be under-

taken as the work progresses, and the need

shows itself, but the secret of real usefulness

will always be in the personal care and helpful-

ness which the commission and its assistants

give to the work.

CO-OPERATION OF STATE LIBRARIANS AND STATE LIBRARY
COMMISSIONS.

BY C. B. GALBREATH, State Librarian of Ohio.

\17HAT may the state properly do for the

general diffusion of knowledge through
the agency of libraries, or, to particularize,

through the agency of state librarians and

library commissions, and how shall the two

work together for the attainment of the results

desired ?

Among those who have given the subject in-

telligent study we are warranted in assuming
a consensus of opinion on the following points:

I. The state should publish and preserve its

official records.

Money from the treasury of the state may
properly be used to publish and keep in a con-

venient place for reference its own official

records and those of the territory from which

it was formed. These usually include : jour-

nals of both branches of the legislature ; legis-

lative manuals
;
senate and house bills ; state

laws
; supreme and circuit court reports ;

con-

solidated reports of departments and institu-

tions, known as " executive documents," "offi-

cial documents," etc.; separate departmental
and institutional reports, such as agriculture,

attorney-general, auditor, institution for the

blind, etc. Those interested in the official his-

tory of the state should have the satisfaction

of knowing that in one library at least these

documents may be found systematically ar-

ranged and accessible for reference.

2. The state should collect books that have espe-

cial reference to itself.
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Closely related to its official publications are

the books about the state the literature of its

religion, education, politics, science, and art; of

its industries and resources
;

of its societies

and institutions, professional, benevolent and

fraternal
;
of its travel, geography and biogra-

phy ;
of its history, early and recent, general

and local. Among the citizens of every state

will be found those who are interested in such a

collection. County histories and newspaper

files, with all their delinquencies, inaccuracies,

and other defects, are especially valuable in

such a collection. They supplement, elucidate,

and invest with life the cold and formal state-

ments of the official records. The importance
of keeping these, long acknowledged in theory,

is now more generally recognized in systematic
and efficient practice.

3. The state should receive and preserve U. S.

government publications .

That each state should have at least one col-

lection of the publications of the general gov-
ernment has the sanction of high authority.

The general government has made the state

library a depository of its documents ; and if

the librarian has but faithfully exercised his

ancient and all-important function as cus-

todian, patrons will know with a reasonable

degree of certainty that at the state capital may
be found all the important official records of the

general government. Most states have acknowl-

edged an obligation in this matter by providing
means for the preservation of this material.

4. The state shuld carry on a system of ex-

changes with other states.

In the United States a community of interests

is continually recognized. The Constitution

provides that "
full faith shall be given in each

state to the public acts, records, and judicial

proceedings of every other state." It there-

fore becomes the duty of the states as far as

possible to collect and preserve for use these

"acts," "records," and "proceedings." The
Constitution is limited in its operations to the

states, but intelligent investigation and research

spurn artificial boundaries.

For the purpose of bringing together these

records, a system of exchanges has been de-

vised that is carried on with varying degrees of

success among the English-speaking states of

America. It is superflous to say, in an assem-

bly of state librarians, that this work cannot

be too thoroughly done.

5. The state should aid in providing library

facilitiesfor its citizens.

Duty invites to broader fields. The state pro-
vides the rudiments of an education. When
this work is well done, it sends the child from
school with the ability to read and a taste for

healthful literature. It is a mistake to presume
that the educative period ends with the school

age limit prescribed by law. The value of books
and libraries as educators is attested by the

lives of self-made men who have risen to useful-

ness and eminence in the century just clos-

ing.

The work and mission of the free library is

an inviting theme upon which we may not

dwell. Pages might be written to emphasize
the fact that the welfare of the state is sub-

served in furnishing good literature to its cit-

izens. 50 years ago this was attempted through
the schools. The movement, in large measure

successful, failed to reach the ideal of its friends

because provision was not made for efficient

administration. The school was then the

great field of active operation. It is not to

be abandoned now, nor are we to lose sight of

the opportunities that it affords for the distribu-

tion and use of good literature. It is the mis-

sion of the library to cultivate a taste for read-

ing, to help the public to books and the infor-

mation that they contain; and in this work the

state is directly and vitally interested. Every
available agency is to be utilized the school,

study clubs, the grange, and the travelling li-

brary. County, township, and municipal organ-

izations are to be interested, to the end that

every community, in the good time coming,
shall have its local library in charge of a live,

efficient, and enthusiastic librarian.

How is the state to aid in the accomplishment
of all this ? An important part of the work is

to be effected through the state librarian and

the state library commission. How shall they
divide it? What part is to be performed by each?

That a properly constituted library commis-

sion may render invaluable assistance to the

library interests of the state will be admitted

wherever such official body has been given a

trial. In the state of Wisconsin we have an

example of what it may accomplish along

independent lines. Such a commission is a

powerful factor in arousing the library spirit,

in establishing and maintaining local libra-

ries, in furnishing good literature to the peo-
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pie through modern agencies, prominent among
which is, of course, the travelling library.

How may such a commission co-operate with

the state librarian, the head of a reference

library for the citizens of the state and its pub-

lic institutions ?

1. The library commission may aid the state

librarian in his search for material relating to the

state.

In his search for local history, newspaper

files, and early state documents, the state libra-

rian may go to the commission for lists of cor-

respondents in different sections of the state

who are interested in these matters, and who
will readily aid in securing the desired informa-

tion. The commission by turning to its travel-

ling library register and other records is able

readily to furnish satisfactory names and ad-

dresses. Through these avenues the state

librarian comes into contact with a class of peo-

ple naturally interested in his work, whose co-

operation is most helpful. Those who have had

experience in these matters well know that

while much can be found in the second-hand

book stores, additions to the early literature re-

lating to the state must be made largely through

systematic research within the state.

2. The library commission may furnish the

state librarian useful information in regard to the

public libraries of the state.

When the state librarian has done his best to

collect the material that should be found in the

state library his work will still be incomplete.

Books, papers, and manuscripts relating to the

state will be found in other libraries that will

not part with them. The commission in its

missionary work becomes acquainted with the

libraries of the state and learns something of

what they contain. This information is fre-

quently valuable to the state librarian. It

enables him to supplement bulletins that he is

preparing with matter of interest to his patrons
actual and prospective. If he can not have all

the rare and valuable works that should be

found in his library, it is often a source of sat-

isfaction to be able to tell where these may be

consulted. The commission can assist him in

co-operating with other libraries of the state

where such co-operation would be feasible and

advantageous.

3. The library commission can aid in popidar-

izing the state library.

Whether the state library be devoted exclu-

sively to reference work or not, it should be made
useful. Time was when such a statement would

have been seriously challenged. The chief

function of this institution in most cases was

to furnish a job for the librarian, who was to be

disturbed and annoyed as little as possible by
the public. The state library was a sort of
"

ball of time" to be bandied by the hands of

politicians. The thought of any obligation to

the public was seldom seriously considered.

When the librarian did awake to the real op-

portunities of his position, for his pains he was

usually thrust under the wheels of the political

juggernaut on its next annual round. We are

entering upon a better era. The people espe-

cially the library people are demanding that

the state library render some service in return

for the expenditure of the people's money. The
commission can herald abroad the fact that the

state library exists and in its special field is

ready to serve the public. In some states this

will still be a matter of news. For such aid the

live librarian may always be thankful. It will

furnish excuse for his continued official exis-

tence and ought to pave the way for better

remuneration.

4. The state librarian can aid the commission

in the distribution ofgovernmentpublications.
The state librarian, as custodian of govern-

ment publications, is supposed to know some-

thing about their comparative value and the

methods to be employed in their distribution.

Through the library commissions he can send

these where they will be preserved and educate

the public to an appreciation of their value.

The importance of this topic must not be

measured by the brief paragraph devoted to it.

When we take into consideration the vast sums
of money devoted to government publications,

their character, the reckless manner in which

they are distributed, and the lack of informa-

tion among the people in regard to their value,

it must be admitted that one of the great library

problems of the day is to be solved in regulat-

ing the subject matter and distribution of these

documents.

5. The state librarian may furnish reference
matterfor patrons of the commission.

In its work the library commission is brought
into contact with the great army of readers in

the state. It is interested in every organized
effort to supply them with literature. Friendly
relations are to be established with study clubs,
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teachers' associations, the state grange, and

other similar organizations. Every possible

encouragement should be extended to these,

for they are powerful auxiliaries in the work of

the commission. Such organizations represent

many grades of culture. In this brgad field

many questions arise that may be satisfactorily

answered by reference to a state library. A
question may turn on some point of local history,

some early state paper, a reference to some

work not found in the local library, or a brief

bibliography may be desired on some topic for

future study. By co-operation the state library

thus becomes to some extent an information

bureau, and "citizens who are taxed for its sup-

port learn that it is in fact as well as in theory
a state institution.

Nor does the opportunity for co-operation
end here. The fields assigned to librarian and

library commission may apparently be distinct,

but they are never wholly separated. In Ohio

the two unite, and the state librarian is ex-

officio secretary of the library commission.

This arrangement, due in part to local condi-

tions, has thus far proven satisfactory. But

whether the two are united or distinct in organi-

zation, their spheres still touch in many points

and their objects will continue to be sufficiently

similar to open up ever recurring opportunity
for helpful co-operation.

STATE REPORTS, DIGESTS, AND STATUTES.

BY DR. G. E. WIRE, Worcester County Law Library, Worcester, Mass.

/T*HIS subject has often been discussed in the

meetings of the American Bar Associa-

tion but so far as I know has not been taken up
in any meeting of the American Library Associ-

ation. There are now in the United States

some 50 states and territories publishing these

reports, digests, and statutes, one or all, and no

one has a rational system of so doing to which

it adheres, while but few have any system as

far as can be discerned. In this respect these

publications are even worse than the state doc-

uments, and especially in the matter of price.

Most of the state documents are issued free,

but for all of these law documents excessive

prices must be paid.

REPORTS.

23 of the states and territories now employ
official reporters or else publish official reports

through the secretary of state, state librarian,

or outside parties. Several of the big law book

firms have contracts with one or more states to

publish their reports. The official reports are

printed, bound, and numbered with varying de-

grees of excellence and cost from $2 a volume

to $15 a volume. The rest still adhere to the

old-fashioned way of private reporters, each

man making what he can out of the work,

and these reports cost from $2.25 to fio a

volume.

In the case of both official and unofficial re-

ports the excellence of the printing, paper, and

binding is generally in inverse ratio to the

price. The best paper, printing, and binding
are found in the cheapest official reports, those

of Massachusetts and Pennsylvania. They are

done by large publishing houses in Boston and
New York and show what can be done by
them when under contract and obliged to cut

down their figures. These books are quite as

well done, in some cases better done than their

own text-books issued at twice or thrice the

price of the reports. The poorest paper, print-

ing, and binding are found in some of the re-

ports of the southern and western states or, in-

deed, in all of these states. I use the words

best printing, paper, and binding, and worst

printing, paper, and binding in a relative man-
ner only. These subjects will be considered

more at length further on in this paper.
In frequency of issue and number of volumes,

practice varies, all the way from little Rhode

Island, with her 2O-volume set, one volume in

one and one-half years, and Idaho's 2-vol-

ume set and a volume in 10 years, to New
York's 19 volumes annually, and Pennsylvania's
10 volumes annually. New York has a Su-

preme Court Appellate Division, Supreme
Court, and several inferior reports grouped
under the name Miscellaneous Reports. Penn-

sylvania has besides its Supreme Court a sys-

tem of District, Circuit, and County Courts all

duly reported and counted in with the estimate
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given above. An increasing number of the

Mississippi Valley states have a system of Ap-

pellate courts to ease the strain on the Supreme
Courts.

This question of multiplicity of courts and

of reports bothers the legal profession more

than the matters of printing, paper, and bind-

ing. Besides, are they not told by the law

book men that they only use the best materials

and that their sheep binding is the best binding

known, and do not book men always tell the

truth? The lawyers have struggled with this

question of multiplicity of reports many a time

and oft and have as yet arrived at no definite

and concerted opinion as to what is to be done

in the matter. Various expedients have been

proposed, and some carried into effect, but none

of them have discouraged the prolix opinion

writers, some of whom feel called upon to go to

the beginning and write a history of and treatise

on their subject.

Some states, notably Kentucky and Pennsyl-

vania, do not print all of the opinions or decis-

ions. These are taken by private publishers
and issued in a periodical form, and in these two

states certain periodicals are known and quoted
as much as the reports. Pennsylvania, besides

its elaborate system of official reports, has at

least half a dozen periodicals, each published
at high figures, which we are more or less

obliged to take and keep because of the few

cases found there not reported in the official re-

ports.

This seems to be a matter which is beyond
the law-making and law-enforcing power of the

government, inasmuch as it lies in the very

law-enforcing power itself. Its settlement

seems largely to be a matter of self-restraint on

the part of the judges themselves. If they can

resist the temptation to write and expound, and

duplicate opinions they do more good than any
quantity of legislation on the subject. In

Massachusetts, especially, under Chief Justice

Holmes, the opinions are short, to the point, and
do not go over ground already old or familiar.

But in many states, notably in the south (Texas
for example), the opposite practice generally

prevails.

But little if anything can be done with]the re-

ports as dicta of the bench. Much, however,
can be done with them as issued from the press.

Each state should have an official reporter, to

be paid a sufficient salary, with sufficient cleri-

cal assistance, and the reports issued at cost of

printing and binding, plus perhaps io#, as is

done with some United States documents. The

reporters are usually paid a salary out of pro-

portion to the quality of the output. I had al-

ways supposed these reports, which are quoted
as law, were made up from verbatim steno-

graphic notes revised by the judges and the re.

porter; but I find in many if not all cases they
are made up from the printed briefs of plaintiff

and defendant with the addition of some few

longhand notes by the reporter and of course

the opinion of the court. This seems to be a

slipshod method, but it is the one generally
in use. There is no reason why the reports as

issued should cost us more than a dollar a vol-

ume, if they are not sent free to libraries.

United States documents are sent free to libra-

ries and private persons have to pay for

them. We hear no complaint about this.

Why should there not be a similar library dis-

tribution or special sale of state law reports?

Reports of various United States bureaus and
of various state commissions and departments

involving much original work are annually

given away; the law reports involve no original
work on the part of the reporter, all the work

put into them being done by counsel and

judges. These government reports are fre-

quently fully equipped with maps and plates;
law reports are solid work, large type, and
are "fat "work for the printer, and yet we
have to pay from $2 to $15 for them.

DIGESTS.

Digests as a rule represent more faulty man-

agement and poorer work if possible than do

reports. No one state has an official digest

maker, but so far as I know they are all made

by private individuals, who secure the sanction

if not approbation of the state, are published by
private parties, and are put on the market at

prices out of all comparison, figures running
from $5 to $10 a volume. There is apparently
no sort of method in their madness. You pay
from $10 to $30 for a digest one year, and the

next year another appears, as inadequate as the

first, and you are expected to welcome this with

eagerness. The digest, indeed, is generally

inadequate, being too often the work of com-

pilers who know little of the principles of

indexing, of subject headings or cross refer-

ences. In many cases it is next to impossible

to use them satisfactorily; and they are often
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out of date before they are published, being

evidently made on the old commonplace-book

plan instead of from records kept on cards and

printed from cards. I have stopped buying
state digests, as a general thing, depending on

the West Publishing Co. digest system. These

digests have headlines, scope notes, cross refer-

ences, and in short all the features of a good

catalog.

Each state should have a digesting force which

should publish digests at cost. The annual

index of session laws gotten out by New York
State Library is a good example of what can be

done in this direction. This is compiled on

cards and comes out quite promptly at the

beginning of the year.

SESSION LAWS.
Session laws are about the most unsatisfactory

in printing and binding of any of the state doc-

uments, and this is saying about all that can be

said. Many are printed on pulp paper of the

coarsest kind, which of course will not last,

poorly printed, with cheap ink, the pages not

registering, and bound in half or three-quar-
ter sheep, generally of poor quality. A few

come in paper, and still fewer in cloth.

And they cost 5oc. to $5 apiece. I corre-

sponded with the proper authorities of the

states and territories last fall relative to

putting us upon their free list and only 18

could do it. Many of the secretaries of state

and state librarians expressed their entire will-

ingness to do so but the laws forbade, the

usual provision being that the session laws

should be sent as exchanges to state libraries or

sold. All of these states are publishing edu-

cational, scientific, or sociological reports, better

edited, better printed, better bound, and are

giving them away by the thousands to libraries

and private individuals, and paying transporta-

tion on them at the same time, but the session

laws are withheld from free distribution. This

matter of distribution is one, I believe, sus-

ceptible of change, and of change without any
trouble, through a simple bill putting the whole

matter of distribution in hands of the secretary of

state or state librarian. Now, a few words on

the subject of paper, printing, and binding.

The reports are generally printed on fairly good
book paper. Those published by certain law

book firms are printed on good quality of pa-

per ; those issued by some of the states are

poorer in quality and some paper approaches

closely to pulp paper. Not infrequently sev-

eral different shades of paper appear in one

volume, showing that no pains is taken to

keep up stock in the printing house. The

reports issued by private concerns, as dis-

tinguished by those published by the state, are

generally on poorer paper than the reports

published by the state ;
ink and presswork

vary. The best work, as before said, is by a

few law firms. As to the binding, all librarians

know that law sheep is the worst binding put
on the market to-day. The skin is a weak
skin to begin with, as all wool-bearing skins

are
; it is split and the inside is sold as chamois

skin
;
the outside is tanned by the use of strong

mineral acids, and these are not properly
"cleared " or neutralized, leaving a residuum

which, uniting with the by-products of illumi-

nating gas, eats the leather. So it disintegrates

into powder. This degenerating process only
takes from five to ten years, according to the

condition of skin, and amount of gas used, dry-

ness of air and heat of room. A heavy Hollis-

ton cloth would be far better as to covering ;

three-quarter cowskin, as used at New York

State Law Library and University of Michigan,
would be better still, and three-quarter Hauss-

mann morocco would be best of all. These re-

ports are hand-sewed two on, on three strings,

one of these strings being cut off and only two

laced on each side. The lace holes are even

cut with a circular punch, leaving no hole for

the twine at all. These two strings are gener-

ally in the middle of the book, so placed that

the hand may easily cover them for conveni-

ence in forwarding, thus leaving an inch or

inch and a half at top and bottom with no fas-

tening at all. This tends to pry the book right

out of the covers.

Every year an increasing number of states

are turning over the matter of distribution of

state reports and session laws to the state

library, and it is to state librarians that I appeal

for reform of some of the conditions here

noted. It is but a step from the distribution of

these publications to their printing and bind-

ing, and I am confident that by individual and

concerted action much can be done toward bet-

tering the publication of reports and statutes.

As to digests, if one state could be prevailed on

to abandon jobbing methods and to employ a

competent person to make the digest, and offer

it at a fair price, say not over $5 a volume, it

would go far toward the dawn of a new era in

this direction.
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METHODS OF INDUCING CARE OF BOOKS. I.

BY MARY ELLA DOUSMAN, Milwaukee, ( Wis.) Public Library.

"JV/TR.
BLADES in his comprehensive little

work, "The enemies of books," enum-

erates their foes as Fire, Water, Gas and Heat,

Dust and Neglect, Ignorance, Bookworms and

other vermin, Bookbinders, and Collectors.

In modern times conditions have changed, and

with the great improvements that have been

made in library construction many of the

serious menaces to the safety of books, in libra-

ries, have been overcome. In the past, when
books were housed in all sorts of buildings,

there was constant danger from fire and damp-
ness. In the present, buildings intended for

library purposes are made as nearly fireproof

as possible; electricity has superseded gas;

books are dusted, occasionally, at least, and

bookworms no longer flourish. Dr. Garnett, in

his preface to Blades's treatise, says that all

enemies of books might be summed up under

the one head of Ignorance.
Bookbinders can hardly be called ignorant,

and yet in making research for causes of the

ill-used condition of books in libraries, the bur-

den of complaint may be laid upon the publish-

ers. The number of books, with loose pages,

worn and shabby covers, which pile up on the

repair shelves is nothing short of alarming, es-

pecially in small libraries where the appropria-
tion is small and all the surplus is needed for

new books and other essentials.

The work of repairing, when done by the

librarian, is an arduous task, beside taking her

time from more vital matters. The books must
be saved and she mends them, but not in a

meek, submissive frame of mind. The time

has passed when librarians submit to poor bind-

ings without protest.

At a meeting of the Wisconsin State Library

Association, held in Milwaukee, February 22 and

23, 1899, resolutions were passed by which the

association co-operated with the State Depart-
ment of Public Instruction in measures to se-

cure the better bindings of books purchased for

the libraries of the state. In accordance with

these resolutions letters were sent to the differ-

ent libraries in the state asking them to prepare
lists of the more poorly bound popular books

of the day, together with the names of the pub-

lishers, and forward them to Miss Biscoe, li-

brarian of the Eau Claire Public Library, who
would compile statistics on the subject. In

summing up the matter Miss Biscoe says
" that

the trouble lies in poor sewing both of the sig-

natures to each other and of the signatures to

the super; in hinges made of nothing stronger

than cheese cloth; in paper which is either not

strong, or is wrongly imposed; in illustrations

which are inserted last and come out first."

The demand for illustrations may in some

degree justify the publishers for the over-illus-

tration of many books, but it does not justify

them for the manner in which these illustra-

tions are inserted, nor does it excuse them for

poor sewing and light weight covers such as are

used in Doubleday's
"

Boy's book of inven-

tions" and numerous other books. Another

cause for complaint is bindings too light in

color. Publishers tell us as a reason for this that

they sell. But the libraries throughout the

country surely purchase a large enough per-

centage of the books published to be entitled to

a choice in the matter of binding. What can

possibly be more unsuitable for use in a public

library than the binding of
" The story of little

Jane and me"? How can we expect a little

child from the street to keep such a cover clean?

We want beautiful covers, but of suitable col-

ors.

Another serious cause for the soiled and dog-
eared condition of books in libraries is due to

the lack of training which children receive in

the matter of respect for inanimate objects in

general. In most children there seems to be an

inherent destructive tendency which manifests

itself very early in the misuse of toys and other

playthings. Instead of checking or controlling

this tendency to mutilate, children are given
books or papers to tear or cut for amusement,
and are also permitted to ruthlessly misuse

household articles of various sorts. If all the

poor abused toys had tongues what a babble of

sounds their complaints would make ! This

careless use of things grows upon a child, and

when he enters school and his street career be-
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gins, the soiled, defaced school books, the cut

and mutilated desks, the chalk marks on build-

ings, are evidences that he has not been taught
" that every quality and kind of man's work is

self-expression," and as such is worthy of his

respect. He has not been taught that the ob-

jects with which he is most familiar are made
with infinite pains and care, whether it is the

flagstone under his feet, a beautiful building, a

monument, or a book in which the author has

given with much thought and labor the best ex-

pression of himself of which he is capable.
The teaching of children to respect property,

both private and public, has been much neg-

lected, and to this neglect the misuse of books

in libraries is largely due. Organizations such

as the Audubon Society, the Village and Town
Improvement Society, the Waring Street Clean-

ing Brigade, have accomplished a wonderful

work in developing the protective side of the

child's nature. The annual observation of Ar-

bor Day in the schools emphasizes the beauty
of nature and teaches the lesson that the child

is not to work for himself alone, but that he

owes something to those who come after him.

The beautifying of school rooms and school

grounds develops a taste for order, neatness,

and beauty, and has a direct bearing on the

character of the child. The library, holding
in its care a valuable public property, must do

its part in developing among the children the

protective spirit which is the foundation of

good civic citizenship. The opportunities for

inculcating this principle are limitless in chil-

dren's departments. A sense of personal re-

sponsibility and ownership develops among the

children with the possession of a room of their

own, and the better care of books results.

The value of co-operation and the magic of
"
together

"
are silently but forcefully instilled

in the children by teaching them to replace the

books on the shelves. The order and arrange-
ment is thus learned, the method of placing
the books on the shelves, the use of the book

support, to say nothing of the spirit of mutual

helpfulness which is inculcated.

Encouragement and commendation to induce

care of books does more good than fault find-

ing. The expression of satisfaction on the

face of a child when he returns a book clean

and whole as when he drew it, should call forth

a word of praise, which may easily be spoken
in a tone which will reach the ear of the chil-

dren standing near. This arouses a spirit of

emulation.

Better care of books -will be induced bv the man-
ner in which assistants handle them. When a

book is returned it should be taken from a

child in a courteous manner, and, if he is not

expected to replace it on the shelf, it should be

laid aside as quietly and gently as possible.

The order of the shelves should not be neg-
lected and frequent tours about the room to

straighten the books will tend to make children

more careful. A book should bt handed, not

shoved at a child, when issued.

Perfect courtesy and fairness in the admin-

istration will have a marked influence on the

behavior of the children.

Books should be collated, injuries noted, and

the children encouraged to report loose pages,

pencil marks, or other defacements. Books
should be discarded before they are too much

soiled, as their use induces careless habits.

Careful distinction should be made between

malicious injury and natural wear and tear.

The number of books which are mutilated with

intent by children is comparatively small. It

is the student and grown people who commit

atrocities. During 18 months' experience in a

children's room only one book marked with

obscene writing has been discovered
; only a

very few cut or marred. Sometimes the temp-
tation to cut is too great, as in the case of

Eggleston's
"

First book in American history,"

in which, as you will remember, the map of the

United States is printed on several pages, show-

ing on each successive page the states as they
were admitted to the Union. To make the

map complete certain dotted lines must be cut.

On the lines is printed "cut here" and occa-

sionally an investigating child will "cut here"

to see how it looks, and we can hardly blame

him. He merely wanted "to see the wheels

go round."

The marking of books with pencil is an ob-

jectionable offense, but some toleration should

be exercised with children as they are often too

young to realize that it is wrong. If books

marked are carefully cleaned and a sentiment

aroused against such acts, the number marked

will diminish.

The turning down of pages to mark the

place may be reduced to a minimum by the use

of book-marks in the library. Book-marks

such as the Maxson may be obtained free of cost
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by using the reverse side for advertising pur-

poses. A book-mark issued by the Wisconsin

Free Library Commission is excellent. The

tory from the Maxson book-mark is printed on

one side with a little pledge below it, which

the children are asked to sign when they have

read the books printed on the rounds of a lad-

der on the other side. The "
climbing

"
list is

intended for third and fourth grade children.

A book-cover, also distributed by the commis-

sion, has a story on one side in which the chil-

dren are asked to put these little
" overcoats"

on the books while they are reading and car-

rying them to and from the library. Twenty
thousand copies made of strong manilla paper
were furnished free by a railway company for

the advertisement on the back cover.

In the case of extreme carelessness or

intentional misuse of books no method has

been as effective as the making of an ob-

ject lesson of the disfigured book by hang-

ing it in a conspicuous place with a notice

calling attention to the injury and asking
the opinion of the boys and girls in regard
to such offenses. The answers are sometimes

most amusing, but they show disapproval in

every instance. This method may be varied or

elaborated as much as the occasion seems to re-

quire. An old method was to post the name of

the offender. A book well cared for might be

posted with the name of the last borrower.

Library leagues and pledges are powerful

agents in arousing among children a sense of

personal responsibility for the care of books.

The organizing of leagues in the schools is do-

ing good work in many places. In Evanston,

Illinois, more than half of the school popula-
tion belong to the league, and many other places
could make an equally good showing.
The co-operation of teachers is necessary for

effective work and may be enlisted by visits to

the schools by the librarian, or by sending a

tactful and suggestive circular stating the meth-
ods used in the library to induce care of books
and asking for their adoption in the schools.

Informal talks to the children in the library
and the schools on the art of printing, paper

making, binding, showing the manual labor in-

volved in making books, will enhance their

value
;
call attention to their beauty and cost,

and, most important of all, help them to

realize that books contain the living thoughts
of great men and women and are therefore en-

titled to respect.

Children should be shown (how to properly

open a book, how to put it in an upright posi-

tion on the shelf, use of the book support, how
to take it out without breaking the back.

Where the children visit the library by grades
or classes this can be done and the results ac-

complished would certainly pay for the time so

spent.

Open shelves and the freedom offered chil-

dren is in one way a temptation to vandalism,
and constant and unremitting efforts must be

made to teach them to make right use of this

freedom.

Soiled books are the greatest trial and the

teaching of cleanliness is difficult. A wash-

room is a most necessary adjunct to a children's

room. The children should be sent there when
occasion requires, but in a tactful and quiet
manner. The home surroundings and condi-

tions should be taken into consideration and

patience and forbearance shown the little waifs.

It is part of the duty of children's librarian to

teach the beauty of cleanliness. She must be

heart and soul with every movement for the

improvement of the surroundings of the young,
for in this lies the solution of many of her prob-

lems; as Plato so beautifully says : "Young citi-

zens must not be allowed to grow up amongst
images of evil lest their souls assimilate the

ugliness of their surroundings. Rather they
should be like men living in a beautiful and

healthy place; from everything that they see

and hear, loveliness like a breeze should pass
into their souls and teach them without their

knowing it the truth, of which beauty is the

manifestation."
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METHODS OF INDUCING CARE OF BOOKS. II.

BY W. E. FOSTER, Providence {R. /.) Public Library.

/~I~*HE program has most appropriately set

down this subject as one of the sub-di-

visions of the work with children. In our own

library, as probably in every other, its bearings

are not exclusively upon the use of the books

by children, but are regarded as important in

connection with every department of the libra-

ry's work. Let me mention, however, one sig-

nificant fact, which we have had occasion to ob-

serve. Throughout every one of the ten open-

shelf rooms in the building, with the single ex-

ception of the children's quarters, we are

obliged to put up a placard, reading as fol-

lows: "Please leave the books on the tables for

the attendant to replace." So little have we
been able to depend on the ability of the aver-

age adult reader to return the book toils proper

place. In the children's library, on the other

hand, it is now possible to trust the children

themselves to place each book where it belongs.

I cannot better describe the situation there

than in the words of Mrs. Root, the children's

librarian, who has written out her account of it

for me:
" The location of these rooms was selected

with great care, so that they should profit by
all the possible advantages of warm, bright

sunshine and pure air, growing plants and

ferns, and the five and no more choice

copies of masterpieces of art on its walls. Into

this children's library, with its 4000 books on

open shelves, were turned loose on the opening

day some two or three hundred children, who
had never before had access to open shelves

in this way. Their interest was intense, but the

confusion among the books was indescribable,

and suggested a possibility of spoiling the child

by the very excess of privileges. We had

heaid of Miss Eastman's "
library league

"
at

the Cleveland Public Library, and here seemed

just the time and place to attempt such a work,

by appealing to the protective instinct which is

so strong in boys and girls. We say little about

dirty hands, but ask, first of all, the boys and

girls to help take care of the books, and this in-

cludes keeping them in order on the shelves

and keeping them from being soiled when in

use. This responsibility presupposes trust;

and it has worked admirably. To place signs
on the walls 'A book must be returned to

its place on the shelf,' or ' Books must be

handled with care' is sometimes too strong a

suggestion to a contrary boy-nature to do di.

rectly otherwise, but if we can make these chil-

dren feel that they are helpers indispensable

helpers the battle is half won. Often our

boys are seen going to shelves and straighten-

ing out rows of books which some less careful

child had displaced. Over and over again, be-

fore a book had been charged, the boy or girl

has called attention to some damage already
done to the book. Pencil marks are thus

erased, which if left in the book would have

been a strong inducement to add still others.

As included in the original plan, a convenient

lavatory is connected with the children's rooms,
with a set-bowl where dirty hands can be made

clean, but it is now only rarely used, and for

new recruits. When the books for these rooms

were first moved over from the old quarters
about one-half of them were covered with

manila paper to keep them from soiling. Grad-

ually, these paper covers are becoming discon-

tinued, until now only about half of them re-

main as they were when the removal was made.

There is no apprehension now felt that we
shall ever again be obliged to resort to covering

paper for any such reason; and the book now
makes a very much more direct and inviting ap-

peal to the young readers who visit the shelves

of this room.

"Our strongest efforts, in these last three

months, have been to familiarize the children

with their room. We hope to make them feel

that it is a place where they are always at

home a place to love and also respect. We
desire that these few pictures on the walls shall

be old friends; and so we allow every

League child to select his favorite from among
them, in the shape of a "

Perry picture," which

he may take home and mount, and thus have

for his own. The whole use of the children's

quarters, by the children, has been an impres-
sive testimony to the effectiveness of these ideal
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surroundings, in appealing to the best instincts

of children. Not only have there been no dis-

turbances or disorder, even on days when the

rooms were crowded with almost twice as many
children as there were accommodations for, but

there has been only the very slightest tendency
to disorder on any occaiion.

The Library League enrollment (with as yet

no canvass of the schools) has grown to 554 in

the eight weeks from April 7 to June 2. "We
never ask," says Mrs. Root,

" the large boys or

girls to join the League, yet they often ask to be

allowed to join."

The book-mark used in connection with the

Library League work is the Maxson book-

mark, which has become familiar in Cleveland

and other cities, and is used only with the books

which are issued from the Children's Library.
A book-mark which embodies similar useful

suggestions had already been used for several

years, with much success, in the books issued

to adult readers in the old building; and this

embodied, for the most part, the items included

in the "Suggestions" to readers on the

care of books, published by the library in

1898.

CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND PERIODICALS.

By ABBY L. SARGENT, Librarian Medford (Mass.) Public Library.

/~*ERMAN legend tells us of an enchanted
^"^

castle, overgrown with flowers, the door of

which is opened by the little schliissel blume

key flower our common primrose. Inside,

the castle is filled with treasures of gold and

precious stones, while on the wall is inscribed

the motto,
" take what you will, but be sure you

choose the best." So we would have our chil-

dren's rooms places of enchantment, but our

motto should be " here is only the best." With

these rooms springing up in all libraries, with

the increased facilities and inducements we are

offering, there is increased need for care and

judgment in the selection of books.

Men and women of literary tastes have some-

times attributed their love of books to having
tumbled about a library as children. But we
find that, as a rule, they tumbled amongst very
different books from those with which many of

our libraries are flooded The Bible, Homer,
Chaucer, Shakespeare, the "Arabian nights,"

"Pilgrim's progress," with much that Lowell

would call the "
literature suited to desolate

islands." In a catalog of books for young
people, issued by one of our leading libraries

last year, may be counted 90 titles of Oliver

Optic, 48 of Alger, 49 of Fosdick, n of Susan

Warner. This is only one of many similar

catalogs. It is to be feared that even the

brains of a Lincoln, a Gladstone, a Darwin or

a Spencer, would have softened on such literary

manna.
A taste for good reading cannot be developed

on a daily diet of insipid twaddle of books

that weaken and lower, rather than strengthen
and elevate. It is the unconscious absorption
of what is best which will have a lasting effect

for good.
There is no royal road to a knowledge of the

good or evil in the books we are putting on our

shelves
;
no one of us is omniscient in these

matters, nor can we lay claim to the essential

demanded by Lord Curzon, "An intelligent ap-

preciation of events before they occur."

But have we a right to add to our libra-

ries books which we know nothing about ?

Should we not read and read carefully every
book which we put before our younger patrons?
Is it not better to cling to those which have

stood the test of time, rather than to collect

those books which at the least lower the stand-

ard of taste, and may do incalculable harm ?

By reading and re-reading a good book, it be-

comes as much a part of a child's atmosphere
as the air he breathes. Well-written books are

not of necessity oppressively good and tiresome,

nor loose and slipshod English witty and enter-

taining. Illustrations like those in the recent

edition of "Mrs. Leicester's school" go far

toward re-introducing on their own merits some
of the discarded classics. Many a book which

seems dull and uninteresting may be made

quite attractive, if we take the trouble to read

from it to the children or to tell them a little of

its story. This may be too much to expect in a

library where one weary soul fulfils all its nu-

merous duties; but no community is so forlorn

that some cultured, sympathetic person can not
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be found who will gladly draw the children into

a corner of the library and open to them the

world of better literature. Unhappily we can

not begin with the grandmothers as Dr. Holmes

suggested, but it lies largely in our power to

make good reading more attractive than bad.

All this applies mainly to works of fiction, since

we must of necessity be guided in our choice of

science, art, and history by specialists.

We are all agreed that purity of English, hu-

man sympathy, high purpose, lessons of hero-

ism and moral courage, with good illustrations,

constitute qualities which we ought to demand
in children's books. Purity of English is

placed first intentionally the others will

follow. I like to think that one of the never-

ending charms of the old-fashioned fairy tales

lies in their quaint and graceful diction. Can
one imagine Jack of the beanstalk, giddy and

thoughtless though he was, uttering the un-

holy language of the little heroes of "The
drums of the Fore and Aft," or the unwarrant-

able vulgarity of "Stalky and Co."? Could

either of these or any of their ilk have begun
with those delicious words, "once upon a time"?

The field of good literature is broader to-day,

and more intelligent work is being done for

children than ever before. We need only be

sure to choose the best. Why should we encour-

age the " book scorcher," by storing for him the

grist that is annually turned out of the publish-

er's hopper? The taste for what is good is

destroyed by gratifying this insatiable desire

for weak or highly spiced books. Everything
of this sort should be conspicuous only by its

absence, and no attendant should ever be per-

mitted to say "we don't consider that good for

children."

If many of the books written for girls to-day
are vapid and inane, chiefly filled up with ex-

pletives and an exaggerated use of adjectives,

or calculated to emulate the pious little frauds

whom Miss Agnes Repplier describes in her

essay on "
Little pharisees in fiction," those for

boys are too often lurid, slangy, crammed so

thickly with events that their readers are im-

patient of any well written story. The children

of the present are very far away from those of

Mrs. Sherwood and Miss Edgeworth. If these

latter seem dull and priggish, at least they did

not consider themselves the most important
actors in the drama of life their elders merely

supernumeraries.

Juvenile periodicals also need the same careful

scrutiny as do books. St. Nicholas, without the

watchful care that Mrs. Dodge formerly gave,
is deteriorating as toils literary contributions;

other magazines that we have been accustomed

to depend upon, are even worse. We need a

carefully edited magazine which would reprint

earlier and better literature. Such material as

Charles Eliot Norton has collected in the
" Heart of oak books "

might easily be adapted
to this use, and do away with the worse than

useless stories so common and unfortunately so

popular in the periodicals of to-day. Dr. Ed-

ward R. Shaw, of New York University, has

done excellent work in eliminating from some
of the classics, what is not essential to the story,

without detracting from its interest.

Children do not need or crave so much fiction

as older people. We can afford to go slowly for

them here. Naturally receptive, the world of

history, biography, and travel appeals as much
or more to their imagination than a representa-

tion of their own world. We are apt to under-

estimate their capacity in assuming that they
can not appreciate or understand what lies out-

side their own experience. It is the verdict of

all librarians who admit to the shelves, that

young people will choose much better and ma-

turer books than when obliged to select from a

catalog. It is especially noticeable where access

is given to the entire library, that they often

choose those which require considerable study
and puzzling over. More good can be accom-

plished with fewer books well chosen than with

a large number of this undesirable overwrought
literature. We may perhaps lose a few patrons
who ask in vain for " Peck's bad boy

"
or the

sequel to
" Elsie's grandchildren," but if such

as these are all that a boy or a girl will read, is

the library fulfilling its mission as an educa-

tional institution in catering to the demand ?

Were we united in our strength to condemn all

books of weak and harmful tendencies, it would

go far to discourage their publication. Our

juvenile constituents will soon outgrow our

leading strings; it is not a long look to the time

when they will be the leaders in our town or

city affairs. Now is our golden opportunity to

shape their tastes, 'so that when they, too, have

become Olympians (no doubt our trustees)

they will endorse and encourage our endeavors,
and help us to keep intact the motto of our associ-

ation,
" the &w/ reading for the largest number."
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PICTURE WORK IN CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES.

BY CLARA W. HUNT, Newark (N. /.) Public Library.

TD EMEMBERING that the placid self assur-

ance with which the dabbler in a subject

is wont to proffer advice to the specialist in his

field is a weakness common to all human na-

ture, it will not surprise you to hear that one

who cannot, yet, properly claim to be a chil-

dren's librarian, and who has had no actnal

experience in picture bulletin work, neverthe-

less has decided opinions on the subject and

even presumes to differ from most of those who
have prepared such exhibits time after time.

It is not the enjoyment of the sensation of

being "contrary," but an honest belief that

much of this work is a fruitless outlay of time,

that puts me with a hopeless minority in the

discussion of this question.

To begin with, one can readily see, without

having prepared a bulletin oneself, that they
cost a great deal in time, thought, and labor,

and more or less in money. For hunting up
the pictures, cutting them out carefully, mount-

ing them neatly, classifying and filing, looking

up references and making lists, arranging pic-

tures on the walls all use an amount of time

which, if put down in black and white, would,

I think, astonish the one who attempted the

work. However, the cost would be unworthy
of consideration if one could feel sure that the

results obtained justified the expense. But do

they?
So far as I can discover the underlying aim

of most picture bulletins is to entice the child

away from his story books to carrying home

biography, science, history, anything which

will instruct the young person anything in

short classed in a "hundred" rather than

in plain
" F." At least in the children's room

we ought to cut loose from the idea that

a book is better because it is not a story book
;

for usually the contrary is true here. Those
who have tried to make up a general list of

thoroughly excellent books for young people
know how difficult it is to find a large number
of works of science, travel, biography, as good
in their line as many of the juvenile story
books. It takes very little paper for a list of

books of information which are reliable, well

written, interesting, and attractive in make-up.
So, in order to make her list long enough for

the temporary rush, the children's librarian

must include many references for her bulletin,

which are of doubtful value as information and

perfectly worthless as literature.

Now, I think this object is mistaken in the

first place. If I were to use the picture bulle-

tin as a bait, I should make it my aim to lure

the boy from Stratemeyer and Tomlinson and

Trowbridge to tasting such manly books as

"Men of iron," "Cadet days,"
" We all," "Tom

Paulding,"
" The boy emigrants." In the chil-

dren's room our reports should be expressed in

different terms than in the adult department.
Instead of thinking it the acme of attainment

when the "hundreds" per cent, is large, one

should aspire to show that the percentage of

use of the best books has increased. We could

express more fairly the good that is being done

by the children's department if it were feasible

to classify all "j" books by grades of excel-

lence so that our reports would show whether

the child who used to read only third rate

books is now choosing the best children's liter-

ature. To accomplish this would be a greater

triumph than to put into circulation some of

the doggerel which is called 8n and the idiotic

books on nature topics which we dignify by
the name of science.

The children's room should be a place of in-

spiration, above all things. We should bend

our efforts first to winning the enthusiastic loy-

alty of the growing lads and lassies so that they
will not drop out of the library as they drop
out of school; and, second, to setting them on

the road to a taste for good literature; and I

think these ends are to be attained chiefly by
means of the story books, fascinatingly inter-

esting, well written, and of healthy, stimulat-

ing, moral tone.

But suppose this object of the picture bulletin

is worth while, does it really accomplish what it

sets out to do ? Is it not a fact that the interest

in a certain line of books awakened by the pic-

tures is of a most transient character ? If we
were to put on the one side the amount of time
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and labor involved in getting up an exhibit,

and over against it the results brought about, is

it at all clear that the end justifies the out-

lay ?

I have another point against the very free use

of the bulletin. To me, mounted scraps seem
somewhat out of place as a decorative feature

in a large, noble library room. They jar on

one's sense of the fitness of things somewhat, as

would crazy patchwork here and there in an

otherwise dignified drawing room. I like better

framed pictures, real works of art which are a

permanent feature of the walls, with beautiful

statuettes in the niches, and plants in the win-

dows, reserving for bulletin purposes a modest

board where notices, clippings, scrap-pictures
or timely subjects, etc., may be posted.

But there is something more serious than any
of these things to be considered. When we say
"Children's Department" or "Children's Room"
of the library, we are apt to have stand out so

strongly in our minds the first two words of the

phrase that we forget the words "of the library"

altogether. We should remember, first and al-

ways, that this is a library, not a kindergarten,

not a normal school practice department, neither

is it an art gallery or an exhibition room. It is

entirely contrary to library principles to make
the reading-room a show place which will attract

sightseers whose coming in distracts the students

and readers. Because we, for the convenience

of adults and the advantage to the children, put
the latter in a separate room, we should stren-

uously endeavor not to dissipate the library at-

mosphere for the children by the separation.

We should guard with jealous care the bookish

spirit and influence of the place, and trusting to

the charm of the books themselves, the beauty
of the room, and the inspiration of the chil-

dren's librarian to draw and keep the young

people, I am confident that it is possible, with-

out making the boys and girls feel under any
irksome restraint, to realize the ideal library

aroma here as in the main reading room.

PICTURE-WORK IN CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES. II.

BY EVVA L. MOORE, Librarian Scoville Institute, Oak Park, III.

T^HE question that constantly forces itself

upon the thoughtful library worker is:

what place in the busy library, limited as to in-

come and administrative force, has this subject

of pictures ?

At Scoville Institute, we direct our efforts as

far as pictures are concerned along three defi-

nite lines.

The first object is to increase the children's

appreciation and enjoyment of pictures them-

selves, their main idea and their beauty; to

help those who now find pleasure in a truly

good picture to find still more pleasure; and

what we particularly aim at and rejoice over

when we succeed, is the creating of a love for

and delight in some masterpiece which had

been little cared for before.

Pictures and plaster casts of real art value

should have a permanent place upon our walls

that the children may see them often and learn

to care for and associate them with their room;
but few of us can afford to buy them, as our

funds are exhausted long before the necessary
books are purchased and a hundred other

wants supplied. This difficulty, however, may-

be met in part at least, by asking the loan

for a few weeks of a beautiful picture or

statue belonging to some friend of the chil-

dren's room.

Care should be taken lest we unduly empha-
size this side of the children's work and dis-

play too many pictures at a time, which leads to

confusion and to the idea that the library is

nothing more than a picture gallery, where the

children are to be entertained.

Right here let me make a plea for more table

books finely illustrated ones of which the

children never grow tired.

Pictures which are placed about a child will

be a help or hindrance to him according as they
are true or false to nature.

Many children take it for granted that the

pictures are true, and form their opinions of the

subject from it, and this impression rarely fades

from the memory. Maud Humphrey is a good

example of the unnatural school her pictures

do not hold the children and, although at-

tracted to them at first by the color, they turn

away after a moment's glance. Experience
teaches us that repetition of a picture in a large
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exhibit of any kind is a good feature, as it

pleases a child to see again one that he had al-

ready learned to recognize.

The second use of our pictures is in the ex-

hibit and bulletin work. We follow in the case

of the bulletins the same method as adopted

at Pratt the bulletin to present some one sub-

ject and only one at a time to be definite in its

purpose and not a jumble of ideas, and always

combining with it, arranged in sqme unique way,

a list of books.

One bulletin board is changed a little very

often, so that the little reader who comes fre-

quently to the library will always find something

new.

The picture bulletin always creates a lively

interest among the children, and this use of

pictures is carried outside the library and into

the schools which brings us to the third point

the use of pictures in connection with school

work.

The value of pictures as an aid to instruction

is now generally recognized, and teachers are

beginning to realize this, and whenever it is

possible are substituting a picture for an idea,

a concrete for an abstract reality, and adapting
the method of representing to the eye what it

would take longer to teach by the ear.

With this object in view that is, to supply
teachers with pictures on special topics a large

collection was gathered together from every
available source, mounted on gray bristol board

(two sizes are used gx n and n x 14 inches),

and classified as the books (Dewey decimal

classification). The teachers furnished us with

outline of study, including lists of special sub-

jects taken up in connection with the study of

history, science and geography; these subjects

were noted on slips and brought out prominent-

ly in the card catalog and in the picture collec-

tion. Preferring a numerical rather than alpha-
betical arrangement of the pictures, we have
as a key to this for use of teachers and children

an alphabetical index with few cross-references,

for these are bewildering to all but the initiated.

Instead of cross-references a picture is

brought out in the index under several head-

ings that is, it is brought out under the sub-

jects the picture suggests, considering all of the

time the use to which the picture is to be put,

with continual reference to our school subject
index for suggestions as to subject headings

already in the card catalog, so that as far as pos-

sible there may be uniformity between the

two.

These pictures are especially useful in geog-

raphy work by means of them the children

gain correct ideas of the people and things that

live in a world remote from their own.

The picture bulletins, representing principally

subjects of permanent interest, are used espe-

cially in connection with the lower grades. As

in the case of the mounted pictures they are of

greater and more constant value in teaching

geography, than any other subject. The sub-

jects which may be illustrated, however, are

numberless; for instance, every country in the

world, authors, artists, etc.

Great care must be taken in choosing head-

ings for the bulletins.

The headings must talk a bulletin of fa-

mous characters might be introduced with,

"Would you like to read about heroes of the

olden time, brave engineers and sailors, beau-

tiful princesses, and girls who could sing like

birds. Here is a list of such books." The
Holland bulletin is labelled " Land of pluck,"

the Eskimo bulletin the
" Children of the cold,"

and this bulletin chronicles among other things

" This most refrigerative folk
Treat zero as a screaming joke,"

portraying pictures of a chubby little Eskimo,
"All the way down from the pole he came,"
and a crowd of Eskimo boys and girls playing
a game of pin and cup-ball ; Eskimo dolls, etc.

Written accounts in prose or verse are com-

bined with the pictures, and on each is placed a

short list of book and magazine articles that

bear on the particular topic, as the library on

all occasions and in all connections should put
forward its proper claim of the value and use

of the book.

Too long a bibliography is confusing to chil-

dren and to the untrained public generally. To

gain the best results for this work the librarian

must make a careful and thoughtful study of the

outlines of study and of the school curriculum

and must be quick to seize opportunities for

making bulletins which will be of timely inter-

est and usefelness
; the object being to choose

either a subject uppermost in the minds of the

children, so that anything bearing on it will

catch their eyes ; or, to make the subject of in-

terest by the attractiveness of the bulletin, and

in either case create a demand for the books to

which attention is thus directed.
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STORY TELLING, LECTURES, AND OTHER ADJUNCTS OF THE
CHILDREN'S ROOM.

BY FRANCES JENKINS OLCOTT, Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh.

\\ 7HEN a new children's room is opened, it

takes no advertising for the first few

months to fill the chairs and benches to over-

flowing. After that the attendance gradually
diminishes until only those are left who have

an innate love of reading, and some few who
come to idle away their time, to look at picture

books, or to escape the disagreeable weather

without this last is especially true of our over-

populated slum districts. Meanwhile the chil-

dren's librarian has learned to know the chil-

dren, and has their interests individually and

collectively at heart; but after the confusion of

the opening is over she finds two problems con-

fronting her: how shall she attract and hold

the children until such a time as they will grad-
uate by choice into adult reading, and how
awaken the interest, curiosity, and fancy of the

children so that they will take by choice the

best the library can offer in other words,
what means and ways can she devise-to subtly

create a taste for the best literature. To do

this successfully there must be no self con-

sciousness on the part of the child, and he

must do all by his own volition. She begins
her work, always keeping in mind the child's

imagination, tastes, and habits, which must be

studied and appealed to. To this end the

room is adorned with pictures and plants, and

the children's sense of ownership is aroused;

perhaps an adaptation of the motto of the chil-

dren's room of the Milwaukee Public Library is

frescoed on the wall, "This room is under the

protection of the boys and girls of Milwaukee."

A sense of pride and responsibility among the

children invariably improves the atmosphere of

the room.

Besides the help and suggestions given

spontaneously to individual children, which

makes the work of a children's librarian vital,

there are many other ways to awaken interest

in books.

It is impossible within the ten minutes' limit of

this paper to go into the details of the organi-
zation of these various schemes. I shall simply
touch upon them pointing out possibilities. The

story-telling lectures, however, I shall dwell on

slightly, as they present to the librarian a new
and broad field for action. Almost all of the

following methods have been helpfully dis-

cussed during the last five years in the volumes

of the Library Journal and Public Libraries. A.

study of these and the annual reports of the

Boston, Buffalo, Pratt Institute (Brooklyn),

Cleveland, and other libraries doing work with

children, will prove of the utmost value to the

children's librarian who is laying plans for the

future work of her children's room.

Exhibits of pictures, such as the exhibits of

animal and hero pictures at the Pratt Institute

Free Library (Brooklyn) and the exhibits of

Burbank's Indians at the Toledo Public Li-

brary, lectures to children from outside sources,

and five minutes' talks on books, as at the

Hartford Public Library, are most useful, and

an effective way to arouse a sense of re-

sponsibility among children, and at the same

time direct their reading, lies in club work

reading clubs and study clubs, organized into

small chapters as at the Library of Cedar

Rapids, or into a grand mass organization as

at the Cleveland Public Library. This library

League scheme has been adopted and modified

by many libraries throughout the country.

Closely akin to the library clubs is the

home library work, which consists of sending
books into the homes, in charge of a friendly

visitor. This work is not" usually connected

with the work of the children's room; but it is

possible to train children in the home library

circles to become intelligent users of the public

library, and to teach them to fully appreciate

their library privileges.

The children's reference library is an impor-

tant adjunct of the children's room. There is,

however, a strong tendency to bring into the

children's room the atmosphere of the school

room. This danger lurks on all sides. The

teachers not only send the children to the

library to use the books for their school work,

but they seem to feel responsible for the result

of library work, or the appreciation and intelli-
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gence the children show when listening to our

stories. They are constantly impressing upon
the already burdened children that there is

nothing which is not connected with their class

studies. It is right that we should help the

teachers and public in every way, but it is not

the function of a children's room that it should

become solely the work room of the schools.

The Boston Public Library and the Brookline

Library, in a way, solved the problem by set-

ting aside reference books in rooms separate

from the children's rooms, and, while giving

teachers and pupils every privilege and all

assistance in the power of the library, yet

keeping the natural and gracious influence of

the children's room intact. In small libraries

the reference library for pupils must necessa-

rily be a part of the children's room, and it

needs eternal vigilance to keep out the school

atmosphere, and yet heartily co-operate with

the schools. We have found that even our

weekly story-telling lectures are seized on by
the teachers as material for compositions and

tests of memory, which, if not prevented
would defeat our main object in telling the

stories. We aim to produce an unforced, nat-

ural love for the best in literature, to lift the

children's eyes from books written down to

them, to the world of history and art and

active life as presented in good literature, and

to lead them gradually to pursue the subjects

further. With this end in view the story teller

conscientiously prepares the story beforehand.

It is taken for granted that her understanding
and sympathy with child nature will teach her

to present the subject in the most attractive

and intelligent form. Let us take as an exam-

ple the preparation of the story of "Elizabeth,

or the exiles of Siberia." A thorough under-

standing of the plot of the story is not enough.
The storyteller should carefully study the local

color of life both in Russia and Siberia, should

meet the children armed with pictures of these

countries, with the Russian flag, with George
Kennan's fully illustrated "Siberia and the ex-

ile system," and be further fortified by a knowl-

edge of the exile system from the point of

view of other writers. The story becomes in-

tensely interesting, the books and pictures are

passed around, and not only a sympathy for

Elizabeth's bravery is aroused, but interest in

books of travel, and stories about Russia and

Siberia.

The story hour need not be sixty minutes in

length. It should rather fit itself to the story,

and the story in turn fit itself to its audience
;

the story teller watching for the slightest signs

of fatigue or flagging interest on the part of

the children. A startling episode or stirring

sentence directed at a child whose attention is

wandering quickly revives its interest. The
more informal the story hour, the greater the

lack of selfconsciousness on the part of the

children, and this is to be aimed at, as a perfect

effacement of self makes a receptive audience.

Clean hands, clean faces, and good manners

should be the rules of admittance. The chil-

dren appreciate the stories, for they return each

week and are eager to take the books from the

story hour shelf. For instance, between four

weekly story hours devoted to Shakespeare

stories, told at one of our branch libraries, the

Shakespeare story books were drawn forty-four

times, and if we had had more copies they
also would have circulated. For the last few

months we have experimented with a system-
atic program which has enabled us to prepare
our material before hand. It has shown its ad-

vantages in every way, and our story telling

next year will be worked out in the same

way.
Too much stress cannot be laid on the value

of picture work in connection with the library

clubs, school reference work, and to illustrate

the story-telling lectures. In making them
attractive one's ingenuity and originality are

constantly called upon ; they may be worked

out in all shapes and ways, care being taken

not to overdo the matter lest they become an

old story.

Practically stated, the above is a brief survey
of the methods of advertising the best litera-

ture in the children's room in centra-distinction

to the librarian's individual work which fits the

right book to the right child. An ideal chil-

dren's librarian will do no work haphazard, but

will plan her campaign beforehand as care-

fully as a general, choosing the most effective

methods, and adapting them to existing cir-

cumstances. She will proceed cautiously, so

that nothing shall be begun and dropped, as

spasmodic effort results in weakness. One

good children's club, or one systematized course

of story telling will produce more satisfactory

results than a dozen showy schemes hastily

adopted and superficially carried out.
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REPORT OF THE CO-OPERATION COMMITTEE.

BY ERNEST GUSHING RICHARDSON, Chairman, Librarian of Princeton University.

*THE policy of the Co-operation Committee of

* the past year has been to try to settle on a

few lines on which definite work might be un-

dertaken with best prospect of practical success

and to try to place these in form for definite

recommendation to the Association.

It has had before it for consideration during

the year six special matters; most of which

came up in the ordinary course of reference or

communication:

1. Duplication of bibliographical work.

2. An American catalog.

3. An index of theological periodical litera-

ture.

4. An index of architectural periodical litera-

ture.

5. International co-operation.

6. Co-operative cataloging.

I. Mrs. Fairchild's suggestion as to the pro-

viding of some method for the avoidance of

duplication of bibliographical work was re-

ferred to this committee by the Atlanta Confer-

ence.

The committee recommends that it be under-

stood that all definite plans for bibliographical

work whether co-operative or otherwise may be

reported to this committee and shall be publish-

ed by them in their annual report.

The only announcement under this head at

this time is a Bibliography of Psychology, 1860-

1899, by Prof. Leuba of Bryn Mawr College,

which, it has been suggested, might be continued

on cumulative sheets.

a. The proposal by Mr. A. G. S. Josephson
for an American catalog was presented to the

committee directly and was also referred to

them by the American Historical Association,

to which it was also presented. This proposal

involves the establishment of an endowed bu-

reau and the selection of some one library as a

working basis.

At the meeting of the committee held March

9th. it was voted that the committee recognize

the importance of such a catalog and that they

hope that the plans for co-operative catalog-

ing now under consideration may open the way
also to its preparation.

3. A letter from the Rev. Olin H. Gates

called attention again to a matter which has

been frequently mooted the need of a co-oper-
ative index to theological periodicals. The
matter was referred to the chairman with a

request that he would investigate the question
and report to the committee. One of the

features of Mr. Gates' proposal was that the

work should be edited by some one theological

seminary. The chairman found that the Hart-

ford Theological Seminary, which has one of the

best collections of such periodicals, if not the

best, in the United States, was willing to under-

take the editing under the direction of the

present chairman of the committee, who hap-

pens himself to have considerable collections

in this line. A circular was issued inquiring

whether it was felt by the seminaries and libra-

ries that such an index was really needed, with

the idea that if enough subscriptions could be

secured to pay the actual cost of printing and.

publishing, a work including the publications of

the last ten years at least would be undertaken.

Returns enough have not yet been received to

give definite assurance that the undertaking
can be carried out, but it is recommended that

the Association express its approval of the un-

dertaking, urge libraries to support it, and

recommend to the Publishing Section its publi-

cation if sufficient support is forthcoming.

4. The matter of an index of architectural

literature was also referred to the chairman, to

try and ascertain whether anything has been

accomplished in this line. The chairman finds

that Mr. Howard Butler, who is now studying

abroad, made such a manuscript index to archi-

tectural periodicals a few years since, while

fellow at Columbia. He has been unable to

learn as yet whether there is an intention of

publishing this. A plan for the co-operative in-

dexing of architectural illustrations was adopted
three years ago by the Boston Athenaeum, Bos-

ton Public Library, Massachusetts Institute of

Technology, and Harvard University Library,

but circumstances have prevented its being

carried out as yet on any large scale.

5. A communication from the Institut Inter-

national de Bibliographic to the secretary of

the A. L. A. was referred to the committee.
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Its tenor was: That they consider their work to

be sufficiently established to justify asking the

active co-operation of our Association, and the

careful consideration of their work; also to call

the attention of the Association to the advan-

tage to libraries of having card bibliographies

independent of the library catalogs, and formed

according to the rules prescribed in their annual.

Request is also made that the Institut be allowed

to register the Association as one of those

affiliated with it. The committee recommends:

(1) That we express our interest in the work

which is being undertaken by the Institut, and

extend our congratulations for the measure of

success with which it has met, and the excellent

results which it has achieved, and that we ex-

press our sympathy with the idea of forming
card bibliographies, as being a matter which is

already extensively practiced by American li-

braries.

(2) That any official affiliation or registration

with this or any other foreign association is

inadvisable without a careful examination as to

what the nature of this affiliation will be and

the machinery for making it effective.

(3) That the Executive Board of the Associa-

tion appoint a committee on international co-

operation, which shall make special inquiries

into the possibilities of such co-operation, par-

ticularly with reference to the matter of uni-

formity in essentials.

6. The matter to which the committee has

given special time and attention during the year
has been that of co-operative cataloging. This

has been up before the Association so often as

to make it unnecessary to call especial attention

to the fact of the economic wastefulness of

duplicate cataloging. There are, e.g., on an

average not less than 30 copies of every impor-
tant scientific work published abroad imported
for use in American libraries, and cataloged at

an average expense of from 30 to 45 cents for

each library. The experiment of the Publish-

ing Section under Mr. Lane having developed

many admirable features looking towards ex-

tension of co-operative cataloging, and the

ingenious electrotype plate devised by Mr.

Andrews, together with the improvements in

the linotype, having made the old Jewett plan
of preserving titles practicable, the committee

felt that the time was ripe for developing some
definite plan for eliminating this wastefulness

of duplicate cataloging. Details of this plan

will be given at the co-operation session by
various members of the committee, and the

proceedings of that session, including the

general sketch of the plan, the reports of Mr.

Lane on adjustments and reorganization, of Mr.

Andrews on financial details, and of Miss

Kroeger on cataloging rules, together with the

prepared remarks of Mr. Solberg and Miss

Browne, are hereby offered as an exhibit to this

report.

Before any formal action as to recommenda-
tions was taken the whole matter was discussed

extensively by correspondence and in informal

meetings notably at a meeting of the Libra-

rian of Congress and the librarians of Harvard,

Yale, Columbia, Cornell, University of Penn-

sylvania and Princeton, called by Dr. Canfield

and held at President Low's house in New
York.

At a meeting of the committee held at Co-

lumbia University Library on March 9, at which,
in addition to the committee, Messrs.Thwaites,

Carr, Harris, Van Name, Jastrow and Canfield

were present, the general lines of the plan were

approved with practical unanimity, and the fol-

lowing recommendations to the A. L. A. with

reference to it were adopted :

(1) That the A. L. A. appoint a committee on

cataloging rules (including subject headings).

(2) That it form under the direction of its

Publishing Section a bureau for the co-opera-
tive cataloging and printing of cards under

guarantee, which bureau shall undertake to

catalog promptly or to provide for the cata-

loging of all books referred to it by co-oper-

ating libraries, shall print cards for the same
and also any titles sent to it by co-oper-

ating libraries, shall keep on file electrotypes
of these titles for printing titles to order for

libraries in general, shall publish regularly or

from time to time a list of the titles in type
or to be printed, and may print other material

as it may seem fit, and shall be under the direct

administration of an officer of the Publishing
Section and the librarians of the guaranteeing
libraries.

The plan of co-operative cataloging recom-

mended by the Co-operation Committee of the

A. L. A. contains the following elements :

(i) A moderately full printed title and im-

print, cataloged according to the rules of the

American Library Association, supplemented

by a fine type note giving subject headings ac-
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cording to the A. L. A. method, and any
other cataloging directions such as author

numbers or classification numbers, as may seem

best.

It is intended to give in this note the essen-

tial information in such a form that on receipt

of cards the numbers and subject headings can

be written on by the local cataloger, practically

without further search.

It is proposed to furnish for each book cata-

loged a set of cards containingenough cardsforall

necessary entries, but with all the cards identical

in form, leaving all the details, on which there is

liable to be very much diversity of usage among
the libraries, to be written on. In this way the

machinery is reduced to a simple card unit.

(2) It is proposed that these titles shall be

electrotyped individually, provided with a con-

secutive accessions number for ordering pur-

poses, and kept filed in this order.

(3) It is proposed farther that a cumulative

linotype index of these titles shall be pub-

lished, so that any title may be ordered at any
time. This index would probably be sent out

every week or two weeks as a regular periodi-

cal and at periodical postage rates. Libraries

would thus be able to limit their orders to titles

actually wanted.

(4) Other possible rather than actual features

are: (a) The titles stored by consecutive num-

bers might be printed from time to time, say

every 10,000 titles, as volumes, cumulative in-

dex serving an index for same, and the net

result being in itself an important bibliograph-

ical work, (b) Special bibliographies could be

printed from time to time by selecting titles.

(5) The organization recommended for car-

rying out this work is a special bureau working
under the guarantee of certain co-operating

libraries, this bureau to consist of an officer of

the Publishing Section of the A. L. A. and the

librarians of the guaranteeing libraries.

(6) The plan contemplates as wide and gen-
eral use as can possibly be developed, but for

the sake of practicality it starts with adapting
itself primarily to the needs of a certain limited

number of co-operating libraries, but it is de-

sired to offer the results to all libraries, large

and small, in such a way and at such a price

that each may take whatever will be serviceable

to it. And if the cataloging of current Ameri-

can books now done by the Publishing Section

can be combined with this work, it will the

better serve the interests of libraries in general.

It is also hoped that with a considerable accu-

mulation of titles the work may be so arranged
that a newly formed public library, e.g., or any
small library needing reorganization, may be

able to find a large portion of the whole catalog

ready printed at a very great reduction over

what it would cost to card privately.

Any plan for co-operation in cataloging evi-

dently involves many questions. It is of course

essential, e.g., that the whole plan should be

brought closely in line with the recommenda-

tions of the American Library Association;

but the prevailing rules for cataloging taught

by the library schools differ slightly from those

authorized by the American Library Associa-

tion. Moreover, details of administration and

adjustment of form, and especially details of

cost have to be considered. These various

matters have been specially investigated by
various members of the Co-operation Commit-

tee, and their reports follow. These reports,

together with what has just now been said, are

regarded as exhibits to the annual report of

the committee.

CO-OPERATIVE CATALOGING AND THE A. L. A. RULES.

BY ALICE B. KROEGER, Drexel Institute Library.

TN the formation of any plan for co-operative

cataloging the rules under which books

should be cataloged are a most important con

sideration, involving as they do a variety of

opinion on many points. If co-operative cata-

loging should be undertaken by the A. L. A. to

the extent desired by the members of the Co-

operation Committee, it follows that some code

of rules must be adopted by the libraries con-

cerned and that such code should have the

approval of the Association, in order that uni-

formity of entry and of style of card may be

secured.

At present the cataloging rules authorized by
the A. L. A. exist in a brief form in the " Con-

densed rules for an author and title catalog
"
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which were formulated in 1883 and are to be

found in the Library Journal, 8: 251-254, and

as an appendix to Cutter's "Rules for a dic-

tionary catalog." In order to obtain in a concise

form the opinions of the librarians who are

likely to be most interested in the plan undei

consideration, a circular was sent to about 30

librarians, asking for an expression of opinion

as well as for their practice in regard to vari-

ous disputed points in these rules. A report on

somewhat similar lines was made in 1893 by Mr.

Lane and is to be found in the A. L. A. World's

Congress papers. Since 1893, however, there

has been some change of opinion regarding
several of these disputed points, and besides the

recent circular naturally includes more detai!

of cataloging than the former report.

Co-operative cataloging which will benefit

the large perhaps more than the small library,

but which will also be of very great value to both

requires that a fuller code of rules should be

adopted by the Association and also that such

changes be made in the existing rules as will

conform with the present usage of the majority
of libraries interested. In reply to the ques-
tion concerning codes at present used by libra-

ries, 27 libraries replied, and of these 8 use

Cutter's Rules alone, sometimes with modifica-

tions; 14 use Cutter's Rules alone or in conjunc-

tion with the Library School Rules or Linder-

felt; 4 use the Library School Rules alone,

while 10 use this code with either Cutter or

Linderfelt; Linderfelt's rules are adopted as

their code by two of the libraries reporting.

Only three libraries follow the A. L. A. Rules

without using any other code.

Of the two codes most in use, Cutter's Rules

is followed by more libraries than any other,

for one reason because they are designed for a

dictionary catalog which is the form most in use

in these libraries (only two reporting classed

catalogs, either logical or alphabetical, although
a few of the libraries have both a dictionary and a

classed catalog). Dewey's Library School Rules

although made primarily for a classed catalog
are nevertheless useful for any form of catalog
on account of the rules for author entry which

are very definitely stated as well as on account

of excellent sample cards. The rules arc, how-

ever, not as full as those in Cutter and lack the

explanations and numerous illustrations which

make Cutter's Rules so indispensable to the

cataloger of a library of any considerable

number of volumes. The third code in favor,

Linderfelt's Eclectic Card Catalog Rules, is

most important, because here also as in Cutter

the rules are fully explained and illustrated;

but as it does not include rules for subject entry,

it is open to the same objection as the Library
School Rules.

From the answers to the circular it seems to

be the practice as well as the preference of most

catalogers to use more than one code of rules

and in most cases not to follow the A. L. A.

Rules alone. This is chiefly because they are

so condensed that they give only the general

principle and seldom any exceptions. The

cataloger finds, however, that in cataloging, as

in grammar, the exceptions often outnumber
the rules. If we take for example the point

probably most in dispute, that of corporate entry
for societies, we shall find that there are very
few libraries that follow literally the rule as

given in the Condensed Rules. Again, in the

case of names beginning with a prefix, the A.

L. A. Rule is limited to one brief sentence while

in the Eclectic Card Catalog Rules we find

one and one-half pages devoted to the various

phases of this rule.

The library schools teach in general accord-

ing to the Library School Rules, which are

based on those of the A. L. A., but which make
several important exceptions, while they use

Cutter's Rules especially for instruction in dic-

tionary cataloging. We therefore see each year
a larger number of libraries adopting similar

rules of entry and details of imprint informa-

tion which results in more uniformity in cata-

loging. Even among the library schools, how-

ever, we see differences of opinion, and their

teachings sometimes disagree with the rules of

the A. L. A. It is practically impossible to

draw up a code of rules which can be followed

by all libraries without variation.

In printing cards for use in libraries of all

kinds and sizes, several means can be consid-

ered for allowing for this difference of opinion.
Small points regarding imprint information

must perhaps be overlooked, as only one form

can be printed. But when libraries are at vari-

ance on rules relating to headings, it will be

possible to arrange the card so that the pre-

ferred form can be used. Mr. Lane suggests
the possibility of printing one heading below

the other (as, in the case of English noblemen

to have the family name printed below the titles)

and one or the other can be crossed off, accord-

ing to the usage of the library. Another way
would be to print two cards for all disputed

points, in the above case printing one card
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under the title and another under the family

name.

This report has been made to serve as a basis

for future revision of the A. L. A. Rules, with

the idea in view of furnishing a code which will

be as nearly as possible where such a differ-

ence of opinion exists a working code for

co-operative cataloging on a larger scale than

has been done heretofore. It maybe necessary
for us to give up long cherished thoughts of

uniformity in our catalogs, but that is an unes-

sential matter, and one that is more easily over-

come than we imagine. The advantages to be

gained from well printed cards will surely out-

weigh all minor considerations, especially when

they can be secured at so much less cost to the

library than the ordinary written cards. The

catalog is, after all, more for the public than for

the librarian (perhaps this may be another dis-

puted point), and anything that helps to make
it more easily read and understood should be

regarded as of the first importance. And this

printed catalog cards will surely do, even

should the indication of the paging and size

or the position of the series note not agree with

our favorite ideas in regard to them.

The points most in dispute relate to pseu-

donyms, societies, noblemen, Oriental writers,

the fulness of author's name, Latin writers,

names of places, use of capitals in German

nouns, order of imprint and some details of im-

print such as size mark, series note, the Ger-

man umlaut, etc. The following is a summary
of the reports from 27 libraries :

*
iq. Pseudonyms. Usage is fairly equally

divided between entry under pseudonym and

entry in all cases under real name, with a slight

preference toward entry under the pseudonym
when better known than the real name. Those

libraries entering under real name almost al-

ways except George Eliot and make entry in

that case under the pseudonym.
ir. Societies. The rule is in general fol-

lowed. But many libraries report exceptions.

Several follow Cutter's 5th plan, section 56, for

society publications, which covers various spe-

cific kinds, such as churches, local societies, so-

cieties not local, academies (English and for-

eign), colleges, universities, libraries, galleries,

museums having an individual name and

those not having an individual name business

firms, etc. A few libraries follow Library
School Rules, which, however, is not so full as

Cutter, but fuller than the A. L. A. rule. A
* The numbers given are those of the A. L. A. Rules.

few others follow Linderfelt, which is very full

in regard to all the points relating to societies.

The criticism regarding the present rule

would seem to be that it is too general and

makes no allowance for various kinds of socie.

ties, local societies and those not local.

In any co-operative cataloging this rule would

be an important one and would need most care-

ful consideration.

im. Noblemen. In this regard opinion is

again divided, but the larger number of libra-

ries prefer to follow the rule rather than to

enter under family names. The points for

consideration here would be : the question of

adding the word "highest" before "titles";

whether the number of the peerage should be

prefixed to designate the rank of English noble-

men, as, 8th earl of
;
and what, if any, distinc-

tion should be made between English and

foreign noblemen.

10. Sovereigns, etc. Oriental writers. The

entry of Oriental writers, according to this

rule, is questioned by two or three libraries, and

Mr. Lane recommends that this part be omitted

from the rule. The entry of popes and saints

as here treated is also questioned.

2a. Author's name inftilland in the vernacu-

lar. Only four libraries report using this rule

without qualification. On examination of the

numerous exceptions and opinions regarding it

there is found to be a strong growing tendency
towards not looking up unused names. Even

the large libraries, such as Harvard and John
Crerar, recommend a change in this rule to

that effect. Mr. Lane recommends that instead

of in full, it should read "at least for modern

authors in the form customarily used by the

authors on title-page, etc., except that initials

should be filled out, and in the case of noble-

men, etc., not using forenames, the names have

to be supplied." Mr. Andrews proposes for

discussion the advisability of filling out, (i) first

name only; (2) all initials used; (3) all names

ever used. Another librarian thinks the rule

as it reads is not clear and should be made
clearer.

With regard to the part relating to entry in

the vernacular form of the name, there is gen-
eral agreement except as to Latin names, which

may need some discussion. There is a general

tendency to omit "the vernacular form being

added in parentheses" in Latin names.

2f. A'anifs of places. While the majority

report that they follow this rule, there seem

to be several libraries that omit the second
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sentence :
" When both an English and a ver-

nacular form are used in English works, prefer

the vernacular," as they prefer the English

form always for names of places. This rule, of

course, applies to the name of the place in the

heading. The Library School Rules gives

names of cities and towns in vernacular, larger

political divisions in English. This is followed

by some libraries.

3a. The title of books. In copying the title

of books there is practical agreement as to mak-

ing the title an exact transcript of the title-page,

omitting matter of any kind not essential.

There are a few libraries that do not use (. . .)

for omission, but a large number always use

the dots for that purpose.
As to the part which applies to rare books,

the rule allows but does not require titles
" in

full, with all practical precision." This is not

definitely answered by libraries, so that the

custom can not be stated. There is almost

unanimous agreement as to the use of brackets

for supplying any additions to the title.

3d-i. Capitals. The answers concerning
rules for the use of capitals show a preference
for small letters for noted events and periods,

a difference of opinion as to the capitalizing of

titles of honor, and a small majority only in

favor of capitals for nouns in German. There is

disagreement as to capitals for names of bodies,

several libraries preferring capitals only for the

first word, others use capitals for all words not

articles, conjunctions, and prepositions. An-

other rule for capitals relating
"
to adjectives

and other derivatives from proper names, etc.,"

has exceptions made to it by libraries, especially

as regards foreign languages. Only one li-

brary inclines to use of capitals in doubtful

cases the majority agreeing with the rule to

use as few capitals as possible.

More specific rules for capitals are recom-

mended by Mr. Green.

4a-k. Imprint. The answers relating to the

order of imprint information were not sufficiently

clear in all cases to make a satisfactory sum-

mary of the usage. Two arrangements of

detail of imprint seem to be most in use, that

of the A. L. A., the order of which is: edition,

place, publisher, date, vols. or pages, maps,

portraits, illustrations, size, series; and that of

the Library School Rules: edition, vols. or

pages, illustrations, portraits, plates, fac-similes,

maps, tables, size, place, publisher, date, copy-

right date. The order of the Library School

Rules is followed by six libraries, the A. L. A.

by four. The tendency to follow the order of

the Library School Rules may be accounted for

by the excellent sample cards which have been

used by so many libraries and especially by

graduates of Library Schools who have been

responsible in recent years for a large amount
of cataloging. A discussion of the order of

imprint information is recommended.

Of the detail relating to imprint, there is nat-

urally a diversity of opinion. Some of the sug-

gested changes to the rules as they stand are :

Edition. Two of the large libraries (Boston
Public and Harvard) consider the edition as

part of the title instead of the imprint, and the

John Crerar Library recommends this change.
Publisher s name. This is given as optional

in the rules as they stand, and the general

practice until recently seems to favor its omis-

sion. Several libraries omitting it in practice

think the addition of the publisher's name
desirable. Mr. Andrews recommends discus-

sion of the insertion of place and name of

printer when no publisher is given, and also of

American reprints. In printed cards it will be

desirable to include the publisher's name in

imprint.

Year (as given on the title-page). The only

question here relates to giving the year always
in Arabic figures, the exception being for in-

cunabula, rare and curious books, and books

with French revolutionary dates.

Copyright date. The addition of the "
year

of copyright or of actual publication, if known
to be different" is not made by all. Some li-

braries give the copyright date when differing

more than one year (or five years), others omit

it altogether. It is doubtful whether the " date

of actual publication
"

is much used and this

might well be omitted from the rule.

Paging. As might be expected there is no

agreement to this, the custom varying from

the most exact collation to no paging at all.

Main paging is used by some, others note

paging only when a book has above or below a

certain number of pages, and this varies with

each library. The use of the + is not general,

some of the largest libraries giving most exact

pagination use commas instead.

Illustrations, maps, etc. In this rule the

phrase "number of" should be omitted, as

very few libraries specify the number of plates,

maps, and then only when important or easily

ascertainable. The rule does not name plates

as part of imprint, yet the followers of the Li-

brary School Rules distinguish plates when
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not paged with text. There is also a noticeable

difference in the abbreviations used for these

items of imprint.

Size. The size is usually given by the A.

L. A. size letter, all omitting the "exact size

by centimeters," which, however, the Library
of Congress prefers. Only eight libraries re-

port that they use the fold symbol, but whether

this stands for the measurement by fold or for

approximate size is not made clear. Only one lib-

rary omits size mark altogether, while another

gives it only for very large or very small books.

Series. That the series should follow the

other imprint information is the general prac-

tice, and only two report placing the name of

series between title and imprint. This latter

order seems to be preferred by the A. L. A.

Publishing Section, Harvard, Boston Athe-

naeum, Buffalo, and John Crerar libraries.

The point is one that needs discussion.

Place ofprinting, Since many libraries have

but few rare and old books this rule is not gen-

erally followed, but the large libraries usually

adopt it.

Arabic figures. The use of Arabic figures

in the title when the title-page gives Roman is

questioned. The use of large capitals instead

of small capitals for the names of sovereigns,

princes, and popes has been suggested.
Abbreviations. The tendency now is to use

as few abbreviations as possible in order to

make titles clear to the public, and to omit

them except for imprint information. The ab-

breviations for forenames are generally disre-

garded, although some libraries use only the

colon abbreviations for forenames.

7g. The modified a, o, u, in German. Usage
varies in regard to this, from the libraries (12

in number) that follow the rule, to the libraries

that always write ae, oe, ue in the entry word

and arrange as written. One library (Cornell)

writes as found and arranges as a, o, u. The
A. L. A. Publishing Section, Boston Athenaeum,
Boston Public Library, Harvard and Library
of Congress follow the title-page or the author's

use of his name and arrange always as ae, oe,

ue. John Crerar Library writes and arranges
as on title-page. Salem Public Library, which

follows the A. L. A. Rules, advocates ae, oe, ue,

on account of difficulties involved in the other

arrangement.
Series. The added entry for series is usually

made under the name of the series, only one

library entering under editor.

ftint authors. The difference of opinion

comes in using more than two names as joint

authors. Some make two, others three authors

the limit, writing "& others" after the first in-

stead of the names. Library of Congress sug-

gests changing the rule to read ' ' shorter entry
"

(not reference)
" from each of the others."

Periodicals and Serials. As to form and style

of periodical cards and transactions of societies,

which are in the nature of serials, it is difficult

to make any satisfactory report. The follow-

ing is offered for discussion :

How to express the contents of each library

as to volumes of sets; whether it is best to

enumerate the volumes, or to give inclusive

volumes and dates, using the expression "to

date
"
for current serial publications. The latter

follows the Library School Rules. The former

is given in the simplified Library School Rules.

Subject headings. This has been so recently

discussed by the Association that it is not neces-

sary to go into detail concerning it. On printed

cards the top line will be left blank so that each

library can supply its own headings. It may
be interesting to know that the "A. L. A. List

of subject headings
" and the recommendations

of the Committee on Subject Headings are very

generally followed.

Other disputed points suggested for discussion.

The following have been submitted for dis-

cussion by Harvard University, Princeton Uni-

versity, and the John Crerar libraries, and the

Library of Congress.
Married women's names.

Joint editors for cards the form.

Shall all editors be given in case of periodicals?

Use of dates of birth and death.

Anonymous works about persons and places.

Names of editors of collections (id). Library
of Congress suggests "only when the editor is

responsible for or '

originator of
'

the collection,

and the collection is not one to be continued

indefinitely, and the original editor therefore

likely to be succeeded by others. In the latter

case enter under title, especially if significant."

Theses (ij). Library of Congress would add
" modern only (since 1800)."

References (it-x). Library of Congress would

substitute instead of "references" "short

entry."

Compound names (zc). Library of Congress
here would add, "except the first part of the

English or the last part of the foreign name be

really the author's name."

Transliteration (3J). Oriental only (not Rus-

sian).
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CO-OPERATIVE CATALOGING: ESTIMATE OF COST.

BY C. W. ANDREWS, Librarian John Crerar Library, Chicago, III.

'T'HE cost of the proposed system of co-oper-

ative cataloging depends upon two fac-

tors: first, the total cost of the titles as a divi-

dend, and, second, the extent to which libraries

enter into the plan as a divisor. It is evi-

dent, therefore, that even if the first factor

could be determined with reasonable accuracy,
the second, and so the final cost, can be deter-

mined only by experiment. The only safe way
is to estimate all expenses liberally and all in-

come conservatively. This has been done in

the brief statement which follows, and it is

hoped that even so the advantages of co-opera-
tion will be evident.

If the total cost of the titles is analyzed it

will be found to divide into three parts: first,

the preparation of the titles; second, their print-

ing; third, their distribution. Each of the parts

is composed of several items, of which some
have been estimated with fair accuracy from

past experience and others allowed for with

great liberality.

The part standing first in logical order, the

preparation of the titles, is both the largest in

amount and the most difficult to estimate. It

includes the preliminary working up of infor-

mation as to full names of authors, peculiarities

of edition and imprint, treatment of similar

works, etc., the actual writing of the titles, the

revision by the editor, either the assignment of

subject headings, or better, in my opinion, the

annotation of all misleading or insufficient

titles, and the reading of proof. How much
this will cost depends upon how it is done, and

by whom. I believe that it will not pay to

have it done cheaply, but that it should be done

as well as, or if possible better than, the best

bibliographical work now done in any Ameri-

can library. The estimates made include the

whole time of two catalogers at $1000 a year;
two-thirds of the time of an editor at $1500;
one-fifth that of a director at $2500; a total of

$3500. This force should be able to prepare

10,000 titles per year, making a cost per title of

35c. In confirmation of the reasonableness of

these figures I would refer to the figures quoted
in the printed report of the committee which

were obtained directly from the librarians of

some of the largest university and reference li-

braries. Still this cost might be reduced con-

siderably, for it ought to be possible for us

to take advantage of the work done by the Li-

brary of Congress or to work in union with the

Publishers' Weekly, or with the leading publish-

ing houses, so as to obtain titles for American

publications at very much less cost. If the

Committee on Cataloging Rules should decide

to follow title pages exclusively or generally,

making unnecessary the expensive searching for

full names, real names, authors of anonyma,
etc., the cost would be still further and very

materially reduced.

Assuming, however, that the methods of the

leading libraries are to be followed, the esti-

mate seems to me liberal but not excessive. No
allowance for supplies used by the catalogers is

made here, because though logically belonging
here it can be included more conveniently
under the head of office expenses in the distri-

bution of the titles.

The next part of the work is the printing of

the titles, Here it is possible to present definite

figures. At least six American libraries now

print practically all their catalog cards. Two
of these, however, the Library of Congress and
Harvard University Library do so under con-

ditions which do not permit comparison with

the others; two, Boston Public Library and

Carnegie Library, Pittsburgh, print in their own

buildings and with their own employes; two,

the New York Public Library and the John
Crerar Library, make use, under contract, of

commercial establishments. Eliminating the

factor of the cost of stock, which varies both

in quality and quantity, and including for the

Boston Public Library and the Carnegie Li-

brary, Pittsburgh, their own computation for

rent, interest, and depreciation, the cost of

composition, correction, and presswork seems

to be per title as follows: Boston Public Li-
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brary, 10 cents; Carnegie Library, n cents;

New York Public Library, 12 cents
; John

Crerar Library, 13 cents.

The agreement is so close that it is evidently

not worth while to consider at the present time

the question of the establishment of a printing

office for the co-operative work. Whether done

in one way or the other it would seem that

after making due allowance for an increase in

the presswork, because of the greater number
of copies to be printed, the expense of composi-
tion and printing need not exceed 1 5 cents a title.

The committee are of the opinion that the

plan must provide for subscription, not only at

the time of printing but also at any later time.

This condition could be met by printing com-

paratively large numbers of cards for each

title and resetting when those are exhausted,

but difficulties of storage and the very great

first cost of the investment in stock renders this

impracticable. The same objections are still

stronger against retaining the type, but it is

quite possible to meet the condition by keeping

linotype slugs, electroplates, or cellutypes,

which are stereotypes made of celluloid. The
two latter are very much more convenient to

handle, easier to store, and, if the plates are to

be kept indefinitely, the cellutype is decidedly

cheaper. I am inclined for several reasons to

favor the cellutype, but as its use would be ex-

perimental, think it safer to estimate for elec-

troplates at eight cents a title, with two cents

for storage a total of 10 cents.

The third part of the work is that of distribu-

tion. Here but few data have been found on

which to base an estimate. The clerical work

will be quite considerable and will require ac-

curacy. The cost per title will vary with the

number of subscribers. It will vary also with

the number of copies of each title taken by any

library, but this cost, in the opinion of the com-

mittee, together with that of postage and any
others which like that increase in direct propor-

tion to the number of cards, should be com-

bined with the cost of stock and charged for at

a price per thousand cards in addition to the

charge per title.

Estimating (perhaps guessing would be a

better word) that the clerical work might in-

volve the receipt, checking, filling, and bill-

ing of 60,000 orders annually, i.e., 225 daily

or 30 hourly, and supposing that the orders

received are arranged in the order of the

numbers of the titles or else in alphabetical

order, it would seem that $1500 should furnish

sufficient clerical assistance, and also supply
the necessary stationery and other supplies for

this work and that of the catalogers. There still

remains the cost of rent of rooms for office work
and for storage of cards and electrotypes. If

this charge and an allowance for incidentals be

put at $500, the probable cost per title of 10,000

titles prepared, printed, electrotyped, and dis-

tributed to 30 libraries would be as follows:

Preparation $o 35

Composition and presswork.... 15

Electrotypes made and stored. . 10

Distribution and supplies 15

Rent and incidentals 5

Total fo 80

This is the dividend, but the other factor, the

divisor or the amount of co-operation will have
to be determined by experience. All that can

be done now is to make certain assumptions
and see if the results are satisfactory.

We can assume that all the subscribers take at

least one copy of every title. In that case the

price per title would be five cents if there were
16 subscribers; four cents, if 20; and three cents,

if 27. The charge for cards, postage, etc., ought
not to exceed $3 per M, so that the full sub-

scription for one copy of each title would be in

the case of 16 subscribers $530, and for 27 sub-

scribers $330, with all extra cards wanted at $3

per M.

To many libraries this will appear a per-

fectly reasonable price for a card bibliography
of the best current literature, but to others it

will be prohibitive, especially as the 10,000

titles might be exceeded, so that it seems best to

consider the alternative of each subscriber

ordering only the titles of those books which it

intends to buy. Let us suppose that 30 libraries

subscribe and that the average of their orders is

2000 titles; then the total orders are 60.000,

equal to six complete subscriptions, and flic

cost per title is to be divided by six so th<H it

becomes 14 cents per title, with extra cards at

$3 per M.
At the meeting of university librarians with

the committee at New York in March it was

agreed without exception that such libraries

could not afford to refuse to purchase at 15

cents a title, as at the lowest estimate they were

paying 25 cents a title for the work.
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If this is correct the whole question is nar-

rowed to the simple one: Can six complete sub-

scriptions or their equivalent in partial subscrip-

tions be obtained ? I. for one, do not doubt it

and really expect a much more favorable result.

No estimates are submitted in regard to the

other elements proposed or suggested by the

committee such as the cumulative index yearly

or 10,000 title volumes, and special bibliogra-

phies, because these will not be issued unless

self-supporting. The feasibility of the two lat-

ter can be determined by inspection of the

specimen pages of the " List of books in the

reading rooms of the John Crerar Library."
It is probable that such bulletins can be printed
from the electrotypes in editions of 500 copies at

a cost not exceeding 50 cents a page or seven

cents a title.

REPORT ON ADJUSTMENTS AND ORGANIZATION.

BY WILLIAM C. LANE, Librarian of Harvard University.

V7"OUR committee has been trying to look at

this scheme for co-operative printed catalog

cards from various points of view, in order to

see what was really wanted by the libraries,

where the difficulties lay, and what it was practi-

cable to do. The committee has not yet arrived

at a complete and finished scheme, but it de-

sires to present for your information and for

further discussion what it has accomplished so

far. Some points which at first seemed to offer

considerable difficulty have appeared after

further examination and discussion to be easily

adjusted. For example, libraries use cards of

different size, but by far the greater number
use one of two standard sizes

;
and we can

meet the demands of all that use these sizes

by printing on a card of the larger size, but con-

fining our print within such limits that the card

may be cut down to the smaller size.

Another point which present! a difficulty is

the position of the shelf-mark on the card.

Most libraries write the shelf-mark in the left-

hand margin ; but others, particularly those

which have already adopted a printed card,

place the shelf-mark on the right, in line with

the author's name. In introducing printed
cards into their catalogs few libraries would be

willing to change the customary position of

the shelf-mark. We must, therefore, provide
that a sufficient upper margin shall be left to

place the shelf-mark at the right, opposite or

above the author's name, and that a sufficient

margin at the left shall remain blank, also, so

that other libraries may write the shelf-mark at

the left of the title.

The subject heading presents another diffi-

culty. Obviously, however, there is so much

variety in different libraries in regard to the

form of subject headings that to print a sub-

ject heading on the upper margin of the card is

out of the question. It remains to decide

whether a suggested subject heading shall be

printed at the bottom of the card, or whether

we shall try to make the title so explicit by
means of words added in brackets, or by notes

stating the scope of the book, or by tables of

contents, that the character of the book shall be

clearly indicated and the library helped thereby
in assigning a suitable subject heading. In the

printed periodical cards now being issued we
have tried printing a suggested subject heading
at the bottom. What we do is recognized as

unsatisfactory, for the heading printed is simply
a suggestion made by one of the co-operating

libraries, and we do not attempt to reduce the

suggested headings to a uniform system. If

the same thing is attempted on the printed
cards which we are now considering, it must be

done more carefully, and libraries must be able

to depend upon the accuracy and uniformity of

the headings as printed. It seems to most mem-
bers of the committee more practicable to con-

fine our efforts to producing an accurate descrip-

tion of the book by annotations supplementing
when necessary the title. Difficulties in regard
to form of cataloging I need not dwell upon, as

another member of the committee has been

charged with presenting these points. But I

think no serious interference with the smooth

working of our plan need be expected on this

side.

The real difficulty comes in planning for the

systematic organization of the work and for

the distribution of the cards to the libraries
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that want them. As we first thought the

scheme out it was on the basis of having the

cataloging done in a co-operative way by a

small number of libraries, and there is no seri-

ous obstacle to making a plan which shall

serve the needs of the co-operating libraries.

They would send their copy to a central bureau

which would superintend the printing of all

titles and the distribution of the cards to the li-

braries. Arrangements would of course be

made so that no two libraries should catalog

the same books. This plan perhaps does not

appeal to a library which already has a well

organized system of printing its catalog cards,

such as the Boston Public Library which

owns two linotypes and which probably would

not find it to its advantage to enter upon a plan
of this kind in co-operation with others. At
the same time it might be quite possible to se-

cure from the Boston Public Library a certain

amount of assistance without any expense or

trouble to that library and with great advan-

tage to the other libraries concerned. But if

we try to extend this system and make it meet

the needs of a considerable number of libra-

ries, large and small; and if at the same time

we try to cover both current books and old

books, more troublesome questions appear.
To get the titles supplied promptly, to inform

the libraries of the titles they can obtain, and to

send out to them all they want and no others,

presents a serious problem. Our aim should

be to give to any library, at any time, any title

which it wants. To accomplish this we must

keep on hand all the type, in the form either of

linotype slugs or of electrotypes, which has

been set up. We must have in addition a

brief index-list or register in order that libra-

ries may be informed of what titles are avail-

able. For certain classes of books, therefore, a

better plan can doubtless be developed than the

simple one of several libraries co-operating for

the cataloging of their own books. The gen-
eral character of such a plan is indicated by the

experience of the Publishing Section in furnish-

ing, as it has done for several years, cards for

current American books. The main drawback

to our present plan it that each library is com-

pelled to take all the cards that we print.

We have not so far seen our way clear to

allow a library to select simply the titles

which it needs. A second drawback is that

even under this arrangement a library is of-

ten in doubt whether it is to receive cards for

a given book or not. We have succeeded fairly

well, but only fairly well, in supplying the cards

promptly. If we have failed in this respect it

has been in spite of constant endeavors to se-

cure prompt service. The real difficulty is in

getting publishers to send us their books

promptly. With the establishment of a central

bureau for cataloging in New York, and with

arrangements for keeping in stock electrotypes

of all the titles printed, I think we could now
undertake to furnish cards for all the current

publications of a specified list of English and

American publishers; and we could allow each

library, as it receives the books of these pub-
lishers or orders them, to send a brief title list

or a duplicate order to the central bureau,

knowing that it could receive cards for all the

works published by these publishers with rea-

sonable promptness. We should, of course, as

at present, also offer to send the full set of

cards printed; but in that case the subscription

might be confined to a single card for each

book, and duplicate cards could be ordered

when needed. I see no reason why the booksel-

lers should not also co-operate with us and sup-

ply to their customers cards for these new books.

The current foreign books could be provided
for in somewhat the same way, but the ground
of selection would obviously have to be differ-

ent. By most libraries foreign books are im-

ported through an agent doing business in New
York or Boston. The number of these import-

ing houses is very limited, and it may be esti-

mated that from 75 to 90 per cent, of books im-

ported for American libraries come through
these agents. This suggests that the place to

catalog these books is while they are still in

the hands of the importer and before they get

distributed to the libraries. If forty libraries

should say to their importing agent in New
York :

" We want you to send us catalog cards

for all the foreign books or for all the current

foreign books, which you import for us," I

think we could undertake to supply them. We
should have to arrange with the New York im-

porters to be allowed to see and use their books

as soon as imported, catalog them as promptly
as possible, print the cards, and supply the im-

porters or libraries direct with the cards as

soon as printed.
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There remains to be considered the old books

books not of the current year or of the year

just elapsed. A much smaller number of

books are bought at the same time by two or

more different libraries and there is a correspond-

ing smaller saving in cataloging them by a cen-

tral bureau. As a beginning, in dealing with

books of this kind I believe we shall do well to

confine our printing to books received by three

or four co-operating libraries who can be de-

pended upon to do careful work. What we

print for them we can offer to other libraries at

a moderate price, and then, perhaps, after this

work has been well organized, we can say to

other libraries: "If there are other books

which you want cataloged, send us the titles,

and we will have them printed for you in the

same form as those we are already printing.

And such of these titles as would in our opinion
be useful for us to have in stock we will accept
and keep on file for the benefit of other libraries.''

One other essential portion of the plan re-

mains to be spoken of. To make our titles of

use to libraries generally we need a brief index

or register of them. For current American

books this is not of special importance when
the books are first published ;

but for foreign

books and for old books it is a necessary part

of our plan, and it becomes so for the current

American books as soon as they become old

books. This index could be printed by means

of the linotype, restricting the titles in all

cases to a single line. In this way it would be

possible to make it cumulative to any extent de-

sirable. For the foreign books such a list

should be issued at short intervals for the ben-

efit of those libraries which tdo not import

through booksellers in New York. For old

books a list of this kind is needed to give other

libraries information of what titles can be had,

but such titles need not be brought to the atten-

tion of other libraries very promptly. For the

current American books an issue of the list

once a year might be sufficient.

As to promptness of service, it is desirable,

of course, that cards should be provided as

promptly as possible ; but, after all, absolute

promptness is not obtainable and, as it seems to

me, is not essential. Libraries perhaps do not

realize this fact as clearly as they might. Pro-

vided that you know that you are to have a

card for a given book, there is no necessity of

keeping the book itself in the cataloger's hands

until the card appears. The necessary checks

may be put on the title-page ; any notes you

please made for future use in regard to shelf-

marks, references, etc., and the book may be

sent along into circulation. Whether the card

goes at the same moment into your catalog or

not, the books has gone with other new books

where it is accessible to the public, and that is

what the librarian tries to accomplish. The
immediate presence of the card in the catalog

is of less importance so long as the book is to

be found on the shelf.

The Co-operation Committee asks from the

members of the Association a full discussion of

these plans and the suggestion of any improve-
ments which can be made. If there seems to

be a prospect of general support for a scheme

of co-operative cataloging, conducted on these

general lines, the committee will be glad to

give the matter further consideration and work

it out in still greater detail.
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REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY SCHOOLS.

BY JOHN C. DANA, Chairman.

"\17"E have found it impossible to visit all of

the four library schools which we have

chiefly taken into consideration. Miss Hasse

has visited the Pratt ; Mr. Crunden, the Illinois
;

Mr. Dana, the Pratt and the Albany. The per-

sonal examination of the actual work of the

schools has been almost nil. We cannot, in our

criticisms, go beyond certain general remarks

made in the light of our observation of grad-

uates, conversation with library school instruc-

tors, printed reports, and answers to letters of

inquiry. Our report is therefore very inade-

quate. We wish in opening to call attention to

this inadequacy and to emphasize the sugges-
tions we make elsewhere, due in part to Mr.

Josephson, of Chicago, that the Association take

such steps as will put it in close touch with edu-

cation for librarianship and will enable it to

give or withhold its endorsement of schools or

training classes with an assurance born of full

knowledge.
Summer schools and training classes we have

only incidentally taken into consideration. We
are compelled to approve of every effort made
to increase the knowledge and skill of library

workers. No form of education for librarian-

ship should be, in our opinion, discouraged.
But we cannat state too strongly our conviction

that both schools and training classes should

not permit the impression to go abroad that

their work is greater than it really is. Form
must be distinguished from substance. Short

roads do not lead to the summits of high moun-

tains. Trained workers, experts, and experi-

enced librarians are not made in six weeks, and

at the end of nine months they are still in the

making. There is nothing esoteric in library

economy. There are good library schools be-

cause there are good librarians. All schools,

and especially all schools which profess to pre-

pare one quickly for a certain narrow field, are

subject to the blight of the cult, the mildew of

the -ism, and the megalocephaly of the diploma.
The accompanying table gives certain figures

and statements in regard to each school, which

we hope will be found of interest in connection

with this report :

NAME OF SCHOOL.
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cataloging the most important part of library

work, because it is most technical, and the time

given to it in the schools encourages them in

this thought.
The situation, as to education for library

work, is completely reversed from what it was

when library schools first opened. Then the

question was whether preparation for library

work could be obtained in a library school
;

now it seems to be, in the minds of library

school people, whether training for library

work can be obtained anywhere else.

This is due to several causes; but chiefly to

the natural tendency of educational institutions

to grow into the thought that such formal edu-

cation as they impart is of more importance,

relatively to native ability and the education of

daily life, than it really is. Then, from any

worthy school, and our library schools are all

worthy, there go out graduates who are united

in their efforts to exalt their own alma mater and

insist daily and hourly on its value and the

value of like schools generally. Again, the

little halo which surrounds organizations ex-

tends to schools of almost any sort. Again, the

graduate of a technical school has usually, no

doubt, as compared with average non-schooled

people, a little more enthusiasm, a little wider

acquaintance with the literature of her profes-

sion and a certain glibness in the use of the pat-

ter of her calling which she sometimes mistakes

for breadth, and others not initiated sometimes

take for depth. This is not saying that formal

education for library work is not a good thing.

It is suggesting simply that it is often not as

much of a good thing as those who impart it and

those who receive it assume.

In our consideration of library education we
have been led to the conclusion that breadth of

vision and general zeal are two of the more im-

portant of the things imparted by library schools

to their pupils, and to the further conclusion

that a much smaller number of libraries than

we had supposed endeavor to give these two

very important things to their assistants. If

we are right in our conclusion here is some-

thing which the library-education committee,
which we suggest, should take into considera-

tion and try to correct. Every library should

be a library school. Every assistant capable of

growth should be encouraged to grow, in knowl-

edge, breadth and zeal.

Comparisons are often made between libra-

rianship and other learned professions, the law,

medicine, etc. The comparison is usually ac-

companied with the statement that librarianship

is not usually put in the same rank with these

callings. Can we expect it? When we chal-

lenge public recognition of librarianship we

must be prepared to have it considered as se-

riously as are those professions with which

we invite comparison. Are we prepared to do

so? We are aware, of course, that the general

practitioner in law or medicine, and the libra-

rian, work under widely different circumstances,

and that those circumstances, in a comparison,
have to be taken into consideration. We do not

forget this, but we wish to point out very plain-

ly the impropriety on the part of the library

profession of assuming for itself a rank equal to

that of the established professions. While we
should not arrogate to ourselves a rank equal

to that of the established professions, it should

be our constant aim to insist on such scholastic

and professional training as will eventually lead

to the universal recognition of librarianship as

a learned profession. We place great emphasis
on previous scholastic training as a necessary
foundation for such recognition.

It is often claimed that the apprentice system
affects the general scale of wages for library

work, and that in the competition of trained

with untrained workers the former suffer.

Your committee has made no investigation

bearing upon this question; but from general

observation it would draw this conclusion: that

the average worker, a library school graduate,

of no independent experience, who is fitted to

take (i) a secondary place in a large library, or

(2) the position at the head of a department in

a medium library, or (3) the librarianship of a

small library, finds that her school training in

the two former cases does not increase her

value to the library above that of a trained ap-

prentice, and that only in the latter case does

she have a comparatively undisputed field. By
far the larger number of positions to be filled

are those of the two former classes; and if her

training does not increase her value to the li-

brary for these positions above that of an ap-

prentice, it is not the apprentice system but the

want of superior training, scholastic and pro-

fessional, that affects the scale of wages for li-

brary work. Furthermore, the larger part of

school training is concentrated upon cataloging
and the manipulation of the various record de-
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vices. Naturally the market gradually tends

to become glutted with trained workers, all

having the same accomplishments, and it is this

congested condition of the market which regu-
lates wages. This is more particularly notice-

able in eastern communities where the larger
number of positions to be filled are of the first

and second classes previously named. On the

other hand, the librarian of the large library,

having incorporated within it special depart-
ments each requiring the care of a specialist,

cannot goto the schools and select from among
the graduates a trained worker. He must
make his selections from persons who have fit-

ted themselves for special work without the aid

of school training, because the special branches

in which they desire to engage themselves are

not taught in the schools.

We have not yet fully recognized the differen-

tiation in library administration. It is essential

in library instruction to give due consideration

to this differentiation, which is becoming more
and more well defined. For instance, the sub-

ject of the administration of the state library is

much neglected and that of the college library
is hardly more than hinted at. It is the admin-
istration of the free circulating library which
has thus far chiefly received attention.

An organized school, with its graduates as

its friends, with the prestige of its name, its

courses, etc., can and does have great influence

in the matter of securing positions for its stu-

dents.

As the figures we give show, the library
schools have been very successful in placing
their graduates. We cannot, therefore, con-

clude that the schools are doing first-class edu-

cational work unless we know how much edu-

cation an>1 experience their graduates had be-

fore they went to the school; how long after

their graduation they spent in apprenticeship
work before they achieved their success; and
how their general ability compares with that

of the people who enter the library as ap-

prentices or as untrained employes. If the

library school raises the level of library work-
ers by keeping up a high entrance standard,

thus selecting the more intelligent and more ex-

perienced of applicants, as of course they do,

then they are doing a good thing. But libraries

with training classes are doing the same thing,
if they hold, as they nearly all do, competitive
examinations for admissions to their classes.

Every librarian tries to get the best available

material. The opinion is common that any-

body can work in a library. Young people
look at the records of library school graduates
and note what they have achieved after a year
of study in a school and conclude that getting a

good job in a library is a comparatively simple

thing. They will not be persuaded to the con-

trary for a long time to come. Only by uniting
in keeping the standard of admission high to li-

brary and school alike can we bring this about,

and slowly at the best.

Library schools cannot be considered with-

out taking up the whole subject of library train-

ing, however acquired. We believe that it i

still true that most librarians, were they asked

this question "Other things being equal

(health, appearance, formal education, etc.),

would you choose for an assistant a person who
had worked two years in a library like your

own, or one who had spent two years in a

library school and no time as a library assist-

ant ?
" would answer " The former." They

would be quite sure so to answer if the person
of library experience had had opportunities for

all 'round work and general observation.

Again, This is not a condemnation of the

school. Some will say it is a condemnation of

librarians. To us, it is an indication that the

art and science of library work are not yet suf-

ficiently formulated to be capable of full pres-

entation in any school; that a few persons

fairly well-experienced in library economy do

not necessarily make of themselves a better

teaching force by calling themselves a school

than do a like set of people who are simply
united as the staff of a library; and that in a

profession which, like librarianship, is in its

formative stage, daily contact with actual con-

ditions brains and some experience of life

being presupposed is the one thing essential

to the progress of wisdom. Library work can

be learned, but as yet it is something that

can't be taught in all its fulness.

But we believe the schools are good things,

that they are doing good work. They have

made librarianship more professional. They
have helped to magnify our calling. They in

the main deserve their success. The A. L. A.

should help them to elevate their standards.

But doing this it should not overestimate their

present worth, and should not forget that,

while in some libraries the assistants become
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machines if not fossils, a good many librarians

train assistants as well as do the schools them-

selves. We believe, as we have already stated,

that there are many librarians who prefer to

train new assistants into the local methods of a

library rather than to Untrain trained workers.

We recommend :

1. That the Committee on Library Schools be

changed into a Committee on Instruction in

Librarianship ;

2. That this committee include not less than

five members, and that each member thereof

serve for at least three years.

3. That one or more members of the commit-

tee be required to visit, during each year, such

library schools and training classes as the Asso-

ciation shall specify, the travelling expenses
of each member to be paid by the Associa-

tion.

4. That each year the committee make a re-

port on such library schools and classes as the

Association may designate, with special refer-

ence to the character of the students who are

admitted to the school, the courses of study

therein, and the grade of instructors and the

character of instruction.

5. Thatthe committee make to the Association

such recommendations in regard to these schools

and classes as may, under the circumstances,

be warranted.

REPORT OF THE A. L. A. PUBLISHING SECTION.

BY WILLIAM C. LANE, Treasurer, Librarian of Harvard University.

'T'HE Publishing Section presents herewith

its customary statement of accounts, sum-

marizing the business affairs of the Section for

the year 1899, and showing in regard to each

publication the net balance for or against it at

the beginning of the year, the receipts and ex-

penses of the year, and the balance standing

to debit or credit at the close of the year. The

number of copies sold of each publication and

the number of copies remaining on hand is also

given. The most striking point to be noticed

in regard to the year is the small number of

copies sold of our various bibliographical book

publications. This may be in some measure

due to the circumstance that during the last

half of the year a change in the arrangements
for handling our publications was in progress,

but the principal cause must be that, most

libraries that cared to own them being already

supplied, our method of sale failed to bring our

books to the attention of the ordinary book-

buyer through the trade.

On January i, 1900, our larger book publica-

tions were transferred to Messrs. Houghton,
Mifflin & Co., of Boston, who will in future act

as our publishers. The Library Bureau retains

the "List of subject headings," since the demand
for that comes almost exclusively from libraries.

The cards for current books are also issued for

us by the Library Bureau, but the other card

publications, though manufactured for us by

the Library Bureau, should be ordered directly

of the Publishing Section, to which also the

bills for them are to be paid. The little books,
" List of French fiction,"

" Books for boys and

girls," etc. .also remain in the hands of the Pub-

lishing Section. It is evident that our book

publications have had only a moderate degree
of success, and with the exception of the "A.
L. A. index" and the "

List of subject headings"

they have not brought back the money put into

them. All our card publications, however,

have been successful from the beginning and

the profit on them has more than made up for

the deficit on the books, for it should be noticed

that, although the statement shows on all the

publication accounts taken together an ex-

cess of expenditures over receipts of $697.48,

yet the sum of $971.78 has now been spent in

preparatory work on the second edition of the

"A. L. A. index" and the " Portrait index,"

works which have as yet had no opportunity to

bring us any income. Throwing out these two

items, the total receipts on our publications ex-

ceed the expense by $274.30. It should be

remembered, however, that the expense of

" Books for girls and women" and of " French

fiction" and the cost of editorial work on the

"Fine art bibliography" were met by private

generosity, e'se the story told by our accounts

would be very different.

A few notes of explanation in regard to cer-
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tain items will be of general interest. The sale

of the List of subject headings having proved
so good, and the receipts being substantially in

excess of the cost, the Section voted to pay over

from time to time to Mr. G. M.Jones who had

done, without remuneration, most of the work

of editing the List, 2O# of the net profits; and

the treasurer accordingly had the pleasure of

making a first payment to Mr. Jones of $56.96

on account of sales up to December 31, 1899.

The preparation of the new edition of the A.

L. A. index has been rapidly pushed forward

under Mr. Fletcher's supervision, and a portion

of it is already in the printer's hands.

The work on the Portrait index also still pro-

gresses without interruption. Several collab-

orators in different parts of the country are still

at work, and since August, 1899, Mr. C. W.

Plympton has been continuously in the employ
of the Publishing Section engaged in indexing
material accesible in the libraries of Boston and

Cambridge and not already provided for. In

this way a very considerable addition has been

made to the material in hand which now
amounts to some 60,000 cards, and the work of

arranging this material in one alphabet has just

been begun.
The printed cards for current books have re-

corded 1340 titles for the year, almost the same

number as that cataloged last year (1330).

Our thanks are due to the publishers who
have sent us their publications and have thus

made the continuance of this work possible,

but it is difficult to keep the publishers inter-

ested in this undertaking, and it seems to be

difficult for them to supply us with the books

promptly, yet prompt service is absolutely es-

sential to the usefulness of the cards. If the

plans for co-operative cataloging which the

Co-operation Committee has to propose are car-

ried out some general reorganization of this

work may prove desirable.

The subscription list of the Annotated cards on

English, history does not increase from year to

year as we had hoped it would, but remains

practically stationary at about 100 subscribers,

59 sets of the cards and 50 copies of the pam-
phlet being subscribed for in the case of the

1899 titles. This only barely covers the coit of

printing and leaves nothing to pay the editor.

For 1898 a moderate payment was made to Mr.

Johnston, but this payment was only about

equal to the value of the sets of 1896 cards

which were turned over by him to the Section

in the first place. The total expenses and re-

ceipts for the 1896, 1897, and 1898 cards taken

together were $216 and $223.67 respectively,

showing a balance of profit of $7.67, not a very

encouraging outlook for the editor, yet the

work that is put into these cards calls for the

best qualities of judgment and scholarship; and

such work should not remain without remune-

ration. The criticisms on the cards that have

come to the notice of the Publishing Section in-

dicate that too large a number of the titles re-

corded are not such as the popular library is

likely to buy. That is to say, the libraries do

not seem to care to record in this form informa-

tion in regard to books which they may not have

on their own shelves, but might be able to get for

their readers elsewhere. With the further exten-

sion of the practice of inter-library loaning this

opportunity may come to be better appreciated,

but at present such information is not in de-

mand. Under these circumstances the question
of continuing the publication of these annotated

cards or of extending the plan to other fields is

one that deserves careful consideration.

It has been suggested to the Publishing Sec-

tion that the field now covered might be ex-

tended to cover all historical publications in

English, but that the books treated should be

limited to those of more popular interest. The
Section would be glad to hear expressions of

opinion in regard to this suggestion from the

members of the Association.

One unexpected use of these titles has ap-

peared. The attention of the American Histor-

ical Association having been called to them, the

association offered to print the titles and anno-

tations with our permission in their annual vol-

ume provided the notes should be so modified

as to express no opinions of absolute or relative

value, but to become purely descriptive. This

change the Historical Association considered

essential on account of the relations of the asso-

ciation to the government and the publication

of its proceedings as government documents.

The Publishing Section consented to this being
done on condition that an explicit statement

should be introduced setting forth the character

of the annotations as printed on the cards, and

the character of the change which had been

made in them.

The printed cards for periodical publications

have covered 2916 titles in the year 1899, against
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2645 in the n months of the previous year. A
suggested subject heading is printed at the foot

of each card according to the system begun in

March, 1899, and mentioned in the last report,

and probably repays the slight trouble and ex-

pense involved, provided subscribers remember
that these headings are only suggestions made

by one or another of the five co-operating libra-

ries that furnish the printer's copy, and do not

pretend to set forth such a consistent system
of subject headings that they can be followed

without constant watchfulness and modification.

The subscribers, both complete and partial, re-

main practically the same in number as last

year. The price was reduced from $3 per hun-

dred titles (two cards to each title) to $2.50 on

January i, 1899, but the Publishing Section has

not felt justified in making a further reduction,

the receipts for the year exceeding the expenses

by only $89.50, and the previous reduction not

having caused any noticeable increase in num-
ber of subscribers. If the Section had a stronger
financial backing it would be interesting to re-

duce the prices for all our card publications

50 %, and see whether a much larger sale could

not be obtained.

Our present prices, stating them all in terms

of the hundred cards, vary from $1.31 for the

English history annotations, where the compo-
sition is a larger item and we give an extra set

of titles on paper slips, and print a larger num-
ber of cards and pamphlets than we sell, $1.25

and $1.50 for the periodical cards, and 90 cents

for the current book cards, down to 60 cents and

45 cents respectively for the " Warner library
"

and the Massachusetts documents cards where
a larger number of sets were printed, and, in

the latter case, nothing had to be allowed for

the expense of cataloging and distribution. The

prices for similar work done in connection with

the International Institute at Brussels are much
less, varying from 15 to 40 cents a hundred

cards, and some reduction in our prices is clear-

ly desirable. The linotype promises help in

this direction, but the card stock which we use

is doubtless more expensive and perhaps pro-

portionately better than the European.
On the cards for miscellaneous sets (returning

to a consideration of the tabular statement)
the balance noted seems to show a slight loss,

but this is only temporary and will be soon

wiped out by further sales from stock on hand.

Cards for five different works were issued in

1899. These five works were the annual reports

of the U. S. National Museum from 1886-1894

(173 cards), the annual reports of the Bureau

of Ethnology from 1879-1895 (173 cards), De-

pew's "One hundred years of American com-

merce" (203 cards), Bulletin and Memoirs of the

New York State Museum, 1887-1898 (54 cards),

and the "Liber scriptorum
"

of the Authors

Club (152 cards). Of each from 20 to 60 sets

of cards were printed, and from 12 to 38 sets

had been sold before January i, 1900. Since

January I the Proceedings of the American As-

sociation for the Advancement of Science and
the Annual reports of the Smithsonian Insti-

tution have been analyzed. A somewhat com-

prehensive list of works adapted to analyzing

jn this way was sent out in December, 1899,

with a request that librarians should indi-

cate which they would prefer to have done,
and on the basis of the replies received ten

have been selected to be analyzed, if possible,

this year. These include the publications of

the American Historical Association, the Con-
tributions and Miscellaneous collections of the

Smithsonian Institution, the Circulars of infor-

mation of the Bureau of Education, the Special
consular reports, the Collections of the Massa-
chusetts Historical Society, etc., and in addition

a selection from the English Blue-books, the

selection of titles being made and the cata-

loging done by the John Crerar Library. A
detailed list is given in the Library Journal
for February, 1900.

The demand for the cards for the Warner

library proved unexpectedly large and we made
a mistake in not printing more than the hun-
dred sets which the publishers of thii work

bought from us outright to be sold at a stipu-

lated price through their own agents.
The proposal of the Massachusetts Library

Club to prepare printed cards for the Massachu-
setts public documents was accepted in part by
the librarian of the state library, and at the ex-

pense of the state cards were printed for the

monographs contained in the state documents
for 1898. The same material was also printed
in pamphlet form and either cards or pamphlet
were sent to every library in the state free of

charge. The printing was done under the su-

pervision of the Publishing Section, the cata-

loging being done at the expense of the Mass-
achusetts Library Club.

The series of Library tracts projected last
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year finds no place on the statement of ac-

counts, since none were ready for the press till

the spring of the present year. We are now
able to present to the Association, however,
three tracts, the first,

" Why should we have

a public library ?
"

a collection of interesting

and appropriate extracts compiled by the com-

mittee
;
the second,

" How to start a public

library," by Dr. G. E. Wire
;
and the third, on

"
Travelling libraries," by F. A. Hutchins.

We have not been obliged to draw heavily

upon the income of the Endowment Fund, and

have received from that source only $70.97 (in

February, 1899), a portion of the $100 which

the Council in 1898 directed the Trustees to ap-

propriate to the use of the Publishing Section.

The second half of the table shows the rela-

tion of the general balance on the publication

accounts ($697.48) to our general financial con-

dition. $1960.48 is the balance remaining
from former appropriations of the Endowment
Fund trustees, gifts, and other sources of in-

come not directly connected with a publication.

$49.25 is the sum of several small balances

still standing uncancelled on our old members'

accounts. These two sums taken together

($2009.73) may be considered our working

capital. $697.48 (the sum that is still sunk in

our publications) is the difference between this

and the sum which we actually have in hand to

work with,namely,the cash balance plus the sub-

scriptions and bills due us ($1100.66 plus $736=
$1836.66), diminished by the sums which we owe

($69.41 plus $455 = $524.41), that is $1312.25.

Capital ($1960.48 plus $49.25) $2009.73
Sunk in publications 697.48

Available, January i, 1900 $1312.25

In regard to work on hand or proposed a few

words must be added. The second edition of

the "A. L. A. index " and the "Portrait

index " have already been mentioned. The
"
Supplement to the A. L. A. catalog

" which the

New York State Library undertook to print

has unfortunately been delayed. Larned's

"Annotated bibliography of American his-

tory
"

is nearly ready for the printer, but has

also been delayed by Mr. Larned's illness.

Miss M. S. R. James and Miss A. L. Sargent
have undertaken to make a general index to

the articles in library periodicals and have

begun the collection of material. The index

when ready will probably be issued in conjunc-

tion with the L. A. U. K. Mr. W. Dawson

Johnston has the material for an annotated

bibliography of English history which it is

hoped can be completed on the lines of Mr.

Larned's bibliography and published. Mr.

Josephson, of the John Crerar Library, suggests
the issue of printed cards for the articles in

some 20 current bibliographical periodicals and

is ready to furnish the titles carefully anno-

tated. The board has this proposal under con-

sideration. Professor Leuba, of Bryn Mawr,
has a ms. bibliography of periodical literature

relating to psychology, covering the last 40

years and indexing the contents of some 42

periodicals. The Publishing Section has been

in correspondence with him in regard to the

possibility of publishing his bibliography, the

best form for it, and the relation it should bear

to the excellent annual bibliography issued by
the Psychological Review.

No substantial progress has been made since

the last meeting of the association toward put-

ting the work of the Publishing Section on a

broader and stronger basis, but the desirability

of taking some definite steps in this direction is

as evident as ever. We have for over three

years enjoyed and profited by the hospitality of

the Boston Athenaeum, but the space that can

be allowed us there is really insufficient for our

needs, and our expectation that we might be

able to hire a room such as we needed in another

part of the building has been disappointed. In

addition to the efficient service rendered by the

assistant secretary, the Publishing Section could

with advantage employ a portion, say half, of

the time of a capable man who should combine

business judgment and alertness with biblio-

graphical tastes and knowledge of library in-

terests. Such a man acting as treasurer of the

Publishing Section could do for it far more than

the present treasurer has been able to accom-

plish, who has been able to give it only a small

portion of the time and thought which the im-

portance of the work and the variety of inter-

ests involved now demands. In fact the time has

come when both for its own sake and in justice

to those who serve it the Publishing Section

should have salaried officers, and should no

longer depend on volunteer and unpaid service.

To make the change successfully, however, re-

quires a better financial foundation than the

Publishing Section yet has. The outcome of

the year 1899 has been favorable financially,
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but it must be remembered that no new work

has been entered upon involving any consider-

able outlay such as is likely to be needed during

the next two or three years if the various under-

takings in progress or proposed are carried out.

The plans under discussion for the use of

printed cards on a larger scale than heretofore

for ordinary cataloging, if adopted, may point

the way to some desirable reorganization of the

Publishing Section, or afford the opportunity of

carrying out the improvements toward which

we have been working.

In conclusion the treasurer desires to recog-
nize the efficient administration of the office of

the Publishing Section by the assistant secre-

tary, a place requiring the rapid handling of a

great variety of details. The treasurer also

wishes to thank Mr. H. C. Wellman, of the

Brookline Public Library, who has taken up
the correspondence in regard to certain sub-

jects under a vote of the Section appointing him

deputy treasurer. The Section also voted to em-

ploy outside help for bookkeeping and thus re-

lieve Miss Browne of this duty.

STATEMENT OF ACCOUNTS JANUARY I TO DECEMBER 31, 1899.

Publications.
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REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.

BY R. R. BOWKER, Chairman, Editor Library Journal.

'T'HE Committee on Public Documents has to

report that a bill for the printing, bind-

ing, and distribution of public documents, amen-

datory of the law of 1895, and submitted by the

Public Printer, as the result of the work of a

committee from his department including the

Superintendent of Documents, has been favor-

ably acted upon by the Joint Committee on

Printing. The amendatory act is printed in

full in the Library Journal for February, as

presented to the committee, and comes before

the Senate in that shape, with the addition of

an amendment including among designated de-

positories the Colleges of the Mechanic Arts

and Agriculture established, one in each state,

under acts of 1862 and 1890, and of one or

two minor amendments. Senator Platt, of New
York, the present chairman of the Printing

Committee, gave courteous attention to the rep-

resentative of the American Library Associa-

tion, and a formal statement was filed with the

committee, expressing the approval of the

A. L. A. for the general principles of the

measure, in accordance with the resolution

passed at a previous conference. The bill was

duly brought before the Senate, but not before

the House. This committee regrets to report

that the session closes without consideration

and passage of the bill, and it can only reiterate

the hope that this useful measure may become

a law at the succeeding session.

Additional issues have been made of two out

of the three kinds of catalogs provided for by
the law of 1895. The "Monthly catalogue"
has been continued, though somewhat delayed

by the press of the great number of documents

put forward by the present Congress, through

March, 1900, with extension of its index on the

cumulative method, to cover a six months'

period, beginning with 1900. The "Docu-
ment (consolidated) index

"
for the second ses-

sion of the 55th Congress, Dec. 6, 1897, to

July 8, 1898 (fourth in the series), at the time

of the last report in the printers' hands, was
issued in the autumn of 1899, and the volume

for the first session of the 56th Congress,
Dec. 4, 1899, to June 7, 1900, is in course of

preparation. No issue of the "Document

catalogue (comprehensive index)" has been

made during the year of this report, but

that covering the second year of the 54th

Congress, July i, 1896, to June 30, 1897, was
sent to the printer in October, 1899, and the

revised proof was completed in April, so that

publication may be expected shortly; and the

like work, covering the first, second and third

sessions of the 55th Congress, March 15, 1897,

to March 3, 1899, is in preparation, these last to

make one volume instead of a volume for each

session a change in method particularly ac-

ceptable in view of the belated appearance of

this index. Substantial progress has been

made in the Office of Superintendent of Docu-

ments on the revised check-list of Government

publications, which will be of the greatest prac-

tical value when issued.

Improvement is to be noted in promptness on

the part of the Government Printing Office and

bindery in supplying Government publications.

The full set of Congressional documents for the

54th Congress, excepting two volumes not

ready for binding, and part of the set for the

55th Congress, have been distributed to the

depositories, and it is expected that the set of

the 55th Congress may be completely in the

hands of the depositories by October next.

A bibliography of "
Reports of explorations

printed in the documents of the U. S. Govern-

ment," prepared by Miss A. R. Hasse, was

issued in the summer of 1899 from the office of

the Superintendent of Documents
;
the bibli-

ography of U. S. documents relating to Inter-

oceanic communication, prepared in the office

of the Superintendent of Documents in 1899,

has been reprinted as an appendix to the

general
" List of works and articles relating to

interoceanic routes
"
by Mr. Hugh Morrison, of

the Library of Congresi; and the Department
of Agriculture has begun the issue of printed

cards for its current publications.

Of the bibliography of " State publications,"

long promised, part first, covering the New Eng-
land states, was published in the autumn of

1899, and progress has been made toward the

second part, covering the "central" and mid-

west states. The Massachusetts Library Club

has made an interesting departure in issuing,

through the A. L, A. Publishing Section, a card
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index to certain of the Massachusetts state docu-

ments. At a meeting of the National Association

of State Librarians in Indianapolis, October,

1899, the program included several papers on

state documents and bibliography, and a com-

mittee was appointed, with Mr. H. G. McClain,

of the Supreme Court of Indiana, as chairman,

to promote uniformity in the exchange of state

publications and in the labelling of volumes.

A resolution is submitted in favor of the prin-

ciple of the measure now before Congress, and

asking the passage of the bill, but the com-

mittee emphasizes to librarians the importance
of communicating directly with their senators

and representatives, on proper occasion, by per-

sonal letters, urging them to promote the bill.

The proper time for such communications is

usually indicated in the Library Journal,

and individual letters sent from two or three

hundred librarians over the country would be

most effective in calling the attention of Con-

gress to a measure apt to be overlooked be-

cause of the press of matters that command

larger public attention :

"Resolved, That the American Library Asso-

ciation, in conference at Montreal, recognizes,
with full appreciation, the favorable attention

given to the public documents bill by Senator T.
C. Platt, of New York, and Representative J. P.

Heatwole, respectively chairmen of the Senate
and House Committees on Printing, and of

their colleagues on the Joint Committee; and
that it urges upon members of the Senate and
House of Representatives the importance of

prompt passage of the measure taking further

steps in providing for the better publication and
distribution of Government documents, in which
the law of 1895 has already effected important
and desirable changes."

REPORT ON GIFTS AND BEQUESTS, 1899-1900.

BY GEORGE STOCKWELL, Librarian Westficld (Mass.) Athentum.

A S the report on gifts and bequests was
omitted at the Atlanta conference, this

report covers two years instead of one. In

preparing the report it was found that the lists

of gifts published in the library periodicals

were not complete and considerable inquiry
had to be made elsewhere. Several of the li-

brary commissioners and the library associa-

tions have aided me, with the result that some
states are more fully reported than others. In

the report for 1896, Miss Hewins suggests "the

appointment of a librarian, or a library trustee,

in every state who will be responsible for the

news of that state, concerning gifts and be-

quests to libraries, and send all items collected

during the year at least three months before

the annual meeting of the A. L. A. to the per-

son appointed by the executive committee to

report upon them" a suggestion which every-
one who has prepared a report on this subject
will heartily endorse.

458 separate gifts are reported since May,
1898, amounting to over $10,500,000; of these

about $1,000,000 has been given in sums of less

than $10,000. 123 new buildings are reported,
worth over $4,500,000. The value of many of

the buildings is not stated. It is impossible to

make an accurate report on the number of vol-

umes given during these two years. Nearly

every library has books given it, but until some
such plan as Miss Hewins suggests is adopted

it will be impossible to know the exact number.

Princeton University has had a sum given it

for re-classifying the library, and card catalogs

have been given to Lancaster, Mass., and North

Easton, Mass. The conditions attached to the

gifts have been reasonable in nearly every case.

The report opens with a gift of $4000, made
to Prescott, Ariz., by Andrew Carnegie, it

closes with a gift of a building worth $50,000

to Cheyenne, Wyo. , by Mr. Carnegie, and Mr.

Carnegie's name occurs repeatedly throughout
the report. During the two years he has aided

51 libraries to the amount of $4,560,450, in the

majority of cases the money to be used for a

building. Mr. Carnegie generally makes it a

condition that the city shall furnish the site,

and guarantee an appropriation, in many cases

naming the sum to be appropriated. His

largest gifts during these two years have been

made to Pittsburgh, Pa., Washington, D. C.,

Atlanta, Ga., and Homestead, Pa. One of his

most important gifts was that made to Lincoln,

Neb., after the destruction of their building by
fire. Mr. Carnegie's total gifts to libraries

amount to $9,600,000, of which $900,000 has

been given to libraries outside the United

States. At one time and another he has aided

87 libraries, of which 67 are in the United

States, 17 in Scotland, two in England, and one

in Ireland. The 64 libraries in the United

States are located in 21 states.
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City

must

furnish

site,

and

guar-

)antee

appropriation.

(For

library

building

$10,000,

pay-

ment

of

old

debt

$5000

and

endow-

ments

$5000;

city

must

appropriate

$5000.

I

Town

must

appropriate

$1000

for

<
books

within

six

months.

Offered,

'

(May,

1900.

i
City

must

furnish

*ite

and

appro-

"j
priate

$3000

a
year.

j
City

must

furnish

site

and

appro-

(priate

$4000

a
year.

3
j
Will

contain

gymnasium,

and

town
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railway

stock

;
to

be

t

1known

as

Case

library

for

electricity

ted

"i
and

chemistf

y.

and

kept

in

separate

|alcove.

Building

memorial

to

his

[father.J
Including

library

furniture

worth

1$100,000.
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and
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a

~)
new

stack-room.

For

books.

j
Town

must

provide

site

and

appro-

|priate

$3000

a
year.

Building

site.
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year.
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THE PROCEEDINGS.

MONTREAL, CANADA, THURSDAY, JUNE 7 TUESDAY, JUNE 12, 1900.

FIRST SESSION*
(CONVOCATION HALL, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,

McGiLL UNIVERSITY, THURSDAY

MORNING, JUNE 7.)

THE meeting was called to order at 10.15 by
President THWAITES, who declared the 22d an-

nual conference of the American Library As-

sociation open. The President then introduced

Dr. WILLIAM PETERSON, Principal of McGill

University, who delivered a short address of

welcome, to which Mr. THWAITES made brief

response.

fhe President announced, from the Execu-

tive Board, the appointment of the following
COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS: F. M. Crunden,
W. H. Tillinghast, James Bain, Jr., Miss Anne

Wallace, J. A. Rowell.

The PRINTED REPORT OF 1899 MEETING Was

approved as printed and distributed.

HENRY J. CARR made his

SECRETARY'S REPORT.

A supplementary handbook of 24 pages (3%
x 5% inches), bearing date March, 1900, was is-

sued by the secretary in an edition of 3300

copies, at a cost of $59 for its printing. It con-

tained the text of the revised constitution (as

adopted at the Atlanta meeting and to be rati-

fied at that in Montreal), a supplementary list

of members of the A. L. A., January, 1899-

February, 1900, one of changed addresses, cor-

recting the list in handbook of January, 1899,

and an A. L. A. necrology, 1876-1899, covering
86 names.

Copies of the supplementary handbook, to-

gether with a duplicate copy of the handbook of

1899, were first mailed to the membership of the

Association generally, and then to many others

upon requests and suggestions received in re-

sponse to those sent to the members. Such

distribution, including those supplied to others

through the Library Bureau and its branch

* In accordance with usual custom, the first session of

the Association was an informal reception and social

meeting, held in the Windsor Hotel parlors on the evening
of June 6. The sessions as here given cover only the

general business sessions of the Association.

offices, to the various library schools, and cer-

tain of the state library commissions, etc., and

finally at the annual meeting following, practi-

cally exhausted the remainder of the edition of

1899, and all but a few hundred of the supple-
ment of 1900.

As in the preceding year, the policy of the

officers and the committees having in hand the

affairs of the Association, has been one ef con-

servative expenditures so far as consistent with

necessary effectiveness. It appears that such

line of action has resulted in placing the A. L.

A. financial matters on a proper basis, with all

liabilities provided for in cash, and a reasonable

balance in the treasury. And, too, without hav-

ing unduly restricted the issue of Papers and

Proceedings in either year, or infringing upon
other customary provision for the information

and service of contributing members.
The present resources and probable income

of the general Association are not yet adequate
for the much to be desired employment of a

salaried permanent secretary, by which act

great extension of the usefulness and influence

of the Association might be best attained. It

is probable, however, that some compensation

may b* properly allowed for clerical services in

the coming year, and by so much reduce the

burden that falls to the secretary's office.

The only gifts to the A. L. A., received

through the hands of the secretary since last re-

port, were as follows: From the Newberry
Library, Chicago, report of the trustees for the

year 1898, one copy; and from the New York
Public Library (Astor, Lenox, and Tilden foun-

dations), 12 current Issues of its monthly bul-

letin.

Finally it may be said, that by reason of the

hearty and sympathetic co-operation of the

members of the Executive Board (equally with

the earnest attention given by the various com-

mittees) through the past 12 months, all efforts

of the secretary were most happily seconded;
and thereby harmonious and cordial action in

behalf of the Association was in every case

made more possible.
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GARDNER M. JONES read the

TREASURER'S REPORT.

By vote of the Executive Board the financial

year of the Association has been made to cor-

respond with the calendar year, so that the

treasurer's report will in future close on Dec.

31. The principal advantage of this arrange-
ment is thatall the receipts and expenses of a cer-

tain conference will be found in the report for

the year in which it is held, instead of being
divided between two years as in the past. The

only means of making comparisons between

conferences has been by picking out the items

from the reports of two successive years. The
statement of live membership will be more

accurate than previously, as many members

delay payment of dues until the conference,

and hence have never been counted in the state-

ment of members in good standing.

RECEIPTS, MAY- DEC., 1899.

Balance on hand May i, 1899 (Atlanta conference, p. 105).

Fees from annual members:
From 8 members for 1898
From 154 members for 1899
From 13 members for 1900

$436 43

$350 oo

10 oo

175 members at $2

Fees from library members:
From 2 libraries for 1900 at $5.

Life membership:
Hannah Fox

PAYMENTS, MAY -DEC., 1899.

May 31. Foote & Davies Co., Atlanta, printing programs, badges, and ballots,
Atlanta conference

May 31. Library Bureau, Chicago, circulars, Atlanta conference

May 31. A.L. A. Publishing Section, freight, Atlanta conference

May 31. Henry J. Carr, expenses secretary's office

June 13. Parry & McCord, stenographers, Atlanta conference

June 19. Foote & Davies Co., Atlanta, printing revised constitution

June 19. Publishers' Weekly, printing and mailing revised constitution

July 19. Trustees of the Endowment Fund, life membership
Aug. 14. Publishers' Weekly, Atlanta proceedings, on account
Dec. 26. Gardner M. Jones, treasurer's expenses
Dec. 26. Salem Press Co., stationery for treasurer

Balance on hand Dec. 31, 1899;

Deposit in New England Trust Co., Boston $21 25

Deposit in Merchants' National Bank, Salem 33 50

360 oo

25 oo

$821 43

$14 IS

24 25
I 30

32 86

5i 75
26 10
20 02

25 oo

525 oo

40 65
5 60

$766 68

54 75

$821 43

Arranged according to the usual classification

the payments are as follows:

Proceedings, including delivery $525 oo

Stenographer 51 75

Secretary and conference expenses. ... 118 68

Treasurer's expenses 4625

$741 68

From Jan. i to May 31, 1900, the receipts

have been $1348 and the payments f480. 84,

the balance on hand on May 31 being $921.91.

This sum, with the addition of the amount col-

lected at this conference, is probably sufficient

to pay for the stenographer, Proceedings, and

other expenses of the present conference. The
finances of the Association are now upon a good
basis so long as we limit our expenses within

traditional lines, but there are many ways in

which the officers of the Association could

spend money to advantage in forwarding li-
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brary interests if some means of increasing our

income could be found. I doubt if any associa-

tion of similar character has accomplished so

much on so small an expenditure of funds.

As a basis for future comparison I have com-

piled a table of the receipts and payments of the

past ten years, charging each item to the

calendar year and conference to which it prop-

erly belongs. The receipts for life member-

ship are not included, as they are immediately

paid over to the Trustees of the Endowment
Fund :

RECEIPTS.
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He was trustee of the Nashua Public Library
for over 20 years, and president of the New
Hampshire Library Association from 1894 to

1897. At the time of his death he was a trustee

of the New Hampshire State Library.
(Boston Transcript, June 10, 1899.)

4. Norman Williams (A. L. A. no. 883, 1890),

president of the John Crerar Library, Chicago.
Born in Montreal, Canada, Feb. I, 1835; died

at Rye Beach, N. H., June 19, 1899. He was

brought up at his parents' home in Woodstock,

Vt., graduated at the University of Vermont in

1835, and took a law course at the Albany Law
School. He went to Chicago in 1858 and be-

came one of the leading lawyers of the city.

Mr. Williams did not often appear in courts,

but he rendered great service to his clients as a

legal adviser, and. until his health began to

fail, was acknowledged as the leading business

lawyer of Chicago. He served as a trustee of

the Chicago Public Library from July, 1887, to

Dec., 1889, and as president of the John Crerar

Library from its organization in Dec., 1895,

until his death. He was a life member of the

A. L. A., and served for eight years as a trus-

tee of the A. L. A. endowment fund.

(See $tA annual report oftheJohn Crerar Library.)

5. William McCrillis Griswold (A. L. A. no.

406, 1881), indexer and bibliographer. Born

in Bangor, Me., Oct. 9, 1853; died at Seal Har.

bor, Me., Aug. 3, 1899. He was a son of Rufus

W. Griswold, editor and biographer of Poe.

He graduated from Harvard College in 1875,

and was for about four years an assistant in

the copyright department of the Library of

Congress. His best known work was the series

of "
Q. P." (quarterly periodical) indexes to the

leading periodicals. He also published a series

of "
Descriptive lists of novels and tales," and

several other works, among which was a selec-

tion of the correspondence, etc., of his father.

(See Library Journal, Sept., 1899.)

6. Josiah Herbert Whittier (A. L. A. no.

1242, 1894), secretary of the New Hampshire

Library Commission. Born in Deerfield, N.

H., April 26, 1860; died there Sept. 13, 1899.

Mr. Whittier was assistant clerk with the

Cocheco Woollen Manufacturing Co. of East

Rochester, N. H., from 1882 until his death.

He was one of the officers of the East Rochester

Reading Room Association, and a trustee of

the Rochester Public Library. In 1891 he

secured the passage of a bill, of which he was

the author, creating a state library commission.

He was appointed a member of that commission

on Jan. 5, 1892, was elected as its secretary,

and served in that position until his death.

(See Bulletin of the New Hampshire Library Com-

mission, March, 1900.)

7. Gustave E. Stechert (A. L. A. no. 90,

1877), bookseller. Born in Potsdam, Prussia,

August 6, 1840; died in Brooklyn, N. Y., Sept.

25, 1899. After an apprenticeship as a book-

binder in his father's shop and five years' train-

ing in the book business he came to this country
in 1865, at once entering the employ of B.

Westermann & Co., New York. In 1872 he

began business on his own account, giving his

principal attention to the supplying of books to

libraries and universities. He joined the A. L.

A. in 1877, had attended many of its confer-

ences, and had many friends among librarians.

(See Publishers* Weekly, Oct. 7, 1899.)

8. Edward Bates (A. L. A. no. 1754, 1898),

librarian of the Treasury Department in

Washington, died at the home of his parents in

St. Louis, Dec. II, 1899. Mr. Bates was born in

St. Louis in 1872, being a grandson of the emi-

nent lawyer, Edward Bates (who was a member
of Lincoln's cabinet). His training was received

in the St. Louis Public Library and his appoint-

ment to the library of the Treasury Depart-

ment was due to the very honorable rank that

he took in an examination held in 1899 for the

position of Superintendent of Documents. The

only competitors who outranked him were Mr.

Crandall and Mr. Ferrell, both of whom had

already occupied the position. Tuberculosis of

the throat, which had developed some months

previous to his going to Washington, made
such rapid and alarming progress after his ar-

rival in that city, that he resigned within six

weeks of his appointment and died very shortly

after reaching his home.

The library profession has lost in the early

death of Mr. Bates one of its most gifted and

promising young men, who brought to its work

the highest integrity, fine perceptions, and ex-

ceptional ability. (FREDERICK M. CRUNDKN.)

9. William Kite (A. ~L. A. no. 186, 1878), li-

brarian emeritus of the Friends' Free Library,

Germantown, Pa. Born in Philadelphia, Oct.

30, 1810; died in Germantown, Feb. 10, 1900.

In his early life Mr. Kite was a printer and

publisher; later, a farmer, and in 1868 he was

appointed librarian of the Friends' Library. He
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served in this post until 1898, when he became

librarian emeritus. During these 36 years the

library was developed from a small nucleus to a

large and valuable collection in a building of

its own. Mr. Kite was well known for his op-

position to fiction, even periodicals like Har-

per's, the Century, and the Atlantic being ex-

cluded on account of the novels in them. His

views on this subject are well set forth in a

carefully written paper in the Library Journal,

1:277-279. Mr. Kite was an active member of

the Society of Friends, in which he was for

many years a minister. He was at one time a

manager of the Apprentices' Library of Phila-

delphia, and was long a member of the Franklin

Institute. He joined the A. L. A. in 1878 and
was one of the earliest members of the Penn-

sylvania Library Club.

(See Library fournal, April, 1900.)

10. Albert W. Whelpley (A. L. A. no. 616,

1887), librarian of the Cincinnati Public Library.
Born in New York City, Oct. 29, 1831; died in

Cincinnati, Feb. 19, 1900. While young he
worked as a stereotyper, going to Cincinnati

early in the '503. Later he entered the employ
of Robert Clarke & Co., first in the bindery de-

partment, afterwards becoming one of the lead-

ing salesmen. During the Civil War he served

in the I37th Ohio. On Nov. i, 1886, he was

appointed librarian of the Cincinnati Public Li-

brary. Mr. Whelpley was much interested in

the literary and artistic development of Cincin-

nati and had many friends among writers and
actors. He was for many years on the A. L. A.

Council, also a member of the Finance Commit-
tee - (See Library Journal, March, 1900.)

The treasurer's report was accepted.

W. C. LANE presented the

REPORT OF THE PUBLISHING SECTION.

(See p. 86.)

W. I. FLETCHER. It seems to me that the

Association would gladly give two minutes to

an additional statement to bring certain matters

more definitely before you. The " A. L. A. in-

dex," new edition, perhaps is not clearly under-

stood. It is a new edition containing all the

old matter, and much supplementary, coming
up to the end of the year 1899; one feature

made prominent is that of references to bibliog-

raphies and reading lists on various subjects.
Another matter closely in relation with it, and
of which not many of you are aware, is that an

abridged
" Poole's index

"
is also in preparation

to cover the same period, that is, parallel with

the " A. L. A. index," up to the end of the

century. This abridged "Poole's index"

covers a selected list of 37 of the leading pe-

riodicals: Harper' 3, the Century, and so on, in

this country; the Contemporary, the fortnightly,

and others, in England. The point I wish to

call attention to is, that when they come out,

you will have, in two volumes, a compact

presentation of references to a selected list of

periodicals, and to a large number of books in

general literature, both coming down to Janu-

ary, 1900. We hope it will not be far from the

end of this year when they are issued
;
but

whether this side or the other of that date, we
cannot undertake to say.

The report was adopted and ordered printed.

C. C. SOULE read the

REPORT OF THE TRUSTEES OF THE ENDOWMENT
FUND.

To the Secretary of the American Library As-

sociation:

I submit herewith a report of receipts and ex-

penditures covering the period between the

date of the last report (May 2, 1899), and this

date.

No additional donations to the fund have

been made during this time, and the only in-

crease of the permanent fund has been the

$75 paid over by the treasurer of the A. L.

A., on account of receipts from life member-

ships.

In September, 1899, the trustees invested

$3000 in a mortgage loan for three years,

bearing five per cent, interest; and in order to

get interest on the rest of the money in their

hands, and at the same time keep it available

for a loan to the Publishing Section, if desired,

they placed $1000 on deposit in the Brookline

(Mass.) Savings Bank, where it is at present

earning four per cent.

Reference to the statement submitted here-

with will show that we have $216.33 now avail-

able for any use the Council may direct, and

$402.94 cash on deposit (belonging to the prin-

cipal of the fund) which can be loaned to the

Publishing Section if required and that $299
additional will probably be available on in-

terest account during the coming year.

CHARLES C. SOULE,
Treas. A, L. A. Endowment Fund.
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May 2, 1899.

June 29,
"

July 21,
"

Aug. 17,
"

NOT. 6.
"

Dec. 28,
"

Jan. 8, 1900.
Feb. 2,

"

6,
"

Apr. 5,
"

May 8,

May 30,
"

Sept. 7, 1899.

Jan. 8, 1900.

May 14,
"

May 31,
"

ENDOWMENT FUND STATEMENT, MAY 2, 1899 -JUNE 6, IQOO.

Cash account Received

Balance, date of last statement, ....
Interest, International Trust Co., from May 2,

From Treas. A. L. A., Life membership of Miss Hannah
Fox, . . .

Interest on mortgage loan, . . .

Brookline Savings Bank deposit, .

on mortgage loan,
From Treas. of A. L. A., Life membership of A.

Hafner, . ......
Interest on mortgage loan, . . . . .

From Treas. A. L. A., Life membership of E. R. Neisser,
Interest. Intern. Trust Co. deposit,

Paid out.

Investment, mortgage note @ 5$ interest on South Boston

property, . . . . ...
Accrued interest on same, ....
Commission, ......
Revenue stamps, . . . . ,

Record fee, ......
Deposit in Brookline (Mass.) Savings Bank @4# interest

Interest deposited in Brookline Savings Bank,

^Rent of safe for securities, 1900- 1901, .

Balance on deposit, Intern. Trust Co., Boston,

Assets.

Loan on mortgage, due Oct. I, 1902, bearing 7 per cent, interest,

Loan on mortgage, due Aug. i, 1903, bearing 6 per cent, interest,

Loan on mortgage, due June 24, 1902, bearing 5 per cent, interest,

Deposit in Brookline (Mass.) Savings Bank, bearing 4 per cent, interest,

Deposit in International Trust Co., Boston, bearing 2 per cent, interest,

14386.37
7.07

25.00

30.00
24.50
75.00
IO.OO

30.00

25.00

24.50
25.00

24.16

$3000.00
30.83
15.00
1.00

.50
IOOO.OO

IO.OO

IO.OO

619.27

$700.00
IOOO.OO

3000.00
IOIO.OO

619.27

$4686.60

$4686.60

Of this amount, $6112.94 is on principal account, to be kept intact,

$216.33 is on interest account, available for such use as the Council may
approve.

Available income for the year, 1900-1901.

Cash on hand, interest account, . . . $216.33

$700 mortgage @ 7 %, . . . 49.00

$1000
" @6#, . . . . . . . . 60.00

$3000 @5#, 150.00

$1000 Savings Bank deposit @ 4#, . . . . . 40.00

[No income will be received on the Trust Co. cash deposit, unless

$500 balance, or more, is maintained.]
Estimated amount of income, ... . .

Liabilities, none.

Annual expenses, $10 for safe for securities.

[$47.33 also spent during 1899-1900 in acquiring the $3000 mortgage.]

$515-33

The following report of audit was appended:

At the request of Charles C. Soule, treasurer

of the Endowment Fund, we have examined his

accounts and securities and find evidences of in-

vestment of $4700 in mortgage loans, of de-

posit of $1010 in the Brookline (Mass.) Savings

Bank, and of deposit of $619.27 in the Inter-

national Trust Company of Boston. We also
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Finance
Committee.

find his accounts correctly cast, with proper

vouchers for all expenditures.

JAMES L. WHITNEY,
GEO. T. LITTLE,

CHARLES K. BOLTON,
The report was accepted.

DR. RICHARDSON stated that the

REPORT OF THE CO-OPERATION COMMITTEE

would be presented later at the session on Co-

operative Cataloging.
C. H. GOULD, for the

COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN DOCUMENTS,

reported progress, stating that material for the

list of German documents planned by the com-

mittee had been collected, and that the compila-
tion of the list had been undertaken.

W. T. PEOPLES read the

REPORT ON A. L. A. EXHIBIT AT PARIS EXPOSITION.

The committee appointed to revise and ap-

prove the plans for the exhibit of the American

Library Association of the Paris Exposition in

1900, report that soon after the adjournment of

the Atlanta meeting in May, 1899, the New
York State Library submitted for consideration

a scheme for the arrangement and control of

this exhibit.

This plan was very comprehensive in detail,

and in the opinion of the committee covered the

whole ground quite thoroughly. It received

our unanimous approval.
The exhibit, which is now on view at the Ex-

position in Paris, was arranged substantially in

accordance with this plan.

For further information in detail, the commit-

tee refers to the descriptive account of the ex-

hibit prepared by Miss Florence Woodworth,

published in the March, 1900, numbers of the

Library Journal and Public Libraries.

The committee desires to express its apprecia-
tion and to commend to the consideration of the

Association the laborious and unselfish work

performed by the New York State Library in

the preparation of this exhibition of the work
and methods of American libraries.

W. T. PEOPLES.

ADELAIDE R. HASSE.

CLEMENT W. ANDREWS.

J. A. ROWELL, on behalf of F. J. TEGGART,
chairman of the

COMMITTEE ON HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN LIBRA-

RIES,

aid that Mr. Teggart had requested him to re-

port that the committee had made progress in

the matter of the handbook, about 85 per cent,

of the material being in hand, and that it was

hoped soon to make formal report. He added

that the California Library Association had is-

sued its third publication a handbook of the

libraries of California, and that Mr. Teggart
would be glad to supply copies to members of

the Association desiring them.

J. C. DANA read the

REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY SCHOOLS.

(See p. 83.)

MELVIL DEWEY. It seems to me that this is

just the kind of report we want in regard to li-

brary schools. We have had too many reports
where there has been a tendency to praise with-

out studying the work
;
and I think that in

some cases the committees have felt their mis-

sion was to pass compliments around among the

schools, rather than put facts before the Asso-

ciation. The report has called attention to the

weaknesses of library schools. At Albany we
are very anxious to broaden out the work on

these lines. Our recent growth has been in the

steady direction of demanding higher education

for admission to the school, and we are each

year getting a higher percentage of college men
who take the course. We have often had classes

without a single man. But this year we have

nine, showing the steady raising of the standard

of general education and the steady broadening
of the course. To do our best work we need

the help of the Association. I want to second

what Mr. Dana has said, and I want to ask the

Association to appoint an active working com-

mittee on this subject, with the understanding
that its members are not to pass around compli-

ments, but are to find the weak spots in the

work, and try to make the money, time, and en-

thusiasm put into the library schools yield the

largest possible return for American librarians.

The Library School is weak in many of its

graduates, but, as I say to every class, we can

only find out what is in the people who come to

us. If a man is born of poor fibre, of poor fibre

he will remain. You can polish agate; you can

polish mahogany; but you can't polish a pump-
kin and if a third-rate man comes to a library

school, and the Lord made him third-rate, he

will be a third-rate librarian to the end of the

chapter.

DR. RICHARDSON. I move that the recom-
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mendations contained in the report be referred

to the incoming Council and the Executive Board

for further consideration, and that such a com-

mittee as Mr. Dana suggests be appointed. I

want to make one observation, and that is that

all the library schools, in making their recom-

mendations, are very particular to be clear as

to the qualifications of those whom they recom-

mend.

C. W. ANDREWS. I second Dr. Richardson's

motion, and would add that to my mind, neither

Mr. Dana nor Mr. Dewey has touched on one

of the most important functions of the school,

which is to act as a sieve, and sift out those who
won't make even third-rate librarians or do good
work at all.

Mrs. FAIRCHILD. It has been my fortune

for many years to have charge of the positions

department of the Albany school; that is, when

requests came from outside for information

about our students, it has been my business to

reply, and I would like to say that I never but

once made a recommendation of a student to a

library without being asked to do so, and then

it was in the case cf a person who seemed to

have unusual natural qualifications for a certain

kind of work. If our students receive good sal-

aries and have chances to do good work, it is

because they deserve them, and not because

they are pushed by influence from Albany.
C. C. SOULE. In the last five years or so I

have been consulted in the choice of from ten

to twelve librarians. This has made it neces-

sary for me to consult the heads of the different

schools, and what has impressed me most has

been their fairness and impartiality. I have

never heard of a person being urged for ap-

pointment because he or she was a graduate of

a particular library school. There has always
been a most fair and judicial summing up of

the individual qualities of the persons so con-

sidered, or a recommendation of two or three

names on the lines required.

F. M. CRUNDEN. My own personal experi-

ence confirms Mr. Soule's remarks. I have

corresponded with at least two library schools

with the practical end in view of selecting

assistants, and I have always found the utmost

frankness and impartiality in the statements

made to me. Moreover, I have, on three or

four occasions, had opportunities of testing the

accuracy of their statements by actual trial of

the assistants. I have seen no tendency to

recommend a particular person ;
the relative

merits of the different graduates were stated,

and I was left to choose for myself. Sometimes
I asked searching questions, and drew out

specific replies; but I found that I could rely

upon all statements made.

Miss MARY W. PLUMMER. In the statistics

given for the Pratt school the salaries mentioned

were those of 1898; since then there has been

a considerable advance.* Another thing, as to

library experience before graduation: in our

library school there is actual practical work for

the student through at least three months in the

year, and the atmosphere in which the school

work is done is one of daily practical experi-

ence.

W. H. BRETT. There is one point in the

report which seems to convey a wrong impres-
sion. I am entirely unable to make Mr. Dana's

reference to the market for library assistants

coincide with the figures in the table, which

show that library assistants are very fully em-

ployed. Not long ago I was asked to recom-

mend a librarian for a small school library. I

sent to the president and board of trustees four

names of library school graduates. These

gentlemen did not move promptly, and within

a month the graduates recommended were all

employed elsewhere.

The motion of Dr. Richardson was adopted,
and the report, with its various recommenda-

tions, was referred to the Council for action and

later report.

F. P. HILL read the

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON LIBRARY TRACTS.

The Committee on Library Tracts have to

report that the first three tracts of the series

outlined at the Atlanta meeting have been pre-

pared by the committee and issued by the Pub-

lishing Section, and are submitted to the Asso-

ciation at the present meeting. It is hoped that

they will meet in part the need fora simple and

inexpensive means of answering some of the

questions propounded by persons or communi-
ties desiring to undertake library development.
Four other numbers have been arranged for

in the series, according to the outline submitted

last year, and the committee have been in com-

munication with persons who seemed especially

qualified to handle the several subjects included.

In every case their applications have met with

* The statistics originally presented are revised in the

report as printed on p. 83
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the most prompt and courteous response, and

they desire to express their sincere appreciation

of the help, in time and labor, so freely offered.

This recognition is especially due to those who
have made possible the issue of the first three

numbers.

The Committee feel that the editorial super-

vision, as well as the publishing, of these pam-

phlets should be placed entirely with the

Publishing Section, which is the natural

body to handle such matters for the Asso-

ciation. The Committee have been in commu-
nication with the Publishing Section through-
out this work, and appreciate the interest and

support given them by the Section officers. It

is believed that the work comes properly within

the province of the Section, and it is therefore

recommended that the committee be discharged,

and that the succeeding numbers in the tract

series be placed under the direction of the Pub-

lishing Section. HELEN E. HAINES.

MARY W. PLUMMER.
FRANK P. HILL.

Voted, That the recommendation be referred

to the Council for action.

Secretary CARR read the

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PROVIDING CHEAP

POSTAGE FOR BOOKS.

To the American Library Association:

The committee appointed by the Association

at Atlanta upon the subject of the cheap library

post beg leave to submit the following report:

Much earnest effort has been made during
the past year to secure the passage of a bill

covering the desired legislation. A statement

of what has been done will be found in the re-

port of Mr. W. Scott, secretary of the library

post, which accompanies this report. The
committee have given their support to the

movement as representatives of the Association,

but they have not felt justified in openly work-

ing for the accomplishment of the purpose be-

cause of the somewhat restricted authority

given them by the Atlanta meeting.

They believe thoroughly in the benefits to

be obtained by libraries in a cheap rate of

postage for the carriage of books, both between

libraries, and between the library and the in-

dividual, and they further believe that the

American Library Association should take a

definite stand in its favor, and place a com-

mittee in the field to represent it in fully co-

operating with the New England Education

League and other interests for the passage of

the desired legislation.

Your committee therefore earnestly recom-

mend that the American Library Association at

this time pass a vote fully endorsing the move-

ment and authorizing the appointment of a

committee to represent the Association in an

active effort in its favor.

For the Committee,
ARTHUR H. CHASE,

Chairman,

A report from the New England Education

League was appended to the committee report.

This included expressions of approval of the

effort from public men, librarians, and others;

a copy of the bill, "To establish a library

post" (H. R. 7513);* and a statement of what

had been done by the League to secure the

passage of the measure. A hearing on the bill

was given in Washington, on Feb. 27, 1900, at

which members of the League and of the A. L.

A. committee were present. While the bill re-

mained unchanged, various modifications in

radius of carriage or in amount of rate were

suggested and discussed. The League report
was not read, but filed for reference.

W: E. FOSTER. I have been asked to pre-

sent the following resolutions:

Resolved, That the report and the action of
the special committee for Providing Cheap Post-

age for Books be approved, and that such a com-
mittee be again appointed this year.

Resolved, That the American Library Asso-
ciation approves of the Bill to Establish a Li-

brary Post (H. R. 7513), now pending before
the Congress of the United States, and desires
that it may be enacted into law.

Resolved, That a modification of the postal
laws of the Dominion of Canada, in the direc-
tion of the said Congressional bill to establish a

Library Post, would be favored by this Asso-
ciation.

It was Voted, That the report of the committee

and the resolutions presented by Mr. Foster be

referred to the Council for recommendation to

the Association.!
GEORGE STOCKWELL read the

REPORT ON GIFTS AND BEQUESTS.

(Step. 92.)

MELVIL DEWEY. I move that the Committee

* This bill was printed in Library Journal, Feb., 1900,
p. 68.

t At a meeting of the Council it was voted, after full

discussion, to lay this matter on the table. See Transac-

tions of Council, /../., June, 1900, p. 293.
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on Resolutions be instructed to report a suit-

able resolution, before the close of this meet-

ing, recognizing, on behalf of this Association,

Mr. Carnegie's great services to public li-

braries. If, ten years ago, any one had sug-

gested that one individual might give ten

million dollars to libraries, our enthusiasm

would have known no bounds; we would have

worked unceasingly to bring such a thing about,

and the time would have been well spent. Now
the thing has come to us

; not only have libra-

ries been developed and strengthened all over

the country, but Mr. Carnegie has made it pos-
sible for the Association to send some of its

best librarians to Paris to represent us there.

It seems to me this meeting should put in good

vigorous English its appreciation of the work
Mr. Carnegie has done for public libraries.

Voted.

Miss M. E. AHERN. I would urge that the

Executive Board act on the recommendation re-

garding gifts and bequests made two years ago

by Miss Hewins, and now repeated by Mr.

Stockwell. There are many gifts made to li-

braries throughout the country which are not

reported in the library periodicals. The people

making them are in the main modest people,

but they should receive recognition.

Secretary CARR. I move as a recommenda-
tion to the incoming Executive Board, that a

more systematic method of gathering statistics

of library gifts, as suggested in the report on

gifts and bequests, be formulated by the board.

MELVIL DEWEY. I would move as an amend-

ment, that the A. L. A. request each state as-

sociation to furnish an official list of the gifts

and bequests of that state, and to be responsi-

ble for its accuracy; and that the Executive

Board appoint a special reporter on the subject

in states where there is no library association.

Miss AHERN. The officers of the state asso-

ciations change from time to time, and what is

the business of a half a dozen people is hardly
ever accomplished satisfactorily. Why could not

each state association appoint some person to

make up the report for that state ?

The amendment was lost, the motion of Mr.

Carr being carried.

REVISED CONSTITUTION.

President THWAITES. A year ago, at the

Atlanta conference, there was adopted by the

Association a series of amendments to the old

constitution, in the form of what is substan-

tially a new instrument. Under the rule for

amending the old constitution it is necessary
that this new constitution be adopted by two

successive conferences. Having been adopted

by the necessary vote of the Atlanta confer-

ence, and due notice of the fact that the matter

will come up at this conference having been

served upon each member, in the Supplement-

ary Handbook issued in connection with the

notice convening this meeting, the question of

ratifying the new constitution is now properly
before the Association. Such ratification is es-

sential before it can go into effect.

W. C. LANE. If the Association is ready to

receive it, I should like to offer a report from

the committee on that subject.

Pres. THWAITES. The report will be re-

ceived.

W. C. LANE. The chairman of the Commit-
tee on Revision, Mr. Crunden, asks me to re-

port on behalf of the committee, because the

proposed amendments were referred through
me to legal counsel in the state of Massachu-

setts, where the Association is incorporated.

Professor Wambaugh, of the Harvard Law
School, and Mr. James P. Parmenter, of Bos-

ton, a member of this Association, were asked

to examine the constitution, as adopted, and re-

port whether there were any points which did

not conform to the laws relating to corporations

in Massachusetts. They suggest two points.

The first is the statement in the first section of

the object of the Association. As stated in the

original constitution of 1877, reference was
made to the libraries'of "the country," mean-

ing the United States
;
the corresponding sec-

tion in our present constitution refers to libra-

ries in general; and in the amended constitu-

tion to the libraries "of America." A change
has been made in the statement of the object of

the Association. There is no objection to this

change, but it makes necessary a formal notice

to the Commissioner of Corporations in Massa-

chusetts, and the filing of a certificate in regard
thereto. The second point to which our atten-

tion has been drawn is section 6, in which pro-

vision is made for revision by the Association

of action taken by the Council, which, you will

remember, is charged with most of the business

of the Association, so as to save time in the

general meeting. Section 6 provides that the

action of the Council may be changed or revised

by the Association by a two-thirds vote. Mr.
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Parmenter advises that this may cause trouble

in the future, since, under the laws of Massa-

chusetts, in corporations of this kind the major-

ity of members present at a meeting, and vot-

ing, have the right to decide the policy of the

association, and their action should not be lim-

ited to the requirements of a three-fourths

vote.

The Executive Board, however, recommends

that the constitution be adopted as a whole

now, without amendment, because if amend-
ments are made now, previous to the adoption,

this would prevent the adoption of the whole,

and the matter would have to lie over for an-

other year. But if it is adopted now, any
amendments can be presented later, and be dis-

cussed and voted upon at our next meeting.

Therefore, in spite of this flaw, which we are

advised may cause us trouble, I am authorized

to say that the Executive Board recommends

that action be taken immediately.
H. L. ELMENDORK. I would like to ask, if

this constitution is adopted as a whole, without

amendment, at this session, when does it go
into effect ? Does it govern this meeting, or

does it take effect at the end of this meeting?
I think the question should be clearly stated

and decided. Certain things which in the con-

stitution are referred to the Council are, under

the old constitution, decided by the Association.

I refer to the decision as to place of meeting for

next year; and as there is an invitation to be

presented from Buffalo, I am very much inter-

ested.

Prcs. THWAITKS. Of course it is impos-
sible for the Association to lapse. The chair

is of the present opinion that as soon as the

constitution is adopted, and the Association

takes action under it, that is to say, elects

officers under it it comes into force. Until

then, the chair is of the opinion that we are

doing business under the old constitution.

Mr. ELMF.NDORF. Will the chair please make
a definite ruling under that decision, as to who
decides this year where the Association's next

place of meeting shall be.

Mr. LANE. Under the president's decision

in regard to the new constitution going into

effect when officers are elected, I propose, as

soon as the vote is passed, to present a motion

that the present officers and members of the

Executive Board and Council, as at present

constituted, shall at pnce assume the duties

assigned them by the new constitution. Such

assumption of duties will be necessary in order

to carry out the provisions for the election of

officers at the end of the present session.

Pres. THWAITES. The Association, in its

present organization, would continue until the

new organization was qualified, which event

would take place either upon the election of

officers under the new constitution, or upon the

adoption of a resolution similar to that sug-

gested by Mr. Lane.

Mr. CRUNDEN. I approve the resolution. I

think it will simplify matters to have the new

constitution go into force at once, and to have

official functions assumed and executed by the

present Council and Executive Board.

Pres. THWAITES. Such a disposition would

leave the Council as now constituted, to judge
of the next place of assembly.

Dr. STEINER. I move that the constitution

be adopted without amendment. Voted.

W. C. LANE. I move that the Executive

Board and the Council, as at present consti-

tuted, at once assume the duties assigned to

these bodies by the new constitution.

Miss AHERN. 1 rise to a point of order. It

seems to me in parliamentary usage, that a body

acting under a constitution cannot change to a

new constitution until that meeting adjourns;

or, that the new constitution does not take

effect during the continuation of this meeting.

Pres. THWAITES. Does Miss Ahern mean
until the adjournment of the entire meeting, or

of this session ?

Miss AHERN. The entire meeting this

year's meeting.
Mr. ELMENDORF. I shall be glad to see

the resolution pass and the constitution take

effect at once; but having looked into the

matter a little, I believe Miss Ahern is right.

Pres. THWAITES. After consideration of the

question, and with a view of bringing matters

to a head, the chair will rule that, upon the

passage of the vote of ratification, we at once

were acting under the new constitution. Does

Miss Ahern appeal to the house, from the de-

cision of the chair ?

Miss AHERN. I do not.

Pres. THWAITES. The chair thus rules,

through no desire to be arbitrary, but simply to

expedite business.

Mr. DEWEY. Is there any reason why we
should adopt this course just now?
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Pres. THWAITKS. A number of important
matters are pending; much confusion will arise,

as well as apparently unnecessary labor, if we
do not at once get to work under the new con-

stitution.

Mr. DEWEY. Is the new Council in power
now ?

Pres. THWAITES. The new constitution is in

effect; and such being the case, the old Council

and Executive Board have, until their succes-

sors are qualified, the authority appertaining
to them under its provisions.

Mr. Lane's motion was then adopted.

Adjournment was taken at 12.50.

SECOND SESSION.

(WINDSOR HALL, THURSDAY EVENING, JUNE 7.)

THE PUBLIC MEETING.
The meeting was opened at 8. 30 by President

THWAITKS, and Secretary CARR then read the

following cablegram received from

THE LIBRARY ASSOCIATION OF THK UNITED

KINGDOM.

"Library Association sends hearty greeting

to Canadian and American brethren and sincere

wishes for successful meeting."
Mr. CARR stated that the L. A. U. K. had

been earnestly invited to send representatives

to the Montreal conference, and that Dr. Rich-

ard Garnett had expected to attend, but had

been unable to do so. Finally Miss M. S. R.

James had been requested to act as the repre-

sentative of the English association.

Mr. THWAITES then delivered the

PRESIDENT'S ADDRESS.

(Sff p. i.)

Sir MELBOURNE TAIT, Acting Chief Justice,

of Montreal, responded in an address of wel-

come.* He spoke of the breadth of view of

any organization that had such a motto as the

motto of the American Library Association, and

touched briefly upon the difference between the

librarianship of to-day and that of even a few

years ago. He spoke of the close relationship

which had developed between libraries and

schools in the last few years, and said that it

seemed to him no more necessary to plead for

the educational value of the public library than

for that of the public schools. The power for

good that lay in books which offered compan-

ionship with the wisest and greatest men of all

* Not furnished for publication.

ages was touched upon, and in conclusion the

speaker pointed out the great need there ex-

isted in Montreal for a public library to which

the citizens might look to with as much pride as

they did to McGill Uuiversity.

Dr. JAMES K. HOSMER spoke on

BROTHERHOOD AMONG ENGLISH-SPEAKING MEN.

Almost the last matter to which I gave at-

tention before I left home was the renovating
and rehanging of an old picture, more than 90

years old. It was a portrait of my great-grand-

father, who on the early morning of the igth

April, 1775, was in command of a company of

minute men at the north bridge at Concord, and

according to tradition, had much to do with the

obstinate resistance offered to the regulars of

George III. In fact, if tradition speaks true,

my great-grandfather was one of the most

truculent and remorseless tail-twisters that the

British lion encountered on that memorable

day, when the American Revolution began;
and I think, perhaps, it may seem to some an

unfortunate selection on the part of the pro-

gram committee that the descendant of such

a man should have been chosen to speak here

to-night on the " Brotherhood of English-

speaking men." Let me hasten to say, how-

ever, that whatever may have been the temper
of my great-grandfather, I myself am not a

tail-twister. Among the wild animals I have

known there is no one more meritorious, in my
opinion, than the British lion. I think the

British lion, 125 years ago, was a very good

fellow, although he made a mistake in going

contrary to his own principles and exacting tax-

ation without representation.

In order that I may make it still more certain

that I am not a tail-twister, I may, perhaps, be

permitted to say that I am the author of a life

of Thomas Hutchinson, the last royal governor
of Massachusetts Bay before George III. under-

took to solve the knot of his perplexities by the

sword of a soldier. My biography is a respect-

ful indeed a laudatory consideration of

Thomas Hutchinson. It has not often been

the case in the States that a man who took the

Tory side has been respectfully treated by his

biographer.
The name of Thomas Hutchinson, almost

forgotten as it is, is one tint may well be

remembered when the topic for discussion is

the "brotherhood of English-speaking men."

Born in the year 1711, of an eminent and well-
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to-do family, he had scarcely passed his boy-
hood when he entered public life. He was

selectman of Boston and a member of the

House of Representatives at 26. He soon be-

came Speaker of the House, and passed into the

Council, the highest body of the Legislature.

He became judge of probate, chief justice, lieu-

tenant-governor, then governor. He could go
no higher in those provincial days. In every

position in which he was placed he showed

himself to be a man of worth and of first-rate

ability. He was an admirable administrator, and

he is still remembered as one of the best of Mas-
sachusetts chief justices. As a financier in an

age which was given over to a craze for irredeem-

able paper money, he showed himself to be a wise

and level-headed statesman, and he saved his

province from ruin. In fact, up to the time of the

Stamp Act, in the middle of the i8th century, he

was the most illustrious figure in the western

hemisphere. How does it happen that a name
so fine should have become overswept by ob-

livion and is scarcely ever mentioned except
with obloquy? It came about in this way: as

regards the Stamp Act, he was as severe in his

condemnation as his Whig opponent, but he

felt that the grievances did not justify separa-
tion. This was the relation in which he thought
the dependency and the mother country should

stand: let a supremacy in the British Parlia-

ment be recognized in all imperial concerns;

that having been recognized, let it retire into

the background; then let the colony, in all af-

fairs which strictly concern itself in &11 but

imperial affairs be perfectly untrammelled

and independent. In other words, the position

which Thomas Hutchinson occupied was pre-

cisely that which in the British Empire has

come to be taken at the present day; and so

far as I know, he was the first man who saw
the way in which the empire should regulate
the matter of its dependencies. That was the

ground he took, and the story is a pathetic one.

He became discredited, was driven into exile,

and died of a broken heart in a strange land;
and he has been remembered since simply to be

cursed in the country which bore him.

But although I feel the position which
Thomas Hutchinson took was that which in

those days a wise and level-headed statesman

might easily take, I don't think he was right as

regards England and the Thirteen Colonies.

If I may be permitted to use a homely illustra-

tion, in the Northwest, where I live, I am quite

familiar with the bob-sled of the lumberman.

With a heavy weight of timber pressing from

above and the inequalities of the very rough
road beneath, if the vehicle which bore the

burden were in one frame, it would be at

once racked to pieces. What does the lumber-

man do? He divides his frame
;
he puts a

pair of runners before and a pair of run-

ners behind, and then he connects the two

by an appliance always yielding, but never

parting; and so it is the heaviest burdens are

borne and the roughest inequalities of the road

surmounted. When a people becomes vast, the

political constitution which is suitable for it

should be like the vehicle of the Northwestern

lumberman. In this magnificent Anglo-Saxon-

dom, 130,000,000 strong to-day, no one polit-

ical frame would suffice. Think of the width of

the diffusion; think of the complexity of rela-

tions; think of the variety of interests! The

political constitution should be in two frames.

It is well we have the British constitution and

the American constitution; alike but separate.

It is well we have them ;
but let us see to it that

between the two frames there is the essential

link. And what should that link be? Some
have said it should be a Court of High Com-

mission, a Board of Arbitration. Well and

good; but essential to that link is the sentiment

of brotherhood among English-speaking men.

That should be the main thing. And how easy
it ought to be for that sentiment of brother-

hood to be felt! How many things we have in

common! Our heroes we have in common.
Go back to those fine old forefathers, whom
Tacitus describes two thousand years ago in

their folk-motes in the forests of Germany,

upholding popular sovereignty. They belong
to us as much as they do to you. Think of Al-

fred, a thousand years ago, and what he did in

behalf of Anglo-Saxon liberty. He belongs to

us'as much as he does to you. So do Stephen

Langton and the barons of Runnymede, in

1215. So, too, Earl Simon and the knights of

the shire, the founders and matntainers of the

House of Commons. So, too, Cromwell and

the Ironsides. They are all ours as much as

they are yours. And, on the other hand,

Washington and Lincoln are heroes of the same
series. And they belong to you as much as

they do to us; for they were heroes who strove

and died that government of the people, by the
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people, and for the people might not perish

from the earth. And that popular government
is as precious to you as it is to us. Then, too,

we have the bond of a common tongue, of a

common literature; we regulate our disputes by
the same common law; we worship God by the

same religious rites. Why should not love

prevail ? As Gladstone said in his fine couplet:
" If love unites, wide space divides in vain,

And hands may clasp across the foaming main."

If hands may clasp across the Atlantic, it ought
to be more easy for hands to clasp across the

St. Lawrence and the great lakes.

I feel, sisters and brothers of the American

Library Association, that our meeting in Mon-
treal is not without significance, looking toward

this matter of the brotherhood of English-

speaking men. We are representatives of an

important interest, an interest the importance
of which is every year becoming more fully

recognized. We have been glad to come across

the border to you. Sir Melbourne Tait to-

night, and Principal Peterson this morning,
made us feel you were glad to have us come.

I stayed away from the trolley ride this after-

noon to read the noble address of Principal

Peterson, delivered four years ago in New
York, upon the same subject upon which I am

speaking to-night. He thinks just as I do. I

have a strong fraternal feeling toward him to-

night. He came to this country within a few

years; I came to this country 265 years ago.

But we stand together; I feel just as he does,

and I hope a great many people in Canada feel

as he does. So far as I know, no one of us wants

to absorb Canada; and I hope nobody here, no

Canadian, wants to conquer the United States.

Let both go forward, separate. Following the

example of the vehicle of the lumberman, let each

have its political constitution; but let us by all

means have the link let us have the sentiment

of brotherhood. Our coming together is a step

in that direction; and I am sure we are glad to

be among the steppers.

Miss C. M. HBWINS spoke on

WORK WITH CHILDREN : WHAT LIBRARIES HAVE
DONE AND ARE DOING.

Library work/ir children is not new; library

work -with children, even, is not entirely an out-

growth of the modern library development.

Just as there have been born teachers who
never heard of Froebel and Pestalozzi and Her-

bart, teachers who have known how to stimulate

"unselfish activities
" and "proceed from the

known to the unknown "
by natural instinct and

rare common-sense, so there have been libra-

rians in little country libraries who, through
their own love and knowledge of books, have

taught children to love and know them also.

Personal contact and influence in a small li-

brary are worth as much as in a small school,

but in a great library where work must be di-

vided into departments, organized, systema-

tized, children's needs must be provided for as

carefully, as wisely, as economically, as the

needs of the grown-up public.

The New England country library of a hun-

dred years ago gave tight-jacketed and high-

hatted little Lemuels and Josiahs the priv-

ilege of taking home " Sandford and Merton,"

Croxall's ^Esop, and Berquin's
" Children's

friend," but denied the use of its shelves to

scant-skirted and big-bonneted little Eunices

and Roxanas, their sisters, who could only
look on enviously and read snatches of the

books not in use by their brothers or bespoken

by Joel or Japhet the next time the library

should be open. The scattered relics of country
libraries are found in country attics, but no one

knows how many of them there are except a

collector of old books and book-plates. They
fell into disuse early in this century, and the

next step in the evolution of libraries in which

children had any part was the school libra-

ries of the thirties, some of which are ex-

tant with many volumes missing. The Young
Men's Institutes and Mercantile Libraries,

while they did not recognize children as a class

were full of good hunting for an omnivorous

boy or girl, a species which has almost died

out. The treasures of these libraries began to

be passed by unnoticed after Sunday school

books were written by the thousand, and also

after the establishment of many public libraries

in large towns and cities, when books called
"
juvenile

" were bought, in series for the most

part. There was an age-limit, usually 14 years,

and no attention was paid to younger children.

Dictionary catalogs without notes were printed,

books were called for by number instead of

title, and one of the favorite amusements of

the library-haunting boy of the period was to

write figures at random to represent book-num-

bers, hand them in at the loan-desk, and wait

in the delicious excitement which attends a
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lottery for his prize, that might be a book on

cuneiform inscriptions or the Zend-Avesta in

the original.

Thoughtful and broad-minded librarians soon

began to discover that libraries were not doing
their most and best for young readers. Equally

thoughtful and broad-minded teachers also saw
that public libraries were of little use unless

they were made a part of the educational sys-

tem of every city and town. These teachers

began to make book-lists and suggest collateral

reading to open the treasures of libraries to

boys and girls in high schools and the grades

just below them, The use of books outside

text-books is now common in lower grades, and

the rapidly increasing differentiation of work
with children demands a separate room and a

special training for children's librarians. The
more one uses books with children the less de-

mund one finds for a printed catalog, except of

the simplest and most elementary form, and the

more need of open shelves of convenient height,

where children can browse at will, and also of

books for children just beginning to read. The

library of 1890 had books, and good books for

boys and girls of from 10 to 14, but with a

few exceptions, among which was the St. Louis

Public Library, nothing for younger children.

The library of 1900 has picture-books for them,
and what the older boys and girls call "easy
books." It recognizes that "Tom Brown at Rug-

by," and "Robinson Crusoe" unabridged and

unsimplified.and
" The daisy chain" in two long

volumes, that used to be the delight of homes
where books were talked about and the chil-

dren's vocabulary grew larger and richer every

day, are useless and incomprehensible to young
folk of the same age whose English is an ac-

quired tongue, and whose home language is

Italian or Yiddish. Libraries now put on the

children's shelves books in short sentences and

simple words that meet such boys and girls

half-way, and enable them in two or three years
to read the more difficult English that you and
I cannot remember ever having to learn.

The Children's Aid Society of Boston discov-

ered that children growing up in tenement

houses knew nothing of the Public Library or

its branches, and formed little home libraries

of a dozen or twenty books, to be kept in a

neighborhood until read, then moved and re-

placed. The personal influence of the visitor

who has these libraries in charge makes for

good care and intelligent reading, and by-and-

bye, when boys and girls are ready to become

full-fledged library applicants, they understand

how to treat a book and how to get the most

from it. In many of the eighty or more college

and social settlements in this country the same

small library and personal knowledge of the

librarians of every child's character and needs

is one of the most valuable of the settlement

influences. ,

Schools have a direct connection with chil-

dren's work in libraries, not only in reading

with lessons, but in the sets of fifty or a hun-

dred copies of a book which the library sends

out from school to school for reading in class

or in study hours. The custom of circulating

school duplicates is growing not only in cities,

but in the smallest and most remote country

towns, where half a dozen copies of a book are

sent from one district to another. The small

libraries which receive yearly grants from at

least one New England state, often ask in their

approval lists for a number 'of school dupli-

cates.

The children of an earlier day were given to

moralizing and introspection. The motto on

the sampler of a girl of nine was :

" How vain are all things here below, how false and yet

how fair ;

Each pleasure has its poison, too, and every sweet a

snare,"

or something else as cheerful, but on the walls

of the first sunny and attractive room for chil-

dren that I ever saw in a library, is Stevenson's

couplet :

" The world is so full of a number of things,

I am sure we should all be as happy as kings,"

and the use of books as one of the many sources

of happiness is emphasized in the training of

children's librarians. In all work with children,

however, while liberty should be allowed as far

as possible, there is danger that well-meaning
benevolence will let it degenerate into license.

A friend of mine, a children's librarian, told

me that the women of the association which

employed her insisted that the children should

be governed by kindness alone. The conse-

quence was that they laughed her to scorn, sang

songs and smoked cigarettes in the library,

broke windows and furniture, and gave false

names. As soon as she could find out the true

names of the ringleaders, she closed the

library one day, went to their homes, and in
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the name of the Gerry Society told their fathers

and mothers that unless the children behaved

better the society would take them away on ac-

count of hurtful home influences. The result

was an immediate reformation, lamb-like docil-

ity on the part of the children, and great ad-

miration on the part of the "kind ladies" for

the librarian's magnetic influence, the tactful

methods of obtaining which she did not ex-

plain.

A course of training for children's libra-

rians has been formulated by the New York
State Library School, Albany, and also for

Pratt Institute, Brooklyn. Other library schools

and training classes are also giving atten-

tion to this part of library work. The qual-
ities which a children's librarian needs were

well summed up by Miss Annie Carroll

Moore, librarian of the children's depart-
ment in Pratt Institute, in a paper read

at the Lakewood-on-Chautauqua Conference

of 1898. She lays emphasis on the fact that

in order to have an intelligent knowledge of

the best books and pictures for children, one

must have had such books and pictures as

dear and familiar friends from one's own
earliest childhood. She adds, too, that one

must not have strayed too far from childhood

to forget one's own childish likes and dislikes.

The Pratt Institute course of training re-

quires, besides a year in the general library

course, a certain amount of kindergarten work,
and the study of children's books, divided into

classes. A children's librarian has to know
what the best books are on every subject, and

not waste her own time and a child's by recom-

mending out-of-date authorities in elementary
science and history, poor stories, and untrust-

worthy biography. There are lessons in the

preparation of picture-bulletins, in adapting
material already in print to the understanding of

children, in the work of libraries and schools

and in library extension through travelling col-

lections of books and pictures.

The Albany school course in library work
for children includes lessons in psychology
and ethics, the principles underlying the

work, and various details of administration,

with work outside the library, such as the or-

ganization of library leagues for the better

care and more intelligent reading of books,

and the study of boys' and girls' clubs and set-

tlement libraries. The principles of selection

of books and the choice of editions are studied

in both schools.

The relations of a librarian with children lead

to a knowledge of their home-life, and in at

least one library a part of the time of the chil-

dren's librarian is spent in visiting mothers, in

order that they may understand the difficult prob-

lems of fines, applications, signatures, and other

necessary restrictions. The personality of a chil-

dren's librarian is of the greatest importance.
She should be gentle and quiet in manner, but

should have an inexhaustible fund of energy,

vitality, and resourcefulness, should be sun-

shiny, blest with a sense of humor, and not too

far above children's heads. No broken-down

teacher, with a formal manner or "school-

ma'am air," no kindergartner of the aggres-

sively
" sweet" type can hope to succeed in a

children's room. The children's librarian should

be a good story-teller and story-chooser, for the

old art of story-telling has been revived in chil-

dren's libraries. She must have the dramatic

faculty to a certain extent, to hold children's

attention, and most of all, in the words of one

of the best of children's librarians, she should be

"clean and cheerful and not use long words."

JOHNSON BRIGHAM spoke on

THE TRAVELLING LIBRARY MOVEMENT.

Just what is the travelling library ?

Singly, it is a case of books, usually 25 or

50 in number, selected and cataloged for use in

small communities and clubs.

Collectively, the term is applied to a system
of circulating these books, sending them from

some central library to individuals, clubs, and

associate libraries in communities roundabout.

In the distinctively library states, without

exception, the service rendered by the state is

free; the charge for the travelling libraries sent

is nowhere in excess of the bare cost of trans-

portation; and the library commissioners as

such draw no salary and make no charge for

their services or for those of their represen-

tatives.

Fifteen states have some form of library

commission, and in everyone of these the com-

mission either operates or promotes the travel-

ing library.

These free circulating libraries are operated
in some form in 35 states of the union, and in

eight of these they are operated by the state

librarian or a state library commission most

successfully by a commission.
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All this in seven years! During the last

three years of the travelling library movement
over a hundred associate libraries established

by the state have developed into self-sustaining

free public libraries, and hundreds more are

fast moving toward that goal.

Why should the state take on the burden of

circulating books among the people, and of

aiding communities in the founding and up-

building of public libraries ?

A general answer may be given in the words

of Emerson: " The smallest acquisition of truth

or energy, in any quarter, is so much good to

the commonwealth of souls."

I need not stop to prove to this audience that

the smallest free public library, whether tem-

porarily or permanently housed, is a large

acquisition of both truth and energy, and there-

fore clearly for the highest good of the com-
monwealth.

The reasoning by which the state was in-

duced to foster and supervise our public schools,

and to own and control normal schools, state

colleges, and state universities, has prepared
the public mind for the claims of the public

library.

I am gratified to find that most, if not all,

libraries in our great cities look with more or

less favor upon this travelling library move-
ment. But I find that not a few city librarians

still regard it as something remote and apart
from the larger library movement, part of

which they are. I would remind these that out

of the new conditions of our time is coming an

era of closer interrelation and interdependence
between city and country. And this not in trade

alone. Any pulsation observable at the heart

of a great city, finds quick response in the

remotest regions round about. The heaving
restlessness of " the other half" in oiir large

cities, the murmurs from the slums, the fre-

quent outbreaks of organized labor against

organized capital, all this and much more
would be appalling but for that stream of

fresh, vigorous, reassuring life which contin-

ually surges in from the country to the

city. The thoughtful and the fearful in our

great cities are more than ever before looking
to the prairies and the hills whence comes their

strength. This library movement for the im-

provement and ennobling of country and small

community life is clearly a movement for the

city's betterment as well; and, in the ratio of

time and money spent in developing it, no

library in the city can show such speedy, far-

reaching, and beneficent results.

Adjourned at 10.40 p.m.

THIRD SESSION.

(CONVOCATION HALL, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,
FRIDAY MORNING, JUNE 8.)

THE meeting was called to order by Presi-

dent THWAITKS at 10.15.

C. W. ANDREWS spoke for the

COMMITTEE ON HANDBOOK OF AMERICAN LI-

BRARIES.

The report I have to make is based on a tele-

gram from the chairman of this committee, Mr.

Teggart, who sends two recommendations

which he wishes presented to the Association.

One is that power be given to the committee to

have the handbook printed, provided that

enough subscriptions at $3 a volume can be

raised to cover the cost of publication. The
other is that the expenses of the committee be

allowed from the treasury of the Association.

Mr. Teggart also wishes me to apologize to the

Association for the delay in making a formal

report, which will be submitted later ; the rea-

son for the delay has been his recent illness.*

Voted, That the recommendations of the com-
mittee be referred to the Council for considera-

tion.

After local announcements and the presenta-
tion of several invitations, made by C. H.

GOULD, the meeting resolved itself into a ses-

sion on

LIBRARY WORK WITH CHILDREN.f
Miss MARY W. PLUMMER, who presided, as

vice-president, called the meeting to order at

10.45. She said :

In the two hours assigned for the treatment

of this, to us, vast subject of the work that

libraries may do for children, we cannot digress
into the many channels for extending the

work outside the walls of the library. The
work of libraries with schools and the subject
of home libraries have been more or less dis-

cussed for some time past in our professional

periodicals, and the committee therefore de-

* Specimen pages of the proposed Handbook of Ameri-
can libraries, covering Rhode Island, were later received
and distributed among those present at the meeting.

t A meeting of the College and Reference Section was
held simultaneously in one of the smaller rooms of the

college.
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cided to confine its program to the work that

may be done within the library. Believing,

also, that an ounce of experience is worth a

pound of theory, it has put the ten-minute pa-

pers into the hands of librarians who are

actively and directly interested in the work
with children, who can tell us what they have

observed and learned, and what they have
found it wise and expedient to do. With

them, the movement (if so it may be called)

has passed the first stage all enthusiasm

and effervescence
; they have begun to cope

with the lions in the path and to find them
substantial ones, but they have not lost their

enthusiasm
; it is simply working subterrane-

ously. They have begun to look for them-
selves into the quality of their books and

magazines, to consider their methods and
ask if the accepted ones are really best for

children, to ask the help of agencies other than

books to unlock the world of books, and to re-

gard children not as miniature adults, but as a

race by themselves, to be studied carefully if

one would be of real service to ihem.

Papers on

METHODS OF INDUCING CARE OF BOOKS

were read by Miss MARY E. DOUSMAN (see p.

60) and W. E. FOSTER (see p. 63).

W. H. BRETT. The work for children in our

libraries, like many other of our best things,
is woman's work. To them it owes its incep-

tion, its progress and present measure of suc-

cess, and its future is in their hands. Neverthe-

less, we who are not actively engaged with the

children may do much to secuie this branch of

our work appreciation, support,and opportunity.
While I cannot hope to add much of value to

Miss Dousman's eminently practical and interest-

ing paper, I am glad of the opportunity to em-

phasize one of its teachings, namely, that the

efforts we make to secure the proper care of the

books in our children's rooms have a double pur-

pose: first, of course, as throughout the library,

to prevent the abuse of the books; but, second,

and of great importance also, to instruct the chil-

dren in the proper way of using and caring for

them. Miss Dousman has suggested that it is us-

ually the older people who commit the atrocities,

that the injury of books bychildren is largely due

to ignorance and lack of training rather than to

intention, and I believe that the observation of

others will bear this out. If this is true is it not

worth while to patiently instruct the children

who come into our libraries in the proper way
of handling books, and while endeavoring to

keep the loss and injury as small as possible,

accept a certain amount of it as an inevitable

part of the cost of educating the children ?

A children's library established in the poorer

part of any of our large cities will certainly suf-

fer from the soiling and injury of its books,

but if it can train the children gradually to keep
books clean, to use them properly, and to take

pride in doing so, the cost of the books injured

is compensated for and the second year of the

library is likely to be better than the first.

I know one little library opened only a few

months ago in one of the poorest neighbor-
hoods of a large city. Of course the children

came at first with dirty hands and faces, but

they soon felt the quiet influence of the tactful

woman in charge and clean hands and faces be-

came the rule. The library had only been open
a few weeks when one day a woman came in

with a shawl over her head, walked up to the

librarian's desk and said: "Say! I don't know

anything about libraries, but I just want to tell

you that this is the first time I ever saw the kids

on this street with their faces clean." Such a

library is doing a civilizing work. It seems

worth while to spend time and money to teach

such children to use books, even if some are

soiled and spoiled in the process.

Of course this second purpose of instruction

applies mainly in the children's room. In other

departments we watch the books merely for

their safety, and the mature vandals who are

capable of injuring them should be prevented,

or, if detected, have an exemplary punishment
inflicted. They are beyond the age of instruc-

tion.

Miss ABBY L. SARGENT read a paper on

CHILDREN'S BOOKS AND PERIODICALS.

(See p. 64.)

H. M. ELMENDORF. To say that this sub-

ject is near my heart is expressing it mildly. I

think I have spent more time on the children's

department and the selection of children's

books for the schools than on any other de-

partment of our library, even with its great

needs of organization to make it free to the

public.

Miss Sargent has treated particularly of works

of fiction, but her general remarks apply to
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all classes of literature. Especially in the field

of history I feel that good children's books

have not been written. I don't believe in

teaching history in words of one syllable. I

don't believe in writing down all great books,

but I do believe that history can be taught with

the same advantage, and at as early an age, as

fairy tales and myths. Talent seems to have

been expended upon the imaginative side in

our writing for children, when, it appears to

me, it might just as well have been expended
upon teaching and imparting a general knowl-

edge of history. That good histories have not

been written is shown when we turn from the

history of our own country to general history,

and to the history of England. I don't think

any book has ever been awaited with so much

interest, and will be so gladly welcomed, as

Larned's History of England, which is to ap-

pear in the fall. I would like to say that this

field of writing history for children, and writ-

ing good books on science and useful arts, offers

one of the most profitable fields for writing.

If we could impress upon people that immedi-

ately a book suited to our wants for children's

rooms and school work is issued, at least 10,000

copies will be taken up by the public libraries

of the country, it seems to me that we could

tempt our best writers to enter this field. We
don't want poor English, especially in connec-

tion with history and science. What we need

is to teach children the love of books and the

love of literature, and to enlarge their general

view, rather than to impart definite informa-

tion; that comes from the text-book, which is

an entirely different thing.

Another thing I want to say is, do include in

all your children's collections, and in all collec-

tions in connection with work in the schools, a

large proportion of the right kind of poetry. I

think nothing pays so well
; nothing imparts that

love of books and of good literature so fully as

giving children the right kind of poetry; and

don't think you have done this when there is

simply something in the title of the book that

would indicate that it is for children. When
the emotions of the parent are expressed in

poetry, it is poetry about children, but not for
children. Give them the poetry of action, nine-

tenths of which can be pictured or acted, and

you will do more to inculcate the love of good
books than by any other way. You will be

surprised to see how the children will take such

books and enjoy them. The good books of

poetry in our school libraries have been read

more than any other class. Let the science be

true science; let the imagination work if it

will; let the nature study be in simple words

for young children; but let it be still as good,

true, and pure science as if written for adults.

Miss C. M. HEWINS. I have been asked to

give you, as my part in this discussion, some of

the children's comments on books which Miss

Moore and I have collected for publication.

You may remember that at a conference several

years ago, Mr. Bowker, of the Library Journal,

suggested that a list of books for children, an-

notated by the children themselves, would be a

valuable contribution to bibliography. I had

then a collection of comments, and Miss Moore

sent to the Library Journal a request for

others, with a formula for recording them. We
have received a few, but not as many as we
should like to have.

It is hard to get a child's real opinion of a

book. I have read hundreds of papers which

are absolutely worthless. The sentiments,
"

I

like little Eva because she is kind," and "
I

like Deerfoot because he is brave," become

monotonous after one has heard them more

than a dozen times. Children often think that

they are expected to say something, and say it.

Last year I printed in our library bulletin a re-

markably good letter from a little girl. She

said, among other things, "Alice [in Wonder-

land] had queer dreams, and I like her dreams

even if they were not true." In this year's let-

ters, at least ten children have consciously or un-

consciously copied that sentence without mean-

ing to plagiarize.

Miss Moore asks for comments on cards of

uniform size, with title, author, comment, and

statement of age, sex, and nationality of the

child, and remarks by the librarian. Reports
are of no value unless some record is made of

the child who writes them. The point of view

of a tenement-house boy or girl is very differ-

ent from that of the child of a college pro-

fessor.

Some of the comments which we have col-

lected and filed are:
" Adventures of a brownie," by Mulock.

Comment: "
I like it because it is so full of

fun." Age, 9; sex, girl; nationality, Amer-
ican.

"
Alhambra," by Irving.
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Comment: "I read most of the Albambra,
but I didn't like it, because Washington

Irving used so many big words." Age, 13;

sex, girl; nationality, American,
" Aztec treasure-house," by Janvier.

Comment: " Even the dry parts of this book

are interesting." Age, n; sex, boy; nation-

ality, Scotch-American. J?fiars: This

boy had just finished the Franconia stories

and the Rainbow and Lucky stones.
"
Bodleys in Holland,"by Scudder.

Comment: "Yes, I like to travel, but I

don't like to go round with that kind of a

crowd." Age, 13; sex, boy; nationality,

American.
" Bow of orange ribbon," by Barr.

Comment: "I like romances because they

give sort of an introduction to a young
girl's life." Age, 12; sex, girl; nationality,

American.
"
Boys' book of inventions," by Baker.

Comment: "I never read a better or more

interesting book. I read most of the stories

two or three times. I think the liquid air

and gasoline carriages will be most used."

Age, 13; sex, boy; nationality, Jewish.
" Ellen Linn," by Abbott.

Comment: " Because Annie Linn didn't

freeze and had a roast apple in a clean tea-

cup." Age, 9; sex, girl; nationality, Ger-

man Jew.
" Elsie books," by Finley.

Comment: "I think Elsie was made too

good and some of h? r relatives too bad."

Age, 13: sex, girl; nationality, German-
American.

Mrs. S. C. FAIRCHILD. I should like to make
one point as briefly and clearly as possible.

Perhaps I can best make it by relating two

homely incidents within my observation. We
have a little neighbor, a boy of about 12 years,
whose father is a bookkeeper, of average edu-

cation, but very fond of reading. He is dis-

tressed because the boy hates to go to school

and cannot bear to read, and he tries to coax

him by giving him books. As a student of

library work for children, I studied the boy and

brought him home books that are usually allur-

ing to children, but they were of no avail.

Clearly, I must watch him a little more closely.

I found that he was of a mechanical turn of

mind, and that his play consisted in making
things, mostly toys, boats that would float, and

wagons to which he harnessed his dog and

rode to the grocery store for his mother's er-

rands. He spent his pocket-money there was

not much of it in material to make these

toys. It is a very good test of what a boy is

interested in to see what he spends his pocket-

money for. He had a Christmas present last

year which began to show him the possibilities

of electricity in the line of toy-making. Here

was my chance. I brought him a book on elec-

tricity, from a list compiled by an expert,

recommended by a librarian, and also read by
a boyfriend of mine, who is interested in elec-

tricity. This time, instead of calling on the

boy and offering him the book, I left it on our

study-table. Presently he dropped in, picked

up the book and began to read it, and asked if

he could not take it home. We said we might
want to use it, and he went out to play, but in

about an hour he came back and began to read

it again. He could not keep away from that

book any more than a moth can keep away
from a candle. Of course, then we allowed

him to take it home
;
he read it and made

things out of it, and asked his father to buy
him a book which he had noticed on the ad-

vertising pages. For the first time in his life

he had found out that there was something

inside the covers of a book that related to his

life and interests. It seems to me that this in-

cident gives at least a strong hint of the rea-

son why our public libraries are not more uni-

versally used. In 1895 I took the statistics of a

score of the public libraries of the country offer-

ing the best facilities, comparing the number of

inhabitants with those using the library, and in

almost every city there were only 20 per cent,

of the people using the library. Mr. Dana

has been telling us that our public libraries

are used only by the professional classes, by
women and children. There is at least enough
of truth in it to make us all feel uncomfortable.

Incident No. 2 I am in the habit of taking

home to my maid-of-all-work in the kitchen a

novel and a book on domestic economy. (She

always reads the book on domestic econ-

omy first.) I took home Larned's " The host-

ess of to-day," and, having occasion to use

it myself, went into the kitchen and found it had

been loaned to a neighbor. She had come into

the house to borrow something, and thought the

book looked as if it had some suggestions

helpful in planning a party she was giving foi
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her boy. When she returned it she was very
much surprised to find Lemcke's "

Preserving
and pickling." It was a new thought to her

that there were books written about such sub-

jects, aside from the ordinary recipes for cook-

ing. She said she was going to tell her

husband that there might be books in the

library which had to do with his business, that

of a shoe manufacturer.

The one point I want to make is, that we
ought first to find out in a broad way, and in

an individual way, what the genuine, natural,

spontaneous interests of the people are, and
then try to find books that meet all those inter-

ests that are legitimate and right, preserving
just as high a standard as has been set for us

in Miss Sargent's admirable paper. Do we not

usually go about it somewhat in this way :

here are a lot of books which we think people

ought to read
;
we buy them, and put them on

our shelves, and spend our energy in persuad-

ing people to read that for which they have no

particular desire, which somehow does not

touch their lives and interests. With this plan
we could use a very much higher class of lit-

erature than at present.
It is a common plan to buy books relating

to the special industry of the town. Some
librarians speak enthusiastically of the plan.
Others say it is a beautiful theory, but the

books are read by only a few people. I think

it is quite justifiable to buy the books for the

sake of the few ambitious workmen who will

read them, but what is the explanation of the

fact that they are read by so few ? It does not

follow that a man is intensely interested in the

occupation by which he earns his br< ad. Find
out what that particular man is actually inter-

ested in. It may be baseball, or swimming, or

photography. Give him a good book on that

subject, whatever it is, and he will read it.

How is this going to come about in a large

way? It seems to me we are right in line

for it through the idea of branch libraries,

which is rapidly being put into practice. If

within a mile of the home of every citizen

there is a branch library, with a good chil-

dren's librarian and an all-round, live, sympa-
thetic and intelligent person at the head, the

work is possible. Library work for children is

not a mere sentimental idea
; it is an essential

part of our library work. It is important not

only that we should have the right sort of chil-

dren's librarians, but that the chief librarian

should have a sympathetic understanding of

what the children's librarians are trying to do.

Miss ANNIE CARROLL MOORE spoke on

PICTURE WORK IN CHILDREN'S LIBRARIES,

illustrating her remarks by a number of pic-

ture bulletins, some of which had been ar-

ranged with a view to bringing out the unde-

sirable as well as the desirable in picture work.

She said:*

I am so often asked the question,
" Why do

we have pictures in children's libraries?" that

I am going to give my reasons, which I think

will be in accord with those of other children's

librarians. First of all, we have pictures be-

cause we cannot get along without them; good

pictures are absolutely essential if we are to

have beautiful children's rooms. Secondly,

pictures are of great value in their relation to

the books, since by the discriminating use of

them we are enabled to open more fully the

resources of the children's books, not only to

the children but to ourselves, the children's

librarians, than we should ever be able to do by

merely reading the books through. Thirdly,

by the careful selection and thoughtful arrange-
ment of pictures, it is possible to present to

parents, teachers, and all interested visitors,

and even to visitors who are not specially inter-

ested, the principles on which our work is

based, the ideals for which we are striving, as

we could not do by pages of print or hours of

explanation without illustration.

The idea of the arrangement of one of our

bulletins is based on the experience we have

had in our children's room in trying to teach

the children the use of the catalog and the

printed list before transferring their cards to

the main library. That the card catalog and

the printed list give the same general in-

formation the names of books and of the

people who have written them, and the kind of a

book needs more frequent and more effective

demonstration than we have yet been able 10

give. It will readily be seen that this idea may
be modified very easily and the books listed

may be on one subject with pictures illustrating

the same, instead of a variety of subjects. The

* Miss Moore had so recently presented a paper on this

subject (see Library Journal, April, 1900, p. 159) that in

this discussion her remarks were limited to such practical

aspects of the subject as could be illustrated by the pic-

tures at her command.
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bulletin has not yet been tested in the school-

room but it has received very favorable criti-

cisms from the teachers and principals of two

public schools. We shall begin to use these

school bulletins in the fall,

A list of books for third grade pupils will, I

think, be of interest in this connection. The
list of twelve books appears in two forms, on

the i size catalog card with subject headings in

red ink, and on a typewritten sheet arranged
like a finding list. The typewritten page is

mounted in the center of a sheet of dark green

paper (22x28 in.) with a picture of the chil-

dren's room above and another below the list;

the cards are arranged on either side; at the

top of the bulletin sheet is the heading,
" Good

books for boys and girls at the Pratt Institute

Library." This bulletin will be used to illus-

trate a general talk to the children of the grade
for which it is intended, given by the children's

librarian at the school; the bulletin will then be

left in the school-room for a month and the

teacher will be asked to report on the children's

use of it. Similar bulletins will be made for

other grades.

Dr. Stanley Hall, in a series of articles on

"The ministry of pictures, "in the Perry Mag-
azine, says:

"
It would be a curious question

for an imaginative mind to work out how far an

education based upon a wise selection and a

proper gradation of pictures might to-day be

carried without the ability to read." That the

desire to read, if not the ability to do so, may
be generated and ministered to by carefully ar-

ranged picture bulletins, has been tried and

proved in the experience of many children's li-

brarians. Pictures, then, furnish us with a

very potent means of beautifying, vitalizing,

and expressing library work for children. It is

now perfectly possible for even the smallest li-

braries to own good collections of pictures. We
are living in a picture age. There is hardly a

subject we can mention which has not been

pictorially treated. Often, it must be to our re-

gret that such is the case, as I shall endeavor

to show a little later by a practical illustration.

A list of the principal sources of supply, with

some valuable information concerning mount-

ing materials and the care of pictures, is to be

found in an admirable little pamphlet published

by the Wisconsin Commission. I do not my-
self feel that any one of the reproductive proc-

esses, such as the Perry prints, the Syracuse

blue prints, nor indeed all of them put together,

could ever fill the place of a miscellaneous col-

lection of clippings gathered from old papers
and magazines. There is a variety and sug-

gestiveness to the worker, in many of the old

prints and woodcuts, which are reproduced in

so many different ways; and there is always
the joy of coming upon the unexpected in

strange places. Another, and a very important,
source of supply is to be found in the books

which have been discarded as no longer useful

for circulation, but from which very good pic-

tures may often be taken. Such pictures may
be used for picture exhibitions or bulletins, for

scrap-books or for school note-books and il-

lustrated compositions, and sometimes even for

permanent pictures to hang in the room. The

picture having the heading "Games to play on

the green
" was taken from a discarded copy of

Kate Greenaway's
" Book of games."

A word of explanation concerning picture exhi-

bitions and picture bulletins will make the use of

these terms a little clearer, perhaps. A picture

bulletin usually presents subjects of timely,

rather than of permanent interest. It may, and

often does, present a miscellaneous collection of

subjects, which may or may not be related to

one another; it may present some one subject,

and only one at a time. The latter method is

preferable, I think.

The sheet of the Paris Exposition, with a

companion bulletin,
" Places of interest in

Paris," serve to illustrate the picture bulletin,

and were shown in our children's room the last

week in Mav. The little monthly bulletin,

bearing the heading "Out of doors in June,"
has been a source of great pleasure to many of

our grown-up visitors, as well as to the chil-

dren. It was started in March, and it has been

very gratifying to see how many children have

copied the selections of poetry. This is only

part of the bulletin, which is usually placed on

a table near the desk. The children bring

cocoons, branches of trees, flowers, when they
can get them, and we try to have the charac-

teristic flowers of the month near by, and books

of poetry are opened and placed on the table.

The picture exhibition should present sub-

jects of permanent, rather than of transient,

interest. Several subjects may be presented

at a time, or one subject only may be presented,

the various parts of which shall be so carefully

developed, and the pictures so skilfully grouped,
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either by families, as in the case of birds and

animals ; by characteristics, as in the case of

heroic characters ; by periods of time, as in the

case of historical subjects, that the parts of

the subject most closely related shall be

brought together, or so contrasted as to sug-

gest points of likeness or of difference. This

specimen exhibition sheet, the work of one of

the students in our children's course, may
serve to illustrate the idea. The subject of

this exhibition is "The trades," according to

the kindergarten acceptation of term, the idea

being to trace food, clothing, and shelter

through the various steps from nature to their

use by man ;
the specimen sheet represents the

sheep in the pasture, spinning, weaving, knit-

ting, and so on. Other sheets of this exhibi-

tion represent mining, farming, the building

of a hduse, etc.

Both the picture exhibition and the picture

bulletin should be accompanied by descriptive

text and a reading list (provided there is mate-

rial for a good one), if the object of bringing

the children into close relationship with the

book is to be completely secured. Such lists

have been prepared to accompany exhibitions

of animals, heroes and heroines, spring, etc.,

and considerable time was spent in looking up
material for a good reading list on Paris for

children, but the results of the search have not

yet justified the preparation of the list. Of

the value and the uses of pictures in connection

with school work, in geography, history,

science, language, literature, etc., and of their

use in Sunday-school work, there is hardly

time to speak. I have brought a few speci-

mens of the illustrated composition and note-

book, showing the kind of work which is

being done in one of the public schools of

Brooklyn. We have gradually accumulated,

in connection with our picture work, a miscel-

laneous and heterogeneous collection, gathered

from old and new books, papers and maga-
zines, etc., called the "

Warning collection,"

from which specimens have been selected and

mounted, to be used to illustrate practical

talks to the students in the library school be-

fore they are given practice in picture work for

children. The pictures on these sheets illus-

trate some of the things which are to be

avoided in the selection and in the use of

pictures.

Pictures which give a wrong impression of

the size, appearance, or character of objects,

are here illustrated by a red squirrel and puma,
the squirrel being represented as about the

same size as the puma. Both pictures were

taken from " Birds and all nature."

In Maud Humphrey's "Jack and the bean

stalk" there is a lack of imagination, of artistic

perception, and of proper conception of the

subject. There is none of the "flying fairies'

look
"
in the very commonplace fairy that ap-

pears to Jack, and we may be quite sure she

has never known any other home than a doll-

house. Jack also looks much more like the

boy doll than the hero of thrilling adventure.

The size of the fairy in relation to Jack is an-

other very interesting point of comparison.
This picture is taken from Maud Humphrey's
" Book of fairy tales."

Then there is the artificial child
;

a child

who is brought up on Maud Humphrey passes

easily to such smart and self-conscious chil-

dren of 12 as Gertrude, of the " Colburn

prize," a story which appeared in St. Nicholas a

few months ago, and was profusely illustrated.

The materialistic, rather that the fine and

dignified conception of a beautiful subject, is

exemplified by Frank D. Millet's picture of

Ceres, which is to be found among the Perry

prints, and hardly needs a comment on its in-

inappropriateness. Another materialistic con-

ception is the "
Thanksgiving offering," which

is rendered the more significant from its hav-

ing been clipped from a kindergarten maga-
zine. It is intended to depict the in-gathering
of the fruits, but the old straw hat, the can of

tomatoes, the cut watermelon, the shelled pea-

nuts, etc., impress one much more strongly
than the idea which is to be presented. There

are pictures which are merely decorative, such

as the spray of flowers at the bottom of the

sheet, which is neither artistically beautiful nor

a very good representation of the subject ; the

flowering almond, and the two butterflies, which

were cut from a full page set of butterflies. It

would be far better to leave the sheet intact

than to present them in this way. Work of

this kind reminds one of the old decalcomania

craze, and leads to nothing permanent. Here
is a "pretty-pretty" picture, from the St. Nicholas

Magazine cover for June, a thin girl, with a bon-

net on her back, fingering June roses, with no

suggestion whatever of the month of June.
And here are some sheep, which look as much
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like cows as sheep. In making a selection from

the various reproductive processes, it is better

to select things which in the original have not

much color.

The Syracuse blue prints vary a good deal

and should never be ordered by mail if it can be

avoided. Some of the Perry prints are poor

also; atmospheric effects are not usually well

reproduced by this process.

Many of our best children's books have been

written to pictures, and Jacob Abbott, Lewis

Carroll, and Mrs. Ewing have written to pic-

tures. Many of our poorest children's books

seem also to have been written to pictures

which offend us less, perhaps, than some of the

modern illustrations of old favorites. Not

only are the pictures weak, artistically, but the

ilustrator frequently has not selected the pic-

turesque incident of the story for his purpose.

I wonder what Jacob Abbot would say if he

were to see this silly little Rollo, with his rose-

bud mouth, Tam O'Shanter cap, and sailor

suit; I am sure he never would have encour-

aged him to travel. The picture was taken

from the Crowell edition of the Rollo books, il-

lustrated by Charles Copeland. There are a

great many book illustrations which are merely
accumulations of people and things that have

no apparent relation to one another, and they

are here shown by illustrations which have

been taken from Seawell's "Quarterdeck and

fok'sle," and one of Tomlinson's books.

It is not strange, I think, when we consider

thoughtfully such pictures as these, and there

are many equally, if not more, objectionable,

that the modern "picture mania," as it has

been called, has some opponents. "Pictures

may be abused," says Dr. Hall, "and there may
be a kind of picture inebriety, just as some peo-

ple overdo eating and drinking, and playing and

even reading and writing. But," he continues,
"

all this only shows again the crying need of

selection and of educating the popular taste,

and of beginning to do so as early in life as

possible." It is to this task of selection and ar-

rangement in our picture work that we, as chil-

dren's librarians, should turn our thoughtful at-

tention, if we would secure and maintain for

this work the appreciation which rightfully be-

longs to it.

I have been asked during the past week by
more than one librarian among those interested

in children's work, whether it pays to do pic-

ture work. I don't believe it is quite right for

the children's librarian to spend the time of the

library in getting up bulletins which take a

great deal of time, and which, after they are

finished, are not, perhaps, worth very much

artistically, and which do not bring the children

into closer relationship with books. That is the

chief thing. Does the use of pictures help to

establish friendship with books, and does it

bring the children into different and closer rela-

tions with the library ? That is the test by
which our work must be tried. I believe that

it does.

A paper on the same subject was read by
Miss CLARA W. HUNT (see p. 66) and one by
Miss EVVA L. MOORE was, in the writer's ab-

sence, read by title and accepted for printing

(see p. 67).

W. R. WATSON read a paper by Miss FRANCES

JENKINS OLCOTT on

STORY-TELLING, LECTURES, AND OTHER AD-

JUNCTS OF THE CHILDREN'S LIBRARY.

(See p. 69.)

Miss EDITH TOBITT. In the paper that has

just been read so much has been said on the

value of story-telling and lecturing as a means

by which to interest the children in the library

that there is not much more to be said on this

subject except from the standpoint of the libra-

rian who does not have the'means whereby to

do these things. You have all read the account

in the Library Journal of the work being done

in the Carnegie Library in Pittsburgh. It

is almost ideal. But would such a plan be

practical in a library having as its in-

come only the city tax, which is very likely

as low as it can be and yet keep the library

in fairly good running order? Of course, al-

most every library can have a separate chil-

dren's department, but generally with only one

attendant, and it is impossible for her to do

much beyond giving out the books to the indi-

vidual readers and sometimes helping them
make their selections.

To be sure, I agree with Miss Olcott In the

value of giving lectures to children. Of course,

they must be on subjects of great interest to

the children and should rather be an informal

talk than a lecture. The picture exhibits, how-

ever, are of greater value because the child can

come to the exhibit as many times as he pleases

and a greater impression is made than by a lee-
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ure heard but once. Besides, children get

rather tired of being talked to; I find they want

to be let alone a good deal of the time, with

only the occasional help of the librarian when
she sees that her assistance is needed.

The children's room certainly must be entire-

y free from the atmosphere of the school-room.

In the Omaha Library we have a separate collec-

tion of books for circulation in the schools, con-

sisting of duplicates of many of the best books

in the children's department. This collection is

deposited in a room separate from the chil-

dren's room. Once a month the teachers make
their selection from this collection to be sent to

the 'school, thus leaving the children's room
free from the school circulation. This circula-

tion of books to the schools is the only work
done for the children by the library outside of

the library building and what is done in the li-

brary is confined almost entirely to the mere

circulation of books, and yet one-third of our

home circulation is from the children's room.

We have deposited in the children's room dupli-

cates of some of our books of reference, but

only a few, as we prefer to have the children

learn to go to the reference room for study.
It is well to have them to do this from the time

they begin coming to the library so that when

they have reached the high school they will

have learned to use the card catalog and
" Poole's index," a most necessary acquirement.
Another reason, other than the cost, for

questioning the advisability of doing more for

the children than supplying them with an at-

tractive room and an assistant who is well able

to attend to their individual wants in the selec-

tion of books, is this: I believe there is a ten-

dency to fail to see the relative value of the dif-

ferent departments of a library. We are here

to discuss only the children's department, but

we must not let our enthusiasm carry us too far

in that direction to the detriment of the other

departments. It seems to me that if the books

are well chosen, very well chosen, and shelved

in a pleasant, attractive room, with a few pic-

tures and flowers as decorations, and the chil-

dren's librarian knows well how to satisfy the

needs of the children by giving each child the

book best suited for him to read, that there will

be no difficulty in retaining the child's interest

in the library and therefore doing much toward

his education.

Miss H. L. McCRORY. Our experiences in

the children's department of the Cedar Rapids

Library might well be inscribed how to do

something with nothing. A lack of space and

money develops ingenuity; perhaps some of

our makeshifts may be suggestive to others in

the same plight. Even the smallest library
can be made attractive to the children, pictures
and books are strong magnets.
The reference end of the library was the

only part that offered any room
;
to take this

meant crowding out the older people, but in the

choice of evils we decided this was the least.

The corner was quiet for the grown-ups during
school hours; afterwards they should be willing
to carry their books to other tables.

When the shelves were put in not an inch of

wall space remained. To obviate that we had
a large four-paneled screen made of wood,
covered with green burlap. This can be taken

apart at the hinges, giving us any number of

panels we like, from one to four. A show-case
was added for a continuous bird exhibit, speci-
mens being loaned by an interested bird col-

lector.

Our boy's club,
" The Knights of the Round

Table," had a round table given them, which
was contributed to the reading corner, and,
with another table and some chairs, the chil-

dren's department was complete.
There are a few hundred volumes, all good

and interesting books. We keep the standard

as high as possible in the children's literature,

if we must sometimes fall short of our ideals

with their elders. Before placing the books on
the shelves they are reviewed, and under the

call number on the shelf card we add a letter

which gives an age classification : A, interest-

ing to children over 12
; B, to children from 9

to 12
; C, to children under 9. This aids us in

compiling lists for the reading club.

The Children's Library Club is modelled on
the Cleveland Library League. When joining
the club the children agree to keep four prom-
ises; the third promise was an experiment

"
I

will try to learn how the books are arranged
on the shelves and assist the librarian in

keeping them in order."

The shelves are labelled A, B, C, D, etc., for

story books, and 100, 200, 300, etc., for others.

We require the children to return the books to

their proper shelves, but do not ask them to ar-

range them in their exact position on the

shelves. We have not enough volumes to
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make this necessary, then it would be difficult

to teach the children to be accurate.

The club children may take out a special

reading list of ten books and have a certificate

signed when the list is finished, or they may
use the club diaries, slips with blanks to fill as

they read.

We have just begun a new experiment with

the lists. Instead of ten books there are five,

all relating to a given subject. Each title is

followed by a short annotation. There are but

few story books on these lists, and only those

which will carry out the thought of the subject.

This has some advantage over the first method.

The children learn to read systematically.

They find that there is more than one way
of looking at things, and that if they wish to

be students they must have a many-sided view.

In advising them in the selection of lists, we
find out what they are studying at school and

usually suggest a reading course that will sup-

plement their work.

On joining the club the children are classi-

fied by chapter, according to age. This assists

them in selecting suitable lists and makes our

work with them easier. When we invite the

children to the library we ask them by chapter.

Story and picture hours are made pleasanter for

all in this way, otherwise the older ones might
be bored and the younger would not under-

stand. Then, too, with our limited space, it is

the only way to avoid the confusion of a crowd.

The Sunday afternoon story hours have been

the most successful. The library is open from

2 until 5 o'clock. The children who come to us

then are those whose parents know little and

care less about their doings. They have never

known the joys of being read to. A quiet

hour indoors, with stories and pictures, was a

revelation to them. Even the worst had a

change of heart for a time, at least, and were

as still as mice.

It is with the little street urchins that we feel

we are doing the greatest good. Many of

them come to the library as regularly as our

daily mail, and take a vital interest in all its

affairs.

The lessons in research work have been in-

teresting as illustrating how easily children

can learn to use books if they are guided ever

so slightly. A bulletin of nature questions
will be posted, mentioning a few books in which

the answers may be found, the children who

give us the most correct list referring to book
and page will have their names on the honor

roll for a month. A page of the library bulle-

tin, The Round Table, will be devoted to this

work and the roll printed there. Our boys are

to do the printing for us on a small press of

our own.

These are the experiences of the past year.
For the future we have great expectations.

With a large, well-lighted, attractive children's

room the possibilities are the greatest for good
enthusiastic work on the part of the staff, and

more pleasure and profit for the children.

We shall also have the use of an auditorium

where we can meet children, teachers, and par-

rents, that the union between us may become

closer.

Adjourned at 12.40 p.m.

FOURTH SESSION.

(CONVOCATION HALL, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,
SATURDAY MORNING, JUNE 9.)

THE meeting was called to order by Presi-

dent THWAITES at 10.25. Brief announcemenis

were made by the secretary, who requested
that nominations for officers be filed with him

by Monday morning. Announcements and in-

vitations were presented by C. H. GOULD.

President THWAITES then stated that the ses-

sion would be conducted as a joint meeting of

the Trustees' Section and the Large Libraries

Section, under direction of W. H. BRETT,
chairman of the Large Libraries Section.

W. H. BRETT, having taken the chair, named
T. L. MONTGOMERY and B. C. STEINER, secre-

taries of the Trustees' Section and of the Large
Libraries Section, as secretaries of the meeting.

T. L. MONTGOMERY read a paper on

THE TRUSTEES.

(Seep. 42.)

Miss M. HOAGLAND. I would like informa-

tion regarding the best number of trustees to

be appointed on a board of trustees, the num-
ber varying so greatly in different states. In

some states the law provides for the appoint-

ment of five, in others for seven, and in others

for nine ;
also that the trustees shall be ap-

pointed, some from the board of education and

some to represent the municipal department or

council. I don't know if there is any uniform-

ity in the laws of the states.

T. L. MONTGOMERY, In St, Louis they have
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nine members, the board being appointed by
the mayor, subject to the confirmation of the

city council. The law provides no member of

the municipal government shall be a member of

the library board. In the case of the Carnegie

Library, there are 18 members, nine of whom
are appointed by Mr. Carnegie, and the other

nine are composed of the mayor of the city,

presidents of select and common council, the

president of the central board of education,

and a library committee of five members of

city councils, the non-official members having

power to fill the vacancies occurring in their

own number.

In the case of Chicago the law says :

" When any city council shall have decided
to establish and maintain a public library and

reading-room under this act, the mayor of such

city shall, with the approval of the city coun-

cil, proceed to appoint a board of nine directors

for the same, chosen from the citizens at large
with reference to their fitness for such office ;

and not more than one member of the city
council shall be at any one time a member of

said board. Said directors shall hold office,

one-third for one year, one-third for two years,
and one-third for three years from the first day
of July following the date of appointment, and
at their first regular meeting shall cast lots for

the respective terms ;
and annually thereafter

the mayor shall, before the first of July of

each year, appoint as before, three directors to

take the place of the retiring directors, who
shall hold office for three years, and until their

successors are appointed. The mayor may, by
and with consent of the city council, remove

any director for misconduct or neglect of duty.
"

In the case of New York there are 21 trustees,

one of whom is the Controller of the city of

New York, ex-offi.cio. They hold office continu-

ously, and vacancies are filled by the vote of

the remaining trustees. No trustee receives

any compensation for his services. In the case

of Philadelphia there are 23 trustees, composed
of representatives of the councils, the presidents

of the councils, the mayor as ex-offido member,
and each branch of council elects one of their

number. There is only one member of the

board who has been always suggested by our-

selves. Nine seems to be the favorite number,

however, with all those I have heard from.

I do not favor the attendance of a trustee on

a single conference only, for I think the first

time a trustee attends one of these conferences

he is, perhaps, impressed by some person who

speaks of conditions which do not exist in his

library, and when he goes back he perhaps

makes a great deal of trouble for his librarian

along those lines.

F. M. CRUNDEN. I would gladly risk any
trouble which might be caused if I could only

get one or all of my trustees to come to one of

these conferences; only once did I do so.

MELVIL DEWEY. If you could have your
trustees bottled up or locked up during the

year, and not let them wander about the coun-

try, getting impressed by many people who
don't know anything at all about libraries, it

would be a good thing. I would take chances

on what a trustee might hear at an A. L. A.

meeting, rather than what he might hear going
about the country. While there is a danger of

trustees going off at tangents, yet when I look

over the lists of small attendance of trustees at

our meetings I am somewhat discouraged. I

always feel that it is an additional strength to

me when one of my trustees has attended an A.

L. A. meeting. He shows more consideration

and appreciation. It is a good thing for trustees

to see our library people together; their consid-

eration and their confidence are increased, and

the information they get will be quite as safe

mental pabulum as any they may receive in

travelling about without our good influence.

T. L. MONTGOMERY. In speaking of the

attendance of trustees, I had in my mind men

put upon the board for their influence. I think

it is better to keep such men doing the admin-

istrative work of the library, making appropria-
tions and considering the annual report of the

librarian and his work. When it comes to a

question of the library committee of the board,

I think they should know as much as possible

of library affairs and attend as many library

meetings as possible.

R. R. BOWKER. What does Mr. Montgom-
ery think as to official representation of the

several heads of the departments of a city on

the city library ?

T. L. MONTGOMERY. It didn't work well

with us, and we dropped it; but the represent-

atives of the city government have been most

useful. They do not attend the meetings, but

they are active in pressing the library's needs

when the matter comes up before the proper
bodies. I should have mentioned that we have

several members of the board of education,

though not the superintendent, on our board,

and I regard them as most valuable members.

Dr. STEJNER. Two or three thoughts have
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come to me. First, it seems to be desirable to

have a small official representation in the body
of trustees, which will be a great help in the

matter of obtaining appropriations and keeping

satisfactory relations with the city government.
I also affirm what Mr. Montgomery says with

reference to the presence of librarians at meet-

ings of boards of trustees. The relations be-

tween myself and my trustees are almost ideal.

I could not have been treated with more kind-

ness than I have received from them during
the last eight years. When a board meeting is

called the librarian is not present; the treas-

urer's report is discussed in his absence. After

that the librarian is called in, reads his report,

joins in the discussion, is asked questions, and

remains generally until the end of the meeting.
Those having the responsibility decide by
themselves, then call in expert advisers. I

would also stand for the principle of a perma-
nent board, not necessarily meaning that every
member should be permanent. A few city of-

ficials, who change from time to time, are an ac-

quisition, but the majority should be perma-
nent. The librarian is the man to take the in-

itiative in all cases. If he is fit to take the in-

itiative he is much better able to do so if he has

a body of men who have learned what his ideas

are, and whose ideas he has learned, and he is

not obliged to secure the confidence or views of

a new body of men every few years.

Miss C. M. HEWINS. We have 12 trustees,

two of whom are elected every year for six

years. In that way only two go off every year.
The mayor is ex-offido a member of the govern-

ing board. I never knew him to go to one of

the meetings or ask for any privileges ; indeed,

I had to tell the last mayor he might have the

same privileges as our directors in taking more
books than the general public. In that way
we keep our board free from city politics. The

library committee meets in my office every Mon-

day morning. I never go to a meeting of the

full board, but I do meet at that time with the

library committee, and we present the list of

books for the library committee of three to ap-

prove of.

The books are sent to us every Friday from

our bookseller, and if there is one that I think

is not worth taking, the trustees let me
send it Lack without question. I never say

anything to them about the books I send back.

One member of the library committee is a man

of wide reading, and he does much reading

for us, but we have been fortunate in having

some of the best men of the city as our directors.

Mr. CRUNDEN. Does your committee go
over this list item by item and vote yes or no

on every item, or is it passed en bloc ?

Miss HEWINS. Usually en bloc. Sometimes

they will ask, "Why do you want this?" or,

"What do you know about this?" but if the

president is busy he does not ask any questions-

R. R. BOWKER. I would like to know the

system of the Boston Public Library ; perhaps
Mr. Hunt can tell us.

E. B. HUNT. I have not come in direct

contact with the trustees, but I know that there

are five trustees who act as a book committee,

and that books are sent on approval. On one

day, Tuesday, I think, the books are submitted

to the committee, and the members vote separ-

ately on each title. They ask very searching

questions of the librarian ; they also go over

all lists of recommendations, both from mem-
bers of the board and outside sources, and in

many cases, if the title does not fully explain

the book, they get full information before it is

accepted. The work is not perfunctory on the

part of our committee.

Miss HOAGLAND. It is quite necessary in

the smaller libraries that a library committee

should exist, and that the book lists should

come before it for close scrutiny. The libra-

rian has not time to attend to her work with

the public and to prepare these lists
;
so that,

in a small library, a committee must generally

supplement the librarian's work.

Mr. CRUNDEN. There is one point I can

hardly allow to go entirely unchallenged : I

never could understand what embarrassment

could be caused the trustees by the presence of

the librarian when financial affairs are dis-

cussed. It seems to me there is nothing secret

about that ;
in fact, ultimately the whole finan-

cial status of the library is spread before the

public. I know more about the financial affairs

of our library than the trustees do, until I

tell them. I can hardly conceive a meeting

going on without my presence, because I have

information regarding all the actual work. I

don't get this all myself, but get some of i
l

from my assistants. I never feel that my pres-

ence is the slightest embarrassment to my
directors, and I don't think they would ever

think of holding a meeting without having
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the librarian, who is secretary, present. The
fact that the librarian acts as secretary makes

him the more essentia', because he must note

down the business of the meeting.

C. W. ANDREWS. As far as the presence of

the librarian and treasurer are concerned at a

meeting of a large board, I can support Mr.

Crunden thoroughly. My directors asked me
to attend their meetings, in the first place, and

have never since hinted that my presence, or

the presence of the treasurer, made the slight-

est difference to them.

T. L. MONTGOMERY. The two boards of trus-

tees named by Mr. Crunden and Mr. Andrews
are very polite boards, and would not intimate

to either of the gentlemen that they were em-

barrassed by their presence. Nevertheless, I

hold it is a part of good breeding occasionally

to absent yourself and let the trustees have a

little discussion by themselves.

Chairman BRETT. The rules of the Cleve-

land Public Library make it imperative that

the librarian shall attend all meetings of the

board .

E. W. MUNDY. Our trustees would not

know what to do unless the librarian were

there to guide them; he has all the information

which is to be considered by them.

C. C. SOULE. My views are contrary to

those of Mr. Crunden and agree with Mr.

Montgomery. From experience, it seems to

me to be very much the wisest way, for the li-

brary and the librarian, to have, first, a busi-

ness session of the trustees, and then call in the

librarian as soon as the affairs of the library

are to be discussed and the minutiae and busi-

ness operations to be taken up. This has worked

admirably at the Brookline Public Library, and

there is no distrust between the librarian and

the trustees. There are possibilities of mis-

understanding, which are avoided by that

method. I am still very strongly of opinion
that is far the best arrangement, especially as

the trustees are trustees, and the librarian is

not; he is no part of the trust, but a salaried

officer, and the trustees are responsible some-

times for very delicate conclusions.

Dr. B. C. STEINER read a paper on

THE COST OF PREPARING BOOKS IN PUBLIC

LIBRARIES.

(See p. 32.)

R. R. BOWKER. I think I was responsible at

a Council meeting some time ago for suggesting
the consideration of this subject, and I should

like to say a word on this very vital matter.

There is a feeling in the community that the

larger amount should be spent for new books;
and yet we all of us know it is more economical

and effective to spend money on the other side,

first putting books on the shelves and then cir-

culating them. At a later session the practical

question will be, How much can be saved by

practical co-operation in the largest sense ? I

think there is a very large opportunity for

economy in cataloging. Dr. Steiner's paper
serves as an admirable introduction to the sub-

ject, although it scarcely goes further; and I do

wish to impress upon the Association, and per-

haps chiefly upon a possible committee on li-

brary statistics, the desirability of getting this

subject threshed out. It is perfectly true that

there are a great number of matters which

enter into the question, much depending on the

size of the library, number of books bought in

any year, etc. But after making allowance for

this, we should, I think, be able through a sta-

tistical investigation to get some practical line

of guidance; and my own feeling is, that such

a practical and statistical investigation should

lead to the saving of a considerable sum of

money to libraries.

W.I.FLETCHER. I had hoped this paper

might assign certain proportions of the ex-

penses to cataloging, and another proportion to

the mechanical work, and so on. But, passing

by that, I should like to remind the Association

that some years ago a statement appeared in

one of the Boston papers in regard to the Bos-

ton Public Library, stating that it cost about $i

to catalog a book after it went into the library

and that the cost of the volume was perhaps not

much above that amount. The most Important

phase of this subject is the difficulty with which

we can assign the right proportions to one item

or another of this work.

Dr. STEINER. If you take all of the items

properly charged to the account, you cannot

prepare a book for the public in a circulating

library for less than dollar for dollar of the

price of the book. In a reference library with

more costly books the ratio would be less.

C.W.ANDREWS. I want to ask anybody
who can give figures on this subject to speak

out, because I am later to present a paper
where this will come in, and what is troubling
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me most is to get information as to the cost.

Until Dr. Steiner gave his paper, I had no defi-

nite information about what libraries were pay-

ing. I had tried to make them out from finan-

cial statements, but this was very unsatisfac-

tory. We spend 60 cents for actual cataloging,

of which fifteen cents go to the printer for the

cards.

Mr. CRUNDEN. That does not include

shelving?
Mr. ANDREWS. No. When you include

that, and accessioning, I think the cost would

come very close to Dr. Steiner's figures.

MELVIL DEWEY. What we want is to take

actual account of every process, and see what

it costs to accession and label books in a

library. The estimate of a librarian is very

likely to be astray. When we get down to

actual statistics we frequently find this. The
first thing is to get at the facts, and I shall be

disappointed if this Association, when it gets

those facts, cannot reduce the cost, whatever

it may be, by a fair amount. If this work is

going to cost dollar for dollar on the price of

the book, we had better fortify ourselves with

some mighty strong statistics, or we shall be

called down by the menwho arepayingthe taxes.

We have got to put into our library administra-

tion the same keen business sense needed in

business, that will reduce the cost a tenth of a

mill, if necessary. We are handling such vast

quantities of books through libraries nowadays
that I believe this matter of cost is the great

problem, and that nothing more practical can

be done than to appoint a committee to get at

t
he bottom of the facts down to dollars, cents,

and mills and I shall be much disappointed if

we don't find some opportunity to reduce the

cost.

C . K . BOLTON. It seems to me fair to charge
a dollar to get a popular book on the shelves

and into the hands of the reader, especially

when one considers the great difference in cost

between any manufactured product and the

raw material.

Mr. DEWEY. There was a time when a

book was a luxury ;
but it has now come to be

a necessity, and it must travel from the pro-
ducer to the consumer at the least possible

cost. We stand before the public and say :

" Books are no longer a luxury, but a necessity

of life, and are put into the hands of every

man, woman, and child at the least possible

cost." We want to give "The best reading for

the largest number at the least cost."

J. C. DANA. I want to protest very vigor-

ously against the conclusions of this paper

going out as our statement of the cost of pre-

paring books in a library. The title is :

" The
cost of preparing books in public libraries;" it

may give the impression that we accede to this

estimate that it costs a dollar to prepare every
book put into the library. As this whole matter

is merely a matter of assertion and denial, I

wish to deny, as strongly and emphatically as

anybody can, that it costs a dollar to prepare
a book for a public library.

R. R. BOWKER. May I bring into this dis-

cussion actual manufacturing experience ? In

handling a business amounting to about $2,000,-

000 a year, it became necessary that the minut-

est figures for unit of product should be known,
and they were known to me, month by month.

1 got them from the practical men handling
the several departments ;

and that result was

brought about by an application of the library
decimal system to practical business facts. In

other words, I made a classification on the lines

of the classification of books, with certain

modifications
;
and a piece of work that I hope

to take up on the library side is, the prepara-
tion of a schedule which will show to the

minutest detail the expenses of the several

divisions of a public library. I believe that

the preparation of library statistics in this direc.

tion will result in a large saving, and I don't

think the American Library Association can

give its time and thought to any subject more

likely to produce good results than this.

A. E. BOSTWICK read a paper on

VOLUMES AND CIRCULATION : A STUDY OF PER-

CENTAGES.

(See p. 29.)

Adjourned at 12.45 p.m.

FIFTH SESSION.

(CONVOCATION HALL, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,

MONDAY MORNING, JUNE n.)

The meeting was called to order by President

THWAITES at 10.30 a.m.

W. I. FLETCHER announced that the first

three numbers in the series of "
Library

tracts," authorized by the Atlanta Conference,
had been issued by the Publishing Board, and
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that numbers 2 and 3 were at hand for distri-

bution.*

R. R. BOWKER read the

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC DOCUMENTS.

(Set p. 91.)

The report and the accompanying resolutions

were adopted, and referred to the Council for

action.

J. C. DANA spoke on behalf of the

COMMITTEE ON CO-OPERATION WITH LIBRARY

SECTION OF THE NATIONAL EDUCA-

TIONAL ASSOCIATION.

I wish to bring sharply to your attention the

National Educational Association. This asso-

ciation, the largest organized body of teachers

in the world, now has a library department, a

department which is in some measure of our

creation. For its success we are to a modest

degree responsible, though it is, to be sure, now

well upon its feet. Through it we can, if we will,

get into close touch with many thousands of

teachers and secure their aid in our work.

I would not like to be considered as either

the Cato or the Jeremiah of this Association.

The titles are not deserved. No one among us

is more ready than I either to approve or to

prophesy good. Yet I would like for a moment

to call your attention to one or two things which

will lead us, perhaps, to think less highly of

our calling and our power in the world than we

usually do,

A leading member of the A. L. A. has said,

"The function of the library is the enrich-

ment and development of the entire com-

munity through the medium of the printed

page." The definition is a good one. But con-

sider for a moment what is in those words,
" the

printed page." They include, do they not? all

that is printed. And look frankly, I beg of

you, at all that is printed in this closing year of

the igth century. It begins with the yellow

journals which in a few of our leading cities

actually circulate more copies of the printed

page every day than all of the libraries in the

country circulate of good books in a whole

year. For myself, I am not such an opponent

* These tracts are : i. Why do we need a public library ?

3. How to start a public library, by Dr. G. E. Wire. 3.

Travelling libraries, by F. A. Hutchins. They may be

obtained of the A. L. A. Publishing Section, ioji Beacon

St., Boston, at 50. per single copy, or $2 per 100, express

unpaid.

of the yellow journal, as that term is generally

understood, as are many, if not most of you,
and therein I am the optimist and you are the

pessimists. The yellow journals, as I see

them in the hands of our brother-men in every

city and hamlet of our land, remind me often

of a saying of John Swinton's. In a lecture be-

fore a Boston audience not long ago he re-

marked that the greatest event in human his-

tory was when Cadmus brought letters to Cali-

ban; when the cylinder press and wood-pulp

paper made it possible to put a great penny il-

lustrated daily into the hands of even the poor-
est among men. These journals may be doing
some bad things. It is hard to say just what.

But certainly they are welding together with

the bond of common thoughts and ideas the

great masses of this country. They are not

degrading or debasing the tastes of our people,

as so many suppose. They are appealing to a

class to which the printed page never before ap-

pealed, a class which we through our libraries

can as yet scarcely touch. These journals
reach those who are just coming up into the

wider view. They are a step or two in ad-

vance, we may believe, of most of those who
read them. Readers are coming up by the mil-

lion from the levels of the unintelligent and the

uninterested, and as they come these journals

are at their hands and meet their awakening
interest and lead them into the broader view

and the 'clearer thought. Is this pessimism?
Rather, you will, I fear, say it is foolish optim-
ism. It is optimism, I know; but I think not

foolish. Consider with me, also, for a mo-

ment, the illustrated journals and the nickel li-

braries of what you call the yellow journal

class. Millions upon millions of these printed

pages, such as never come within the walls of

our libraries, are circulated every week in this

country and go into the hands of people young
and old whom we as yet never reach. Tousey,
and Street & Smith, and other like publishers,

have branch libraries for the distribution of

their publications on every street corner in

every city of our land. And through these

branches they circulate millions of their nickel-

shockers. These nickel books, too, are not as

bad as many of us think. They are perhaps

good reading for most of those who read

them. They are certainly part of the "
printed

page."
The people of the United States are being
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educated and elevated by the printed page, we

hope and trust. But the printed pages which

are thus enlightening our fellows do not come

through us and our libraries, save in very
small measure. The educational work we are

doing, compared with that being done by the cur-

rent press of the country, is as molehills to moun-

tains. Where this educational work is good
and much of it, remember, is taking letters from

Cadmus to Caliban let us rejoice; where it is

bad, let us try to counteract it. Where is our

best chance at this? Through the children;

and they can best be reached through the

teachers. Through the teachers we can come,

as I have already said, into close contact,

almost personal contact, every day with many
million of young people, our nascent citizens.

And what are some of the definite things at

which we can aim? For one, we can, with the

teacher's help, familiarize the children with

some of those things which are the common

heritage of our race, the old-time things in his-

tory, literature, myth, religion, and conduct,

which, being held by us in common, bind us

together, give us a national spirit and make of

us a people with a soul. Common knowledge
and common thoughts, these are the cement

which binds together the individual units into

society. They lead to the wish and the wisdom

to co-operate ;
and skill and willingness in co-

operation, these mark us as civilized, these are

civilization itself.

We can also, through the teachers, put good
books before the young people of the country,

before some of them at least, in such a way as

will enable them to learn a little of the possi-

bilities of clear thinking ; as will impress them

with the amount of careful observation and

calm reasoning that has been done in the

world ;
as will teach them to stay the hasty judg-

ment and the verdict of the passing emotion,

and so will make it less easy for them to feel,

for example, that the demagogue closes his

argument when he waves a flag. Not many
can think deeply ;

we trust that the most can

learn to think clearly. Not many can see far
;

the most we hope, can learn to see straight.

To send a vote of thanks to the National

Educational Association that they have estab-

lished and now maintain a library department,
and to say to them that we are more than will-

ing to co-operate with them and that we need

their help this seems a small thing to do, but

in its possibilities it is a large thing, and this is

what I beg you to do.

F. M. CRUNDEN. I take great pleasure in

rising to second the motion for a vote of

thanks from this Association to the National

Educational Association for the work it has

already done towards bringing about a closer

connection between schools and libraries, and

through the publication of its pamphlet on the

subject. I believe that we all realize that the

best work libraries can do is through the

schools. You must catch you readers early if

your work is to be most fruitful; the ear-

lier the better. I believe in beginning with

them even before they can read, and we are

quite sure that our best work is with the youngest
children. We are doing our best work with the

first four grades, because we believe the chil-

dren are most impressionable at that age, and,

indeed, after the first four grades a lot of them

go out of school altogether. We cannot hope
to realize the possibilities of the public library
unless we secure hearty co-operation between
libraries and schools, and I think one of the

best means of effecting this is by the distribu-

tion of this pamphlet prepared by a committee

of the N. E. A. It contains many interesting

articles relating to the establishment of public

libraries, and methods of co-operation between

libraries and schools. It is such & pamphlet as

we might have gotten out through our own
association ;

but as the N. E. A. has taken up
the task of publishing it, the best thing we
can do is to promote its circulation.

The motion offered by Mr. Dana was adopted.
F. M. CRUNDEN. I wish now to move that

this Association unite with the N. E. A. in the

distribution of the pamphlet on the relations of

public libraries and public schools. I under-

stand that many thousands of copies have

already been distributed; but I believe that few

of these have reached my neighborhood, and I

think I could get a copy into the hands of

almost every teacher in the city.

F. A. HUTCHINS. I second that motion. I

was fortunate enough to secure two or three

copies of the report, and they have saved me a

great amount of time. They give to the teach-

ers just the information they want, and they
will save time to busy librarians in answering

questions from teachers. I wrote to the state

school superintendents in our part of the world,

and two of them decided to reprint the reports,
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as the N. E. A. furnishes the plates without

coat, for distribution to the teachers. I pre-

sume librarians in other states might get their

department of education to do the same. Voted.

C. W. ANDREWS, in the absence of Dr. Bill-

ings, presented the

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON INTERNATIONAL CAT-

ALOGUE OF SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE.

Your committee regrets to be obliged to re-

port that Congress having failed to act upon
the recommendation of the Secretary of State,

to make the necessary appropriation to enable

the United States to be represented in the In-

ternational Catalogue of Scientific Literature,

it would seem not possible to have this govern-
ment officially connected with the matter at the

present time. The final conference is held in

London on June 12, 1900, and as delegates of

governments must, under the call, be charged
with full powers, no representative of the

United States will be present.

Should the London Conference decide upon
a plan and determine to begin the work on Jan.

I, 1901, it is not unlikely that if the request be

made, the Smithsonian Institution would con-

sent ad interim to undertake the cataloging of

American scientific publications for the catalog.

This, however, could hardly be looked upon
as a permanent arrangement, and it seems
most desirable that effective means should be

taken to secure favorable legislation from Con-

gress. JOHN S. BILLINGS.

C. W. ANDREWS.
CYRUS ADLER.

The report was accepted.
The

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON TRANSLITERATION OF
SLAVIC LANGUAGES

was read by title, and ordered printed.*

W. H. BRETT read the

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON SYSTEM OF LIBRARY

EXAMINATIONS AND CREDENTIALS.

Your committee on library examinations and
credentials beg to report that they regard it as

desirable to provide a means of discriminating
between thorough and correct training for li-

brary work, and that which is insufficient or

incorrect. The subject, however, involves cer-

tain practical difficulties and should be consid-

ered in connection with the subject of edu-

* This report will appear in a later issue of the Library
Journal.

cation for librarianship. They, therefore,

recommend that, in case the committee on li-

brary instruction which has been recommended
be appointed, the question of examinations and

credentials be further considered in connection

with their work, or in case this is not done, that

its further consideration be otherwise provided
for. WM. H. BRETT.

FRANK P. HILL.
The report was accepted.
An intermission of two minutes was taken,

during which those specially interested in ques-
tions of cataloging withdrew to attend a Cata-

logers' Round Table, held in one of the ad-

jacent halls. The general session then entered

upon the consideration of

CANADIAN LIBRARY AND LITERARY
TOPICS

which was opened by JAMES BAIN, jr., with a

paper on
CANADIAN LIBRARIES.

(See p. 7.)

Mrs. EDWIN HANSON read a paper, prepared

by Miss E. E. LAIDLAW, on

THE ABERDEEN ASSOCIATION.

(See p. 27.)

W. D. LIGHTHALL read a paper on

CANADIAN POETS AND POETRY.

(See p. 25.)

Dr. S. E. DAWSON read a paper on

THE PROSE WRITERS OF CANADA.

(See p. II.)

Adjourned at 1.15 p.m.

SIXTH SESSION.

(CONVOCATION HALL, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,
MONDAY AFTERNOON, JUNE n.)

President THWAITES called the meeting to

order at 2.30.

C. A. CUTTER read a paper on

PHOTOGRAPHS AND PHOTO-PRINTS : GETTING,

SHOWING, KEEPING.*

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

President THWAITES. The election of of-

fleers for the ensuing year will begin to-morrow

morning, at 9 o'clock, the polls closing at 10.30.

The chair appoints as tellers for the election, S.

H. Berry, of Brooklyn, and Charles E. Wright,
of Erie, Pa.

* Mr. Cutter's paper will appear in a later number of

the Library Journal,
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The meeting then entered upon the consider-

ation of

CO-OPERATIVE CATALOGING.

Dr. E. C. RICHARDSON, vice-president, chair-

man of the Co-operation Committee, presided,

and W. J. James acted as recorder.

Dr. RICHARDSON presented the

REPORT OF THE CO-OPERATION COMMITTEE

as printed in advance.

(See p. 71.)

He then reviewed the special features of the

report, bringing up the various recommenda-
tions of the committee for discussion and deci-

sion.

Recommendations i, 2, and 3 of section 5 of

the committee's report, regarding the relations

of the A. L. A. with the Institut International de

Bibliographic and with international co-opera-
tive work, were reviewed, and Dr. RICHARDSON
said : In connection with the sixth subject

co-operative cataloging it has been called to

my attention that in the University of Illinois,

where they require a thesis (similar to the very

good ones which have been published by the

State Library at Albany), two of these for this

year bear upon the subject of our cataloging :

" International bibliography, co-operative cata-

loging, and printed cards, 1850-1898," by T.

Jahr and A. J. Strohm ; and " Printed cata-

log cards and their value," by Ida E. Sawyer.
In connection with the practicability of these

for our work, I hope we shall be able to

include among our recommendations one to the

effect that some way be found of printing them
for our instruction, and I hope some one will

move to refer all these recommendations to

the proper committee for their consideration

and such action as they may see fit to take.

Voted, That the recommendations be ap-

proved and referred to the Council for con-

sideration and report.

Chairman RICHARDSON. Coming to the mat-

ter of co-operative cataloging, it has been

taken up by the Association so often that it will

not be necessary now to go into detail of the

economic wastefulness of duplicate cataloging.

Special attention has been given to the matter

this year, and the essence of the combined

wisdom of the committee, with such advice as

was from time to time given in various discus-

sions, is embodied in the two recommendations

in section 6 of the committee report. It is for

the sake of having a definite plan that this has

been submitted as a basis for our discussion at

this time. It has come to our knowledge that

there are various other propositions as to the

ways by which the thing can be done
; e.g., by

an individual great library, such as the Library
of Congress; or it might be undertaken by the

method proposed by Mr. Brett and Mr. Elmen-

dorf. I have also received a note from Mr.
Bowker on the possibility of commercial organ-
ization of the same work. The plan, so far as

we have outlined it, is given in the committee

report.

The matter of adjustment and organization
will be briefly discussed in papers by two or

three members of the committee before throw-

ing it open to general discussion. The gist of

the thing is in the resolution for getting some

way of reference to the Executive Board for

constituting a proper organization; so that we

get at something definite. Where there are at

least five schemes in the air, we want some-

thing which shall not let us fall between the

stools.

W. C. LANE made a

REPORT ON ADJUSTMENTS AND ORGANIZATION.

(Sef p. 80.)

T.L.MONTGOMERY. Has any comparison
been made as to the relative cost of cataloging

under the old system and under the printed

card system ? It seems to me if the order list

has to be made out, sent off, and received

again, and the cards compared with the list,

and classification, author number and subject

heading put upon the cards, there will be a

very small margin of economy, especially if

you take Into account the delay there will be in

printing the cards.

Chairman RICHARDSON. This is very much
to the point, and I have no doubt Mr. Andrews

will have something to say about it We
thought, however, of having the papers first,

and letting the discussion take place later.

C. W. ANDREWS gave a report on

CO-OPERATIVE CATALOGING: ESTIMATE OF COST.

(See p. 78.)

Miss A. B. KROEGER gave a report on

CO-OPERATIVE CATALOGING AND THE A. L. A.

RULES.

(See p. 73-)
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Miss NINA E. BROWNE spoke on

TH A. L. A. PUBLISHING SECTION AND CO-OPER-

ATIVE CATALOGING.

The first thing we realize in taking up these

cataloging questions is the failure of so many
to comprehend the difference between the es-

sential and the non-essential. Uniformity of

indention, fulness of entry, order of imprint,

etc., are in reality non-essentials, yet librarians

have said that co-operative cards cannot be

used in their libraries because they are not uni-

form with the forms already in use.

The use of a pseudonym on the co-operative
card as a main entry, when the library uses the

real name, or the use of a nobleman's title when
the library uses the family name, may possibly
be real obstacles, yet even these may be over-

come by a believer in co-operative work.

The real difficulty in using such a card is in

filing it in its proper place. If the real name is

to be the main entry and the card uses the

pseudonym, then mark it in some conventional

way so that the card may be filed under that

name rather than under the usual first name on

the card, e.g., Twain, Mark (pseud, of Clemens,

Samuel Langhorne}; file under Clemens.

On the printed cards have been given sug-

gestive subject headings, a non-essential which

is a stumbling-block to many a librarian, be-

cause the heads suggested do not harmonize

with those already in use. Why not treat them
as Charlotte Perkins Stetson did with Prejudice
in her poem?

"
I walked directly through it,

As if it wasn't there."

In revising the cataloging rules, the differ-

ence between a written and a printed card

should be considered. A reason which holds

good for a written card may still hold good for

just the opposite usage on a printed card. For

example: The A. L. A. rules give the place
and date as the last item of the imprint, that po-
sition being most conspicuous. The printed
card for the same reason gives them first of the

imprint items, because they begin a new line

and the type is chanced.
When the work is done by co-operating libra-

ries and edited at a central bureau, every
item which will help the editor should be given.
One great difficulty which the ed'tor encoun-

ters is that of identifying authc:s of articles

indexed by different libraries. Brackets, en

closing names or parts of names supplied, are

a great help, but have not been given in the

present series of periodical cards. The brack-

ets need not be conspicuous. Tiny light-faced

brackets placed on the line of the letters en-

closed will answer every purpose.
Another helpful bit of information, which

need not necessarily be printed, is giving the

title-page in full. Often the page gives the

author's name, followed by the names of two,
or three, or four of his works. Another book

gives the name in a different form, but followed

by "author of" with two or three titles, per-

haps the same as on the first book. This gives
the clue to the identity of the author of the

two books.

In a library where the books can be referred

to this information is not necessary, but to the

central bureau it takes the place of the books

and can be referred to in cases of doubt.

These illustrations show some of the special

difficulties which we have at present, and

perhaps discussion will bring out more.

W. I. FLETCHER. I suppose no member of

the Association has watched with keener inter-

est than myself our progress towards a meas-

ure of co-operative cataloging and our success,

in a certain measure. It is interesting to ob-

serve that we seem to be beginning where the

library conference in 1853 left off; and yet

there has been much progress in that time. We
ought to recognize how much we owe and art

likely to owe in the future to' the new inven-

tions, the linotype and the new method of

making electroplates. As to having books

cataloged in different places, it is really won-

derful that we have been able to produce as

good work as we have in the cards for serials,

as the result of cataloging work done in five

different libraries and adjusted in a central

office. We have achieved fair success in that,

but in order to get best results the work should

be done, from first to last, under one direc-

tion of authority. It is impossible to have

rules so exactly defined, and so exactly un-

derstood by different people, that we can

get sufficient good work in cataloging in differ-

ent places, and then have it brought together

satisfactorily. If we are satisfied with some

makeshift, why that might answer. I think

Mr. Andrew's opening remark is one we should

all subscribe to, viz.:
"

If it is going to be done,

we want it done in the best possible manner."
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Cannot we lay it down as a first principle that

we must have this work done as well as it can

be, and for that purpose the cataloging must

be done at a central bureau.

E. B. HUNT. The material or data which

would be perfectly feasible for a library of 25,-

000 or 50,000 volumes is wholly inadequate for

one of 400,000 or more, and the difficulty is that

it increases in proportion, geometrically or other-

wise. A card which would be satisfactory for a

library of 50,000 volumes would be unsatisfac-

tory for larger libraries
;
but all possible data

required for the books can do no harm in the

very smallest library, and therefore I believe

the very highest standard should be adopted,
not only one that will give a fair amount of in-

formation, but one that will give all informa-

tion possible. It is an awful thing to contem-

plate a change which affects 2,500,000 cards,

and, inasmuch as in our own library we have

our own cards, which are fairly satisfactory,

1 don't see how it is possible for the Boston

Public Library to go into this scheme very

largely. If there could be some understand-

ing by which the larger libraries might have

these books and analyze them, there is a field

in which the want might be met.

W. H. BRETT. I have been much interested

in listening to Mr. Hunt's remarks, because he

is connected with a library which has the lar-

gest and best equipped printing establishment

in the country. My belief has been that the

most practical co-operation would be a money
subscription to the central bureau, at which the

work could be done.

W. I. FLETCHER. It seems to me there Is

one aspect of this matter which is being over-

looked. I am not quite ready to follow Mr.

Hunt in saying the small library does not want

what the larger one does. We could not bene-

fit the library work of the country more than

by bringing to the catalogs of the small libra-

ries these best-of-all cards. If we can start such

a movement it will be the same as if we put
the best catalog in the country into these

small libraries. We shall be doing a great
benefit.

H. L. ELMENDORF. It is hardly necessary
for me to state my interest in this matter. I

don't think we can be called economists unt'1

we stop the present great waste in cataloging.
I can pledge the Buffalo Library (of course with

the consent of my board, of which I am sure,

on account of saving in administration in order

to provide funds) to the support of any plan

which receives the sanction of the wise heads

of the Association for cutting down this ex-

pense. The difficulties in the way have been

heretofore in finding a plan allowing libraries

to get the cards they wanted and not obliging

them to pay a large proportion of the cost of

printing the cards of larger libraries in which

they have no interest. Something should be

done to let them have their cards and perfectly

correct information. It seems to me the action

taken by this Association should be to arrange
for some practical test by which certain libra-

ries, buying practically the same books, should

contribute on some plan which may be devised,

and allow those who could use the cards to take

them the first year to get some test made of

the experiment.
S. H. BERRY. On behalf of one of the

smaller libraries, I wish to say we do want the

very best work that can be had. The smaller

libraries want the best work that can be had,

though I am not in a position to pledge our

library board to any definite support.

T. L. MONTGOMERY. I don't think there is

any library which would subscribe to the

scheme sooner than the Free Library of Phila-

delphia. In fact, I am sure we will heartily

support it
;
but it seems to me details would

have to be worked out very closely to save ten

cents. Of course the plate is a great advantage-
MELVIL DEWEY. It is quite clear that we

want better cataloging. We have talked about

it for 25 years. It appeals to trustees and busi-

ness men more than anything you can suggest.

Even if we are mistaken as to the amount of

saving, I think it would appeal to them. We
shall have to have a simple catalog, and if we
are going to do the thing, we shall have to

have it done in the best way. I would like a

show of hands or a rising vote: first, as to

those who feel pretty sure they will enter sub-

stantially upon this matter; second, as to those

who think they will be able to support it. If

there are only three or four who would take it

up, it would be a little discouraging; if we find

te, twelve, or thirteen, it would give us all

new courage. We don't want to talk it out

now and stop here; we have talked it over for

25 years. The essential thing is to find out

how many will join. If we can get enough to

settle the thing, then let us start the machinery
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and let each go in enthusiastically and try and

make it a success.

Chairman RICHARDSON. How many could

probably use these cards if they could order

what they want, with information enough on

them?
W. H. BRETT. May I suggest you ask first,

how many would probably take the entire set ?

Chairman RICHARDSON. We don't want

anybody to take the entire set unless they wish.

MELVIL DEWEY. Let's have a show of

hands on it. It won't take over three seconds

to see, and otherwise it might take an hour to

discuss it. I should think a complete set a

cheap investment, as a bibliographical aid,

giving a list of the rare books. Many would,

no doubt, buy these cards so that they could

have such a supplementary bibliographical list.

Chairman RICHARDSON. How many libra-

ries think it would be valuable to take the

whole series ? 8.

MELVIL DEWEY. Let us vote on how many
will take what they want.

W. C. LANE. When you put that vote you
had better mention a maximum price. How
many libraries would subscribe if the cards are

not over ten cents i

C. W. ANDREWS. Sixteen subscribers would

give us cards at five cents.

Chairman RICHARDSON. How many are

there here who think they could use these titles

on the basis of five cents maximum only the

titles they want? 54.

MELVIL DEWEY. How many librarians are

there here who, without pledging their trustees

or board, are pretty sure they could join with

the co-operating libraries?

C. W.ANDREWS. The question really is,

how many libraries are willing to make a pre-

paid subscription for the work the first year, at

the highest price, until the thing goes through ?

I think trustees might hesitate, as it were, to

make a subvention to the Association, or a gift

outright, to be returned later, but they would
not hesitate to authorize the subscription and

prepayment to the bureau, which would let it

go through, with the understanding that if for

any reason we ran against a snag they might

get a fair proportion of their money back.

Chairman RICHARDSON. How many libra-

ries think they would stand behind a subscrip-

tion at a higher price, so as to secure success?

H. L. ELMENDORF. I, for one, think the mat-

ter could be presented to my board of trustees

with success; and while I don't feel like pledg-

ing them, I think there is little doubt of it.

Chairman RICHARDSON. How many will

present the matter to their trustees in pretty

good hope that it will be agreed to ? 10.

MELVIL DEWEY. I move that we request
the Executive Board to put this co-operative

machinery into execution at once. We have

had enough responses to show that it can be

carried through. Voted.

C. W. ANDREWS. Probably the John Crerar

Library is more interested than any other in

the question of type and style. If we could in-

duce the Association in any way to follow our

lead, or rather Harvard's lead, if they would

adopt anything which would work in well with

the present linotype, we would be glad to pre-

sent to this Association copies of our linotypes.

We could start with 20,000 titles, covering the

last five years.

W. C. LANE. This is entirely too large a

subject for the Publishing Section alone, as at

present constituted, to handle. When it is

taken up by them and discussed, I shall prob-

ably recommend them to appoint a committee

to co-operate with them, on which committee

the libraries already using printed cards would

be represented. I am very much encouraged
at the large number who state that they would

be glad to take the printed cards if they might
select what they wanted. I would like to call

to your attention the fact that the Publishing
Board is now printing cards for the articles in

a considerable number of periodicals, some of

which are wholly special in their nature, and

naturally most of us don't want them; but the

list includes a great number of serial! and peri-

odicals which are found in all libraries, and I

have wondered why more don't subscribe to

them.

Adjourned at 5.13 p.m.

SEVENTH SESSION.

(CONVOCATION HALL, PRESBYTERIAN COLLEGE,
TUESDAY MORNING, JUNE 12.)

The meeting was called to order by Presi-

dent THWAITES at 10.30 a.m.

AMENDMENT TO CONSTITUTION.

Secretary CARR. The Council recommends

to the Association the adoption of the following
amendment to the constitution:
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Amend Section 17 by striking out the words

"of the Association
" where they occur in the

ninth line thereof, so that the section shall

read:

17. Duties. The council shall adopt by-
laws for the association. It shall nominate of-

ficers of the association and trustees of the en-
dowment fund, and shall include on a printed
ballot other nominations filed with the secretary
by five members of the association 24 hours be-
fore the election. It may, by a two-thirds

vote, establish sections of the association.
It may, by a two-thirds vote, promulgate
recommendations relating to library matters,
and no resolutions except votes of thanks and
on local arrangements shall be otherwise pro-
mulgated.

President THWAITES. Under the constitu-

tion this amendment will hare to come up one

year hence for ratification, due notice being

given by the secretary before next year's meet-

ing. Voted.

INVITATION FOR 1903.

Secretary CARR announced from the Los An-

geles Public Library and from the Chamber of

Commerce of Los Angeles an invitation to the

American Library Association to hold its meet-

ing for 1903 in Los Angeles. Voted, That the

Association express its thanks to the board of

directors of the Los Angeles Public Library for

the extension of this invitation.

F. M. CRUNDEN presented the

REPORT OF COMMITTEE ON RESOLUTIONS.

Resolved, That the gratitude of this Associa-
tion be expressed to Mr. Andrew Carnegie for

a munificence without parallel toward public li-

braries, in their establishment, extension, and
maintenance. Mr. Carnegie ever bestows his

benefactions with wisdom as well as with a lav-

ish hand, seeking to enlist public co-operation
with his personal initiative; and, aa far as the

pressure of his labors may permit, he follows

with paternal interest and aids by sagacious
counsels the fortunes of the many foundations
which have risen from his bounty. And be-

yond the broad bounds of his own large gifts
he has been happy in impressing other gener-
ous men with the conviction that no benefaction
has worthier or more abundant fruit than a

public library judiciously planned and wisely
administered.

Voted, by a rising vote.

Resolved, That the American Library Associ-
ation desires to place on record this expression
of sincere thanks to McGill University and to

the other institutions and individuals who have

co-operated in the cordial reception tendered to

the Association during its conference in Mon-
treal, which combined in so happy a manner
French graciousness with British heartiness:

To Principal Peterson, the Governor and
Fellows of the University and the affiliated col-

leges, for their warm welcome and the gener-
ous hospitality which not only provided suit-

able places of meeting but also carefully looked
after the material comfort of their numerous
guests;
To Librarian Gould, for his untiring and suc-

cessful efforts for the welfare and enjoyment of

every membr;
To the Committee of the Westmount Public

Library and the Mayor and Council of West-
mount, for the delightful afternoon reception
in their beautiful library grounds;
To the Committee and Librarian of the Bar of

Montreal for the entertainment and instruction

derived from our visit to their interesting li-

brary; to the Hon. Justice Baby and the Nu-
mismatic and Antiquarian Society of Montreal,
for the greatly appreciated opportunity to view
the quaint Chateau de Ramezay and the valu-

able collections therein contained;
To the Montreal Royal Golf Club and to the

Dean and Faculty of the College of Medicine,
for their courteous invitations;
To the Rev. Arthur Edward Jones, S. J., Li-

brarian and Archivist, for the remarkable ex-
hibition of manuscripts and rare books illustra-

tive of the history of New France, particularly
of the work of the Jesuits therein, loaned from
the archives of the College of St. Mary; and to

the Hon. Justice Baby, Mr. J. B. Learmont,
and Mr. W. D. Lighthall, for the loan of old
and valuable books which enhanced the interest

of the collection.

To the Hon. Senator and Mrs. Drummond,
Mr. James Ross, Sir William and Lady Van
Home, and the Montreal Art Association, for

extending to our members the privilege of their

galleries of artistic treasures; and to our hosts in

general for the various delightful excursions
and social functions provided for our enter-
tainment.
While the Montreal Conference will be noted

in the annals of the Association for large at-

tendance, profitable papers and discussions, and
important action, as our first meeting on Can-
adian soil it will be especially memorable for

the hospitality of our brethren of the Domin-
ion, whose fraternal regard we so heartily re-

ciprocate.
Voted, by a rising vote.

S. H. BERRY, on behalf of the tellers, an-
nounced the

ELECTION OF OFFICERS.

The result of the balloting was reported as
follows:

President: Henry J. Carr, 107.

ist Vice-president: Dr. Ernest C. Richardson,

US-
zd Vice-president: Mrs. S. C. Fairchild, 114.

Secretary: Frederick W. Faxon, 116.

Recorder: Helen E. Haines, 114.
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Treasurer: Gardner M. Jones, 116.

Trustee of Endowment Fund: George W.

Williams, 82.

A. L. A. Council: Charles C. Soule, 113;

Charles H. Gould, in; James K. Hosmer, 109;

Herbert Putnam, 107; Miss Caroline M. Hew-

ins, 104; Miss Katherine L. Sharp, 104; James
L. Whitney, 104; Frank P. Hill, 103; George

lies, 101.

W. J. JAMES. There should be some vote

determining the election of the Council: five

members are to be elected for five years, one

for four years, one for three, and so on. Two
or three have the same number of votes, and I

therefore move that the Executive Board settle

the term of office for the members so tied.

Voted.

Adjournment was taken at 11.40, subject to

the further call of the chair.

The final session of the Montreal Conference

was held on the evening of Saturday, June 16,

on board the steamer Canada. The meeting
was called to order at 9.20 p.m. by President

THWAITES, and Secretary CARR presented the

following supplementary

RESOLUTIONS OF THANKS.

Resolved, That the American Library Associ-

ation tenders its sincere thanks to J. D.

Guay, Esq., Mayor of Chicoutimi, P. Q., for

his kindly courtesy toward the Association

upon the occasion of its recent visit to that

picturesque community; to President William

Wood, and other members of the Literary and
Historical Society of Quebec, for their cordial

hospitality during the Association's visit to

the places of historic interest in and around

Quebec; to the Richelieu & Ontario Naviga-
tion Co., and its representatives upon the

steamers Canada and Carolina, for their admir-
able treatment of the Association party from

beginning to end of the journey; and particu-

larly to Mr. C. H. Gould, librarian of McGill

University Library, for his unwearied efforts

on behalf of this post-conference tour, which

largely owing to his superior management and
constant thoughtfulness has been one of the

most successful in the history of the Associa-

tion.

The resolutions were adopted by a rising

vote; and the 22d general conference of the

American Library Association was declared

adjourned.

COLLEGE AND REFERENCE SECTION.

/^\N Friday morning, June 8, a meeting of
^^^

the College Section was held, devoted to

consideration of phases of College and Reference

Work.

The meeting was called to order at 10.45 in

one of the lecture halls of the Presbyterian

College, McGill University, by Dr. E. C. RICH-

ARDSON, chairman.

Dr. E.G. RICHARDSON. While the members
are coming in let me offer you three things : An
observation, a parable, and a conundrum. The
observation is this, that the library profession

is not a profession in the sense of law and med-

icine, but is a profession in the sense of teach-

ing, comprising, as it does, all grades from the

primary school to the teaching of lawyers
and doctors. The parable is this : There were

three librarians who started out to catch a

train; one had too much dignity to walk fast,

one would walk fast, but his dignity would not

let him run, the third could run in case of an

emergency. The one who could run got there,

the others didn't. The moral of this is, that

there is a disjointed hand, a library hand, and an

ordinary running hand. If you have plenty of

time the disjointed hand is the best, if not

anything that will get you there is best, even

a running hand. The conundrum is :
" What

is a pamphlet ?"

W. I. FLETCHER. I would like to ask if we

can't have discussion immediately after the read-

ing of each paper ? It would be much better to

allow a proper amount of time for immediate

discussion of each subject after the paper.

The chairman ruled that discussion might
follow each paper.

J. T. GEROULD read a paper on

THE CARE OF SERIAL PUBLICATIONS.

(See p. 44.)

S. H. BERRY. It seems to me better to leave

periodicals and continuations on the shelves,

because they are easier to be got at when
wanted. And I also find it an advantage to

have a linen tape to tie them with before they

go to the bindery so that they won't get creased.

E. C. RICHARDSON. I was just going to ask

Dr. Billings what it has been possible for him
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to do in this connection at the New York
Public Library.

Dr. JOHN S. BILLINGS. We receive about

3500 periodicals, and they are all kept in the peri-

odical room until the volume is completed, or

until it is definitely ascertained that it is not

going to be completed, and from this they go to

the binder, with the exception of the reports of

various institutes, etc., which are treated as

Mr. Gerould has suggested. We index about

700 of our periodicals, and for this we use

cards upon which is stamped a statement that

this is a magazine article and that the reader

should call for the magazine.
S. H. BERRY. There is another point, the

advantage of arranging periodicals in just the

same order that they are arranged in " Poole's

index." It is a great disadvantage when attend-

ants waiting upon the public are unable to find

the previous issue of a periodical, and to know

just where to find them is a great help. We
have also indexed many technical works, not

included in the general indexes, but we arrange
them in the same way, except they are not in

the catalog and another set of indexes are kept

separate for them.

W. C. LANE. Some one has said that instead

of scattering all loose articles which relate to

one subject it is better to bring them together

into one place. I approve of that scheme and

have applied that plan myself. It is better to

bring them together in one collection, as it

gives the special student the advantage of see-

ing most of the special periodicals, and at the

same time there is an important end to be

gained by bringing the periodicals together so

that elementary students and students in other

fields may see what they are, and get an idea

of what others are doing. One other thing

Mr. Gerould noticed is the asking for missing
numbers and the method of their record. We
have a plan, which has now been in operation

for over a year, and we find it works well. We
ask for missing numbers at the time the ac-

knowledgments are sent for gifts of course I

am not speaking of current periodicals sub-

scribed for, but society reports, and state re-

ports, and publications which are received con-

stantly by gift. We have lately developed a

series of cards for recording such publications,

the cards for books being somewhat different

from those for the periodicals or continuations.

We find them a great convenience. In the

first place, the scheme being just started, the

record opens with a schedule of what the

library already has
;
as successive parts come

in record is made of these parts, and if any
number is discovered to be missing a request is

sent for that number in acknowledging the gift.

One other point I would like to ask Mr.

Gerould a little further about. I do not quite

understand in what cases he made entry on the

cards in the catalog of independent numbers.

I think it better to avoid entering upon cata-

log cards independent numbers, or numbers of

current continuations, so as to avoid either

taking the cards out or meddling with the cat-

alog.

J. T. GEROULD. We enter everything ex-

cept what is known ordinarily as a periodical

on the supplementary card in the catalog.

This supplementary card is arranged in such a

way that it does not conflict with the main en-

try and can be removed more easily, and it will

easily go back in its place. We do not use the

card for monthly publications and quarterly

publications, or anything of that sort, but we
should use it for reports of societies, state re-

ports and publications of that nature.

C. K. BOLTON. I would like to ask Mr.

Gerould what he does in the case of annuals?

We have had two or three cases lately, as I

suppose every library has, where annuals do

not come. In one case an annual came in just

a month before the next issue was due.

S. H. BERRY. I find it is useful to go through
our lists and find out what is due about a cer-

tain time, and if it is overdue to send a postal

card. I allow a couple of weeks for receiving
overdue papers or periodicals, and if they don't

arrive, I then send out a notice calling atten-

tion to the fact.

F. B. GAY. I hoped that Mr. Gerould would

tell us something of how the large libra-

ries collect title-pages and indexes. We
waste money and time, which is more than

money, in getting title-pages and indexes

from foreign publishers. Those publishers
take our money in advance, thus with a con-

tract implied that they will furnish us complete

volumes, and you sometimes cannot get the

title-page and index without paying a consid-

erable sum. I would urge the American Library
Association to start a crusade against these

publishers and compel them to furnish us, with-

out so much added trouble and expense, with
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the title-pages and indexes of the periodicals

that we purchase from them. Take for instance

the Antiquarian you see in the March or

April number that the title-pages or indexes of

such a year in the past will be sent on the

receipt of twopence. It will cost you at least

five cents to send for it, and it will take perhaps
a dollar's worth of time before you get it.

Mr. FLETCHER. I wonder what the Colum-
bia University Library does about its own

university publications. I remember writ-

ing to the publishers and there was no re-

sponse, but I supposed that there had been no

title-pages and indexes prepared. Another

time I wrote to another publisher on the sub-

ject, and he replied that there was no index

prepared for the volumes in question, but re-

ferred me to one of the professors of the col-

lege, who replied that for the university he had

typewritten tables of the contents and that he

advised me to do the same. I did it.

C. W. ANDREWS. I would like to add a

word to what Mr. Fletcher has said. I have in

my mind at the moment the name of the firms

of P. S. King & Co. and the Macmillan Co.

If you waat a title-page or an index from them

you have generally got to write for it every

time, and they won't take a general statement

that when you order the periodicals you always
want the indexes and title-pages. You have" to

ask for each one separately.

Mr. BOLTON. I once spoke to a New York

publisher about this matter, and he said that

nine-tenths of the people who read the maga-
zines never looked at the indexes, and that

therefore it was of no interest to them whether

there was an index or not.

A. H. HOPKINS. I wonder if something could

not be done to induce publishers to send title-

pages in a proper way. They generally send

them rolled up in soft paper, and as they are

not carefully handled in transit they are not in

very good shape to put in the volume when
we receive them.

Mr. GAY. Why could we not try to boycott

offending publishers, and say that we won't sub-

scribe to their periodicals unless they furnish

us properly with title-pages ? This ought to be

effective.

Miss I. E. LORD. Don't you think it would be

better, before paying the bill for periodicals, to

get all the title-pages, etc., that are wanted, and

if you get them through an agent to tell him in

advance that you want these title-pages, and

that you must have them if he expects to be

paid for his periodicals ?

Miss E. E. CLARKE. It seems to me that the

way in which the Association could bring the

most influence to bear upon publishers is by
each member individually writing to the pub-
lisher and finding out if there is no title-page or

index. I have in mind at the present moment
the case of Harpers' Bazar, which has changed
its form from a folio to an ordinary octavo in

the middle of a volume. This, I think, is a

much more serious matter than difficulties with

title-pages or indexes, and I would like to in-

quire how many libraries have done what I

have not done, written to the publishers, com-

plaining of this and calling their attention to

the fact that it is a bad thing for the Bazar.

A show of hands demonstrated that four of

those present had entered such complaint.
CHARLES MARTEL. It has not infrequently

happened that I have had a volume of a peri-

odical supposedly with the title-page missing
and with the index missing also, and have ac-

cidentally found these to be in the last issue

somewhere, but not at the end nor at the be-

ginning. The person in charge of the periodi-

cals had simply missed finding them.

T. L. MONTGOMERY. This question of in-

dexes is apparently an interesting one, but,

with the class of indexes that we are at present

getting, as far as I am concerned the volume is

quite as complete without an index as with one.

If the American Library Association could do

anything to have the quality of indexes im-

proved, it would be doing something much
more effective than complaining of their unsat-

isfactory delivery.

Mrs. M. C. SPENCER. In regard to writing to

publishers, I have written many appealing let-

ters, full of pathos and sentiment, and I have
never received any response except perhaps a

card saying that there was no title-page or

index. I do not think you can work on the

sympathies of publishers.

JOHNSON BRIGHAM. I do not think an indi-

vidual protest amounts to much. Three men

may go out from any legislative assembly and

go away and keep on talking individually, and
their talk will not amount to much; but if they

go out as a company or an association and then

go back as representatives of that association

they will be heard. Now I think we might
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learn a lesson from the politicians and send a

joint and united request rather than keep on

writing individually and waiting indefinitely

for a response.

Dr. RICHARDSON. Certainly, we shall make
a united protest through the committee on this

subject, of which Mr. Fletcher is chairman.

Dr. STBINER. I wish to call attention to a

point which should have been noted before.

It is the diabolical habit of some publishers
of preparing American editions of English

periodicals under different dates. The Strand

does this, and there are several others, but

CasselVs family Magazine and the Illustrated

London News, I believe, do not. There are,

however, several others which are very nearly
as bad in giving the same date to numbers that

do not contain the same material at all.

E. P. VAN DUZEE read a paper on

REFERENCE WORK IN THE GROSVENOR LIBRARY.*

Miss ISABEL ELY LORD read a paper on

THE COLLEGE VS. UNIVERSITY LIBRARY.

(See p. 45.)

Dr. RICHARDSON. We have among us to-

day Mr. Andrews, of the John Crerar Library.
Mr. Andrews represents one of those libraries

alluded to by Mr. Van Duzee, and I want Mr.

Andrews to make a few remarks.

Mr. ANDREWS. It is true that I am in

charge of one of the few libraries similar to

the Grosvenor Library, but while the scope of

such libraries is rather limited, they present

just the same problems and they cater to nearly

the same classes of the population as the more

general libraries. This fact leaves me in the

position of the man in the House of Commons
who always rose and said "ditto to Mr.

Burke." As I listened to Mr. Van Duzee's

paper, I noted that it gave as much infor-

mation about the reference work of the John
Crerar Library as it did about that of the

Grosvenor. Still there are two points on

which I would like to lay a little additional em-

phasis, as I think that they are of special im-

portance.
The first is one of cordial agreement with

Mr. Van Duzee's statement that no library is

complete without a catalog in three forms,

author, subject index, and classed catalog.

The usual assumption is that the classed cata-

*Thjs paper was not furnished for publication.

log is a substitute for the alphabetical subject

catalog, and I believe that most of the Library

Association think that it is a rather bad substi-

tute. Our own experience has been directly to

the contrary. We have a very wide range of

reading, and the readers in all circles find the

classed catalog easy to understand and easy to

use. Still it is not complete without the sub-

ject index. You all know that I am in favor

of the printed cards, and It is the printed

card which makes it possible, without too great

expense, to have these three forms in our cata-

log. You will find our solution of the problem
in the sample catalog which is on exhibition in

the library collection, and I think will find

sufficient detail given there.

The other point on which I wish to speak is

one where I differ with Mr. Van Duzee. I do

not believe that perfectly open shelves in a

large collection of books is advantageous to

the reader. Miss Lord's paper has brought out

the matter so well that it is not necessary to

dwell upon it. There is great danger of an in-

experienced reader being misled by out-of-date

books, and where a great amount of time is

spent in securing the best books they should be

shelved in a way to emphasize the distinction

between them and the great majority of works

in a library. Therefore, I believe that Mr.

Foster's plan of a standard library is a better

solution of the problem than unrestricted ac-

cess to the shelves. It is in that line that we

are working at the John Crerar Library. I

would like to have something like 10,000 vol-

umes of the best books in the library made

available to the public without the slightest

formality; then we would not have to answer

in detail the question, "What do you consider

the best books on botany ?" or "the best refer-

ence books on zoSlogy ?" but simply send peo-

ple to the shelves to find out for themselves.

We have prepared a bulletin, the first printed

from our electrotypes of titles used in the card

catalog, giving this collection as it stands at

present. It is expressly stated in the preface,

however, that this edition is issued only to ob-

tain criticisms and suggestions for the improve-

ment of the collection. We hope that the

second edition will contain the best 3000 vol-

umes in the different lines of our work.

One other point on which I differ from Mr.

Van Duzee is the desirability of the establish-

ment of the departmental system. So far as I
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can learn the general tendency in reference

libraries now is away from it. There was a

time, a few years ago, when we all considered

the question of the departmental system for

university libraries, and when it was strongly

urged for reference libraries in general. My
own experience, however, is that while the

plan may be the ideal one and may be neces-

sary in certain lines, as, for instance, Medicine

and Patent Reports, where it is desirable to

separate a certain definite class of readers, yet
it seems to me that in general the tendency is

toward the plan of the British Museum Reading
Room as the most economical in administration

and most desirable for its general results.

I will close by entering my objection to the

division by which Miss Lord excluded the li-

braries of the Institutes of Technology from

university libraries. The Germans are not

wrong when they call such institutes technical

universities. If an institution does research

work, if it increases knowledge in the sciences

and the arts, its real spirit is that of a univer-

sity. I believe that the research work done at

the Massachusetts Institute of Technology is

the crown of its work, and that it is catered for

by its library as a university library would
cater for the research work of its instructors

and students.

Mrs. SPENCER. In regard to the withdrawal
of books, I would like to ask some questions.
In the Michigan Law Department as well as in

the Michigan State Library, of course we have
a large number of law books which, from a^com-
mercial standpoint would be perhaps of no great

value, but as a history of the development of the

law from its foundation to the present time these

books have a value beyond all calculation. It

has been a fixed plan in the Michigan State Li.

brary never, under any circumstances, to with-

draw any one of those books from the shelves;
it would be considered a damage to the library.
We have sometimes eight or nine or ten edi-

tions of the one text-book and every one of the

old editions is religiously put away and kept for

reference and as a historical study for law stu-

dents.

As regards text-books, it would seem to me
that every text-book has a certain amount of

historical value. I know that collections of old

text-books sometimes bring large prices from
the very fact that they are considered valuable

in that line, and it seems to me that it would be

contrary to the spirit of library work to with-

draw those books from any library.

Miss LORD. In the first place, I said in my
paper that the Institute of Technology is, as

Mr. Andrews suggested, doing university

work. To its being called a technical univer-

sity, I have no objection whatever, but at the

same time I hardly think that it can be called a

university in the sense that the " studium gen-
erale" implies. And in the second place I cer-

tainly agree with Mrs. Spencer that old text-

books should be kept for historical interest, but

not for reference the question is different.

Mr. FLETCHER. In regard to the relation of

the alphabetical subject catalog and the classi-

fied form, I would like to speak of some recent

experimenting of mine, which seems to point to

excellent results. Having given our readers

in the delivery room copies of the shelf-lists in

many departments to be used as class-lists, we

have withdrawn from the dictionary subject

catalog all the cards under such subject head-

ings as form divisions in the class-lists, substi-

tuting for them a mere reference to the class-

lists. For examples of such headings I would

refer to Sun, Moon, Venus, etc., in astronomy.

Ultimately we hope to reduce very considerably
the pressure on the card catalog by thus divid-

ing the burden between it and the class-lists.

Mr. ANDREWS. I do not like to rise again,

but want to say "ditto" to Mr. Fletcher. I

have had the honor of the same solution of the

problem.
W. C. LANE. I think a little light has been

thrown on this point by the subject index of

the Harvard College Library. This index is

practically what a dictionary index would be

except that it is made of references instead of

entries. Now, there are comparatively few en-

tries there which do not refer to more than one

part of the class catalog, and, as I understand

Mr. Andrews, his plan and purpose is to bring

these entries, which are not together, into one

place in the class catalog, side by side under the

dictionary heading; in the other cases where

only one reference would be necessary, every-

thing would be found in the catalog.

Just a word in regard to the question of ex-

clusion. It seems to rno that Miss Lord and

Mrs. Spencer are both right. Miss Lord's re-

marks apply to small libraries whether they are

college libraries or general libraries, and these

should unhesitatingly exclude books which du-
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plicate those already on their shelves, or books

which are offered which they do not need. And
I hardly think it a wise plan to keep every text-

book, because these keep on increasing in num-
ber indefinitely and there would be no space for

them unless a library had unlimited room, and

no library has that; but it is not necessary to

burn them. If there is any college or other li-

brary which has made a practice of collecting

and keeping all those old text-books, these text-

books should be turned over to them.

W. P. CUTTER. The law of the United

States absolutely forbids the destruction of

public property except by a board of condemna-
tion. It must be sold or given away, other-

wise it is impossible to exclude a book once it

has got into the shelves of a public library, ex-

cept it is voted out by three men. In regard to

the placing together of a number of periodicals

or continuation parts that will be completed
some time in the next century, I leave every-

thing on the shelves except the current number
of the periodical. There is only one classifica-

tion and there is only one place to put them. I

have no reference library or special collections

and this is the only method that I know about.

E. B. HUNT. As regards the periodicals on

the shelves, our method was to leave them on

the shelves tied up in bundles until we had the

complete volume; but we were constantly los-

ing one or more numbers, they were a source

of unending trouble, and finally we adopted
the system that everything which is included

in books, bound volumes and parts, is kept
in one room for preservation, the current

numbers only being on the shelves. We
make a note in our catalog to the effect that the

current numbers of such a. periodical are on the

shelves, but that the back numbers are to be

found in the periodical room. We do this par-

ticularly in the case of the scientific and tech-

nical works. We find that keeping the current

numbers on the shelves is difficult.

C. K. BOLTON. We have a sort of a duplicate

system in our library. As soon as we get a

new edition of one book we take the other and

put it upstairs, so that upstairs we have a du-

plicate collection of books that are rarely used

or are somewhat out of date. This would meet

some of the difficulties mentioned by Miss Lord

or Mr. Andrews.

Miss CLARKE. Miss Lord's paper urges all

college librarians to get rid of everything that

they do not want and that is rather anti-

quated. I think this is very bad advice

indeed, because we do not know how far

a library or a college is going to de-

velop. In Vermont we are a university,

and we call ourselves a university, though
Miss Lord would not call us one; but the

difference between a college and a univer-

sity is mainly a matter of funds, and we have

generous friends who are worth many millions

of dollars and may die within the next fifteen

years, and so we may find ourselves a univer-

sity, even according to Miss Lord's definition.

What Miss Lord has advocated is sending

books which we do not want to some library

which makes a specialty of them. Now we do

not approve of speciaities in libraries. We
think they are not desirable. Although we have

never bought a genealogical book, we take

everything that is offered to us, because we

think that we may some time have funds to de-

velop such a department quite as valuable as

that of any other library.

Dr. STEINER. Regarding the question of

the exclusion of books, it seems to me that the

librarian is rarely competent to do much ex-

cluding unless he is a specialist, because the

subject of exclusion is a very important matter.

It frequently happens in different editions of

books that a certain edition is valuable for

some special reason and it may often happen
that a later edition is not as valuable as an

earlier edition of the same book. Take for ex-

ample the well-known legal text-book, Smith's

"Leading cases." Any librarian will tell you
that the ninth and the current editions are not

as valuable as the eighth edition because of the

different editors. The man who edited the

ninth edition is not as able a man as the one

who edited the eighth edition. But unless I

happened to find that out I would take the

eighth edition out of my library and keep the

ninth edition. It is the same in many other

works where we may put aside a valuable edi-

tion of a work and keep on our shelves one

that although later is not as valuable. It seems

to me that this is a matter that should be gone
about in a very careful manner.

Dr. BILLINGS. I am very much disposed to

agree with Miss Lord as to the policy to be

adopted in college libraries. As Dr. Steiner

says there are certain editions of text-books

and other books which are more valuable than
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others, and it is true that a complete collection

of editions has a historical value. In the Wash-

ington Medical Library I have placed series of

ten, twelve, or fourteen editions of books no one

of which has any special value. But the gen-
eral principle enunciated by Miss Lord, re-

garding the collection of the college library,

and even of the small general library, is the

same as that enunciated by Mr. Adams in re-

gard to the Quincy Library, that it is not where
books on special subjects are piled up that they
will be the most use, but that it is where they
will be called for.

I do not care to have a long series of editions

of text-books on arithmetic in the New York
Public Library when I know that Columbia has

a special line of books on that subject, and
while we do get the principal books and do
take the principal journals relating to educa-

tion, as called for by the association of teach-

ers, we are perfectly willing to do without an

elaborate display of old and worn out text-

books in this line. Out of date editions of com-
mon text-books are of no practical use in most

libraries, but they give the attendants trouble

in taking care of them.

With regard to the departmental system, its

success must depend greatly on the users and
on the plan of the building. We have adopted

it for certain lines; for example, Hebrew liter-

ature and Jewish history, which are in great

demand by a special class of readers and re-

quire an attendant having special knowledge

and accomplishments. The same is true as

regards Slavic literature. When we get the

new building arranged we will have a special

place for our books and documents in con-

nection with American history, which are now

in the general library, and which it is not de-

sirable for many reasons to place in the general

reading room.

In regard to the catalog question, I should

say that the plan described by Mr. Andrews of

having a class catalog, an index catalog, and an

author catalog is the correct one if the arrange-

ments are made by means of printing, and if it

can be afforded it is a wise expenditure. As re-

gards the printing of class-lists in sufficient

quantities to be available for readers, it is a

great convenience, as then a searcher may
have a dozen titles before him at once, and

there is a great satisfaction in being able to see

groups of titles, as in the British Museum Cat-

alogue, instead of having to turn over card

after card.

W. I. FLETCHER was elected chairman of the

Section for the ensuing year, and the meeting

adjourned at 12.50 p. m.

LARGE LIBRARIES SECTION.

*T*WO meetings of the Large Libraries Section

were held, one a joint meeting with the

Trustees' Section, conducted as a regular ses-

sion of the conference (see p. 131), the other a

meeting devoted to the consideration of

OPEN SHELVES IN THE LIGHT OF
ACTUAL EXPERIENCE.

This meeting was held on the evening of

Friday, June 8, under direction of W. H. BRETT
and Dr. B. C. STEINER, respectively chairman

and secretary of the section.

The meeting was called to order in Convoca-

tion Hall of the Presbyterian College, at 8.45,

by W. H. BRETT, who said : This is the third

annual meeting of the Large Libraries Section,

the first having been held at Lakewood in 1898,

and the second last year at Atlanta. The sec-

tion was organized for the purpose of discuss-

ing questions which have to be met by those in

charge of libraries which are large enough to

require division into departments and extend

their work by branches. The meetings of the

section thus far have been devoted to such

questions.

Dr. B. C. STEINER read a paper, by S. S.

GREEN, entitled

TO WHAT CLASSES OF LITERATURE, IF ANY,
SHOULD ACCESS BE ALLOWED?

(See p. 34.)

T. L. MONTGOMERY. It is impossible that

this paper should go on record without some

objection being made to it. I don't think it

makes any point worthy of consideration, ex-

cept as it touches on literature for children. I

see nothing in it that calls for closed shelves ;
I

ee no argument for saying that certain portions
of every library are shut off from the public.

That is done in open access libraries purely for
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the reason that the books are either valuable, in

which case it would be silly to expose them un-

necessarily, or that they are not needed by the

general reader. I don't think Mr. Green's

point in regard to making thieves has any value.

You might as well argue for locking a child in

a room so that he will not steal. If there is

any good reason for supposing free access to

shelves to be a failure, I would like to know it.

I have the honor to be a trustee of a library

that is circulating more books to-day than any
other library in the world. It is an open access

library, and, as far as I have anything to say in

the matter, and as far as Mr. Thomson is con-

cerned, it will remain open until some good
reason for closing the shelves is given.

Dr. J. S. BILLINGS. It would be better to

postpone discussion until all the papers are

read, as there are some different aspects of the

subject to be presented. I wish to say, in Mr.

Green's absence, that he is perfectly correct,

within limits, in saying that open shelves hold

out inducements to theft, and teach some chil-

dren to steal. But many of the children may
be thieves in the first place, and it is an open

question whether a dozen thieves are not coun-

terbalanced by the highly increased moral char-

acter that may be developed in the rest of the

children.

W. E. FOSTER read a paper on

ACCESS TO A "STANDARD LIBRARY."

(See p. 36.)

H. L. ELMENDORF read a paper on

ACCESS TO A "SELECTED LIBRARY:" THE
BUFFALO PLAN.

(See p. 38.)

A. E. BOSTWICK read a paper on

DUTIES AND QUALIFICATIONS OF ATTENDANTS IN

OPEN-SHELF LIBRARIES.

(See p. 40.)

In the absence of P. B. WRIGHT his paper on

CHARACTER OF PERMITTED ACCESS TO THE
SHELVES

was not read. It is printed elsewhere. (See

P- 350
Dr. STEINER. I had great pleasure two

years ago in visiting the Buffalo Public Library
and a year ago in seeing Mr. Foster's projected

building, and it seemed to me we had there

two ideas which would work out in such

a way as to give such access as was proper for

the public and not give that which was im-

proper. Mr. Foster has pretty clearly ex-

plained everything, but Mr. Elmendorf has not

explained two or three things, and I should like

to ask him a question or two. Mr. Elmendorf,

you spoke of having introduced additional safe-

guards, so as to considerably diminish the loss.

Would you tell us what they are ?

Mr. ELMENDORF. In the first place the

charging desk was put immediately by the door

where everyone had to go out of the room, and
in front of the door were a pair of turnstiles,

through which people, in coming in and going
out, were compelled to pass ; immediately in

front of these was a sign :

" Please have your
book charged before leaving this room

;

"
so

that a book taken is a book stolen, and not

taken by misapprehension.
C. W. ANDREWS. Where do you put refer-

ence books ?

Mr. ELMENDORF. We have a reference room
of 2000 books, which immediately adjoins the

selected library. The rooms are open, and we
have had no trouble with any noise that would
interfere with reference work in the room im-

mediately adjoining, This room is occupied on

an average by 60 people the whole time, and it

frequently has as high as 150.

F. P. HILL. Mr. Elmendorf spoke of the

total loss in his library as 728 volumes, 400 of

which came from the open access room, and the

balance, I suppose, from the stack room. How
many from each room ?

Mr. ELMENDORF. Two hundred, and a few

over, we lost in the children's room. The
others, I think, were lost in the open reading
room by putting books which belonged to the

stack in the open-shelf room. We filled in

with books which did not belong there, there

was such a demand for them.

Mr. HILL. How many of those stolen or

lost have been returned ?

Mr. ELMENDORF. I cannot tell you now,

though we keep a record.

Mr. MONTGOMERY, I would like to say in

reply to the remarks of Dr. Billings, that our

experience in Philadelphia has been that chil-

dren don't steal books in large quantities.

There may be something in the hereditary in-

fluence of New York which is different from

that of Philadelphia. Our worst experience
has been in the class of books representing the
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engineering section, where we have had more

losses than in any other class.

Dr. BILLINGS. It would be rather interest-

ing, I think, to get some data as to books

stolen. My experience is: first, text-books;

then school books, then engineering manuals;

and at certain seasons of the year, guide books

and books of travel. If you put cookery books

on the shelves, they also disappear and I

don't think they are taken by children or

by men. The New York Public Library at

present is on the edge of a section of the city

where the residents are not criminal, but are

ignorant and disposed to be vicious; and the

younger portion have a keen thirst for informa-

tion. The number of persons who steal books

for the purpose of selling them is not large; and

I don't think children ever begin in that way.

Boys of 15, 16, or 17 begin by taking books they

are going to use. Shorthand manuals, for in-

stance, are dangerous things to have on

open shelves. But after a time they find they
can get to or 15 cents for 'a book, and the quick-

est way of raising the money seems to be to go
in the library and look over the books and take

one. In most cases, the persons who buy these

books tell me that generally they have been

stolen by youths of from 16 to 19 years of age.

F. P. HILL. It would be interesting, I think,

to know what steps have been taken by Mr.

Elmendorf, Mr. Thomson, and Dr. Billings to

secure stolen books from the second-hand

bookstores, where, possibly, they have been

sold, or whether the second-hand booksellers

are on the lookout for such books. In Newark,
where we have made some little attempt at free

access, we have lost very few books, and we
are in such close touch with the booksellers

that we have been able to trace most of those.

Miis A. R.DOUGHERTY. We had open
shelves about 13 months ago, and about 10,000

persons have used them. They contain 8000

books, 1500 of which are exceedingly val-

uable; and of these 1500 not one has been lost

or mutilated, as far as 1 can tell. Of the other

books, there is to my knowledge but one miss-

ing, and it is of comparatively small value. It

was bought for general circulation, and was

rebound, and probably not returned to the

shelves.

S. H. BERRY. We have over 40,000 vol-

umes for absolutely free access. There has

been no loss shown by the one inventory we

have taken; but that does not prove much, as

we are six floors from the street, and every-
one must pass in and out by an elevator; this

gives us protection.

Mr. MONTGOMERY. Stewart & Co. and

George H. Rigby, seoond-hand book-sellers, of

Philadelphia, know the marks on the Free Li-

brary books, and return them to us without

comment.

Mr. HILL. How many do you get?
Mr. MONTGOMERY. Last year about 40.

WESTON FLINT. I don't believe children

steal books. I suppose some books are taken

by persons who take them away carelessly. I

have had experience of about II years in the

Patent Office Library, and have had about a year
and a half in the Washington Public Library.
In the Patent Office Library we had stolen

books sent back to us about every second week,
and in this library the people were not allowed

to borrow books out at all; but in the Public

Library during a year and a half we have not

lost a book. The first year the Public Library
was open we had about 12,000 volumes, and a

circulation of about 120,000; we could have cir-

culated five times more if we had had them.

Miss E. G. BROWNING. Perhaps children

don't steal books, but when we last took stock

we found 300 books missing from our children's

department.* In the branches, of which we
have five, after four years' experience, two

branches, without entire access to the shelves,

have lost no books, and the other three have

lost from 15 to 20 each.

L. L. WARD, I find that children do steal

books, and that the greatest vigilance on the

part of the attendants will not prevent this.

Many of the losses in a department of which I

at one time had charge could not be explained
in any other way. The books taken are almost

always children's books. I feel chiefly con-

cerned in such cases as this because it teaches

the children larceny. The first book taken

leads to taking another, and this may lead to

worse things. I believe in open shelves, but I

believe that safeguards are necessary.
Mrs. SANDERS. My experience has been

* Miss Browning sends a correction of this statement.

She says:
" Our July inventory showed that all but 10 of

these books have been returned; that part of the supposed
loss was an error on the part of an attendant making the

inventory, and that the rest of the books were evidently
borrowed (not stolen) by children who supposed that was
the way to take them."
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that all the books we have lost have been taken

by scholarly people.

E. M. FAIRCHILD. From my study of chil-

dren it seems apparent that in every community
there is a certain proportion who will steal any

thing they can lay hands on; tbey_possess a cer-

tain predatory instinct.

Mr. BOSTWICK. In my experience also,

children steal books, and in many cases the

loss from the juvenile portion of the library has

been equal to that from all the rest of the li-

brary put together. What Mr. Fairchild says

is quite true; many children steal books just to

show what they can do, and the one who steals

most is looked upon with admiration. I think

there is undoubtedly a strong predatory instinct

in a certain class of boys, and we must guard

against it.

J. K. HOSMER. While it is true children

steal books to some extent, we dread grown-up

people more than children; and we dread most

the scholarly people. We lose more books from

our branches than from the central library; at

one branch in particular the percentage of loss

was more than double that of the central li-

brary.

Mr. ELMENDORF. Children do steal books,

as they steal other things. The predatory class

exists everywhere, and I would rather believe

in the inaccuracy of an inventory which gave
no loss in a circulation of 120,000 volumes a year,

than in the honesty of children, because dis-

honesty exists everywhere. I want to say one

thing most emphatically: we don't Godchildren

to be thieves. Many a child who has stolen a

book, and been found out, has been led to re-

form. We do nothing to encourage stealing by

throwing our shelves open. We try to make

good citizens by laying the responsibility of

stewardship upon the children.

F. M. CRUNDEN. I can add further testi-

mony as to whether the child steals books. We
have caught him red-handed, and our shelf list

shows the abstraction of some 400 volumes in

one year. We assume the child did it; but I

don't believe we are therefore making thieves.

Whatever course we are going to pursue, there

is no use shutting our eyes to the facts of the

case. We are running the risk of losing books;

there is no question about that; but the ques-

tion is, Is the risk of losing a few books a year

greater than the risk of turning people away
from the library? We are seeking to invite

people in to the library. To me the question of

open shelves is no longer an open question; I

settled it in my own mind some time ago at

the close of the discussion in Atlanta and I

am of the same opinion now. I don't think the

public have any desire to get into the stack of a

large library. They would be lost there. They
would see books, the titles of which, perhaps,

they could not read, and which would be of no

service to them. But they do want to look

at the popular books of the day, and when you
allow them to do that they are perfectly satis-

fied
;
the rest of your books can be kept in per-

fect order. If the books get out of order in the

open-shelf room, nobody is particularly harmed,
because if a person wants a particular book, he

goes to the counter and gets it; and if he looks

for it in the open-shelf room, he perhaps finds

it in a wrong place. It will not do because we
lose a few books to restrict their owners from

access to them. I believe open shelves invite

and develop honesty. I believe the great losses

at Buffalo during the first few months were be-

cause the people had not been taught to use

their freedom.

A. H. HOPKINS. I have been sorry to hear

that the youngsters have so black a name. It

was announced in print last winter that in

a university, which I will not name, the losses

of books had been very heavy, and that about

400 volumes stolen were from the department
of theology. I make this as a statement of fact,

for I obtained confirmation of it.

T. L. MONTGOMERY. In all this conversation

there has been nothing at all said about the ad-

vantage of the open-shelf system to the reader.

The case has been presented by two people

avowedly opposed to the open-shelf system,

and we have been allowed to defend ourselves.

I would suggest, that at the next meeting, the

open-shelf people be allowed to present the

case and that the others should controvert any-

thing that may be excepted to.

J. C. DANA. This question was closed for

me over ten years ago, and closed of course in

favor of free access. This was not through any

special insight on my part, but largely through

reading the things that had been said on the

subject; things that even then, seemed to

settle the matter. Mr. Herbert Putnam, in

particular, presented the whole case in a paper

read before the A. L. A. at San Francisco in

1891, a paper which says all that need be said
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to convince us all that a free public library is

not a free public library until it is open to the

public. In the same year, when the A. L. A.

came through Denver on its way to California,

and saw the little library I was then managing,
with free access to everyone, the comments

were to the effect that "
you in the far West

may do this with a small library, but in the

East, you know, with a large library, you can-

not do this sort of thing." This, in spite of the

fact that it was being done, and had been done

for some years by Mr. Brett, of Cleveland, Mr.

Putnam, of Minneapolis, Mrs. Sanders, of Paw-

tucket, and by others. The idea had then

taken root, and it began to grow. In 1894,

when the matter was under discussion at the

Lake Placid conference, of the two or three

hundred library people present, very few, if I

remember rightly not much over a dozen, were

willing to show hands in favor of open access.

Last year at Atlanta the opinion was over-

whelming in its favor, and it evidently is at this

meeting this evening. The question seems

now to be not so much how shall we answer

the arguments against this system as how shall

we find opportunity to tell of its excellen-

cies!

I would like to call attention, Mr. Chairman,
to the fact that the subject under discussion is

the access of the public to the shelves of their

library. The subject that is actually being dis-

cussed is, do children sometimes steal when

they have the chance?

C. A. CUTTER. There is one thing which I

think is rather important. We seem to be con-

sidering this matter entirely from the point of

view of large libraries. I want to urge upon the

representatives of small libraries that they
should not be very much affected by what has

been said about large libraries. All that has

been said in favor of open shelves in large li-

braries applies to small libraries, and much that

has been said against open shelves in large li-

braries has no application whatever in small

libraries.

W. H. BRETT. It is undoubtedly true that if

a large library in a large city can conduct open
shelves successfully, any library in a town or

village can do so.

Adjourned at 10.30 p.m.

CATALOGING AND CATALOGERS: ROUND TABLE MEETING.

A N informal " round table" meeting for the

discussion of questions in cataloging was

held on the morning of Monday, June n, in

one of the lecture rooms of the Presbyterian

College. No set program had been prepared,
but under the direction of the chairman, A. H.

HOPKINS, a number of propositions, submitted

by prominent catalogers, were roughly classi-

fied and written out on a large blackboard.

These were read in turn by the chairman, and

submitted to general criticism and discussion.

About 125 persons were in attendance.

The meeting was called to order at 11.20

a.m. by A. H. HOPKINS, who said: Let me

say that this session of the Catalogers' Section

is a preliminary one and, in a sense, a test ses-

sion to see if there is sufficient interest to war-

rant the formation of a permanent section. The

meeting is to be wholly informal and there are

absolutely no set papers or speeches to be pre-

sented. The time is to be devoted to discussion

and the expression of personal opinion.
With a view to forming a line for general

guidance of the discussion a number of proposi-

tions have been formulated and are written on

the blackboard before you. This does not form
a program, however, and may be varied from

at any time to admit discussion on other sub-

jects of interest which may be brought up. It

will doubtless appear, as we proceed, that a

number of the propositions point strongly to-

ward co-operative cataloging. Indeed, the at-

mosphere seems electrical with this subject, and
I invite full and free expression of personal

opinion at this meeting.

J. C. HANSON. I would suggest that num-
ber 2 at the bottom of the board be taken in

connection with number i at the top, as they

pertain to the same subject, and it strikes me
that number 2 will cause more discussion than

number I.

The CHAIRMAN. I will read the proposi-

tions (rfading):

1. A pseudonym may be used instead of the
real name, with cross reference under the latter,
when an author is known in literature by the

pseudonym only.
2. (At bottom ofboard.) A book published anon-

ymously or pseudonymously shall be entered
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under title or pseudonym respectively, even if

the author be known, or supposed to be known;
in this case information as to the authorship
shall be given in a note and added entry made
under the name of the author.

The rough classification shown on the board

was made hastily, and these two propositions

may well be considered together.
Miss THERESA HITCHLER. While I was cat-

aloger at the New York Free Circulating Li-

brary I made a rule to refer in every case from

the pseudonym, when the real name was
known. Since I have been connected with the

Brooklyn Public Library I have put everything
under the pseudonym when the pseudonym is

better known. I find that it is best to stick to

the rule of putting everything under one name.

If I think a pseudonym is better known to the

people who come to the library then I put the

main entry under the pseudonym. Of course

in a reference library the case may be different.

People's knowledge of authors depends upon
where they get their knowledge of books. We
really can hardly form any exact opinion our-

selves. The best way is to stick to a certain

rule, but there will always be exceptions if

you decide to put Marlitt's books under Marlitt

and to put Samuel L.Clemens' books under Mark

Twain, because they are both better known
under those names, you will probably find

people who will know the books only under the

names that are just the reverse of the way in

which you have them. The great point is

whether names in a few cases like George
Eliot and Georges Sand where the real name
will never become generally used should not

be put in a note under the pseudonym as main

entry.

Miss R. F. DOANE. I should like to ask in

the case of some recent books where we are not

certain whether the name is a pseudonym or

not Do you put a note in pencil and change
it when you find out the truth ? Of course you
could change it in time for the catalog.

Miss HITCHLER. At present, I leave the

original entry. Take for instance the case of

Marlitt. That name was so long familiar that

even after the real name was better known I

simply left the entry in our records as Marlitt

and I think I will leave it as Marlitt. I think

it is better to leave books under the names by
which the writers are best known to the public.

Consider, if we entered a library as most readers

no, we should not be familiar with all such de-

tails. We tell the public to consult the catalog;

but the catalog is Greek to them and they do

not know about its details. We ourselves were

once as unfamiliar, and certainly the public

cannot be expected to know a catalog as a

librarian does. People do not care to know

from a catalog how many pages there are in the

book. I believe in having the catalog for the

public just as simple as possible and also in

having an official catalog for the librarian

which shall be just as full as possible, giving

almost all the particulars that may be available

about a book.

Miss SULA .WAGNER. For nine years we

have entered under the pseudonym. It is not

an experiment and has proved very successful.

In some cases we make two entries; in other

cases we refer only to the real name of the

author until it becomes decidedly better known

than the pseudonym. We have the change of

one author's name under consideration Sara

Jeannette Duncan; she is becoming known as

Mrs. Cotes to some of our readers and we have

been considering the question of changing the

main entry to that name, but have decided that

it is not necessary. We treat married women

as we do pseudonyms.
Chairman GIFFORD. The next proposition

reads :

" A society is to be entered under the first

word, not an article, of its corporate name with

references from any other names by which it is

known, especially from the name of the place

in which its headquarters are established."

Miss EDITH E. CLARKE. I cannot agree

with that. I deal with historical societies a

great deal and their names to a large extent

begin with the word " Historical." If we

adopted this system we would have no end of

entries under the word "Historical" incur

catalog. There are also many state historical

societies which use the word "State
"

in their

corporate names. It seems to me that these

should be entered in the ordinary way and re-

ferred to by cross reference.

J. T. GEROULD. I think the same as regards

the various German academies, whose names

generally begin with a lot of adjectives of one

sort or another. I would be surprised to find

any reader able to remember the beginning of

the names of these academies, and if these are

entered under the first word of title there is no

possible means of showing the extent of the

collection. It seems to me much better to index
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according to the system of the British Mu-
seum.

The CHAIRMAN. Proposition 4 is :

"A book by more than one author shall re-

ceive as heading the name of the first-named

author only, with additional entries for the

other author or authors."

You will note that this points towards the

printed card.

W. P. CUTTER. I object particularly to this,

because in the case of very many scientific

works the man last named really wrote the

work, under the supervision of the director or

professor whose name heads the entry.

E. B. HUNT. It seems to me that this would

lead to a great deal of confusion, because there

is a radical difference between the work that a

man does himself and the work that another

does.

F. M. CRUNDEN. I would ask for a show of

hands on this Question to see what the general

opinion is.

A show of hands was taken, with the result

of 16 in favor of the proposition and 50 op-

posed to it.

W. H.TILLINGHAST. I should like to say that

my vote was purely an expression of personal

preference, and is not to be interpreted as a

disinclination to adopt the other scheme if the

co-operative catalog requires it.

C. W. ANDREWS. As I understand the mat-

ter it would not endanger the system of co-op-

eration if the votes were one way or another.

F. M. CRUNDEN. I think that minor differ-

ences of opinion are insignificant compared
with the advantages and saving to be derived

from the co-operative system. But there is a

great deal to be said on the other side, and I

think it is desirable in voting on this question
that we should vote in regard to what we think

is really the best.

Miss E. E. CLARKE. If this affects the co-

operative catalog I should wish to give my vote

on both sides. You cannot make such a rule

without numerous exceptions, and it is too

large a question to be voted on without further

explanation. It seems to me that we ought to

consider the matter very carefully.

Mr. HANSON. I voted in favor of the rule on

the understanding that it would be easier in

furtherance of co-operative cataloging to fol-

low one rule simply and make certain excep-
tions that will always be the same. Certain

exceptions may also be made in different libra-

ries, I think.

The CHAIRMAN. One word of explanation
in regard to these propositions. They were mad
with a slant of the eye towards the co-operative

catalog and what we want to get is opinions.

The next proposition was read, as follows :

"All editions of the same book are to receive
the same heading ;

thus an anonymous edition
of a book afterwards published under the au-
thor's name is to receive the author's name
as heading, with a note :

'

published anony-
mously.'"

C. W. ANDREWS. My objection is that

I hope we will all use the printed cards

before long; the use of the printed cards will

affect many of these details and will make un-

necessary a number of the questions that are now

being asked; and I think that the words of the

title-page should as far as possible be on the

printed card. I am not sure that it is worth

while filling out the authors' names. In the

matter of the names of societies, I think they
should be entered under their corporate names,
even the names of the German universities.

I think also that we ought to say in these dis-

cussions, what kind of a library we are speak-

ing for.

I suppose what is generally wanted is a

scholarly bibliographical description, and I do

not see why, with the use of the printed cards,

all cannot have it.

Miss WAGNER. Do you mean that you
would not make an entry of the author's name
in the catalog, that you would only mention the

name of the book; or would you make a double

entry?
Mr. ANDREWS. Where the author is well

known it is not always necessary, but generally
there would be two entries, and each would be

complete.
C. A. CUTTER. It seems to me, if this

scheme is adopted we will have to change many
of the rules we have at present; but we should

not hesitate to change our rules to keep up
with the conditions of the present time.

W. S. BISCOE. I think we are looking for-

ward to the day when we will all have a co-

operative system. I agree with Mr. Andrews.

A good many libraries have the printed cards

and it is not wise to have a lot of cards printed

and then to change them. It seems to me that

the larger number of libraries that have their
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cards already printed are not going to change
the form.

Mr. BARNWELL. My reason for opposing is

that I think, as a general principle, the heading
of the main entry of the book should be in the

form in which the book itself is published; that

is, if it is published under an autonym let the

autonym be given, if under a pseudonym, then

let the pseudonym be given, and if the book be

anonymous, then let the fact be stated. Any
other information that you want to give can be

supplied and enclosed in brackets, but the main

entry, I think, should be held to that form of

the author's name, or of the title of an anony-
mous work, in which it was published. A
great deal of confusion arises periodically,
from the indexing of certain pseudonymous
authors' work under names by which they are

not as well known as their real names, and
sometimes vice versa. Now, the general pub-
lic knows a book chiefly by the way in which
the title-page reads. The catalog itself is

made chiefly for the use of the catalogers or li-

brarians, it is not made for the general public

according to this system; but is this correct?

No, it certainly is not, the catalog should be

for the public generally and not for the use of

the few who happen to be librarians or catalog-

ers, and I maintain that the form of the head-

ing should be in such phrases or words as

would be most easily recognized by persons of

ordinary intelligence. Of course, I would sup-

plement the information given by a cross refer-

ence under the name of the author, or supposed
author, because in very many cases these are

not the real names of the authors but merely
are supposed to be.

Mr. HANSON. If all could afford to make

duplicate entries, they might index under the

pseudonym until the real name has been found;
make a double entry, one under the real name
if known, and another if the book has been

published anonymously and the author's name
has been afterwards found out; and in the

cases of books published under initials, spaces

might be left and the initials afterwards filled

up. In a large library, such for instance, as

the Boston Public Library, I think this bio-

graphical method could be followed, but there

are certain reasons that militate against it.

The CHAIRMAN. Do you mean in connec-

tion with the printed cards ?

Mr. HANSON. Yes, sir.

CHARLES MARTEL. May I ask what would be

the objection to making a general reference in-

dex as mentioned by Mr. Andrews and others,

and making a bibliographical entry showing dif-

ferent editions to save duplication of entries.

Take for instance the Waverley novels, which

if there are various editions might be put under

Sir Walter Scott. It seems to me that a good

many duplicate entries might be saved in that

way. The author's name should I think be al-

ways on the catalog, save it was an anonymous
work, when a note to that effect might be put
in instead.

Mr. CRUNDEN. Mr. Barnwell's principle I

think is correct. The catalog should be made
so that it will be easily understood by the pub-
lic. Of course the cataloger himself can under-

stand]it, no matter how bad it is, for he has made
it himself, but the public is to be considered.

His deduction from that principle is the direct

contrary of what it ought to be, and it is from

that principle that we accept Mr. Andrews' con-

clusion that the entry ought to be an exact

transcript of the title-page of the book, though
we want to do as Mr. Barnwell says, make it

so easy that the public can understand it. I

have yet to find on what principle a catalog can

be constructed that can be used by a person un-

blessed with intelligence, I don't care what

method of entry is followed, a person without

common sense cannot use a catalog. I can see

no possible gain in fully entering the title-page

because the book has been published anony-

mously, more than if it was published under the

author's name or if the author's name is dis-

covered. I can see no possible gain in making
the entry in bibliographical detail. I think the

old system that starts out with a cross reference

settles the matter once for all. It seems to me
if you make an entry for each edition when you
have several editions nearly alike, it might be

done as we do in our own library where we enter

half a dozen editions in the same card when

there is no variation that would change the

alphabet. If there is a change in the title we

put them in the catalog separately, but always

under the author's name.

A show of hands resulted in a practically

unanimous vote in favor of the proposition.

The next proposition was as follows :

"Noblemen are to be entered under their titles

unless the family is decidedly better known."

E. B. HUNT. May I ask, in case that is
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adopted, what you intend to do in the case of

books published under the title of a gentleman
who afterwards acquires a higher title? For

instance, we have some pieces of music and

some critical writings by Lord Burgersh, who

later acquired the title of Earl of Westmore-

land. What are you going to do with the writ-

ings of Westmoreland ? Why not have one

entry under his real name ?

Mr. BARNWELL. I should answer that ques-

tion, Mr. Chairman, on the same general

principle that I have already advocated. I

would put it in the catalog under the name with

which the book was published, and then make
a cross reference to the other form of name.

The CHAIRMAN. Here is a democratic

heresy which I am inclined to favor : Let the

main entry be made under the name with which

the man was born, or which he received not

long thereafter.

The following proposition was read :

" Names of places are to be given in the Eng-
lish form. When both an English and vernac-
ular form are used in English works the vernac-
ular is to be preferred."

Mr. BARNWELL. I would suggest that we
take these sections separately.

" Names of

places are to be given in the English form."

Miss E. E. CLARKE. I would suggest that

we leave the question of spelling to the United

States Board on Geographic Names. I think

that would be the most satisfactory. As I

understand it where the English and foreign

names are different we use the vernacular.
" Porto Rico" is a poor example, but I cannot

think of any other just now.

A MEMBER. "
Leipzig."

Miss CLARKE. Yes "
Leipzig" for example.

There is a question whether "Leipzig" is in

general English use, which makes it a difficult

question for the cataloger. But my suggestion
was that when the United States Board on Geo-

graphic Names makes a decision as to the form
of the name, that form should be accepted by
the cataloger.

Mr. BOSTWICK, Let me call your attention

to the fact that the proposition on the board

does not say "general English use." I would

suggest that the word "general" be inserted

there and the proposition would I think not be

open to so much objection. We all know that

in recent times there has been a public tendency
to the use of foreign forms. You will find this

in some English books. We often find the form

"Wien" for "Vienna." We use the form
" Wien "

in cataloging, and I think if this

form is retained some method should be devel-

oped to show which names are to be given in the

form as generally accepted.

Miss CLARKE. Another example that I have

just thought of is
"
Chili." It was formerly

spelled "Chili" and now the spelling is

" Chile." I do not think anyone is in favor of

the spelling
"
Chili;" if anyone is I should like

to know.

By a show of hands it was made evident that

four favored the spelling
"
Chili," while over

20 favored " Chile."

The CHAIRMAN. Miss Clarke, please put

your proposition concerning the use of the de-

cisions of the Board on Geographic Names

again before the section.

Miss CLARKE. I believe that the decision of

the United States Board on Geographic Names
as to the form of the name of a place is the cor-

rect one and should be adopted.

Mr. MARTEL. The United States Board on

Geographic Names has given decisions on a

very small number of names as yet, and I do

not know that it has any intention of making a

complete gazetteer. What, therefore, would

you do in regard to names on which no decision

has been made by the board ?

The CHAIRMAN. As I understand Miss

Clarke's proposition, it is simply to use the de-

cisions so far as the board has at present made

any.
Miss Clarke's proposition was submitted to

vote, with a result of 30 in favor, 5 opposed.

W. S. BISCOE. I agree to that so far as

it regards the spelling of American names.

I should not recommend it for the spelling of

the names of places which are not American or

American possessions.

G. W. COLE. It seems to me that the Board

on Geographic Names has decided so few for-

eign names that it is very easy to agree with

them at present, but what about the future ? We
should not bind ourselves to anything, because

we do not know what their supplementary lists

may be.

The CHAIRMAN. This meeting is merely for

the expression of opinion; we oblige the Asso-

ciation to nothing.
Mr. COLE. I would suggest that you change

the proposition so that it would simply refer to
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names of American places and American de-

pendencies.
H. L. ELMENDORF. I would be satisfied to let

the Ameiican board decide for American names,
and let foreign boards decide for their own
names. The idea is that each board should

decide the national usage of its own names.

C. W. ANDREWS. I may add that Con-

gressional documents must have the spelling

approved of by the board.

E. L. BURCIIARD. And all charts and maps
and publications of that nature.

The Chairman read the following proposi-

tion:

"A book with the name of the author given,
not on the title-page but on the verso of the

title-page, at the end of preface, introduction,
or of the whole book, is to be entered under his

name, enclosed in brackets, and with a note:
'

Copyrighted by,' or ' Preface signed by,' etc."

E. B. HUNT. If the author's name appears
in the book itself that is sufficient. It makes no

difference whether the name appears at the end

of the preface or not; the cataloger has simply
to put the name down as it appears in the book,

with a note that it only appears in the preface.

As for brackets in such a case, that appears to

me to be nonsense.

The following proposition'was read:

" Books by an author who has had different

names at different periods shall in each case be
entered under the name on the title-page, with
a note explaining the change of name, and re-

ceive an added entry either under the present
name or that by which the author is best known
in literature."

Favored by 8; opposed by 25.

Mr. BARNWELI.. I have already advocated

that rule, Mr. Chairman, although I had nothing

to do with the preparation of the questions. It

carries out my idea exactly. We are making
our catalogs for the use of the public, and most

of the public know a book by that form of the

author's name which appears on the title-page

of the book.

Mr. BISCOE. I dissent entirely from that.

The public may know a book under the title-

page with which it appears, but the title-page

under which a book appeared 50 years ago they

do not know. What the public knows is the

form of the title-page as it appears to-day.

The Chairman read a proposition, as follows:

' Initials of forenames are not to be filled out,

except in cases of authors who sometimes use

only an initial, sometimes write out their full

names."

How many are in favor of this proposition ?

Miss WAGNER. How do you know that the

author is sometime in the future going to fill

out his name ? How do you know that he is

not going to write out his name in full ? This

is not a practical suggestion.
Miss HITCHLER. And according to this rule

books by the same man would appear in several

places, and the public might be led to think that

they were by different people,

Mr. CRUNDEN. It seems to me that we will

all agree on the general principle that rules

should be made so that there will be as few ex-

ceptions as possible. Now it is absolutely

necessary in some cases to give the full name
of an author to distinguish, perhaps different

editions, where there is no other distinction.

Such cases, then, give a simple rule to be gener-

ally followed, with the only exception in in-

stances where you cannot find the complete
name.

Mr. ANDREWS. I wanted to say that there

is one disadvantage in the printed card system,
and that is the question of time that it will take

to print the cards. Are you willing to wait two

weeks or three weeks while we write and get

the full name of the author?

Several members. No.

Mr. ANDREWS. This matter ought to be in

your minds in this discussion. I came here

this morning to learn your opinions on these

points, which vitally affect the plan of the com-

mittee, because I suppose the largest single

item is the preparation of the title; and in that

the question of the full name of the author,

the distinguishing of the different editions of

the book, etc., all require a considerable allow-

ance of time. Is it desirable that we shall spend
much time in ascertaining full names, and if

not shall we fill them out when we do know the

names ? In that way you would have to fill

them out as you get to know them, and you will

always have a catalog and index with some

names filled out and some not. The matter is

not at all clear to my mind.

Mr. BISCOE. I have always found some

names in a catalog filled out and some not. Is

there any reason for omitting to fill out a name

that we know ?

Mr. ANDREWS. No.

Mr. HANSON. I think all libraries will have
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to do a little looking up of names after receiv-

ing the cards. For instance, if the Publishing

Section sends us cards with the initials filled in,

and we don't want them that way, why nothing

is simpler than to draw a line through the part

we do not want.

S. H. BERRY. There are a good many cata-

logers who make a name slip for every form of

entry either of person, place or thing. We do

this, and upon that slip we give our authority,

which we look up once and for all, for every-

thing that has been done, and I find that we

save 20 per cent, of the time of eight or nine

catalogers in our library; this makes these

slips of some consequence. I found this par-

ticularly useful in the case of one man who had

13 different names; we cut them all out but

four, and we had our authority for it on these

slips. We have 26 trays, 16 inches in depth of

these cards, and if carefully kept they are a

great advantage.
Mr. CRUNDEN. Since Mr. Andrews has said

that the greater part of this work was the get-

ting of the names, then we do not want to hunt

up 13 names out of curiosity; and if we happen
to find some of them, and they are on the cards,

why we can cross out the superfluous ones.

A. R. SPOFFORD. There is one question
that occurs to me which I do not see written on

the blackboard, and that question is this: The

entry of titles is first prefixed by the name of

the author, and there are many cases (in some

cases they amount to thousands) in which per-

sons of the same name have written books, and

you have sometimes to deal with'all these per-

sons. The British Museum catalog may be

mentioned as a conspicuous example. In that

they distinguish writers of the same name by

place of residence or profession, or by titles (of

greater or less honor given by the universities

and other institutions), and so on. But I do

not find any systematic catalog known to me
in which is used so simple a method of settling

diversity of authorship as the one which I have

used and will put before you. It is this: You
know the full name of the author, and you can

look up a little of his chronology; you can find

his century at least, and you can find more than

that in ninety cases out of every hundred;

you can name the date of his death if he hap-

pens to be dead, and leave a dash after his

name if still living. In this way people can

find how old he was and in some cases how

old she was, though not always the latter.

Take for example Henry James the father and

Henry James the son. Give for the father his

chronology, 1811 - 1882 (the year of his death)

and then you have distinctive record, short,

expressive, and a biographical fact. Then give
for the son the entry "Henry James, 1843"

(he was born in 1843), and leave a blank after

that, as he is still living; and again you have a

short biographical fact. I strongly advocate

this system, and if it is properly kept it should

prove of incalculable value to any library.

The CHAIRMAN. I am happy to say that a

considerable number of libraries seem to be

doing this.

Mr. HUNT. The same intelligent public for

whom the catalogs are being prepared will in all

probability take the dates for the shelf numbers.

Miss RABARDY. The Boston Athenaeum has

been trying this date method for years and

now we are erasing the dates and putting in

instead note of profession or title, as, in the

case of the Jameses,
"
Swedenborgian min-

ister" for the son, and "Novelist" for the

father.

Mr. TILLINGHAST. We have been in the

habit of using the place from which the writer

comes, or some designation like "
poet,"

" nov-

elist," or something like that.

Mr. ANDREWS. I heartily agree with what
Mr. Spofford said. In the case of books writ-

ten by men who are dead it is a great benefit,

and it is also a great benefit in the case of

posthumous works.

Mr. MARTEL. I seems to me that it would
be a great advantage if this could be put into

the co-operative catalog, as there are so many
variations in regard to the names. These details

are hard to find, but speaking generally it

would be a great advantage if they could be

given.

G. W. COLE. It seems to me that the propo-
sition made by Mr. Spofford is the better one,
for half the time when we go into a long desig-
nation of names or titles we are doing just

what we want to avoid, and that is making our

headings too long, and taking up too much

space. The dates would give much better in-

formation in much less space.

Miss F. M. WINCHELL. It may be of inter-

est to know that Mr. Cutter nowadays adds the

description after the name, such as "philoso-

pher,"
"
poet,"

"
novelist," and so on.
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The following propositions were read:

"In choice between country and subject, entry
under the subject, with local subdivision for

country, is to be preferred in the arts and
sciences, including even such subjects as educa-

tion, law, tariff, taxation, finance, banking.
Under the name of the country shall be entered
in general the historical, political, social, and
descriptive works about the country." This

proposition was approved.

Imprint : Order of imprint to be:

I',pe' In language of ,M<.

3. Year of publication.
4. Number of volumes, or of pages, if only

one volume.

5. Maps, portraits, illustrations, etc.

6. Size.

The object is to get a uniform imprint, that is

why this is proposed.
G. W. COLE. I believe that the idea of writ-

ing the imprint immediately following the title,

as is done under the Dewey rules, is more or less

objectionable. I believe that it is a much bet-

ter and shorter plan to begin the imprint at the

top.

H. L. ELMENDORF. In line 4 it reads: " Num-
ber of volumes, or of pages, if only one

volume." I do not think that it is any more

necessary to have the number of pages if there

is only one volume than if there are 50. Why
should there be a description given of the num-
ber of pages if it as a work happens to be

only a one-volume book ?

S. H. BERRY. Because we want to know
whether it is a mere pamphlet or a long disqui-

sition on the subject. Of course if it is a many-
volume affair we know that it is an extensive

treatise.

W. P. CUTTER. I think it would be best to

have a formal entry on the card. The printed

cards do not give prominence to the date of

the publishing of scientific works, which is a

very important feature in works of that nature.

It seems to me as if the imprint should come
first and then the publisher's name.

Mr. ANDREWS. That is objectionable because

it is not very nice to have a sentence that is

partly in English and partly in a foreign lan-

guage. We might drop down, however, the

bibliographical information, and leave the

place of publication, publisher, and date of pub-

lishing in the main title. The only person who
will benefit by this omission of the full number

of pages and full bibliographical details is the

compositor ;
there is plenty of room on the line

and the omission will save work for him.

Mr. HANSON. It may be necessary to print

the imprint distinctively; that is to say as a

different heading.
Miss A. S. TYLER. It seems to me that the

showing of the copyright date instead of the

imprint date is very important.
The vote on this proposition showed almost

all in favor; only about half of the members

present voted, but there were only two voting

against it.

The CHAIRMAN. Now for the next proposi-
tion:

" Instead of title-page date always give

copyright date." We shall have to move swiftly

because the time is short. We are to vote on

the copyright date.

Mr. MARTEL. I would like to ask if that

proposition means that only one date is to

be given and that that is to be the copyright
date. If it does mean that, I should say that

the date of the imprint must also be given.
The CHAIRMAN. How many are in favor of

giving the single date? None.

How many are in favor of giving more than

one date ? 40.

W. H. TILLINGHAST. I think the proposition

ought to be that only the different dates will be

given if there is a difference between the im-

print date and the copyright date.

F. B. GAY. What would you do in the case

of books that are licensed at the date of writ-

ing ? They are never copyrighted, and they
are printed at a much later date. Would you
call that the copyright date ?

W. P. CUTTER. It is not a work until it is

printed, and it makes no difference if it is li-

censed before it is printed. You cannot get an

earlier date for a book than the date of the

printing or making of the book, no matter

whether it is licensed or not.

The CHAIRMAN. The question pertaining to

the actual copyrighting of books is one which we

really have not taken into consideration here.

Mr. MARTEL. There are many other dates

to be found in books besides the copyright and

imprint dates.

Mr. COLE. I have in mind books which are

reprinted from old plates and appear as new
editions after a lapse of 15 or 20 or even 30

years. It seems to me that in order to identify

editions it would be well to have the date of

edition given.
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Mr. TILLINGHAST. I suggest that as much
information as to dates as it may be possible

to collect be given in addition to the imprint
date and the copyright date or dates.

The CHAIRMAN. We will pass to the next

proposition. This one has been mercilessly
cut down, and we shall have to hurry as the

time is drawing to an end rapidly, (heading:)
" Omit imprint from the great mass of fiction."

Mr. BISCOE. In the matter of the date of

the imprint, I do not think it necessary always,
and without exception, to enter it. Take the

case of the large mass of novels which so often

wear out, and are so often replaced, I think an

imprint in such a case as this would be mislead-

ing and valueless.

S. H. BERRY. For editions that are likely to

become permanent and that are to be kept in

the library, or editions of standard works, we
should enter the imprint date, but for novels

and pamphlets and such things it is not worth
while taking the trouble to do so.

R. R. BOWKER. How do you know whether
a new author will be popular or not, whether

you will keep him or not ?

The CHAIRMAN, (reading:^, Duplicating Meth-
ods: What methods for duplicating cards have
been tried and found satisfactory ?

Mr. CRUNDEN. The typewriter.
Mr. ELMENDORF. The usual method of du-

plicating consists generally in taking a card

and a typewriter and writing the card, and

going through the same process again. I sup-

pose there has really been no satisfactory
method yet found.

Mr. BOSTWICK. We are just about to try a
modified form of hektograph, but of course we
do not yet know how it will work.

Mr. BURCHARD. Where typewriters are

used, I have found it successful to use a carbon

slip between the cards for the purpose of mak-

ing duplicates. It makes a fairly clear copy,
and I find it to be a great saving of work.

The CHAIRMAN, (reading:) "Methods for

multiplying cards rapidly, more rapidly than

by the library hand Is the typewriter to be

recommended ? What is the ratio of gain in

time of the typewriter as a duplicating machine

over the library hand ?
"

Miss E. M. CHANDLER. With regard to the

saving of time by using the typewriter, we
estimate that by its use we effect a saving of

50 per cent, of time in making copies and in

straight-ahead cataloging.

Mr. HANSON. No doubt it is a saving of

time, but it seems to me to be very much harder

work.

Miss WAGENER. We use a "Remington"
typewriter and find that we can average 60 or

70 cards per hour.

Miss CHANDLER. I would like to add that

we use the "Smith Premier" typewriter.
The CHAIRMAN. Time is up and we shall

have to call the meeting to a close. We have

enough material before us to keep us going all

day but shall, have to leave the remainder of

the program. We cannot possibly discuss it all.

Mr. HANSON. It seems that from the ap-

pearances of this demonstration that a section

of catalogers would be the proper thing for the

annual meeting. I have here a resolution

which I would like to propose:

Resolved, That it is desirable to have at
each annual meeting of the American Library
Association at least one full session which shall
be devoted to questions of cataloging and clas-

sification only, and, that the question of estab-

lishing a cataloging section be hereby referred
to the Council of the American Library Asso-
ciation. Voted.

The meeting was thereafter adjourned.
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OFFICERS OF STATE LIBRARY ASSOCIATIONS: ROUND TABLE
MEETING.

A " ROUND TABLE" meeting of officer! of

** State Library Associations was held in

Convocation Hall, Presbyterian College, on

the afternoon of Saturday, June 8. The meet-

ing was intended for the free and informal dis-

cussion of questions affecting association work.

There was no set program, speakers and topics

having been left to the discretion of the chair-

man, W. L. R. GIFFORD, president of the Mas-

sachusetts Library Club. About 30 persons,
all officers of library associations, were present,

and the meeting proved entirely animated and

interested.

The meeting was called to order at 2.30 p.m.

by Chairman W. L. R. GIFFORD, who said:

I wish to say a word about the object of this

round table of officers of state library associa-

tions. It Is the first time such a thing has been

attempted at any A. L. A. conference, and the

meeting is purely experimental. We desire to

find out, by an interchange of opinions, how far

the work of the libraries in the different states

can be affected by attempting to organize asso-

ciations on somewhat similar lines as regards

constitution, and so forth; and in consider-

ing the program, it seemed to me we could at-

tain far the best results by not attempting to

have any set papers, but by making the meet-

ing as informal as possible, so that all might
feel free to exchange views. I was pleased at

receiving from a few of the officers of the dif-

ferent associations suggestions to this effect.

The one thing most desired was there should

be no set papers. Consequently, I acceded in

advance to that request, and the success of the

meeting depends upon the audience, in whose
hands I place it.

As for the topics suggested for discussion

to-day, one of them was as follows: "The
object of state associations should be to cultivate

an esprit de corps. It seems to me that before we

begin to discuss the details of the work we are

attempting to do, we should first take up the

object for which we have organized, and as

Miss Ahern, of Chicago, suggested this subject,

I will ask her to open the meeting.
Miss M. E. AHERN. The chief object of the

state association is to cultivate an esprit de

corps between the librarians of the state or the

sections which it represents. Most of the li-

brarians are far from the library centers and

apart from the others particularly interested in

the work in which they are engaged, and they
must depend upon the inspiration and enthu-

siasm of the state library association for help
to carry them through their work.

For this reason, particular attention should

be given to arranging the programs for these

meetings, both from the practical and social

sides. In every association there will probably
be members of the A. L. A. and on them de-

volves the duty of bringing the enthusiasm of

the national association into the smaller gather-

ings, for the benefit of those who may not have

had the privilege of attending library meetings.
We come to our annual meetings and hear the

conference subjects discussed, we get new

points of view, and have the benefit of change,
if nothing more, and there is a responsibility

resting upon us to go back to our own states

and take to others some of the inspiration,

some of the altruistic spirit, which is so im-

portant a part of the spirit of the American Li-

brary Association. I am quite sure that if you
could see the faces of the librarians of small li-

braries, when they hear for the first time what

seem to us to be almost platitudes, if you could

see the effect of their attempts to carry out

these suggestions in small libraries, you would

be willing to make a little more effort to be

present at the meetings of your state associa-

tions.

The state association is no place for exploit-

ing fine-spun theories on library work. The
situation as it really exists must be treated

with practical common sense, at the same time

with the object in view of raising the standard

of work a little higher at each succeeding meet-

ing.

A mistake is sometimes made in placing on

the program a bright and shining light of the

community in which the meeting is held, re-

gardless of the interests of the association, and

the library spirit of many meetings has been

smothered because the time and strength of the

association were consumed in listening to long
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dissertations having no reference to the matter

in hand.

The meeting of the state library associations

should be religiously guarded againstlending its

aid to the glorification of any one person, but

the object should be kept steadily in view that

the meetings are for the betterment of all and

the progress of the work.

One of the detriments of the success of many
library meetings is the failure to respond on

the part of those who have consented to the use

of their name on the printed program. Such

procedure, when at all avoidable, is completely
indefensible. It not only robs the association

of others who would probably do better work
than a person guilty of such an action, but it is

a downright dishonest use of the association

for the purpose of self-advertisement.

Every program should be prepared with the

needs of all kinds of libraries in mind, the

small as well as the large. If there are mem-
bers who feel on account of their advancement
in the work, that the program offers no food

for them, then they have the opportunity to

give out of the store of their abundance some-

thing that will help the less fortunate brethren.

One who attends a meeting with the dispo-
sition to help make it a success in every way
possible, always comes away with the feeling
"

it was good to be there."

Chairman GIFFORD. Miss Ahern has stated

very clearly the objects for which the state

associations are formed and the possibilities of

the work we have in charge ; and all of us here

who have served on the executive boards of

state associations will sympathize heartily in

regard to the particular nervous strain that

comes in attempting to arrange a program. As
she has outlined pretty thoroughly the different

phases of the general question, I shall not at

present call upon any individually, but will

throw the meeting open and invite you to speak
freely on anything which may have been

suggested by her remarks.

Dr. E. C. RICHARDSON. I think the chief

trouble with our programs is not the difficulty
Miss Ahern suggested, but the difficulty of hav-

ing the same persons in evidence all the time.

Dr. W. J. JAMES. Miss Ahern touched a

painful chord in my bosom. The Connecticut

Library Association elects officers for two years
in succession. Towards the end of my first year
as president, I received a pleasantly worded

communication from the New York Library

Club, of which I am also a member, asking me
to suggest topics for papers, and intimating
that the person suggesting should write upon
them. I fell a victim to the invitation, sug-

gested a topic, and was invited to write upon it.

Within a month I received a second circular,

saying they had already secured by this means
sufficient suggestions to fill their program to

the end of the year. At that time I had begun
the preparation of a program for our February
meeting. From the latter part of November
until early in February I struggled with that

program. I won't venture to say how many
letters were written, or how long it was before

answers were received. At any rate, the pro-

gram was not ready until late in the first week
in February ;

then at the last moment there came
a hitch, and the program was not out until

about ten days before the meeting. That ex-

perience called my attention again to the New
York Library Club plan. We decided to do

likewise, and well in advance of our next meet-

ing we sent out a circular, as follows:

" The old methods followed in planning for
the meetings of the Connecticut Library Asso-
ciation have not been wholly satisfactory to
those having the matter in charge, and it has
been thought best to try the plan used by the
New York Library Club, in the hope of adding
interest to the meetings. We, therefore, ask
you if you will kindly suggest (a) any topic you
would like discussed at the meeting ; (b) any
topic upon which you would be willing to speak
or write. The subject may be any matter con-
nected with books or libraries, and you may
give either your own experience or your opinion,
not confining yourself by any means to those
connected with your own library or its methods." This request is sent to every member of the
association, and when replies are received they
will be collated, subjects selected, and a notice
sent to each member as to when the subject
suggested will come up, and when it is desira-
ble that the paper or notes for discussion should
be ready." There are many members of the association
who have made no contributions to the pro-
gram, and we especially desire such to take a
part in the coming meetings.
"Kindly reply, if possible, within a week.

Do not hesitate to suggest more than one topic,
if you have more than one which you wish
brought before the meeting."
Within a week we had 12 or 15 replies. Our

membership is about 115. We received, in an-
swer to that circular, 50 suggestions, by 25 per-
sons, and of the 50 subjects 15 are covered by
papers that are promised by the people sug-
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gesting them. This large number of sugges-
tions gave us one special advantage. Our

programs had been usually of the chance

order ; there was no coherence, and the several

papers had no direct connection with one

another. As a result of these suggestions, we
were able to get up a program for our next

meeting that was coherent and logical. The

programs were issued three weeks before the

date of meeting, and the officers experienced a

delightful sense of calm and rest. We gave
the entire afternoon to matters connected with

small country libraries. We hold three meet-

ings a year, and there is, I think, every pros-

pect that we shall be able to supply programs
for the two remaining meetings of the year,
and perhaps have something left over for the

next. I believe that by some such method you
will frequently get suggestions from members
who do not take part in the program. Nearly

everyone has some difficulty, or pet scheme, or

fad, that may work in well. You can bring a

good deal more force to bear upon them to pro-
duce a paper upon that particular topic, than if

you suggest a topic to them yourself.

Chairman GIFFORD. These points, I am
sure, we can all confirm from our own experi-
ence. I know in the Massachusetts Library
Club we have felt there were some of us who
had talked just about as many times as the rest

of the members wished to hear us, and during
the past year we have been going outside a lit-

tle more than formerly. I think Professor

James's suggestion is a good one. Anything
that will interest the great body of the mem-
bers of a club, so that they will feel free and

willing to contribute papers, and will have a

little more vital interest in the club's work, is

most desirable; but, above all, I must say I

think the program ought to be interesting.

There is one matter, on which perhaps Dr.

Richardson can throw some light. One or two

people have written to me, who queried how
much time a busy librarian was warranted in

giving to carry on state association work when
the number of members was so small that the

burden was necessarily a heavy one. This

matter has been somewhat of a stumbling-block
to a good many state officers. It does not, per-

haps, matter so much in Massachusetts and

Rhode Island, but in states where the distances

to be covered are much greater, unless the in-

terest in the club can be widespread, it is diffi-

cult to prevent the burden falling upon a very
few members.

Dr. RICHARDSON. The amount of time any-
one can spend upon the work and the number
of meetings he can attend are very closely re-

lated, because if you cannot afford to spend

very much time, you cannot afford to go to very

many meetings. It may be taken for granted
that we of the A. L. A. know the burden of too

many meetings, and I think when it comes to

the state associations it is the same thing. In

the New Jersey association we have two meet-

ings a year an annual meeting in the fall and

a joint meeting. That is about all we can do.

How much time can a librarian afford to give

these association meetings? I cannot afford to

attend more than two, and there are half a

dozen other librarians in the state that are in

the same case. I say, therefore, the librarian

cannot afford to attend more than two state as-

sociation meetings in the year.

J. L. WHITNEY. In April we had a fine meet-

ing of the Massachusetts Library Club, at

Providence. We are now attending another

library meeting, and week after next the

Massachusetts Library Club is to have a second

meeting, not far from Boston. This, it seems

to me, is asking too much of librarians; it is

asking too much of trustees to allow their as-

sistants to go. Our trustees very generously,

some time ago, set aside $iooto allow the libra-

rians of our branches to attend the meetings of

the state club, because it was thought that,

separated as they were from the central library,

they were not likely to get in touch with what

was going on except by attending such meet-

ings. This has proved a great boon, but the

money will soon be exhausted, though possibly

another appropriation may come. Our trustees

also give assistants their time for such meet-

ings, and frequently pay their whole expenses,

or half. This amounted to a considerable

sum when they went to Providence, and to

a smaller sum when meetings were nearer

home. In the matter of material for these meet-

ings, I think the small state associations have

certain advantages over the larger ones. For

instance, we can have lectures on bookbinding,

or, as at Boston, a lecture on the processes of

photography, with illustrations, and similar

lectures on printing and engraving, and other

matters that could not be given with advantage

in a larger association.
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Chairman GIFFORD. As president of the

Massachusetts Library Club, I may explain

what might possibly be misunderstood from

Mr. Whitney's remarks. The club last fall

changed the date of the annual meeting, so that

the executive committee was forced to have a

meeting in June, otherwise we should have been

glad to omit the June meeting, considering that

it comes so shortly after the post-conference trip.

Dr. RICHARDSON. How many meetings have

you a year?
Chairman GIFFORD. Practically on the basis

of four meetings. We are obliged by the con-

stitution to have two, but we usually have three

or four.

W. J. JAMES. We have three meetings.
Miss NINA E. BROWNE. I think the trouble

with the clubs in the past has been in having
the same people over and over again. My feel-

ing is that we should use the younger people
who are trying to make a name. If they do

well, some librarian says:
" There is a person I

will keep my eye on," while the very fact that the

young person, just beginning, is asked to speak,

gives stimulus for him to do well. The new
members who make a place for themselves have
a chance of doing good work. The executive

committee should arrange with one or two of

the familiar stand-bys to lead the discussion,

and let the younger workers do the rest.

H. L. KOOPMAN. What do you think of the

frequency of meetings, Miss Ahern?
Miss AHERN. I have been sitting here in a

state of bewilderment to hear the easy way in

which you talk about having two, three, four or

more meetings in a year. We cannot do it out

West; it is impossible. Most of the western

state associations have an annual meeting, and
that takes all the force, and strength, and power
we have to make it good and effective. The

majority of the members come from small li-

braries, and they cannot afford to attend more
than one meeting in a year. Time is allowed

by some of the libraries, a very few pay the li-

brarian's travelling expenses, and the rest go
at their own expense. With the distances we
have to cover, it would be impossible to arrange
for any kind of a satisfactory meeting more than

once a year.

I want to emphasize strongly Miss Browne's

suggestion, which to my mind is the only solution

of the problem out West: it is to put the young
and less experienced librarians on the program.

With us when ever a small librarian has told

about her conditions of work, a majority of the

meeting have been satisfied with the results. It

has been what they call "an interesting meet-

ing." When the same people are in evidence

all the time, they get to say the same thing so

well that it discourages those who are not so

well versed, especially in public speaking.

Mr. KOOPMAN. I was glad to hear Miss

Ahern, because it seems to me we have

brought out here a topic which is of impor-

tance, and that is, whether it is of value to a

club to hold a great number of meetings. It

seems to me it is possible to overwork a club

in this way. In Massachusetts we have many
librarians, and the distances are comparatively

small. One meeting a year has been held at

Boston, and other meetings at places outside.

It is possible to have a great variety of topics

to appeal to different grades of library workers,

and also to make a local appeal to small places

which have not been visited before. It seems

to me a club can sometimes afford to sacrifice

something of its own direct profit to that very

element of local appeal.

Chairman GIFFORD. One suggestion has

been made on which I think somebody may
have an opinion to offer. One librarian wrote

saying she hoped somebody would present

suggestions on how to interest librarians who
never attended meetings, and how to get them

to join the state association.

Mr. KOOPMAN. Professor James has sug-

gested something in that line, but there is

another device that might be employed. Why
not make it a matter of personal solicitation, of

direct writing ? One could easily invite the per-

son in question, not;to read a paper, but after the

program was decided upon, to discuss some topic.

W. H. TILLINGHAST. It has been the first

object of the Massachusetts Library Club, so

long as I have been acquainted with it, to in-

terest the librarians of the very smallest libra-

ries, and to attract them into the club; and yet,

the club has been continually criticized that it

did nothing for that class of librarians and for

the assistants in the large libraries. I suppose

our holding four meetings a year is one method

of meeting that problem, by scattering the

meetings about the state, in the hope that while

all the members cannot attend all meetings,

those in the immediate vicinity of each meet-

ing will manage to attend. The invitations
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are always sent to all the libraries in the im-

mediate vicinity of the meeting, whether the

librarians or any of the force are members of

the club or not. They are urged to attend that

meeting, and an opportunity is given them to

join the club, if they wish to to do so. That,

however, has not been sufficient in Massachu-

setts. We could not get around the state often

enough, and people in the district parts of the

state, undoubtedly lost their interest in the club.

They would join when a meeting came in their

neighborhood, and after a year would drop out,

not having had an opportunity of attending

another meeting without going some distance

from their library. The result has been the

organization of two local clubs. One is in

western Massachusetts, and takes in territory

west of the Connecticut, and the other has its

domain between the Connecticut and Worces-

ter. These two clubs are affiliated with the

Massachusetts Club, and contribute something
to the treasury of the state club. They hold

meetings independent of the state club, and

these meetings are not always attended by of-

ficers of the state club; but one of the agree-

ments of affiliation was that the state club,

when called upon, should provide a speaker or

speakers. That has sometimes been done, the

state club paying the expenses.

This development has sometimes been criti-

cised as weakening the state club; but it does

not seem to me it has done so. I don't consider

that any movement promoting the advancement

of library interests in the state can be considered

to weaken the state club, however slight the

bond connecting it with the state club. Un-

doubtedly, much more might be done in com-

bining or arranging the work of the clubs, so

that state clubs and local clubs should pull to-

gether a little better than they have done.

Whether it should be through closer connec-

tion or in organization, I am not sure. When I

was on the executive committee of the Massa-

chusetts Library Club, Miss Browne urged

strongly that we should, at the beginning of

the year, plan a campaign for the whole year,

embracing the local clubs in its scope, as well

as the state club. It so happened we could

not do that at the time, but I think it an excel-

lent thing to do.

Another method of interesting and helping

the smaller libraries has occurred to me person-

ally, but it has never been carried out in club

work. It has seemed to me possible for the

club to undertake work independently of its

meetings, and give instruction or advice to the

smaller libraries, something in this way: hold

in different parts of the state an extremely ele-

mentary course of instruction, the club making
all the arrangements, selecting the speakers,

and, if possible, paying them, so that the work
should not come too heavily on the individual

who had to execute it. These courses should

be given in small places, yet convenient of ac-

cess from other places round about it, and ob-

ject lessons in library administration should be

carried on. Such a peripatetic course would

materially supplement the work of the club.

Harvard College gives the members of its staff

their time when they attend the Massachusetts

Library Club meeiings. When the club was

first organized, and the question of the attend-

ance of the staff came up, Mr. Winsor took the

ground that attendance was library work, and

should not be hindered. The time expended,

however, was as far as he felt at liberty to go.

Miss AHKRN. I would like to know, by a

show of hands, how many libraries pay the ex-

penses and allow the time of their librarian to at-

tend meetings of the state association ? About

six hands were raised.

How many have time allowed, but no ex-

penses paid ? About six hands were raised.

How many take such attendance out of their

vacation ? None.

I have made efforts two or three times on be-

half of librarians who said they could not afford

to attend a state association meeting. I brought

two last vear to the Illinois meeting by writing

to the president of the library board and saying :

"
I have asked your librarian to attend our

meeting and take part in its program, and lam

sorry it will not be possible for her to attend on

account of her small salary and the need of her

in the library." In both cases time at least was

allowed for the purpose. Some time I would

like to publish the names of those libraries that

send their librarians to state association meet-

ings, and those that allow time or attendance,

adding,
" The rest take the time out of their va-

cation." The inspiration received at these

meetings is doubly worth what it would cost a

library to send its librarian.

W. J. JAMES. You must leave out the col-

leges the librarians of colleges, for instance.

For on this principle a college would have to
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pay practically the expenses of its entire faculty,

sometimes two or three times a year, in attend-

ing meetings of scientific and literary organiza-

tions. There is no inclination on the part of

colleges to treat their librarians otherwise than

generously.

J. L. WHITNEY. The Boston Public Library

has paid the expenses of five members of its

staff to this conference.

Chairman GIFFORD. Is it wise to have a

meeting in a place where the library has not

joined the club ? It seems to me it is possible

for the club almost to invite itself, and the local

institution might be fostered by the visit of so

many people engaged in library work. Two or

three years ago it had become almost a custom

of our club, whenever it visited any of the

smaller towns, to be provided with a free

lunch, usually by some wealthy citizen who was

on the board of trustees, or who could be per-

suaded to take a temporary interest in library

work. In some cases it was all right, but some

of us became alarmed at the precedent because

we knew there were some towns that hesitated

to invite us, simply on account of this expense;
and so we arranged for 'a meeting where we

gave it to be distinctly understood that we de-

sired to pay our own bills. The former pre-

cedent, I am happy to say, is now entirely

destroyed. All we ask is for the town to ar-

range with some caterer to provide the neces-

sary lunch. Our secretary is informed in

advance of the expense, and in the notifications

of the meeting the request is made that mem-
bers signify whether they wish to be srved
with lunch, at such-and-such a price. It has

made several of the smaller towns feel that the

entertaining of a club numbering over 400

members is by no means beyond the bounds

of possibility.

W. J. JAMES. How would you arrange in the

case of a town of 500 or 600 inhabitants with no

hotel accommodations ?

Chairman GIFFORD. I should recommend
that the meeting be held in the summer, with a

basket lunch.

Miss AHERN. In the Illinois association we
have pursued something of that plan, in the

past year, at least. We have been trying to get

the southern part of the state interested in our

meetings, and so I wrote last spring to two li-

brarians, saying we would like to acquaint
them with library matters in the other part of

the state, and would like to go to their town and
hold our annual meeting. In one case I re-

ceived a most hearty letter; the other was a lit-

tle more onservative, and asked what they
would be required to do. I said we wanted a

place to hold a meeting, and recognition from

the public library. We accepted the second in-

vitation, and I think we did some good mis-

sionary work. The board and librarian did

everything they could to make us have a good
time, and as a consequence, all will, I think, be

at our next annual meeting.
Miss F. M. WINCHELL. I have been careful

to add, in asking for an invitation, that no hos-

pitality in the way of lunches was expected, and
that there need be no hesitancy to invite us on

that account. In that way we meet in new

places not visited by the club before, and we
feel we may get librarians of small libraries in-

terested who have not attended the meetings.
Chairman GIFFORD. It seems to me that

furnishes one of the reasons for the formation

of the small local clubs. I think the Massachu-

setts Library Club will eventually be distinctly

stronger because of the affiliated clubs that have
been started in the state.

W. J. JAMES. As to the four meetings of

the Connecticut association held during my
presidency, in every case we have had a dis-

tinct invitation to go to a particular place. We
also have two invitations ahead now for future

meetings. I don't think we often receive invi-

tations from the large cities, but whenever it is

necessary to have a central meeting we are at

liberty to go to almost any one of the large
hotels in the large cities. As to luncheon, as I

understand it, in three cases the invitation in-

cluded this. In the other, the librarian asked

me if they would be expected to furnish it; and

I said not at all, but that we would ask him to

see that arrangements were made in the town,
and that members of the club be informed

where they might go, and of prices. With our

small membership, a little over 100, and an at-

tendance not much over 35 or 40, there would

not be the difficulty you would have with 400.

Chairman GIFFORD. In the Massachusetts

Club we have had many invitations that have

necessarily been held over, because it was only

practicable to accept at just one season of the

year. Our meeting in the spring or fall is usu-

ally a country one. The winter meeting is al-

ways held in Boston. In regard to the large
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states in the West, how do they manage when
the meeting extends over three or four days?
Mis AHERN. So far as I know, the regular

annual meeting of the associations in which I

hold membership are not longer than two days,
or two nights and one day. At one time we had

almost a week in Indiana; but we did not call

it an association meeting, but a Library Insti-

tute. It proved very attractive. The morning
session was devoted entirely to the discussion

of technical work. In the afternoon we had

general library administration and literary top-

ics, presented by competent speakers.
H. M. UTLEY. In Michigan our library as-

sociation has held an annual meeting for the

last ten years, running through two days. It

provided that those who attended it should be

accommodated at hotels or boarding-houses,

usually at reduced rates at the hotels. We
have met in different localities each year. The
main purpose and idea of the association was
to interest the smaller librarians and get them
to attend, if possible; and so the program has

usually been made up with that end in view,

and while to a few of us who have attended

A. L. A. meetings, it was a threshing over of

old straw, it was, nevertheless, of interest to

the others, and It has been of advantage in the

state in the creation of esprit de corsp. It has

awakened an interest not only among librari-

ans, but among the people who are influenced

by libraries and librarians. I have long thought
that our association might do something more
than hold a meeting, and we have recently un-

dertaken a bibliography of the state. The mat-

ter came to the front more rapidly than we had

anticipated, by a wealthy gentleman giving us

the assurance that the material shall be printed
when completed. Through the various libra-

ries in the state we are undertaking that work.

How rapidly it may go forward I cannot say,

because it is all extra work upon the librarians

themselves, and they must give it such time as

they can afford outside their regular duties.

Chairman GIFFORD. lam glad Mr. Utley
has mentioned this, because I know of no other

instance where a state library association has

undertaken a direct contribution to library sci-

ence. Similar work is being done, I think, in

some states by the state commissions.

Miss AHERN. The California Library Asso-

ciation has prepared a handbook of the libra-

ries of the state.

W. H. TILLINGHAST. It would be interest-

ing to have the opinions of different associa-

tions on the question of the publication of their

proceedings, and of the papers presented be-

fore them whether those papers are best

published in some of our library journals, or

whether they can also be published and distrib-

uted among the members of the associations at

their own expense. I should be very glad if

some one could give an experience in the way
of printing and distributing papers, and also if

opinions might be expressed on the question:

Would such publication interfere with the in-

terests of the regular library journals ?

Mr. UTLEY. In Michigan the Superintend-

ents of Public Instruction have always, of their

own volition, consented to publish the proceed-

ings, in full, of our association, in their annual

reports. There is this disadvantage, that these

come out somewhat late; that is, our annual

meeting is usually held in September or Octo-

ber, and the report does not appear until the

following spring, But I made an arrangement

by which, when the matter was in type, for the

mere cost of paper and presswork a thousand

copies were issued for distribution among the

members of our association.

Miss AHERN. Public Libraries has on vari-

ous occasions printed the proceedings of several

state associations. They are sent for by libra-

rians who were not able to attend the meetings.

In the West it is impossible for the associations,

many of them not having the money, to print

their proceedings, and in one or two instances

Public Libraries has been adopted as the organ
of the association. We have presented the

association with the full proceedings, not charg-

ing anything for it; and in every case it has

been widely distributed, not only by librarians,

but by school teachers. It certainly is worth

while for associations to print their proceedings,

if they can do so. I would present the matter

of forming a permanent organization for the

consideration of this general subject, and I

would suggest that there be a special place for

it on the program of the next conference. I will

move: "
It is the sense of this assembly that it

will be for the welfare of the different state

library associations to set aside a time for the

discussion of matters pertaining to state library

associations at the A. L. A. annual meetings."
Vottd.

Chairman GIFFORD. I think we may feel,
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in spite of the small number present, that we
have broken the ice. It was unfortunate, of

course, that two subjects that have so many
points in common as state library associations

and state library commissions should have been

put down en the program for the same time,

but this was discovered too late to make a

change. Another thing I discovered only

yesterday, was that some thought this round

table was open only to those holding offices in

state associations. It is to be regretted any
such idea should have gone abroad, because it

was desired that the round table should be

attended by all who were interested in the sub-

jects discussed.

Adjourned at 4.05 p.m.

STATE LIBRARY COMMISSIONS : ROUND TABLE MEETING.*

A N informal ' ' round table
"
meeting of officers

of state library commissions was held on

the afternoon of Saturday, June 9, at which 10

states Vermont, Connecticut, New York,

Georgia, Ohio, Indiana, Michigan, Wisconsin,

Iowa, and Minnesota were represented. F.

A. Hutchins, secretary of the Wisconsin Free

Library Commission, presided.

W. R. Eastman read a paper on

ESSENTIALS OF A GOOD STATE LIBRARY LAW

(See p. 4Q.)

to which an outline draft of a good library law

was appended.
A spirited and useful discussion followed.

Miss Anne Wallace, of Georgia, called atten-

tion to local conditions in that state. The state

library being already established, it would be

difficult to change the character of its control.

A law formulated by a commission would be

most desirable. School and library should be

kept distinct. The features of overlapping terms

and library contracts were specially favored.

The Georgia law now confines the tax for edu-

cation to the instruction of children in elemen-

tary English, and the library commission is

compelled to pay its own expenses.
F. A. Hutchins preferred to found a library

by act of a city council or town board, rather

than by waiting fora popular vote; he believed

in striking while the iron was hot.

Melvil Dewey would make the law compre-
hensive and elastic; ask for what we want, and
secure as much of it as possible. Make the

law progressive, easy to go forward; difficult

if not impossible to go back. Keep legislatures

thinking. The library movement will bear the

light.

Dr. G. E. Wire appealed for a short law, and
a general law that might be broadly construed.

* This report is prepared from notes kindly furnished

by Mr. W. R. Eastman.

Johnson Brigham called attention to the

need of commission secretaries imbued with a

missionary spirit.

H. T. J. Lee, of Toronto, spoke of the situa-

tion in that city, where the library had been

obliged to sue the city for the amount of money
due it under the law.

Objection was made to any suggestion in the

law of the possible abolition of a library.

Miss Katharine Patton read a paper by Miss

Gratia Countryman on

LINES OF WORK WHICH A LIBRARY COMMISSION

CAN PROFITABLY UNDERTAKE.

(See -p. 51.)

In the discussion that followed, Miss C. M.
Hewins explained the work of the library com-

mittee of Connecticut, and E. J. Hardy, of Lind-

say, Ont., spoke of the working of the library

laws in Ontario under supervision of the Minis-

ter of Education. In 15 years the libraries have

grown from looto 400.

W. R. Eastman explained the duties of the

inspector of public libraries in New York state,

who reports on the quality of work of libraries

asking for state aid, and promotes library or-

ganization throughout the state.

Miss Titcomb reported on the work in Ver-

mont, where libraries have increased from 29

to 117 in five years. No town has received more
than $50. The commission issue a bulletin of

suggestions and name recent books, and visit

libraries to a very limited extent. A paid secre-

tary is needed.

It was stated that in Connecticut the Colonial

Dames have provided travelling libraries, of

which some 30 or 40 are in use.

Ex-Gov. C. G. Luce, of Michigan, Mrs. M. C.

Spencer, of the same state, and Mr. Brigham,
of Iowa, continued the discussion, which was

brought to a close by expiration of the time

allotted.
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STATE AND LAW LIBRARY SECTION.

A MEETING of the State and Law Library
Section was held on the evening of Friday,

June 8, with H. A. Huse, state librarian of

Vermont, as chairman pro tern, and Miss Mary
L. Titcomb as secretary. The meeting was
called to order at nine o'clock, and Dr. G. E.

Wire read a paper on

STATE REPORTS, DIGESTS, AND STATUTES.

(See p. 57.)

C. B. Galbreath followed with a paper on

CO-OPERATION OF STATE LIBRARIANS AND STATE
LIBRARY COMMISSIONS.

(See p. 54.)

Melvil Dewey spoke on the

LENDING OF BOOKS IN AND OUT OF THE CAPITAL

CITY.

Mr. Dewey advocated wide development of

this feature of state library work, and described

its various phases, in travelling libraries, travel-

ling pictures, circulation of lantern slides, and
of books for the blind. He spoke of other

work done by state libraries, in the selection

and inspection of books for public libraries, a

paid help department to conduct investiga-

tions for inquirers, and the use of the long-
distance telephone to give information.

After the subjects on the program had been

thus presented the meeting was opened to

general discussion. Regarding the subject of

state legal publications Mr. Dewey said in

time the state library might be able to influence

the state bookmaking and secure a higher

standard; the state library should be the book

department of the state. New York now has a

law providing that when any document reaches

the public printer having no good irdex, he

may send it to the state library and have an

index made. Where index-making had pre-

viously been a political job, costing the state

from $900 to $1000, it was now better done at a

cost of about $300.

Mrs. Spencer, of the Michigan State Library,
said that in that state the printing and binding is

done under contract by the Board of Auditors.

At their last meeting she had submitted samples
and advocated the production of better work;
and some improvement had already resulted.

Johnson Brigham, of Iowa, disapproved of

contract printing, and thought the state libra-

rian should advocate a state binding and print-

ing plant, and should serve as editor of the

state documents.

Mr. Dewey approved of this plan.

C. B. Galbreath, of Ohio, said that at present

the travelling library movement was the most

popular phase of state commission work. In

Ohio monthly meetings are held, and the com-

mission is taxed to its utmost to meet demands.

It has sent out 1300 of these libraries, and these

have reached only a fraction of the people in

the state.

Other speakers discussed phases of the sub-

jects presented, and the meeting was adjourned
at 10.20 p.m.

TRUSTEES' SECTION.

A BUSINESS meeting of the Trustees' Sec-

T* tionof the A. L. A. was held on the after-

noon of Saturday, June 9, to consider the sub-

jects presented at the morning joint session of

the Trustees' Section and the Large Libraries

Section. C. C. Soule presided.

There was a good attendance, and after

some discussion of the subjects presented at

the morning session, and the opinions then ex-

pressed, it was

Resolved, That the officers (Dr. Leipzigerand
Mr. Montgomery) submit to the Council the fol-

lowing topics for discussion at the next A. L. A.

meeting;

1. The practice of the librarian acting as sec-

retary of the board.

2. Mode of selection of books.

The general opinion of those taking part in

the meeting was that the librarian should be

authorized to purchase such books as are needed

immediately by the public at his discretion, and
that lists be prepared and submitted to the

board of all books not urgently needed.

3. How far is it wise for the board of trustees

to subdivide into committees for active work ?

4. Should members of the board of education

be also library trustees?

5. Should the board be elected for life or for

a term of years only ?
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THE SOCIAL SIDE OF THE MONTREAL CONFERENCE.

BY BESSIE S. SMITH, Librarian Harlem Library, N. Y. City.

*T* HE conference this year, living up to its

past reputation of enjoying to the utmost,

proved that its zeal for sight-seeing was, as

usual, almost limitless. Not only did every one

enjoy thoroughly the pleasures so generously

provided by our hosts but all apparently came

with the intention of seeing everything which

was of interest in the city. For those who
were not fortunate enough to participate in the

conference, let us " reminisce " a little.

On the evening of arrival, Wednesday, June
6, an informal reception in the parlors of the

Windsor Hotel gave all an opportunity for the

renewal of old acquaintances, and an exchange
of greetings with our hosts, and although
wearied by the day's travel it was with reluct-

ance that at last we turned to rest.

Thursday afternoon, local entertainment in

the form of a trolley ride about Montreal gave
a beautiful and interesting view of the city.

Its narrow streets and quaint houses awakened
vivid memories of similar cities in foreign coun-

tries, and the unusual signs over the shop
doors were a constant source of amusement

though it required silent meditation to decipher
the meaning of such a one as,

" Half Made

Clothing Ready." After circling the foot of Mt.

Royal we passed out of the city limits through
a beautiful suburb until we finally reached the

Westmount Library. Here, after a few words
of welcome from Mayor Lighthall, of West-

mount, and an inspection of the handsome li-

brary building a general exodus was made to

the beautiful lawn surrounding the library.

There we found again that Canadian hospi-

tality which had so far impressed us with its

cordiality, for while the guests listened to the

strains of orchestral music, the ladies of the

town of Westmount served delightful refresh-

ments.

That evening there was a public meeting in

Windsor Hall,where the presence of many of the

prominent citizens of Montreal testified to their

interest in our work, but the record of that oc-

casion belongs rather to the business annals

than to the social chronicle.

It was evident that our hosts were deter-

mined that we should not only see Montreal it-

self, but some of the many delightful spots in

the vicinity, for which its city is famous. It was

therefore arranged that on Friday afternoon a

steamer trip should be made down the river,

and a large number of the visitors had the pleas-

ure of participating in this outing. The return

was made by way of Lachine, and to those

who had not previously "shot" the famous

rapids this part of the day's trip was of espe-

cial interest.

As we had not yet delved into the historical

features of Montreal, it was with pleasant an-

ticipations that on Saturday evening we started

toward the Chateau de Ramezay. On the way
a pleasant visit was made to the Library of the

Bar of Montreal, In the Court House, which had

been richly decorated in honor of the occasion,

and here an interesting address was made by
Mr. Carter. Then came the visit to the old

Chateau, where the Numismatic and Antiqua-
rian Society most cordially opened their doors

to the members of the A. L. A., who were re-

ceived with an address of welcome by Judge

Baby. Curios , rare old books, the old-fashioned

historic rooms, the dungeon, the great kitchen,

the old oven, all the quaint features of the Cha-

teau were explored with interest, and it was late

when the visitors departed, with a firm resolu-

tion that after their return home they would

freshen their memories still further regarding
the history of New France.

The following day being Sunday every one

devoted themselves to the churches of the city.

Friends met friends everywhere, from Notre-

Dame de Bonsecours to the English cathedral,

and rumor has given it to us that one enthu-

siast visited 17 churches during the day.
Thus far we had seen much of this beautiful

city, but less of the great university vhich had

so munificently opened its doors to us. It was
therefore with special pleasure that on Monday
evening we entered the doors of the Macdonald

Engineering Building, where the Governors,

Principal and Fellows of McGill University
tendered a reception to the members of the

American Library Association The fine build-
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ing was effectively decorated with both English
and American flags, and brilliantly lighted,

while on the top floor an orchestra played. If

we thought we knew Canadian cordiality before,

we discovered on this evening that there were

still unfathoined depths. Our hosts vied with

one another in their desire to explain the in-

tricacies of the wonderful machinery, and the

chief thought of every Canadian seemed to be

to give their guests all the pleasure possible.

We came away feeling in our hearts the warmth
and genuineness of the cordial hospitality

shown us.

Tuesday afternoon an unexpected treat was

given by prominent citizens of Montreal. Hon.
Senator Drummond, Sir William Van Horn,
and Mr. James Ross generously opened their

private art galleries, hardly equalled in this

country, and there for several hours the visitors

feasted their eyes upon Rembrandts, Teniers,

Corots, Turners, and many other works from

master hands.

But our record would be incomplete if it

closed here though Tuesday was the final

day at Montreal for while these good times

filled the largest share of our trip, still they
were not all that made the Montreal days ever

memorable and delightful. There was the visit

to the famous Grey Nunnery, the scramble to

the French market in the early morning, where

among other wares were the fascinating habi-

tant hats, promptly adopted as library head-

gear. Thare was a morning spent at the Iro-

quois village of Caughnawaga; and beautiful

drives and walks up Mt. Royal, from whose

top is outspread a most glorious view of the

country for miles around. And speaking of

drives, how we revelled in them! One member

expressed the sentiments of all when he said,

"Cab fares are so cheap here that I feel I

must drive in order to economize!" All these

trips helped to add to the pleasures of our so-

journ in Montreal.

Though anticipating the delights of the Post-

conference we left the city, which had given us

such a welcome, with feelings of regret. But

each one of us also felt a personal appreciation
of the untiring efforts and constant thought-
fulness of our host-in-chief, Mr. Gould. No

request was so trivial that it did not receive his

attention, and his one aim was for the comfort

and pleasure of the visitors. It was largely to

his zeal that the conference proved such a

pleasure and a success, and though words are

poor, we must again voice our gratitude for all

he did for each one of us and for the A. L. A.

THE "CANADIANA" EXHIBIT.

/^VNE of the most interesting features of the
^~"^ Conference was the fine collection of Can-

adiana, displayed in McGill University Library

during the week of the business sessions. This

was prepared by Mr. C. H. Gould, from mate-

rial loaned for the occasion from the treasure-

house of the Archives of St. Mary's College,

from the rich collections of McGill, Judge

Baby, Mr. J. B. Learmont, Mr. W. D. Light-

hall, and other sources. It included rare man-

uscripts, maps,
" relations

" and autograph let-

ters, early Canadian and French imprints, a col-

lection representative of Canadian poetry, his-

torical portraits and views, medals, and water-

color drawings of old Montreal and Canadian

scenes.

The full value and richness of this collection

can hardly be indicated in the space allotted,

but a brief record of some of the material shown

may give an idea of its extent and importance.

From the Archives of St. Mary's College,

Rev. A. E. Jones, S.J., Archivist, sent manu-

scripts that seemed to bring a touch of actual

contact with the figures of romance, pathos, and

sublime heroism that flit through the shadows

of the past of New France. Here are a few ex-

amples :

Copy of the Sillery donation, autograph of

Father Gabriel Lallemant, S.J., tortured to

death by the Iroquois, March 17, 1649 (1639);

Captivity and death of Ren6 Goupil, S.J.,

autograph of Father Isaac Jogues, S.J., who
was slain by the Mohawks, Oct. 17, 1646(1642);

Original brief of Urban VII. in favor of the

Huron Chapel of St. Joseph (St. Mary's Mis-

sion) (1644);

Sufferings of Father Isaac Jogues, autograph
MS. by Father Paul Ragueneau, S.J. (1652);

Autograph journal of Father Jacques Mar-

quette, S.J., the discoverer of the Mississippi

(1674-1675);

Marquette's map of the Mississippi;
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Original MS. of the Relations (1672-1679).

There were also Huron and Algonquin

primers and vocabularies ; early grants and

deeds, and petitions; a set of the "editio

princeps," Cramoisy original edition, of the

Jesuit Relations (1635- 1672), and an interest-

ing collection of portraits of the Fathers, in

photographs and engravings, including Le

Jeune, Ragueneau, Jogues, Lalemant, Charle-

voix. and Brebceuf.

From McGill University were shown a collec-

tion of 46 portraits of governors, ecclesiastics,

statesmen, and soldiers of Canada; Champlain's

voyages, editions of 1613 and 1640; Du Creux'

"Historia Canadensis," containing the rare plate

of the massacre of the Jesuits (1664); and other

early books and manuscripts.
In the Canadian imprints loaned by Hon.

Justice Baby were 10 examples of Fleury Mes-

plets, the first Montreal printer, beginning with

the "
Reglement de la confrerie de 1'adoration

perpetuelle du S. Sacrement "
(1776), the first

book printed at Montreal; a religious manual
in Indian dialect from Brown & Girmore, the

first Quebec printers (1767), with other early

Montreal and Quebec publications; the collec-

tion of French imprints opened with Le Mcrcure

franfais of 1608 -39, and there were eight Eng-
lish imprints opening with "

Complete history

of the late war" (Dublin, 1763), and closing

with Thomas Mantes's "
History of the late

war in North America" (London, 1772).

From Mr. W. D. Lighthall was shown an in-

teresting collection of Canadian poetry, largely

autograph or annotated copies, including nu-

merous early and little-known examples.

The medal collection of Mr. R. S. McLachlan

comprised all medals (with one exception)

awarded as educational prizes in the Province

of Quebec; while in Mr. J. B. Learmont's set of

28 water-color drawings were shown the old

French Parish Church of Montreal, 1725; the

St. Gabriel Scotch Church, 1805; three views

of the Chateau de Ramezay, the Recollet school

and church, the house of Pere Charlevoix, the

Caughnawaga Church, and many other note-

worthy scenes of old Montreal, Ste. Anne de

Beaupre, Tadousac, and other picturesque spots.

THE POST-CONFERENCE.

BY HELEN E. HAINES.

" For to admire, an' for to see,

For to be'old this world so wide "

*T*HE aspiration belongs to the Ballad of the

True Librarian. Is it not one of the " ob-

jects
"

of the American Library Association

even if we do not find it in the Revised Consti-

tution and has it not inspired library pil-

grimages by land and by water, from the Hud-
son to the Golden Gate, from the Gulf to the

Great Lakes ? It is a good aspiration, for work
or for play; it improves the circulation of ideas,

almost as important as the circulation of books;
and it has a wholesome expansive influence

upon personal schemes of "fixed location" in

opinions and beliefs. Each year it leads its

followers into fresh paths, giving to those who
will receive it an outlook beyond the printed

page, and quickening the mind and the spirit;

and if we know its manifestation by the prosaic
and familiar name of a Post-conference What
does a commonplace name matter, so long as

there is an aspiration underneath ?

There have been many Post-conference jour-

neys. The Rockies, the Sierras, the long blue

line of the Tennessee ridge, Adirondack forests,

bayou shores, even English hedgerows, hold

their places in our memories of A. L. A. travel;

but beside them and unsurpassed must now be

found the great river, the cliffs, the rolling hills,

whose beauties crowned the first Canadian meet-

ing of the American Library Association. And
there was more than natural beauty to make
memorable this journey. It was a step into

another country akin in many aims and

aspects; utterly foreign in others; full of inter-

est and significance. There was the mingling
of British and French or rather, no mingling
but a flux of two streams, together yet sepa-

rate; there was the British constitution, touched

with the quicker spirit of a young people,

but fulfilling expectations in its assured con-

victions, its evident sense of duty, its stand-

ard of fair play, and as Principal Peterson

pointed out its equanimity under some un-

friendly criticism; there was the spirit of Old

France, with its gaiety, its graciousness, its
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laisser aller; there was the Church, pervading
and dominating, whether hung with cloth of

gold or with tarlatan and paper roses mate-

rials of history, of romance, of politics, were

there; and over all was the glow of kindly wel-

come, of thoughtful hospitality, that from first

to last shone about the path of the library

travellers.

It is not surprising that everyone wanted to

go, and almost everyone did go. The Local

Committee, at least, must have keenly realized

the great modern development of the library

profession, referred to in the President's ad-

dress, as it strove manfully with the avalanche

of applications, inquiries, demands, and recom-

mendations that descended upon it in increas-

ing volume. It is not many years since an at-

tendance of loomade a good A. L. A. meeting,

and 50 was a fair average for a Post-confer-

ence; at Montreal 450 library people thronged
the halls and avenues of McGill, and nearly

300 shared in the beauties of the Saguenay trip.

The evening of Tuesday, June 12, was as-

signed on the program to the Post-confer-

ence. Business cares had been laid aside in

the morning, when about a fourth of those

present had attended the final working session

of the conference to vote for officers and des-

patch unfinished business. Then, for the re-

maining hours of the day the tribes scattered,

some to visit churches or libraries that had so

far escaped their pursuit; others to pay a fare-

well visit to the Mountain, lingering again over

jts revelation of sunlit city and river and dis-

tant hills; and others to spend a few delightful

hours in the rich private art galleries, thrown

open for the occasion, where the visitors real-

ized again the depth and cordiality of Montreal

hospitality. Early in the evening the clans

gathered at the R. & O. wharf, where lay the

twin steamers Canada and Carolina, chartered

for the library party. Here also lay about an

acre of assorted baggage, upon which the

travellers precipitated themselves, each one re-

questing that his or her trunk be deposited in

an isolated place aboard ship for even steamer

trunks did not fit into staterooms and that no

other trunks be placed on top of it. Considera-

tions of baggage were interrupted by farewells to

Montreal hosts and to the few mournful libra-

rians whose conference ended here; but gradu.

ally the throngs on the wharf were transferred

to the decks of the two steamers, and promptly

at nine o'clock the long thrill and ripple of

motion told that the Post-conference trip had

begun. Almost together the two steamers

pulled away from the wharf, the Canada soon

gaining upon her sister, and little by little the

fast-receding lights of Montreal faded out,

giving place to scattered clusters of lights that

now and again told of the shore. The moon
as well as the steamers had been chartered for

the occasion, and it proved for most of the

travellers more potent than sleep as a restorer

of tired nature. What the non-nautical people
called the "front" and "back" decks were

well filled with deck chairs, in cosy combina-

tions with golf capes, rugs, and steamer blan-

kets, and " heart to heart talks
"
upon

"Ships, and Kings, and sealing wax,
And whether pigs have wings

"

with other topics relating to librarians, if not

to libraries, filled a large proportion of the sil-

very hours of the night.

On Wednesday morning most of the travel-

lers were up betimes, not to lose the full beauty
of the approach to Quebec, whose majestic
citadel of rock rose sheer above the shining
river against its background of wooded shores

and dim blue hills, while its high-piled tin-

sheathed roofs and gilded spires flashed sil-

ver glories in the light of the morning sun.

The steamers lay for an hour or so at the

wharf, and the A. L. A. resolved itself into

Exploring Sections, with varied aims but un-

varying energy. The short time before the

warning whistle sounded the return was not too

short for visits to the Basilica, to Notre Dame
des Victoires, to the Chateau Frontenac, for a

glimpse of the Lower Town and the deserted

market-places, for a stroll along Dufferin Ter-

race, or for a tentative investigation of the

city's resources in the way of souvenirs. A few

even ventured upon voyages of observation in

the caliches, and others scrambled about the

green slopes of the citadel, where they dis-

cussed fortifications and military science, and

gathered buttercups and the brilliant coarse

Canadian dandelions. Most of the explorers

were athirst for historical information, and they

sought it diligently and en masse of the One who
Knew All About Things, evincing a certain soul-

ful joy over the extraction of facts and dates.

For all, the time was far too short, and as the

loiterers hastened their steps steamerward, it

was with regretful backward glances, and a de-
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termination to make the most of the Saturday
in Quebec that was set as the last act of the

Post-conference drama.

Through the hours of the late morning and

early afternoon there were ever new beauties

and fresh interests. The retrospect of Quebec
rock-crowned and dimming in the distance; the

white gleam of Montmorency Falls, like a flag

of truce fluttering in the hollow of the cliffs;

the low wooded shores of the Isle of Orleans,

with its white habitant houses clustering about

the village church or scattered over the green

farmlands; the increasing majesty of the scene

as the pine-clad hills drew closer to the river's

edge these and many more are pictures stored

in the galleries of memory. It were idle to

touch upon the "
points of interest" that one

by one were left behind. Is not their catalog set

forth in the guide books with precision and poetic

fire? Let us recall rather the keen breath of

the wind, the sunshine, and the steady onrush

of motion through the dancing waters, where

the white whales gleamed and sank, and flashed

again in iridescent half circles. In the early

afternoon the steamers entered the broad ex-

panse of Murray Bay, and halted at the long
lower horn of Point au Pic, where a sturdy
French population thrives amid the cottages
and hotel eyries of the summer visitors. Here

scattered search parties sallied forth, soon re-

turning at the whistle's call, with triumphant
allusions to the beauty of the view of river,

lake, and shore, as seen from the wooded

heights that overhang the village.

Twilight was gathering as the steamers drew

near the Bay of Tadousac, the great turning-

point of the journey. For the glories of the

closing day, as the sun sank, a ball of ruddy
fire, behind the purple mountains and cloud

tints of amethyst and pale rose waxed and

waned and cast a million shades of beauty
across earth and sky and river, this chronicler

has no words. It was thus we first saw the

Saguenay, as it joined its waters with the vast

expanse of the St. Lawrence in the gloaming,

tinged with the sunset afterglow, bordered by
rounded rocks and mountains robed in shadowy
pine forests. Tadousac marks the entrance to

the great river of the north, and the steamers

drew alongside the wharf, in a narrow creek on

either side of which rise the rounded rocks

that give to Tadousac its name. Here, for an

hour or so the travellers rambled, under the

spell of a picturesque and rugged beauty.
Tadousac has no level ground. From the foot

of the surrounding mountains rise and fall

rounded terraces, sometimes of sand mounds,
sometimes of gray or vine-grown rock. The
amber waters of a mountain tarn mirror a

broken mountainside, and a rushing weir

makes its impetuous way to the great river be-

low, on whose further side walls of rock rise

against the sky. There is a Government sal-

mon hatchery near the tarn; and down beyond
the village on a broad bay of the river is the

old chapel of the Jesuit mission, built 150

years ago on the site of a still more ancient

church a bodily reminder of the days when
Tadousac was an outpost of trade and of re-

ligion in New France.

Evening had fallen as the steamers drew out

from the narrow stream into the great walled

flood of the Saguenay. Then little by little

the beauty of the night revealed itself, as the

moon shone out upon the untroubled waters,

touching with magic the wild cliffs and

forest clad mountains that rose on either side,

while overhead,
" the floor of heaven was thick

inlaid with patines of bright gold." The wind

was keen, but with rugs and cloaks and

steamer blankets that mattered little, for, as

the guide book sapiently observes, "if the night
is fine and the moon high in the heavens, the

traveller will linger late on deck." Muffled

forms in groups of twos and threes and half

dozens were to be found from the roof of

the pilot house and sheltered corners by the

paddle-boxes to the bow of the lower deck;

and the arrangement of two chairs beneath

a single swathing of blankets appeared to

be etiquette for the occasion. Only one

criticism of the night was heard and that

was from the Poet, who lamented that he

had looked in vain for the maiden in the

moon, of whom legend tells; but it was pointed
out to him that if he had followed the ex-

ample of others and looked for the maiden on

the deck instead, the results might have been

more satisfactory.

As the steamers drew steadily northward, the

air became obscured and heavy; a veil of smoke,

faintly resinous, hung over the world, dimming
and at times drowning the moon's radiance;

then here and there along the mountain-side to

the left torches flared, until a hundred funeral

pyres flamed "beacon-like above the rapt
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world." Fierce forest fires these were, that

had raged for eight days and had destroyed the

little town of St. Etienne, one of the settle-

ments of the Price Lumber Company, where

some forty families had been rendered home"

less. For an hour or two their smoke hung fog-

like over all, while through the mountains, far

and near, their fiery serpent trail glowed and

broke, and appeared again in deep patches of

flame. The fateful majesty of the scene

was interpreted by its watchers in various

language. Some spoke of altars burning on a

hundred hills, of Olympian funeral pyres, of the

smoke-hung shores where Dante wandered; to

others it recalled Pittsburgh as seen at night;

others calculated the loss in cordwood, and dis-

cussed the influence of such fires upon the

lumbering industry; each in his humor and after

his kind. But as the night wore on the smoke

lightened, the fiery serpents disappeared, and

the beauty of moon and stars shone forth again,

undimmed over river and mountains. It was

under such heavens that half an hour before

midnight the steamer drew with hushed pulses

under the naked cliff of Cape Eternity, and

paused in the rounded bay at whose further

horn rise the stupendous triple terraces of

Cape Trinity. There were many who had

banished sleep for this, and for them there can

be no words to shadow forth the mystery of that

enchanted basin, moonlit, unfathomable in the

circle of the hills, or the dark wonder of those

rock-masses that rose to meet the midnight sky-

Of the later hours of the night, this chronicle

saith not. At some unearthly hour the steam-

ers reached Ha Ha Bay, where they lay until

morning. Thursday opened with a fine, steady,

drizzle of rain, but the A. L. A. regards not

the elements, and a number of the travellers

turned out in rainy-day trim, to explore the

town of St. Alphonse, some attending mass at

the village church, while others visited the

little school and heard the small, dark-eyed
habitants read and recite in Norman-French. All

through the morning the rain fell steadily and

a strong wind blew, driving many to the cabin,

where a Council meeting was held, to the pre-

mature extinction of an amateur concert organ-
ized for the occasion. By noon the shower

ceased, and as the steamers neared the wharf

at Chicoutimi, there was now and then a va-

grant gleam of sunshine.

Chicoutimi is the limit of the Saguenay jour-

ney, and here a three-hour halt was made. It

lies at the mouth of the river of the same name

a busy little lumbering town, with streets

wherein the pedestrian sighs for alpenstocks,

and high-roofed cottages perched on the rocky

hillsides. All the civic dignitaries of the place

welcomed the librarians, in the person of Mayor

Guay, who advanced to greet the visitors as the

Canada made fast to the wharf. Chicoutimi

evidently believes in the centralization of power,
for M. Guay combines with his duties as Mayor
the offices of Chief of Police, Chief of Fire De-

partment, and Magistrate of the County; he is

also a lay officer of the Cathedral; owner of the

large pulp mill by and for which Chicoutimi

lives and moves and has its being; owner of

most of the real estate of the region; proprietor

of a fleet of schooners and of the Chicoutimi tel-

ephone, telegraph, and electric light companies;

and the owner, editor, and publisher of the chief

daily paper in a word, Vtiat, cVst lui. His

welcome was as ample as the dignities with

which he was invested. The electric lights fur-

nished a midday illumination in honor of the

visitors, and the Mayor himself led the long

procession of conveyances in which those whom
Le Progres du Saguenay termed "

plusieurs cen-

taines de personnes distingues des Etats Unis,"

were taken to the points of interest of the town.

Chief among these was the Mayor's pulp mill,

a scene of whirring activity, where soft saw-

dust quashed beneath one's feet, and the

fragrance of freshly cut wood filled the air.

Here we saw the long logs guided through
the chute at one end of the mill, to emerge

finally as damp dough-like sheets of pulp, then

to be stamped and packed in great bundles, and

finally to start for Germany in the freight cars

that stood on the railway below. Then there

were the beautiful falls above the mills a

wonderful mountain torrent, amber-clear, fall-

ing in clouds of white smoke over wild rocks and

crags; while still further up a beautiful stretch

of rapids foamed and fretted against their im-

peding rocks. The little chapel built for the

workmen of the great Price lumber mills, and

marking the site of the old Jesuit mission

chapel erected for the Indians 200 years

before, was visited. Some of the sightseers

found time to inspect the fine sailors' hospital

and the well-kept convent; and all visited
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the large cathedral, the pride of Chicoutimi,
with its altar-piece of St. Ambrose receiving
the Emperor Constantine, said to be " un vrai

Rubens," brought from Rome 22 years ago by
the present Archbishop of Quebec, then Bishop
of Chicoutimi.

Tlfcre was much still to see when the steam-

ers sounded recall; but after all the laggards
had gathered at the wharf, time and tide were
forced to wait until copies of that day's issue of

{he Mayor's paper, Le Progrls du Saguenay,

evidently the "official organ" of Chicoutimi,
had been pulled damp from the press, for dis-

tribution as a parting souvenir. There were
other souvenirs squares of pulp from the

mill, birch bark, mosses, ferns, even a young
cedar tree tenderly boxed in its native soil,

grass baskets, and green Seminary scarfs and
it was with kindly feelings toward Chicoutimi

and its executive that the travellers waved fare-

well as the steamers ploughed their way again
into the river, headed on the homeward way.

All through the later afternoon the most won-
derful part of the great river, seen the evening
before by moonlight, was revealed through
mingled rain and sunshine. The steamers drew
close to the wild shores, seeming to skirt

" the very base

Of the mountain where, at a funeral pace,
Round about, solemn and slow

One by one the pinetrees go,

So, like black priests up, and so

Down the other side again.

Here and there the cascade of a mountain stream

hung its white plume down the wall of a great

cliff, or a patch of lingering snow gleamed in

the pine wilderness, while the veil of fine rain,

constantly broken by brilliant sunlit pauses,
cast a thousand varying shadow effects over

river and shores. The showers, indeed, were

an added beauty; and as the great twin capes
loomed ahead and the rapid beating of the

engines stilled in their presence, suddenly the

mists were broken and swallowed up in sun-

shine, and across blue sky and rain-fresh earth

hung a double rainbow, spanning the mountains

and smiling back from the depths of the waters.

Almost beside the steamer's rail rose the triple

promontory of Cape Trinity, stretching upward
in sheer reaches of stone that the eye wavered

to follow, a figure of the Virgin on its second

terrace, and a white cross rising near its crown,
while across the dark guarded basin of Eternity

Bay towered its giant sister, robed with the pine

forest and veiled with a floating shred of cloud.

It seemed to many enough to absorb it all in

silence and lose the pettiness of self in the

spirit of elemental nature; but the true tourist

spirit is rather a trivial, childish curiosity, and

there were some to give it vent in a Philistine

assault of stones, aimed at the mighty cliffs,

while the austere silence of the wilderness was

broken by the wanton din of steam whistles

blown to wake the angry answer of the echo.

The shadows of evening had fallen when the

steamers drew in a second time to the Tadousac

wharf, where they were to lie until tide turned

at break of day. Here, despite lowering clouds

and the grumble of thunder, most of the travel-

lers turned out for further explorations. They
found their way again to the salmon weir, and

thronged the ancient church, with its relics of

a wild and romantic past, they were caught in

a heavy thunder storm, and sought refuge in

hospitable homes, where French kindliness,

gave them a gracious welcome; and then they
walked steamerward along the hilly village street

under a radiant canopy of stars. A number

gathered in the Tadousac Hotel, where there

was dancing and refreshments and where the

passengers on the Canada and Carolina ex-

changed greetings and experiences. For those

who remained aboard a Library Auction was

held, in the cabin of the Canada, announced in

a huge placard as " Fonds de banqueroute a

profit de 1'acheteur," where the prices paid for
"
unique" copies of "

Queen of the air,"
" The

red badge of courage,"
" American Catalogue,

part I," and other rare works deserve record

in " Book prices current "; while for many deck

chairs and moonlight still held their charms.

Early on Friday morning Murray Bay was

reached again, with a fair time allowance for

exploration. Many yielded to the fascination of

the caliche, and joined the long procession that

moved along the shores of the bay and over

the hills; others climbed the steep hillside to

the Hotel Richelieu, and enjoyed the fine view

spread below
;
some visited the little village

school, with its piquant, vivacious mistress
;

and sooner or later all thronged the Indian

basket shop, and met in the hurly burly of the

great library raid on " Fraser's
"
that must be

long remembered in Murray Bay annals. For

at Fraser's were rolls upon rolls of homespun
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linens, delicate counterpanes, rag-carpet in dull

Persian greens and blues and yellows, home-

spun stuffs in soft aesthetic tints, at sight of

which the three hundred was moved with a true
"
bargain day

"
frenzy. High officials in the

A. L. A. were pressed into service in measur-

ing off yards of stuff and making change, and
the raiders withdrew only as the whistle

sounded the return at 10 o'clock. Once afloat

again, a "loan exhibit" was promptly held in

the cabin of the Canada, where the vari-col-

ored rugs and draperies made a brave show as

they were hung over the gallery rails, each

labelled with its owner's name. The hours of

morning and early afternoon passed quickly,
and at 3 o'clock the steamer made fast to the

long pilgrims' wharf at the village of Ste. Anne
de Beaupre, for a two-hour visit to the shrine

of "la bonne Ste. Anne."
How can we tell, in the space allotted, of all

that was seen and done ? Down the long wharf
the procession made its way, past the round

building which in staring signs announced a

Cyclorama of the Crucifixion, into the open

square before the church, with its booths of

rosaries and sacred emblems. Here they were

met by one of the priests in charge, who led

the way into the great church and pointed out

its chief beauties the altar rails of carved

marble, the great organ, and the many rich

decorations. At the head of the center aisle,

before the chancel, stands the statue of Ste.

Anne, with a jewelled relic case set at its feet;

while all through the church are the offerings

of ihe faithful cases of jewels and trinkets,

great stacks of crutches, cases of spectacles

and eyeglasses, tokens of the healing sought

by thousands of worshippers. The various

chapels were visited, and in the sacristy the

many souvenirs of the shrine bought by the

visitors were blessed by one of the attending

priests. The old church of Ste. Anne, built in

1658, and restored some 20 years ago, was also

visited, as was the elaborate chapel of the

Scala Santa, from whose platform was revealed

a superb view of river and shore. There was

still time for a ramble through the quaint streets

of the pilgrim town, where religion permeates

every activity. Here, along the roadside, rose

the enclosure of a holy hill, the stations of the

cross marking its winding paths ;
there the lit-

tle shop of a statue-maker opened from the

street, an Angel of the Annunciation on one

side of the doorway, a rotund Punchinello of a

Napoleon I. on the other. A Chinese idol kept

guard further back, hobnobbing with the In-

fant of Prague, while Ste. Annes of various

sizes and complexions filled out the group.
There was a foreign touch and color about it

all the old streets with their quaint French

houses, the open shaded square, across which

babies played and women chatted, the crosses

and the chapels dominating all and one longed

to see it all more freely and more fully than

an excursion program permits. Small wonder

that it was after five before the last laggards

were safely aboard and the steamers drew

away towards the final stage of their journey.

The sun was sinking as the citadel rock of

Quebec again rose before the voyagers. The

steamers made fast at the R. & O. wharf, there

to rest as floating hotels for a night and a day,

and the three hundred scattered in squads and

detachments to make the most of the twilight

and evening hours in this city of old-world en-

chantment. There is no space to chronicle all

their doings. The majority had been inspired

by the happy thought of supper in Quebec, and

sought
" characteristic

"
restaurants with hun-

gry energy, from the historic
" Chien d'Or,"

rather conventionalized as a tourist show-place,

to the sweet-shops where one might indulge in

ice cream at twenty cents for three plates, or

the quaint foreign places in the Lower Town
where one might secure "

repas a toute

heure." The trolley cars offered to many op-

portunity to gain a general view of the city;

and a number made their way to the Plains of

Abraham, and wandered over fields and mead-

ows unconscious trespassers in search of

Wolfe's Cove. It was found at last, after a

troublous campaign wherein thickets and

barbed wire fences were carried successfully

with only one casualty reported. Historical re-

flections were indulged in as the adventurers

gazed down from the steep, wooded heights

to the strand below and recalled that dar-

ing attack; but these were interrupted by the

realization that while Wolfe ascended others

must descend, and the adventures of the past

were lost in the immediate perils of the pres-

ent. It was learned later that the explorers

had lost their bearings, and that further on an

actual road existed, leading to the cove below;

but for those who gazed upon that steep accliv-

ity, tangled with underbrush and set with
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ankle-twisting stones, and saw their goal in the

shore road far below, the Ascent of Wolfe's

Cove counts for little the Descent of Wolfe's

Cove will long remain an historic memory.
How it was accomplished, let those who know

tell; if they will. Then came the long walk

around the cove road through the cramped and

half-deserted streets of the Lower Town, that

had in some strange fashion lingered over from

the xyth into the aoth century; and the trip by
ascenseur to the broad expanse of Dufferin Ter-

race, where the A. L. A. mingled in the pictur-

esque stream that moved in steady cross-cur-

rents back and forth upon the beautiful prom-
enade. There was good music from the Royal
Victorian Band; there were fascinating Tommy
Atkinses; there was moonlight and balmy air

it is no wonder that midnight had come and

gone before the wanderers were home again
in the familiar staterooms of the Canada and

Carolina.

Saturday opened with a morning visit to

the Champlain Market, in its broad open

square with surrounding booths and central

market buildings. Entirely foreign and de-

lightful it all was, from the sturdy habitant

farmer squeezing two wildly protesting pigs
into an inadequate sack, to the marketwomen
with their maple sugar molds and their high
stacks of baskets. To the baskets most of the

visitors succumbed; and to the steeple-crowned
habitant hats in their gay colors; and to the

bright-dyed sheep-skin mats; and to articles

sundry and various. There was a special joy,

too, in the purchasing process, for, of course,

every one was resolved to try his or her French

upon their victims, and some of the French

thus administered could be taken safely only
in small doses. " Combien?" and " oui" were
the chief standbys of the visitors, "n'est ce pas ?"

seemed to be also generally regarded as a sure

resource; but even with this equipment strange
results were sometimes produced, as in the

case of one young librarian from whom was
evoked the startling acknowledgment that the

small hats she had just bought were for her
" deux enfants."

From the market and the shops the visitors

assembled for a trolley ride about the city, ten-

dered under the auspices of the Literary and
Historical Society of Quebec, which was rep-
resented by its President, Capt. Wood, by Sir

James Le Moine, Mr. P. B. Casgrain, and
several other members.

A long circuit through the city was made,

showing the old and new, the modern suburbs,

and the unchanged heart of the old town. At

the Plains of Abraham the party was led by its

cicerones to the various historic scenes, none of

which, perhaps, touched the spirit so strongly

as did the slender shaft of the Wolfe monument,

with its inscription so simple and so potent

"Here Wolfe died Victorious." From the

Plains a trip was made to the citadel, where

red-coated soldiers, polite and immaculate, and

so delightfully in accord with one's expecta-

tions, conducted the A. L. A. about the Bar-

racks, and accepted with calm satisfaction their

charges' delight at the wonderful view out-

spread below the ramparts. Most of the party

lingered to share by their presence in the

solemn operation of firing the noonday gun,

and many were taken to see the small old can-

non, which, they were told, had been carried

off from Bunker Hill a remark that evoked

the prompt reply, "Yes, you got the cannon;

but we got the hill!
"

The afternoon was spent in varied fashion.

Some lunched at the peaceful convent of Le

Bon Pasteur; many sought souvenirs in the

fascinating shops; the majority, perhaps, drove

in calhhcs or went by train to the beautiful

Falls of Montmorency, nine miles out. That

trip deserves more than a title-entry. The
drive lay through a true French countryside,

with its quaint houses of two centuries ago, its

market carts that jogged along the white road,

with their cheerful walnut-faced drivers; its

wayside crosses; and the long straggling village

of Beauport. At its end, within a park en-

closure, were the beautiful Falls, revealing at

every fresh view-point a new loveliness that

held time captive. Besides all this, Quebec itself

held a thousand lures. All through the town

decorations were in progress for the great Cor-

pus Christi festival of the morrow. Long rows

of fragrant young pine and fir trees lined the

streets, intersected with evergreen arches,

while from windows and balconies hung ban-

ners with devout inscriptions, as " O Salutaris

Hostia," or " Panis Angelorum," mingled with

French, British, and Irish flags. In the

churches there were special preparations. The

chancel of the Basilica glowed with many-
colored electric lights, and in the older quarters

of the city especially a general atmosphere of

festivity prevailed. Many there were who

yielded to the fascination of it all, and as the
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time came for the return to Montreal the

steamer contingent was somewhat thinned, and
a large library delegation remained for Sunday
in Quebec.
At seven o'clock the Canada slowly moved on

the last stage of her trip, the defection from
her original passenger list having been made

up by the transfer of the travellers from the

Carolina. In the evening, in her spacious

cabin, a meeting of the Association was called,

at which supplementary resolutions of thanks

to those who had made the post-conference so

memorable a pleasure and a success were unani-

mously carried, and with three hearty cheers

for Mr. C. H. Gould though to him no vocal

organs can express the true measure of our

thanks the Twenty-second General Confer-

ence of the American Library Association came
to an end.

But there were still disjecta membra, Sunday
both at Montreal and at Quebec will long be re-

membered. The Corpus Christi festival in both

places gave to the visitors a little journey to

Europe. There were the crowded streets, gay
with bright dresses "every French girl in

Montreal she's sure got to have a new dress for

Corpus Christi day," it was explained to one

group of sightseers; there was the long proces-

sion, with its magnificently vested priests, its

lines of white-veiled girls from the convent

schools, its marching phalanxes of priests and

sisters, each body bearing rich-hued banners,

while at the end was the gorgeous canopy
under which was borne the Host. The proces-
sion wound through the evergreen-lined streets,

and at every intersecting arch a pause was

made, while the choir boys scattered flowers

and the deep-toned swell of chanting rose and

fell.

The eastern section of the A. L. A. saw but

the beginning of the festival, for at 10 o'clock

they left the Grand Trunk station on the home-

ward trip through Burlington, of which record

follows elsewhere. For those who had re-

mained in Quebec there was opportunity after

the Corpus Christi celebration for drives and

rambles before departure at three o'clock by
the Montreal boat; while the few who had

spent their Sunday in Montreal scattered in

the early evening on their homeward way for

New York and Buffalo and Boston.

BURLINGTON AND LAKE GEORGE TRIP.

It was a fairly large party, mainly from New

York and New England, that filled the two

special cars in the Grand Trunk station on Sun-

day morning, bound on the final Post-confer-

ence excursion, with Sunday at Burlington and

a trip down Lake George to follow. Burlington

was reached soon after noon, and special cars

carried the party to the Van Ness Hotel. The

afternoon was spent by many in visiting the

Billings Library and Ethan Allen's monument,
and in a drive, of which Red Rock was the ob-

jective point. In the evening Miss Hagar re-

ceived the Association at the little Public

Library, doing good work in its inadequate

quarters.

By nine o'clock on Monday morning the New
Yorkers and New Englanders were disposed in

deck chairs in the bow of a Champlain steamer,

enjoying the beauty of the scenery so peace-

ful a contrast to the wild majesty of the Sa-

guenay. At Ticonderoga adieux were again

in order, for here New York separated from

New England, and set forth upon its Lake

George route. Here let the tale be taken up

by one who shared the pleasures of that Lake

George journey.

DOWN LAKE GEORGE AND THE HUDSON.*

When the Vermont, with a boat-load from

Burlington, tied up at the wharf beneath the

forsaken earthworks of old Fort Ticonderoga,

it was a company of about 70 souls who walked

down the gang-plank. They were to form a

new party of adventurers, the proper designa-

tion of which would be "The Lake George &
Hudson Company." The New England party,

who thought to see us well started on our jour-

ney by coming with us this far, crowded the

steamer rail, and a waving of handkerchiefs from

boat to train, with a return salute, rounded up

one more of the many links in the Post-confer-

ence chain. Another was already begun.

The Horicon soon hove in sight at the Bald-

win pier, making a beautiful contrast between

her white sides and the bluest of blue waters.

The wearers of the Montreal badges, accom-

panied by numerous satchels and bandboxes,

then walked two by two into the little ark,

to engage again in the momentous conflict of

body and spirit that on so many numerous

former occasions has beset the travelling mem-

bers of the American Library Association

whether one should be faithful to the ideals of

* The account of the Lake George and Hudson trip is

by Edward L. Burchard, Librarian of the U. S. Coast and

Geodetic Survey.
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spirit and feast upon the passing beauty or re-

tire to hold and replenish the inner man. But

the steamer Horicon allowed one to do both.

The entire dining-saloon was above water and

lined with glass windows, so that there was an

unbroken prospect of wooded mountain and ra-

vine, summer homes, and rippling blue waters.

After some eight or 10 miles of this American

Switzerland the boat whistled at Green Island,

and the party was soon on the steps of the

Sagamore Hotel. Such a union of green things
and blue waters and tranquil stillness made all

the cares of books and travel slide away, and in

their places crept a delicious and soothing
sense of quiet and of pure enjoyment of nature.

The broad piazzas of the hotel invited to re-

pose, but before long the party was scattering in

the woods or by the shores or down the road to

the other end of the island, where the guide-
book said an earthwork had been thrown up

during Revolutionary days.
The movements of one party out gathering

flowers were suspicious. The quantities of

buttercups, ferns, and other green things they

picked, and the clandestine way they carried

them back to the hotel indicated that something
was in the air. These suspicions were confirmed

when Miss Baldwin and Miss Wallace, penetrat-

ing into the recesses of the immaculate kitchen,

sought out the ctiffa.nd proceeded to press him

into the service. Miss Wallace instantly de-

tected in the broad grin of the son of Ham, a

descendant of the Georgia plantation, and

quickly clinched a bargain for a birthday cake

that should be iced and decorated in the highest

style of the art. It was not until 6.30 that

evening that the mystery was cleared. When
the company moved upon the dining-room Mr.
Hill at once escorted Mrs. Wood to the seat of

honor at a center- table, which was gaily deco-

rated with flowers, and where she was soon

surrounded by her friends and the whole con-

tingent of librarians. It was then revealed

that Mrs. Wood, who is the mother of Mrs.

Hill, had added to the other attractions which
had endeared her to all with whom she was
associated on the trip, an Both birthday, and
this her friends proposed to celebrate with all the

rites befitting the occasion. In the midst of the

festivities the great birthday cake was brought
in, borne aloft and reflecting from its iced sur-

face a border of lighted candles.

While the others were gathering flowers Miss

Hannah P. James had been preparing a wreath.

This she now presented:

1820- 1900.
LOOKING TOWARDS SUNSET.

Towards the sunset sailing fair,

Fresh verdure on the hills and in the heart,

God's sunshine on the earth and in the air,

In all thou hast a part.

For life to thee, both here and there, is one,

Where eternal years forever glow
With brightness of the everlasting sun,

And here where glimpses of that glory show.

Thine eighty blessed years thou hast not lost

For there their treasure lies beyond the sight,

Till Cape Eternity reveals to thee

A sunset glowing with unfading light.

HANNAH P. JAMES.

Mr. Montgomery then voiced the general
" era of good feeling

"
in a few words of jollity,

proposing a toast to Mrs. Wood in which all

joined, and which was responded to by Mr. Hill

in behalf of Mrs. Wood.
The ceremony being over, each one of the

"immediate family" took possession of a

lighted birthday candle, a procession was

formed, and there was a grand march down the

corridor and verandas, ending with a Virginia

reel in the parlor, our lady of four-score leading

the procession and starting off the reel with as

much sprightliness as a bride of twenty. The

evening closed with a few boating parties on

the lake.

At 8.30 in the morning the 68 " New York-

ers," for as such we were registered at the

Sagamore, boarded the diminutive steamer

Mohican, and after about an hour's ride

glided up to the wharf near old Fort William

Henry, at the town of Caldwell. Here the

comforts of water travel were exchanged for

the soot and heat of two cars, and the next

stop was Saratoga Springs, where we were left

behind to spend part of the day. A short stroll

through the midst of the huge caravansaries

that line the main street brought us to the steps

of the American Adelphi Hotel, where we re-

luctantly expended our last "meal coupon."
A drive through the town followed, and then

came the return. Albany was the next stop,

where the Ltbrary School claimed its own; then

followed the daylight ride down the Hudson.

West Point, Peekskill, Stony Point, Tarry-

town, Irvington, told off the few remaining
miles of our long journey; and it was with a

deep sens"e of obligation to each one of the

planners and promoters who had organized such

a long round of recreation and pleasure that at

last the good-byes were said and the " Lake

George and Hudson "
section of the Post-con-

ference adjourned.
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wick, Fredericton, N. B.

*Davis, Mary L., Head cataloging dept., Pratt
Institute L., Brooklyn. ,c.-i._*w

*Davis, Miriam M., Ref. Ln. P. L., Minne-

apolis, Minn.
Dawson, S: E , Queen's Printer, Ottawa, Ont.
De Crevecoeur, Pierre, As. Fraser Institute,

Montreal.

Delisle, Auguste, Ln. Bar Assoc., Montreal
Denison, G: A., rep. G. C. Merriam Co., Spring-

field, Mass.
Dennis, Carrie C., Ln. City L., Lincoln, Neb.

*Derby, Alice H., New Haven, Ct.

*Derickson, Maud E., Substitute P. L. Minne-
apolis, Minn.

Dewey, Melvil, Director State L. and Home Ed-
ucation, Univ. of State of N. Y., Albany,
N. Y.

De Witt, Clinton, Middlesborough, Ky.
Doan, Enos L., Ln. Institute F. L., Wilming-

ton, Del.

*Doane, Rebecca F., Ln. F. L., Milford, N. H,
*Dodge, Melvin G., Ln. Hamilton Coll., Clin-

ton. N. Y.

Doren, Electra C., Ln. P. L., Dayton, Ohio.

Dougherty, Anna R., As. F. L., Philadelphia.
*Dousman, Mary E., As. Children's Room, P.

L. , Milwaukee, Wis.

Droyer, Mary G., Utica, N. Y.
*Earl, Mrs. Adams, LaFayette, Ind.

*Earl, Mrs. Elizabeth C., Indiana P. L. Com-
mission, Connellsville, Ind.

*Earl, Jeanie S., Herkimer, N. Y.
Eastman, Linda A., Vice-In. P. L., Cleveland,

Ohio.

*Eastman, W: R., Inspector of Libraries, Univ.
of State of N. Y., Albany, N. Y.

fEastman, Mrs. W: R., Albany, N. Y.

Edmands, J:, Ln. Mercantile L., Philadelphia,
Pa.

Edmands, Mrs. J:, Philadelphia.
*Edwards, Ella M., Ln. Buffalo Hist. Soc.,

Buffalo, N. Y.

*Elliott, Julia E., Student Illinois State L.

School, Champaign, 111.

Ellison, Annette C., Supt. Children's Dept. P.

L., Minneapolis, Minn.
Elmendorf, H: L., Supt. P. L., Buffalo, N. Y.

Elmendorf, Mrs. H: L., Buffalo, N. Y.

Emerson, Mabel E., Ref. Ln. P. L., Provi-

dence, R. I.

*Engle, Emma R., As. children's room, F. L.,

Philadelphia.
*Evans, Mrs. Alice G., Ln. F. P. L., Decatur,

111.

*Fairbairn, Helen, Secy, to In. McGill Univ.,
Montreal.

Fairchild, E. M., Lecturer, Educational, Church
Board, Albany, N. Y.

Fairchild, Mrs. Salome Cutler, Vice-director N.
Y. State L. School, Albany, N. Y.

*Farrar, Ida F., As. City L., Springfield, Mass.
*Faxon, F: W., Liby. dept., Boston Book Co.,

Boston.

*Faxon, Mrs. F: W., Boston,
Feary, Charlotte S., Cataloger State L., Al-

bany, N. Y.

Finley, F. G., Ln. Medical L., McGill Univ.,
Montreal.

Fletcher, W. I., Ln. Amherst Coll., Amherst,
Mass.

Flint, Weston, Ln. P. L., Washington, D. C.

Foss, Sam W., Ln. P. L., Somerville, Mass.
Fossler, Anna, Student N. Y. State L. School,

Albany, N. Y.
*Foster, Mary S., As. State Hist. Soc., Madi-

son, Wis.

Foster, W: E., Ln. P. L., Providence, R. I.

*Fox, Nellie L., Ln. Morse Institute, Natick,
Mass.

*Foye, Charlotte H., As. John Crerar L., Chi-

cago.
Francis, Mary, Hartford, Ct.

Freeman, Marilla W., Ln. P. L,, Michigan
City, Ind.

fFrench, Mrs. C: H., Canton, Mass.
Furbish, Alice C.. Ln. P. L., Portland, Me.
Galbreath, C. B., Ln. State L., Columbus,

Ohio.

*Garland, Caroline H.,Ln. P. L., Dover, N. H.
Gash, Margaret, Student Pratt Institute L.

School, Brooklyn.
Gassaway, Elizabeth, As. In. P, L., Toledo

Ohio.

*Gay, Alice M., Hartford, Ct.

Gay, Frank B., Ln. Watkinson L., Hartford,
Ct.

*Gay, Helen K., Ln. P. L. , Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Geiger, E. A., Sec. and Treas. P. L., Brock-
ville, Ont.

Gerould, J. T., As. Columbia Coll. L., N. Y.

City.
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Gibson, Minnie E., Ln. Reuben McMillan F. L.,

Youngstown, Ohio.

Gifford, W: L. R., Ln. P. L., Cambridge, Mass.
^Gilbert, Elizabeth, As. Indexer, State L., Al-

bany, N. Y.

*Gilkey, Malina A., Cataloger, Liby. of Con-
gress, Washington.

Goddard, W: D., Clerk, Liby. of Congress,
Washington.

*Goding, Sarah E., As. In. F. L., Philadelphia,
Gooch, Harriet B., Ln. P. L. North Brookfield,

Mass.
Goss, Harriet, Ed. Cumulative Index, Cleve-

land, Ohio.

*Gould, C. H., Ln. McGill Univ., Montreal,
Gould, H. A., rep. A. C. McClurgCo., Chicago.
*Graham, Emma, Ln. P. L., Sidney, Ohio.
Green, Walter C., Student N. Y. State L. Sch.,

Albany, N. Y.

*Greenman, E. May, As. Home Education Dept.
State L., Albany, N. Y.

*Grierson, Mrs. E. S., Ln. P. L. of Calumet &
Hecla Mining Co., Calumet, Mich.

Guild, Helen T. , Cataloger State Univ. L ,

Bloomington, Ind.

*Gunnison, Marion, Ref. In. P. L., Erie, Pa.

*Hackett, Irene A., Ln. Y. M. C. A., Brooklyn.
Hadley, Anna, Ln. Ansonia L., Ansonia, Ct.

*Hafner, Alfred, rep. G. E. Stechert, N. Y. City.

*Hagar, Sarah C., Ln. Fletcher F. L., Burling-
ton, Vt.

*Haines, Helen E., Managing ed. Library Jour-
nal, N. Y. City.

*Hall, Bessie G., As. McGill Univ. L., Mon-
treal.

Hall, E. Frances, Ln. Mass. Agricultural Coll.,

Amherst, Mass.
*Hammond, Laura, Student Pratt Institute L.

School, Brooklyn.
Hanson, J. C. M., Chief Cataloging division,

Liby. of Congress, Washington.
Hardy, E. A., Secy. P. L., Lindsay, Ohio.

Harrington, Bernard J., Prof, of chemistry,
McGill Univ., Montreal.

*Haven, Georgetta, Cincinnati, Ohio.

*Hazeltine, Mary Emogene, Ln. James Pren-

dergast F. L., Jamestown, N. Y.

-Henderson, Maude R., As. P. L., N. Y. City.
*Hewins, Caroline M., Ln. P. L., Hartford, Ct.

*Hewins, Lucy C., West Roxbury, Mass.

*Heydrick, Josephine S., Ln. PequotL. , South-

port, Ct.

*Hill, Frank P., Ln. F. P. L., Newark, N. J.

*Hill, Mrs. Frank P., Newark, N. J.

Hine, J. W:, Art Metal Construction Co.,

Jamestown, N. Y.

Hinsdale, Leonora J., As. Cathedral F. Circ.

L., N. Y. City.
Hitchler, Theresa, Chief Cataloger P. L.,

Brooklyn.
*Hoagland, Merica L., organizer, Fort Wayne,

Ind.

*Hooper, Louisa M., As. In. P. L.
, Brookline,

Mass.

*Hope, Amy, N. Y. City.

Hopkins, Anderson H., As. In. John Crerar L.,

Chicago.

Hosmer, James Kendall, Ln. P. L., Minne-
apolis, Minn.

*Hubbard, Anna G., Ref. In. State L., Indian-

apolis, Ind.

*Hull, Fanny, Ln. Union for Christian work,
Brooklyn.

*Humphreys, Florence G., As. F. L., Phila-.

delphia.
*Hunt, Clara W., As. F. P. L., Newark, N. J.

Hunt, Edwin B., Chief cataloging dept. P. L.,

Boston.

*Huse, Hiram A., Ln. State L., Montpelier, Vt.

*Huse, Mrs. H. A., Montepelier, Vt.

*Husted, Harriet F., Ln. Y. W. C. A., N.Y. City.
*Hutchins, F. A., Secy. F. L. Commission,

Madison, Wis.

Hutson, Cecilia M., Ln. West Side Branch,
P. L., Cleveland, Ohio.

lies, George, Member A. L. A. Publishing
Board, N. Y. City. .

Isbister, Jennie E., As. P. L., Cleveland, Ohio.

*Isom, Mary F., Student Pratt Institute L.

Sch., Brooklyn.
*Jackman, Ida L., Elgin, 111.

*Jackson, Annie B., Tr. P. L. North Adams,
Mass.

Jackson, G: A , Ln. General Theological L. ,

Boston.

*James, Hannah P., Ln. Osterhout F. L.,

Wilkes-Barre. Pa.

James, M. S. R., Library Bureau, Boston.

*James, W: J., Ln. Wesleyan Univ., Middle-

town, Ct.

Jaquith, A. B., Woodstock, Vt.

Jaquith, Mrs. O. B., Ln. Norman Williams
P. L., Woodstock. Vt.

*Jenks, Rev. H: F., Tr. P. L., Canton, Mass.

*Jenks, Mrs. H: F., Canton, Mass.

Jennings, Judson T., Sub. In. reference, State

L., Albany, N. Y.

Jermain, Mrs. F. D., Ln. P. L., Toledo, Ohio.

*Johnson, Delle, Sioux City, Iowa.

*Jones, Rev. A. E., sj., St. Mary's College,
Montreal.

*Jones, Gardner M., Ln. P. L., Salem. Mass.

*Jones, Mrs. Gardner M., Salem, Mass.

Judd, L: S., As. In. P. L., N. Y. City.

Keefer, Jessie G., As. P. L.. Scranton, Pa.

Kelso, Tessa L., rep. Baker & Taylor Co.,

N. Y. City.

*King, Ellen, As. In. P. L., Germantown, Pa.

*Kirkland, Marian P., Ln. Gary L., Lexington,
Mass.

*Kite, Agnes C., Ln. West Phila. Branch. F.

L., Philadelphia.
*Knowles, Ellen F., As. Boston Athenaeum,

Boston.

*Koopman, Harry L., Ln. Brown Univ., Provi-

dence, R. I.

Koster, Caroline L., Student Pratt Institute L.

Sch., Brooklyn.
*Kroeger, Alice B., Ln. Drexel Institute, Phil-

adelphia.
Lambert, Cecilia C., Ln. P. L., Passaic, N. J.

Lambert, Clara, England.
*Lane, W, C., Ln. Harvard Coll., Cambridge,

Mass.
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Langton, J. F., As. In. P. L., St. Louis, Mo.
Larned, J. N., Buffalo, N. Y.

Learmont, Mrs. J. B., Montreal.

*Leavitt, Charlotte D., Ln. McClymonds L.,

Massillon, Ohio.

*Leerone, Anna L., Ln. P. L., Champaign, 111.

Lee, H. T. J., Tr. P. L., Toronto, Ont.

Leeper, Rosa M., Ln. Carnegie L., Dallas,
Texas.

Lemcke, Ernst, Bookseller, N. Y. City.
*Leonard, Grace F.,As. Providence Athenaeum,

Providence, R. I.

*Lindsay, Mary B., Ln. F. P. L., Evanston,
111.

Little, G: T., Ln. Bowdoin Coll., Brunswick,
Me.

*Lord, Isabel Ely, Ln. Bryn Mawr Coll., Bryn
Mawr, Pa.

Loring. Atherton, Library Bureau, Boston.

Luce, Cyrus G., Pres. P. L. Commission, Lans-

ing, Mich.
McCabe, Margaret B., Cataloger P. L., Buffalo,

N. Y.

McCaine, Mrs. Helen J., Ln. P. L., St. Paul,
Minn.

McCaine, W:, St. Paul, Minn.

*McCrory, Harriette L., Ln. F. P. L., Cedar

Rapids, la.

*McDaniel, Arthur S., As. Harvard Coll. L.,

Cambridge, Mass.
*MacDonald, Katharine L, F. L. Commission,

Madison, Wis.

*McGuffey, Margaret D., Chief of issue dept.,
P. L., Boston,

*Mackay, Margaret S., As. McGill Univ. L.,
Montreal.

McLachlan, Robert W., Curator Chateau de

Ramezay, Montreal.

McLennan, Mrs. F., rep. National Council of

Women, Montreal.

*Macomber, Miss M. E., Ln. Kellogg-Hubbard
L., Montpelier, Vt.

*Macurdy, Theodosia E., Chief of ordering
dept., P. L., Boston.

Malcouronne, E. F., Ln. and Secy. Fraser Insti-

tute, Montreal.

Maltby, Mrs. Silas B., Student Pratt Institute

L. Sch., Brooklyn.
^Manchester, Bessie F., Secy, to In. P. L.,

Detroit, Mich.

Mann, Margaret, Instructor Illinois State L.

Sch., Champaign, 111.

*Marsh, Alice F., Dedham, Mass.
*Marsh, Louise T., As. P. L., Dedham, Mass.
Martel, C:, As. Cataloging division, Library of

Congress, Washington.
Martin, May C., As. In. P. L., Utica, N. Y.

Mathews, Mary, Student N. Y. State L. Sch.,

Albany, N. Y.

*Mattison, Olivia M., As. Northwestern Univ.
L., Evanston, 111.

*Medlicott, Mary, Ref. In. City L., Springfield,
Mass.

*Merrill, Bertha H., Consulting In. P. L. Calu-
met & Hecla Mining Co., Calumet, Mich.

Merritt, Leslie, Student Pratt Institute L. Sch.,

Brooklyn.

Mery, Sophie, As. In. P. L., Toledo, Ohio.

*Metcalf, Ada G., Providence, R. I.

*Metcalf, Anna, Ref. In. Brown Univ., Provi-

dence, R. I.

Michelbacher, Adele, Mgr. L. dept. Harper &
Bros. N. Y. City.

*Middleton, Jean Y., Ln. Apprentices L., Phil-

adelphia.
Mills, G. C., Newark, N. J.

*Mitchell, Tryphena, Ln. Vaughn L., Ashland,
Wis.

*Montgomery, T. L., Ln. Wagner F. Institute

of Sci., Tr. F. L.. Philadelphia.
*Moore, Annie C., Children's In. Pratt Insti-

tute F. L., Brooklyn.
Mott, H., As. In. McGill Univ., Montreal.

*Moulton, J: G., Ln. P. L., Haverhill, Mass.

Mundy, Ezekiel W., Ln. Central L., Syracuse,
N. Y.

*Muse, Jessie, Atlanta, Ga.

*Myler, Mary, Ln. P. L. Branch, Detroit,
Mich.

*Nelson, Mrs. Sara C. Engle, Philadelphia.

*Newberry. Lizzie H., East Granby, Ct.

*NewelJ, Etta M., As. In. Dartmouth Coll.,

Hanover, N. H.
Norris, Alfred E., Library Bureau, Boston.

*Nyce, Mrs. Theodora G., As. West Phila.

Branch F. L., Philadelphia.
*O'Brien, Margaret A.. As. In. P. L., Omaha,

Neb.
O'Brien, Richard, Chairman Board of Commis-

sioners F. P. L., St. John, N. B.

Odell, Helen P., Ln. P. L. Branch, Brooklyn.
*Osborn, Lyman P., Ln. Peabody Institute L.,

Peabody, Mass.
*Osborn, Mrs. Lyman P., Peabody, Mass.

*Palmer, Bertha, Ln. Brearly Sch., N. Y. City.

*Palmer, Mrs. Frederic, Andover, Mass.
Paoli, Mrs. Minnie B., As. P. L., Cleveland, O.

Parker, Mrs. G. W., Norwalk, Ohio.

Parker, H.W., Ln. Mechanics' Institute, N. Y.

City.
Parker, Phebe, Ln. Sage L., West Bay City,

Mich.

Patten, Frank C., Ex-ln., Cambridge, Mass.

*Patten, Katharine, Art as. P. L., Minneapolis,
Minn.

Peck, A. L., Ln. F. L., Gloversville, N. Y.

*Peoples, W. T., Ln. Mercantile L., N. Y.City.
*Perry, Lucy W., Student Pratt Institute L.

Sch., Brooklyn.
*Plimsoll, Ellen J., As. McGill Univ. L., Mon-

treal.

Plummer, Mary W., Director Pratt Institute F.

L., Brooklyn.
Poirier, Lydia M., Ln. F. P. L., Duluth, Minn.
*Poland, Myra, As. In. Osterhout F. L., Wilkes-

Barr6, Pa.

*Poole, Franklin O., As. Boston Athenaeum,
Boston.

Pond, Elizabeth M., Ln. F. L., Belfast, Me.
Power, Effie L., As. P. L., Cleveland, O.

*Putnam, Anna M., As. City L., Springfield,
Mass.

*Quimby, Cora A., Ln. P. L. , Winchester, Mass.

*Quimby, Edna Josephine, Winchester, Mass.
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*Rabardy, Etta L., As. Boston Athenaeum,
Boston.

*Rankin, Julia T., Cataloger, Carnegie L.,

Atlanta, Ga.
Renaud, Mrs., As. Frazer Institute, Montreal.
Resor, Mrs. J. H., Ln. Parlin L., Canton, III.

Rezner, Adaline T., As. P. L., Cleveland, Ohio.

Rhys-Roberts, E. A., Ln. Canada Soc. of Civil

Engineers, Montreal.

Richardson, Ernest C., Ln. Princeton Univ. L.,

Princeton, N. J.

Richardson, Mary A., Ln. P. L., New London,
Ct.

Richmond, H. A., ex-Pres. Buffalo L., Buffalo,
N. Y.

Ridell, F. R., As. mgr. Art Metal Construction
Co., Jamestown, N. Y.

*Ridgeway, Edith, Chief cataloger of branches,
F. L., Philadelphia.

*Robbins, Mary E., Cataloger P. L., Billerica,
Mass.

Robinson, Mabel F., Student Pratt Institute L.

Sch., Brooklyn.
*Root, Mrs. Mary E., Children's In. P. L.,

Providence, R. I.

Rose, Grace D., Cataloger P. L., Buffalo, N. Y.
Rowell, J. C., Ln. Univ. of California, Berke-

ley, Cal.

Rowell, Mrs. J. C., Berkeley, Cal.

*Sanders, Mrs. M. A., Ln. F. P. L., Pawtucket,
R. I.

*Sargent, Abby L., Ref. In. P. L., Medford,
Mass.

*Sargent, Mary E., Ln. P. L., Medford, Mass.

Scrimger, John, Hon. In. Presbyterian Coll.,
Montreal.

*See, Cornelia A., Ln. F. P. L., New Brunswick,
N.J.

*Sharp, Katharine L., Ln. Univ. of Illinois, Ur-
bana, 111.

*Shaw, Bertha M., Ln. Maclure L., Pittsford,
Vt.

*Sheffield, Mrs. Gertrude P., Children's room,
P. L., Boston.

Simon, Hermione A., As. P. L., Cleveland, Ohio.

*Smith, Bessie S., Ln. Harlem L.,N.Y.City.
Smith Laura, Cataloger P. L., Cincinnati, Ohio.

*Smith, May Frances, As. In. Colgate Univ.,
Hamilton, N. Y.

*Snow, Josephine E., Milford, N. H.
*Sornborger, Harriet B., As. In. Bancroft

Mem. L., Hopedale, Mass.
Soule, C: C., Tr. A. L. A. Endowment fund,

Boston.

*Southworth, Myra F., Ln. P. L., Keene, N. H.
*Spear, Lois, As. P. L., Minneapolis, Minn.

Spencer, Mrs. M. C., Ln. State L., Lansing,
Mich.

Spofford, A. R., Chief as. In. Liby. of Congress,
Washington.

*Steiner, Bernard C., Ln. Enoch Pratt F. L.,

Baltimore, Md.
Stetson, Willis K., Ln. F. P. L., New Haven,

Ct.

*Stevens, Mrs. Alice F., Cataloger Liby. of

Congress, Washington.
*Stevens, Olive E., Boone, la.

Stevens, W. F., Ln. Rail Road Branch Y. M. C.

A.,N.Y.City.
Stewart, Miss M., As. Mechanics' Institute,

Montreal.

*Stewart, Rose G., Chief cataloger F. L., Phil-

adelphia.
*Stikeman, G:, N. Y.

*Stikeman, Mrs. G:, Ramsay, N. J.

*Stockwell, G:, Ln. Westfield Athenaeum, West-
field, Mass.

*Stone, W: C., As. City L., Springfield, Mass.
*Stuart, Mrs. C. B., Lafayette, Ind.

*Stuart, W. H., Bookseller, Philadelphia.
*Stuart, Mrs. W. H., Philadelphia.
Swan, Mrs. E. M., Pres. L. Assoc. Swan L.,

Albion, N. Y.

*Temple, Mabel, Ln. P. L., North Adams, Mass.

*Tenney, Hattie E., Secy, and Treas. Y. W. C.

A., Montreal.

Thibodeau, Mme. J. R., rep. National Council
of Women, Montreal.

Thomas, Edith, Student McGill Univ. L., Mon-
treal.

*Thomson, Frances D., Student Pratt Institute

L. Sch., Brooklyn.
*Thomson, O. R. Howard. As. In. in charge

Wagner Branch F. L., Philadelphia.
*Thorne, Elizabeth G., Ln. F. L., Port Jervis,

N. Y.

*Thurston, Elizabeth P., Ln. P. L., Newton,
Mass.

*Thwaites, Reuben G., Sec. and Supt. State

Hist. Soc., Madison, Wis.

*Tillinghast, W: H., As. In. Harvard Coll.,

Cambridge, Mass.

*Tillinghast, Mrs, W: H., Cambridge, Mass.

Titcomb, Mary L., Vermont L. commission,
Rutland, Vt.

*Tobitt, Edith, Ln. P. L., Omaha. Neb.

*Tolman, Harriet S., Supervisor F. L., Oster-

ville.

*Tracy, Dorcas, As. Forbes L., Northampton,
Mass.

*Trube, Bertha, Student Pratt Institute L. Sch..

Brooklyn.
*Trusdell, Mrs. E. H., As. In. F. P. L., New

Haven, Ct.

Tutt, Helen, Cataloger, P. L., St. Louis, Mo.

*Tyler, Alice S., Cataloger, P. L., Cleveland,
Ohio.

Underbill, Adelaide, Ref. In. Vassar Coll.,

Poughkeepsie, N. Y.

*Underhill, Caroline M., Ln. P. L., Utica,

N. Y.

*Utley, H: M., Ln. P. L., Detroit, Mich.

*Utley, Mrs. H: M., Detroit, Mich.

Van Allen, Edith, Albany, N. Y,
Van Duzee, E: P., Ln. Grosvenor L., Buffalo,

N, Y.
*Van Hoevenberg, Alma R., Ln. Washington

Heights L., N. Y. City.
*Van Hoevenberg, Elizabeth, Ln. Ferguson L.,

Stamford, Ct.

*Vane, Martha, Cataloger, State L., Albany,
N. Y.

Virgin, E: H., Student N. Y. State L. Sch., Al-

bany, N. Y.
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Wagner, Ella E., Ln. High Sch., Chatham, N.
Y.

Wagner, Sula, Chief cataloger P. L., St. Louis,
Mo.

*Wait, Marie F., As. P. L., N. Y. City.
Walker, James, Tr. P. L., Westmount, Canada.
Wallace, Anna M., As. Cathedral F. Circ. L.,

N. Y. City.
*VVallace, Anne, Ln. Carnegie L., Atlanta, Ga.
*Wallace, Helen M., Macalester Coll., St.

Paul, Minn.
Ward, Langdon L., Supervisor of branches, P.

L., Boston.

Warren, Irene, Ln. Chicago Institute, Chicago.
Waterman, Lucy D., Ln. N. Y. Law Sch., N. Y.

City.
Watson, W: R:, As. In. Carnegie L., Pittsburgh,

Pa.

*Wellman, Hiller C., Ln. P. L., Brookline,
Mass.

Welsh, Robert G., rep. Charles Scribner's Sons,
N. Y. City.

fWheeler, Anna. Albany, N. Y.

*Wheeler, Martha T., Annotator, State L., Al-

bany, N. Y.

*White, Alice G., Cataloger Thomas Crane
P. L., Quincy, Mass.

*White, Mrs. Margaret H., N. Y. City.

Whitney, H. M., Ln. Blackstone L., Branford,
Ct.

Whitney, J. L., Ln. P. L., Boston.

Whitney, Solon F., Ln. P. L., Watertown,
Mass.

Wicoff, S. L., Tr. P. L., Sidney, Ohio.

Wicoff, Mrs. S. L., Sidney, Ohio.

*Wildman, Bertha S., Ln. P. L., Madison,
N. J.

Willard, Elisa May, Ref. In. Carnegie L., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.

*Willey, Laura S., Springfield, Mass.

Williams, Hugh, As. Cataloging division, Liby.
of Congress, Washington.

*Williams, Lizzie A., Ln. P. L., Maiden, Mass.

Wilson, Mary H., As. Central L., Syracuse,
N. Y.

Wilson, Mary L., Ln. Library and Art Union,
Sherbrooke, Quebec.

Winans, Euphemia, As. Astor L., N. Y. City.

*Winchell, F. Mabel, Head as. Forbes L., North-

ampton, Mass.

Wing, Elizabeth R., As. In. Univ. of Nebraska,
Lincoln, Neb.

Wire, F. E., Ln. Grand Trunk L. and Scientific

Institute, Montreal.

Wire, Dr. G. E., Deputy In. Worcester Co. Law
L., Worcester, Mass.

*Wolf, Mrs. L. T., Philadelphia.
Wood, Harriet A., Cataloger P. L., Cincinnati,

Ohio.

*Wood, Mrs. Robert, Lowell, Mass.

*Woodruff, Eleanor B., Reference In. Pratt

Institute ^F. L., Brooklyn.
*Woodworth,' Florence, Director's as. State L.,

Albany, N. Y.

Wright, C. E:, Tr. State L., Concord, N. H.

Wright, C: E., Ln. P. L., Erie, Pa.

*Zimmerman, Margaret E., As. John Crerar L.,

Chicago.

ATTENDANCE SUMMARIES.

BY NiNA E. BROWNE, Registrar; Librarian of Library Bureau, Boston; Assistant Secretary,

A. L. A. Publishing Board.

BY POSITION AND SEX.

Men. Women. Total.

Trustees and commissioners. 17 6
Chief librarians 76 85
Assistants 27 128

Library Bureau, booksellers,
etc 16 8

Library students 2 19
Others 8 63

Deduct those counted twice..

BY GEOGRAPHICAL SECTIONS.

9 of the 9 No. Atlantic states sent 287
9 So. Atlantic states
8 Gulf states

8 Lake states

8 Mountain states
8 Pacific states

Canada and England

15

3
100

4
2

41

BY STATES.

otal.
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